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Abstract

Spectators routinely ascribe intention, personality, even an inner life to inanimate, con-

tingently moving objects like puppets. Why do spectators do so? The prevailing semiotic

approach is unable to bring light into this fundamental perceptual issue of puppetry. On the

other hand, phenomenology and cognitive psychology are shown to be productive when it

comes to tackling questions of the perceptual processes involved in contemporary puppetry.

A bird’s eye view on the research areas that involve puppetry is proposed and a modified

Tinbergian framework, which originates in ethology, is suggested. The research question

is then situated within this framework. An overview of the scholarly works relating to pup-

pets and the apparent missed connections between them underscores the need for a unify-

ing framework. Detailed descriptions acquaint the reader with current works in puppetry.

The works emphasize the need for tools that go beyond traditional semiotics for analyses of

today’s puppetry arts. By applying a perceptual analysis, a cognitive poetics of puppetry is

outlined. The assumptions of this cognitive poetics are tested against a first-hand experi-

ential/experimental foray into the practice of puppetry. This thesis thus contributes to the

emerging field of studies in puppetry arts in a threefold way: outlining the need for going

beyond semiotics, suggesting a productive framework for the organization of the field, and

developing a cognitive poetics approach within this newly defined framework to answer the

question “How does it work?”
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“We want the freedom to construct a materiality of mind, an intelligence of the body. We

want meaning to arise from material processes, and Culture to be once again a part of

Nature. We want to resituate cognition in a larger meaning-making system of which our

bodies are only one part.”

Jay L. Lemke

“The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and not

as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects “unfamiliar,” to make forms

difficult, to increase the difficulty and the length of perception because the process of per-

ception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged.”

Victor Shklovsky

“We can no longer hover above our subject matter like Gods from machines, bestowing

theory upon a practice in sublime and sometimes even boastful ignorance of what takes

place in the dirt and mess of the workshop.

Progress in the philosophy of art in the immediate future is to be made not by theo-

rizing in the grand manner, but by careful and imaginative philosophical scrutiny of the

individual arts and their individual problems.”

Peter Kivy
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Chapter 1

Introduction – “When Peanuts

Fall in Love”

“Howdoes it work?” is the question thatmotivatesmy research project. I want to under-

stand why we can and will perceive puppets as animate objects, how puppetry arts builds

on an ability that evolved for the survival of the human species, and how puppetry artists

can harness this knowledge to create more powerful work.

In 1951, theatre scholarRoger-Daniel Bensky explainedwhyhe thought the “Howdoes it

work?” question was unanswerable. He wrote “nous n’avons aucune possibilité d’approche

méthodologique, quant aux lois psychologiques de lamarionnette” (66) (“not a singlemethodo-

logical approach as to the psychological laws of the puppet is at our disposition,”my transl.).

Research though has come a longway since those days. New technology has helped to shape

methods for the study of psychological processes in ways not imaginable in the 1950s. It is

even possible to examine the neural underpinnings of these processes, from the interplay

of specific brain areas involved in certain cognitive functions down to the function of small

groups of neurons in these areas. We finally have methodological approaches available to

study what Bensky calls the “psychological laws of the puppet.”

From the time of Bensky’s remarkwe have seen the newmultidisciplinary field of cogni-

tive science emerge, a field defined as the “interdisciplinary study of mind and intelligence,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction – “When Peanuts Fall in Love” 2

embracing philosophy, psychology, artificial intelligence, neuroscience, linguistics, and an-

thropology” (Thagard n.p.). An approach to theatre and performance that includes cogni-

tive science is especially useful after what David Saltz describes as the “apparent failure of

the semiotic project” (Saltz 95) as a theory of theatre.

We most often think of semiotics as part of linguistics, but it applies in a much broader

sense to a theory of signs, the study of the action of signs, or semiosis. Semiotics of theatre,

as one approach among others, has yielded great insights, and, coupledwith othermethods,

continues to do so; semiotics as a unifying theory of theatre, however, failed, because the

study of theatre cannot be reduced to the study of a system of signs. Traditional theatre

semiotics does not addresswhat lies at the core of a theatrical performance for the audience,

namely “an event in the world that engages living human beings both on stage and off, and

not merely as a species of text” (98).

Literary critic and philosopherMartin Puchner’s arguments support Saltz’s point. Since

semiotics assumes that the presence of a human body on stage automatically translates into

a theatrical sign, Puchner writes, it neglects the reality of the ambiguity in the production

of signs (Puchner, Stage 6). Puchner even speaks of a “crisis of the theatrical sign.” This

crisis, he writes, is brought about by the lack of control over the signs emitted by the actors’

bodies:

One pressing problem is that no full control over the emission of these signs

will ever be possible. From the point of view of reception, this fact causes a

crisis of the theatrical signs: we will never quite know which gestures and

movements are part of the artwork and which ones are the result of acci-

dents on the stage. (Puchner, Stage 6)

Referencing Patrice Pavis’s Problèmes de sémiologie théâtrale published in 1976, lit-

erary scholar Keir Elam calls for a phenomenologically grounded, empirical semiotics of

theatre in The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama. Nevertheless, the semiotic project re-

mained so dominant during most of the twentieth century that, according to Saltz (95), it

may also have usurped the prerogative of analyses in the theatre arts and, thus, blocked the
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emergence of new methodological approaches. This effect is certainly evident in the hesi-

tancy in puppetry arts research to embrace the new methods at hand in order to get to the

bottom of “the psychological laws of the puppet.”

In the language of the two dominant semiotic models, a semiotics of theatre under-

stands the “relationship of text to performance as one of translation or transcodification”

(101). The semiotic model of Peircean provenance consists of a triadic system of object,

sign-vehicle (a sign-element that signifies the object), and an interpretant (the transla-

tion of sign). The Saussurian model consists of a dyadic system of signifier (comparable to

Charles Peirce’s sign-vehicle) and signified (comparable to Peirce’s object). Peirce’s third

element, not present in the Saussurian model, the interpretant, is supposed to facilitate

access to the object or signified.

Although Saltz proclaims that the semiotic project failed1, the semiotic approach pro-

duced some valuable results. A collection of essays featured in the 1983 issue of the Journal

Semiotica entitled Puppets, Masks, and Performing Objects from Semiotic Perspectives

edited by the anthropologist and folklorist Frank Proschan, forms a seminal contribution

to the scholarship of puppetry, one that goes beyond history, ethnography, education, and

therapy, and its essays are among the most quoted texts of puppetry arts scholarship. By

elevating puppetry arts to a theatrical art worthy of scholarly attention, the essays made

a lasting imprint on the scholarship about puppets that followed. Theatre historian Steve

Tillis’s influential Towards an Aesthetic of the Puppet: Puppetry as Theatrical Art cer-

tainly issued from a fertile examination of the ideas put forward in this 1983 issue of Semi-

otica. The collection’s influence even reaches beyond theatre scholarship into 21st century

computer game development (Westecott).

According to Proschan, the collection meant to remedy the glaring absence of semi-

otic inquiry into puppets, masks, and performing objects and “to compensate for this ne-

glect by returning performing objects to a central place in the study of cultural communi-

cation” (Proschan 4). It brings together for the first time landmark work by ethnographer

1See Patrice Pavis’s Theatre at The Crossroads of Culture for a defence of a moderated semiotic project.
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and “proto”-semiotician Petr Bogatyrev (a revised article from 1937, posthumously pub-

lished in 1973), an article by theatre semiotician Jiří Veltruský (from 1964, elaborating on

an older one from 1940), as well as new essays. Among others are theatre historian Henryk

Jurkowski’s “The Transcodification of the Sign Systems of Puppetry” (123) and folklorist

Thomas A. Green and W. J. Pepicello’s essay “Semiotic Interrelationships in the Puppet

Play” (147).

While the authors raise interesting points about various aspects of puppets, the semiotic

approach negates the experiential aspect and thematerial basis of a theatrical performance

in profound ways. A point discussed by Bogatyrev, semiotician Veltruský, Jurkowski, and

Green and Pepicello, is, of course, the perception of puppets. They discuss performances

as “communicative events” (Proschan, Semiotic 6) and perception of puppets means the

recognition of signs, assuming the involvement of only top-down processes. In contrast,

whenwe speak of perception today, we think of bottom-up sensory inputmeeting top-down

processes of categorization. The perception of a puppet in semiotic terms does not include

the thing before the object, the precategorized before the categorized. Even at the time,

this issue did not go unnoticed. Bogatryev writes that signs are more than reflections or

shadows of reality, but that a sign is “a material segment of that very reality” (Proschan,

Semiotic 8).

In the special Semiotica issue Puppets, Masks, and Performing Objects from Semiotic

Perspectives we see how these unavoidable material segments disturb the purely semiotic

explanation of the effect of the puppet. This comes to the fore when the authors attempt

to reconcile the nature of the puppet as inanimate and animate object, the core aspect of

the nature of the puppet. We can see that, on the one hand, the struggle of defining what

is meant by the perception of puppets has to do with methodological approaches and their

distinct terminology. On the other hand, it has to do with the inadequacy of the semiotic

approach to explain the so-called mystery of the puppet.

Bogatyrev writes about the perception of a sign-system when watching a performance

with puppets, but his own explanation does not satisfy him and he encourages the psycho-

logical study of the perception of puppets by children (Bogatyrev 62). He believes that adult
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audiences and children view puppets in fundamentally different ways.2 Veltruský writes of

the “semiotic process of a multifarious oscillation” taking place between the inanimate and

the human (Veltruský 92), leaving the site of this oscillation unclear. Speaking ofmore con-

temporary puppet theatre of the 1980s, Jurkowski notes that the temporal use of voice and

ofmovement that originates outside of the animated object, is not only amatter of aesthetic

importance but also of semiological significance (Jurkowski, “Transcodification” 142).

For Jurkowksi puppet theatre is characterized by what he calls “a constant pulsation

of the means of expression and their relationships” (Transcodification 144). Arguing from

his semiotic perspective, it remains unclear tome where Jurkowski positions the spectator.

As the person seeing the different aesthetic choices translated into the material body of a

puppet, the spectator would be the natural site of this pulsation. It is, however, necessary

to step out of the limiting semiotic focus to approach the interesting notion of pulsation in

amore productive way. The last essay from the collection of Puppets, Masks, and Perform-

ing Objects from Semiotic Perspectives that I would like to refer to is Thomas A. Green and

W.J. Pepicello’s “Semiotic Interrelationships in the Puppet Play.” They focus on codes that

create and codes that resolve ambiguity (Green and Pepicello 148), an area of particular in-

terest tome. They introduce the semiotic principle of “indexicality,” which they favour over

the concept of iconicity (154). In Peirce’s semiotic model the relationship of object (signi-

fied) and sign-vehicle (signifier) is not arbitrary as the Saussurian model suggests. Instead

there is supposed to be a physical link between the object and the sign-vehicle and this is

an index of the object. The example used is smoke as an index of fire. Green and Pepi-

cello extrapolate from there that a puppet, here defined as an anthropomorphic inanimate

object, functions not only as a sign [sic] but “becomes indexical of human agency” (155).

While the pervasive line of thought is that the audience—helped on by “artistic conven-

tions of the art form”—is actively engaged in disattending to the sign aspect of the puppet.

Green and Pepicello however believe that the nature of the puppet as an index of human

agency is much stronger. The symbolic quality of the puppet clashes with its indexicality,

2See Rochel Gelman surprising take on this point, chapter 5, p.109
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or, to put it differently, a sign, evocative of the object it represents, clashes with its indi-

cating quality, creating “tension in performance—the tension arising from the audience’s

alternate perception of the puppet as an independent ‘actor’ and as a manipulated object”

(155). They further argue that “the effect of this juxtaposition” is intended to underscore

the “metonymic features” of puppetry (156).

Green and Pepicello make a valid observation when they note the tension created by the

alternating perception of the puppet as an inanimate object and as a manipulated object

(which appears animate). They use the term oscillation several times, however, it remains

unclear what semiotic model they are referring to when they write on a single page that

the audience’s attention oscillates between sign and reality, object as actor and object as

acted upon, animated being and inanimate entity, and illusion and reality (157). Although

this is a pervasive line of thought in literature about puppets, I also disagree with their

first assumption that artistic conventions lead the audience to actively ignore the inanimate

quality of puppets.

In a nutshell, it is safe to say that maintaining a semiotic stance in trying to explain

the specificity of the perception of puppets complicates matters to the point of absurdity.

At least Bogatyrev suggested the possibility that another discipline could provide better

insight into the nature of the puppet (Bogatyrev 62). So, to my mind, the time is ripe to

include methodological approaches that go beyond semiotics. Eli Rozik, himself a theatre

semiotician, suggests a multi-disciplinary approach in which semiotics is but one method

among others. The chapters in Rozik’s Theatre Sciences: A Plea for a Multidisciplinary

Approach to Theatre Studies (2014) unfold around the themes of cognitive intent, nar-

ratology, mythology, pragmatics, ethics, theory of genres, aesthetics, semiotics, theory of

nonverbal figures of speech, rhetoric, psychoanalysis, reception theory, history, and soci-

ology.

Therefore, I feel encouraged to propose a new approach to the perception of puppets

and the performances with puppets, a poetics of puppetry, and more precisely a cognitive

poetics of puppetry. In Poétique de la danse contemporaine, contemporary dance scholar

Laurence Louppe describes what a phenomenologically grounded poetics can achieve. At
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first sight, dance and puppetry may not seem to have much in common, but, on closer in-

spection, these art forms share two fundamental aspects. Their common core is the singular

importance of breath in both art forms, along with the use of the human body as an object

moving in space and the use of an object as a moving—sometimes even human—body re-

spectively. Louppe writes:

Lapoétique cherche à cerner ce qui, dans uneœuvre d’art, peut nous toucher,

travailler notre sensibilité, résonner dans l’imaginaire. Soit l’ensemble des

conduites créatrices qui donnent naissance et sens à l’œuvre. Son objet

n’est pas seulement l’observation du champ où le sentir domine l’ensemble

des expériences, mais les transformations mêmes de ce champ. Son objet,

comme celui de l’art, est à la fois du côté du savoir, de l’affectif, et de l’agir.

Mais la poétique a encore une mission plus singulière: elle ne dit pas seule-

ment ce que nous fait une œuvre d’art: elle nous apprend comment c’est

fait. (Louppe, Poétique de la danse contemporaine 19)

A poetics seeks to define and uncover in a work of art what touches us, an-

imates our sensibility, and resonates in our imagination. Thus, poetics is

the ensemble of creative conducts that give birth, meaning and sensuous

existence to a work. Its goal is to observe not only a field where sensing

is foremost in the ensemble of experiences but the very transformations of

this field. The object of a poetics, like that of art itself, is at one and the same

time knowledge, affect, and action. But poetics also has a more particular

mission: it does not only tell us what a work of art does to us, it teaches us

how it is made. (Poetics of Contemporary Dance , transl. Sally Gardner 3)

According to Louppe, a poetics3 tries to describe what touches us in a work of art, how it

affects our sensibility, and how it reverberates in our imagination. “The subject of a poetics
3The term poetics of course brings Aristoteles’ work to mind. It is fair to say that interpretations of Aristotle’s
Poetics have not been without controversy and somewhat obscured the more general meaning of poetics as
used by Louppe. A “key concept in Aristotle’s poetics,” writes Christopher Shields, is catharsis (Shields np).
The question is, whether the “countless works of scholarship . . . contending that tragedy is for the sake of
catharsis” do justice to the depth of Aristotle’s argument. “While he does contend that tragedy will effect or
accomplish catharsis, in so speaking he does not use language which clearly implies that catharsis is in itself
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then not only analyzes what a work of art does with its viewer and listener, it also tells us

how,” she notes. And how better to understand the what and the how of the perception

of puppetry arts than by finally studying the “psychological laws of the puppet” with the

methods at our disposal in the interdisciplinary field of cognitive science.

There are different paths to making a connection between cognition and theatre, but

coming from German studies, I first came across the term “cognitive poetics” in a literary

context. The term ”cognitive poetics” is attributed to literary theorist Reuven Tsur (2008).

The meaning was expanded by a diverse group of literary scholars, philosophers, and lin-

guists with an interest in cognitive approaches to literature like cognitive linguistics and

stylistics, e.g., Peter Stockwell (2007), Joanna Gavins and Gerard Steen (2003), Barbara

Dancygier (2006); cognitive narratology, e.g., Patrick Colm Hogan (2003), Monika Flud-

ernik (2009), Lisa Zunshine (2011), Keith Oatley (2011); or evolutionary criticism, e.g.,

Brian Boyd (2009), Joseph Caroll (2004). Cognitive approaches to literature are by no

means unified in their methodology, the application of a given methodology or even their

goals, they have faced criticism from the fields of literary studies as well as from cognitive

sciences.

So, how does this relatively new approach to literature bear fruit in the realm of theatre

and performance analysis? In “Towards a Theatrical Narratology” Karel Vanhaesebrouck

lays out how the broadening of the hitherto narrow definition of narratology as the theory

of narrative texts is a response to the evolution of narrative. The emergence of postclassical

narratology finds its equivalent in Hans-Thies Lehmann’s theory of postdramatic theatre.

Vanhaesebrouck writes:

recent developments in postclassical narratology such as cognitive narratol-

ogy and in theatre studies such as Lehmann’s theory of postdramatic the-

atre reveal a new and dynamic use of narratological theories, a use which

is activated both on the levels of dramaturgic analysis and visual semiotics.

(1)

the function of tragedy” (Shields np). Herein may lie the root of viewing Aristotle’s poetics as prescriptive,
rather than descriptive.
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In contemporary productions often “text is no more than a peripheral element within

the larger structure of the actual performance” (Vanhaesebrouck 2). The physical theatre

genre and the development of visual theatre necessitate forms of analysis that define text

in broader terms.

The interest in cognitive science, in particular cognitive psychology and neuroscience

can therefore be seen as grounded in the “question of emotion” that lies at the core of “act-

ing theory and the scientific understanding of the body,” as Louppe has formulated above.

Theatre scholar Joseph Roach echoes Louppe’s emphasis on emotion:

Conceptions of the human body drawn from physiology and psychology

have dominated theories of acting from antiquity to the present. The na-

ture of the body, its structure, its outer dynamics, and its relationship to

the larger world that it inhabits have been the subject of diverse speculation

and debate. At the center of this ongoing controversy stands the question

of emotion. (Roach 11)

The fascination that cognitive psychology and neuroscience exert on a new generation

of theatre and performance scholars is even less surprising whenwe take into consideration

what Victor Shklovsky wrote about the purpose of art in his essay “Art as Device,” originally

published in his work literary criticism Theory of Prose in 1925:

If the complex life of many people takes place entirely on the level of the

unconscious, then it’s as if this life had never been. And so, in order to

return sensation to our limbs, in order to make us feel objects, to make a

stone feel stony,man has been given the tool of art. The purpose of art, then,

is to lead us to a knowledge of a thing through the organ of sight instead of

recognition. By “enstranging” objects and complicating form, the device of

art makes perception long and “laborious.” The perceptual process in art

has a purpose all its own and ought to be extended to the fullest. Art is a

means of experiencing the process of creativity. The artifact itself is quite
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unimportant. The purpose of art then is to impart the sensation of things

as they are perceived and not as they are known. (Shklovsky 5)

Theatre practitioners who find their own position reflected in Shklovsky’s view of liter-

ary art are no strangers to defamiliarization techniques. Constant explorers, they contin-

uously search for ways to expand their toolkit, often reaching across boundaries of disci-

plines. The past decade has in fact also seen a small flourish of research devoted to the con-

nection of the cognitive sciences and theatre. Works with titles such as Embodied Acting:

What Neuroscience Tells Us about Performance by Rick Kemp (2012), Toward a General

Theory of Acting: Cognitive Science and Performance by John Lutterbie (2011), Engag-

ing Audiences: A Cognitive Approach to Spectating in the Theatre by Bruce McConachie

(2008), The Actor, Image, and Action: Acting and Cognitive Neuroscience by Rhonda

Blair (2007), Theatre/Ecology/Cognition: Theorizing Performer-Object Interaction in

Grotowski, Kantor, andMeyerhold by TemuuPaavolainen (2012), or ShakespeareanNeu-

roplay: Reinvigorating the Study of Dramatic Texts and Performance through Cognitive

Science by Amy Cook (2010) demonstrate areas of research at the intersection of theatre

studies and cognitive sciences.

In regard to understandingwhat happens andhow it happenswhenan audiencewatches

a performance with puppets, the semiotic approach seems to have hindered phenomeno-

logically grounded perspectives from taking flight. We now are in the enviable position of

being able to use the tools developed in cognitive sciences, specifically cognitive psychology

and cognitive neuroscience, to do just that. With this study then I am suggesting a way of

describing thewhat and the how of puppetry through the lens of a cognitive poetics.

Where the aesthetic experience is concerned, the phenomenological method often re-

lies on interviews with human subjects as they experience art. While these interviews are

invaluable as they stress the subjective experience, they also are flawed for a number of

reasons. For example, the results may be hampered by the inadequacy of expression. In

addition to the artificiality of an interview situation, the results are mediated through the

language of the subject experiencing the art form, as well as through the language of the
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researcher. Furthermore, what a participant reveals in an interview may be filtered and

not come close to the actual experience. This is the reason for introducing an empirical

approach when studying the perception of aesthetics and beauty, as Gustav Theodor Fech-

ner has suggested in his work “Vorschule der Ästhetik.” Fechner’s theory was an important

addition to themethodological toolbox for understanding art experiences and laid the foun-

dation for experimental aesthetics, which is considered part of the current field of empiri-

cal aesthetics. Today, empirical aesthetics includes neuroscientific research methods. Al-

though the research situation with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or EEG

is much less natural than an interview, as it means that the participant is squeezed into a

scanner tube or made to sit under a dryer-hood-like contraption with an electrode cap, the

research results are less mediated through language and—as has been shown for the per-

ception of beauty—the event related responses (ERPs) can be viewed in real time and be

combined with the phenomenological approach, resulting in a more complete understand-

ing of an aesthetic experience, as in a total body rather than total artwork approach. This

would facilitate a shift from the predominant formalist approach we see in modernism to

a contemporary one of spectatorship. For these reasons, empirical aesthetics can proudly

claim dual citizenship in neuroscience and philosophy, both in the natural sciences and in

the humanities, offering a promising field for the investigation of the perception of art. It

may also bring the sciences and the arts a bit closer together again, like reuniting siblings

lost since la grande querelle of the eighteenth century, which was caused by the emancipa-

tion of the natural sciences a century earlier (Kristeller 25).

Neuroscience itself is a collaborative field that can involve the bio-sciences as well as

psychology, computer science, and philosophy, to name but a few, and is dedicated to

the study of the nervous system, from the cellular level to the network, cognitive, cultural

and evolutionary levels. Research in neuroscience employs the scientific method, which

involves formulating a big theoretical question, a concrete research question, several hy-

potheses in relation to the research question, predictions, experiments, data analysis, and

conclusions. To be valid, results must be reproducible and repeatable.

To create scientific knowledge means to uncover general concepts. Objectivity seems,
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therefore, an inherent feature of scientific research results, whereas research outside of

strict laboratory conditions or any research involving the study of ideas or people cannot

adhere to the scientific gold standard. Scientists in the so-called “hard sciences” (some

would say the only real sciences) may often half-jokingly refer to disciplines in the humani-

ties as pseudosciences. The claim to objectivity is, in turn, eyed with circumspect suspicion

by scholars in the humanities, as they suspect that we inevitably bring our biases to our re-

search as well. Where the sciences are empirical the humanities are analytical, and where

the sciences vie for the general, themajority of the disciplines subsumed under the category

of the humanities may be more inclined to the particular, or even the idiosyncratic.

Then there is the question of positionality. Some branches in the humanities are be-

ginning to value and encourage positionality, and journal papers reflect this in different

genres of writing. In the humanities it is possible to live with many truths. We can read

texts like Homer’s Odyssey, Shikibu’s Genji Monogatari, or theNibelungenlied (The Song

of the Nibelungs, an epic poem in Middle High German from around 1200) from a myriad

of perspectives and they all can hold a particular truth. This is not an option for the natural

sciences, and they have to take a different approach.

I came to the study of the perception of puppets by serendipity. As a newcomer to the-

atre and performance studies, I was intrigued by the lack of research applied to the per-

ception of puppets, since they pose an interesting perceptual problem. When I came across

the ingeniously titled neuroscientific study “When Peanuts Fall In Love” by psycholinguists

and cognitive neuroscientists Mante S. Nieuwland and Jos J. A. van Berkum, my explo-

ration into the present study of the perception of puppetry was launched, going straight to

the heart of the unresolved questions discussed in the collection of essays in Semiotica.

What caught my attention was Nieuwland and van Berkum’s ability to demonstrate,

in a language-based experiment, that context overrides categories of perceptions. In their

study, participants perceived a peanut as animate, due to the character it was assigned to

in the story, and when the peanut was suddenly described by the adjective “salty,” which

typically refers to an inanimate object, an electric stimulus response pattern was detected

that indicated an incongruity of meaning. Remarkably, this pattern was not activated by
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the description of the peanut in human terms. This signals that context overrules lexical-

semantic violations, even when relating to a core organizing principle like animacy. I was

immediately intrigued by the experiment and wondered if a similar study could be done on

the perception of puppets. In performances with puppets, spectators give life to inanimate

objects contextually when these objects aremanipulated in a specific intention andmanner.

Nieuwland and van Berkum explored whether context overrules lexical-semantic viola-

tions in a listener, involving a reader and a set of microstories. In comparison, a puppetry

performance presents a much more complex situation involving input from the manipu-

lated objects, puppeteers, the set, and the fellow spectators. Still, “When Peanuts Fall In

Love” made me wonder if these research findings could be applied to puppetry, or if, per-

haps, any research had been done on the perception of puppets.

While I set out with the goal of devising an actual cognitive science experiment, it turned

out to be impossible to do so for this project. The reality of quantitative research is tied

to various factors, not least to research agendas and to a principal investigator’s funding.

When I approached several researchers, it was made clear to me, that if I was not a gradu-

ate student in cognitive neuroscience, chances for experimental work were slim at best. As

much as I may wish, I am not a Jill-of-all-trades with graduate degrees in cognitive neuro-

science, cognitive psychology, or theatre studies, performance studies, aesthetics, or even

puppetry, for thatmatter, and, as such, am regarded as—at best—an amateur in these fields.

In addition, research funding does not come easy for an art form considered a “minor” art

and Bensky would be hard pressed to find any cognitive or neuroscientific research directly

aimed at understanding the perception of puppets. Nevertheless, I will push on in search

of collaborators as I am forging relationships at the institution I am teaching at. I will, also

argue that as research into the perception of inanimate objects in general and of robots in

particular has experienced a sizable increase, we are able to harness findings in these areas

and—despite the lack of experiments on the perception of puppets—take a big step toward

deepening our understanding of the “psychological laws of the puppet.” So until I find will-

ing collaborators, my research is based on different ways of knowing: various theoretical

areas of research and my own autoethnographical studies that become interconnected in
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this project.

Semiotician Mikhail Bahktin’s posits that:

In our enthusiasm for specification we have ignored questions of the inter-

connection and interdependence of various areas of culture; we have fre-

quently forgotten that the boundaries of these areas are not absolute, that

in various epochs they have been drawn in various ways; and we have not

taken into account that the most intense and productive life of culture takes

place on the boundaries of its individual areas and not in places where these

areas have become enclosed in their own specificity.

(Bakhtin, Holquist, and Emerson 2)

DwightConquergood, a performance studies and ethnography scholar, embracedMikhail

Bakhtin’s view in his article “Rethinking Ethnography: Towards a Critical Cultural Politics”

when he writes that when borders bleed an exchange takes place, and boundaries become

membranes and bridges (Rethinking 184). Conquergood elaborates on themeaning of non-

physical borders of knowledge domains in his article “Performance Studies: Interventions

and Radical Research:”

This promiscuous traffic betweendifferentways of knowing carries themost

radical promise of performance studies research. Performance studies strug-

gles to open the space between analysis and action, and to pull the pin on

the binary opposition between theory and practice. This embrace of differ-

ent ways of knowing is radical because it cuts to the root of how knowledge

is organized in the academy (145).

As performance is a way of knowing by doing, one difficulty inherent to knowledge cre-

ated in this manner is the question of presenting it. One needs some distance from one’s

research subject, but if doing is knowing, how can knowledge be preserved outside of the

action? Themessiness of their research, to which performance studies scholars often refer,

speaks to this struggle.
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The questions I ask about our emotional, perceptual, and empathetic responses to pup-

pets, and the question about the fascination that puppets elicit, go beyond the boundaries

of any of the separate disciplines I have touched on. The emergence of percepts through

the interaction of neuronal clusters is a fitting metaphor for my undertaking. By letting the

disciplines interact, the whole becomes greater than the sum of its parts, not merely in a

quantitative sense, but in a qualitative sense.

This study does not look at the history or the ethnography of puppetry, and it will not

go into a taxonomy of puppet design either. Nor will it discuss the semiotics of puppetry

or the place of puppetry arts in the hierarchy of theatrical arts. In chapter 2, “Puppetry

Arts—A Possible Framework,” I instead suggest a research framework and situate my re-

search questionwithin this framework. This particular research framework is adapted from

Tinbergen’s Four Questions, a biological framework, which ethologist Niko Tinbergen pro-

posed when faced with the organizational dilemma in animal behaviour studies in the early

1960s. In chapter 3, “Puppetry Arts—Current Research,” I identify areas of past and cur-

rent puppetry research, and argue that the stagnation in research may be due to the lack

of an organizing principle. In order to move our scholarship forward, we may need to or-

ganize the current disparate areas of research in a way that Tinbergen’s Four Questions

could facilitate productively. In chapter 4, “Puppetry at the Beginning of the Twenty-First

Century,” I give an overview of the revival of puppetry practice in the cultural context of

North America/Western Europe with several examples. These examples are given as de-

tailed descriptions of contemporary puppetry performances that provide contrast with the

focus on folk puppet theatre found in Proschan’s collection of essays in Puppets, Masks,

and Performing Objects from Semiotic Perspectives.

In chapter 5, “Conceptual and Perceptual Aspects of Puppets,” I approach the question

of why we can and will perceive puppets as animate objects from an anthropological and an

aesthetics perspective and introduce a perceptual angle. In chapter 6, “Ontological Aspects

of Puppets and Robots,” I pursue the research question about the animacy perception of

puppets along with closely related questions around the origin of uncanniness from a cog-

nitive science perspective. My conviction that the body is a source and a site of knowledge
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informsmydecision to putmy theoretical questions and findings to the test, thus embracing

philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer’s insight from his magnum opus Wahrheit und Meth-

ode:

Wirwerden also gleichsameinenSchritt über die romantischeHerme-neutik

hinaus genötigt, indemwir nicht nurVerstehenundAuslegen, sonderndazu

auch Anwenden als in einem einheitlichen Vorgang begriffen denken. (313)

Thuswe are forced to go one step beyond romantic hermeneutics, as it were,

by regarding not only understanding and interpretation, but also applica-

tion as comprising one unified process. (Truth and Method 319)

Gadamer maintains that “application is neither a subsequent nor merely an occasional

part of the phenomenon of understanding, but codetermines it as a whole from the begin-

ning” (Gadamer, Truth and Method 333).

In this spirit, I studied with several internationally renowned puppeteers during the

past few years, and chapter 7, “Biotic Experiments—Embodied Knowledge,” is dedicated

to the knowledge creation in practice-led research. Finally, the conclusion summarizes my

original contribution to the scholarship of puppetry arts and identifies areas for further

research.

Per Aage Brandt, a linguist and semiotician, makes the following succinct point, refer-

ring to philosopher Barry Smith, who reminds us that:

humans live in a mesoscopic spatial world, the one that language is appar-

ently made for, but above which there is a macroscopic world and below

which we find a microscopic world. The two latter worlds are accessible

to us only through special symbolic devices, observational prostheses, and

notional hypotheses. (Brandt 184)

In this project the mesoscopic spatial world is represented by the auto-ethnographic

excursion that brings the macro- and microscopic worlds together. Or, as Dwight Con-

quergood declares:
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performance-centred research takes as both its subject matter and method

the experiencing body situated in time, place, and history. The performance

paradigm insists on face-to-face encounters instead of abstractions and re-

ductions. It situates ethnographers within the delicately negotiated and

fragile “face-work” that is part of the intricate and nuanced dramaturgy of

everyday life. (Conquergood, “Rethinking Ethno-graphy: Towards a Criti-

cal Cultural Politics.” 187)



Chapter 2

Puppetry Arts – A Possible

Framework

If my intention had been to write a general text on puppets, this chapter could have almost

predictably begun with a section like the following (invented) one:

In Western literature Herodotus (484–425 BC) was apparently the first to

describe string puppets, which he saw paraded through the streets not only

in ancient Greece but also during fertility rites in ancient Egypt (Blumenthal

12, 27, 126). The Greek term νϵυρoσπαστoς (neurospastos) means drawn

by strings, string-pulling, from νϵυρoν (neuron), meaning either sinew, ten-

don, muscle, string, or wire, and σπαω (spao), meaning “draw, pull” (Lidell

et al.). String puppets are commonly known as marionettes, a term derived

fromsmall devotional statues of theVirginMary (Jurkowski andFoulc 456).

According to Francis C. Moon, the first recorded use of the term “mari-

onette” to designate an animated object was found in the book De Subtil-

itate by mathematician Girolamo Cardano from the year 1550. He wrote,

“They made the most astonishing movements with their feet, legs, arms

and head—all with such varied gestures that I am unable, I must confess,

to render an account of such an ingenious mechanism” (Moon 279). String

puppets fascinate because of their complicated mechanics and therefore

may be mentioned in cultural texts more often than other types of puppets.

18
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Herodotus and Cardanomay have been acquainted with other types of pup-

pets and simply not felt moved to write about them.

This section then could have been followed by a taxonomy of types of puppets based

on their construction details and—in addition—the manipulation and the manner in which

voice is used. Similar texts have been written on numerous occasions and there is no deny-

ing that these texts are necessary ones. One would be mistaken, however, to think that by

describing the puppet design, the mechanics, and the phylogeny—going all the way back

to antiquity—brought us closer to an understanding of the “effect of the puppet.” Clothing

these insights in new colours neither adds an iota of new knowledge to the scholarship, nor

does mentioning the mechanics of manipulation contribute to the definition of an object

as a puppet in a particularly meaningful way. Taxonomic categories may well be outdated

by the time the ink has dried on the paper, since puppets are becoming such a diverse lot

and vary so wildly in form, purpose, or manipulation. Taxonomies of construction may be

useful to the puppet builder, yet, while I believe that descriptions are useful, taxonomies

are of limited use for a theory of puppetry arts.

As we all know, puppetry is not exclusively an artistic practice. Puppets are used in rit-

ual, educational, and therapeutic practice as well as in psychological experiments, in order

to facilitate healing, learning, and research. But the reason for developing an art practice

around puppets and for using them in education and other fields is a common one: the

possibilities that the perceived animacy of the puppet afford. Animacy perception is a pre-

requisite for an interest in puppets in all fields. Yet, none of the research that developed

over time with regard to ethnology, education, and psychology—in which puppets are seen

as tools—addresses this prerequisite directly.

Indeed, research resembles a cauldron filled with an unholy mixture of descriptions of

taxonomies of puppet design, the political, cultural, educational, anthropological, ethno-

graphical, therapeutic functions of puppetry, the historical development of puppetry tradi-

tions, and contributions to theatrical performance art by individual puppetry artists with

attempts at explaining the effect of puppets on the spectator thrown in for good measure.
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Together with the linguistic blurring of differences in topics of interest that guide the indi-

vidual researcher, the results aremixed, to say the least. In addition, the literary scholarship

on the puppet metaphor is such a rich area of research that it, at times, obscures the fact

that puppets are things, not metaphors alone.

So, where does one begin, if one does not want to reiterate the history of puppetry?

Since the astonishing lack of agreement—or productive disagreement, for that matter—on

the things we call puppets leads to the indiscriminate use of the terms “doll” and “puppet”

as recently as 2014 at the art history conference “Dolls and Puppets” in Bialystok, Poland,

a good place to start may be the definition of the term puppet. The following definition is

proposed in the ultimate reference tome about puppetry, Encyclopédie mondiale des arts

de lamarionnette, edited byHenryk Jurkowski and Thieri Foulc, and published byUNIMA

in 2009:

Outre qu’elle est ‘acteur,’ la marionnette est un objet artistique. Des artistes

issus des arts figuratifs concourent à sa fabrication, se confrontant ainsi à

l’art de la scène et du mouvement. . . . il est trompeur de réduire les mar-

ionnettes1 à des sortes de sculptures se suffisant à elle mêmes. (Jurkowski

and Foulc 627)

As well as being an ’actor,’ the puppet is an artistic object. Artists from the

figurative arts contribute to its creation, thus coming face to face with the

challenges of the performing arts. . . . it is misleading to reduce puppets to

all sorts of self-sufficient sculptures. (my transl.)

Following this definition a puppet is considered

• an actor in quotation marks

• an artistic object

• an object made by representational artists

1In French the term “marionnette”—spelled with double “n”—refers to any kind of puppet. Qualifiers are used
to describe the various types of puppets like “marionnette à fils” for a string puppet, “marionnette à gaine” for
a hand puppet and so forth.
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• an object which is moved

• more than a self-sufficient sculptural object

Already there is a lot that could be debated in this definition, but another encyclopedia

entry that defines an object in the context of object theatre comes to our aid and rectifies

some of the points above if taken together:

Le “théâtre d’objets” désigne un théâtre au centre duquel on trouve non pas

la figure humaine (sous la forme de l’acteur, de la marionnette ou d’une

autre présentation), mais des objets . . . qui acquièrent leur propre ex-

istence par la dignité artistique qui leur est accordée. Coulisses mobiles,

masques, figures, constructions mécaniques, toiles de fond automotrices,

effets de lumière et images enmouvement sont les protagonistes de l’événement

scénique. (503)

“Theater of objects” refers to a theatre at the centre of which stands not

the human figure (in the form of the actor, the puppet or another presenta-

tion) but objects . . . which acquire their own existence through the artistic

dignity that is bestowed upon them. Mobile stage curtains, masks, figures,

mechanical constructions, automated backdrops, light effects and moving

images are the protagonists of the performance (my transl.).

In today’s puppetry arts performance practice boundaries are fluent. Therefore, modi-

fying the previous points under the puppet definition with some aspects of the object defi-

nition may help us to describe more accurately what a puppet is. Yet, the definition has to

remain fluid to allow for the evolving nature of this object.

A puppet is

• an actor in quotation marks

• an artistic object or any other type of object that has acquired a theatrical existence

by being accorded an artistic dignity
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• an object that may have been made by (representational) artists, but could also be an

everyday object

• an object which is moved or enters into relationship with other objects

• not/different from a self-sufficient sculptural object

These criteria could be the smallest common denominator for what most scholars in-

terested in puppetry would be willing to underwrite, and yet, it needs to be noted, that the

maker and the viewer are already present in this definition without being explicitly men-

tioned.

In contrast, a doll usually is a humanoid representation used in ritual, play, and art. If

we assume that a doll is or can be

• a children’s or adult’s toy

• a transitional object

• a self-sufficient sculptural object

then dolls can become puppets, but they are not per se puppets. Is a puppet a doll when it

is not performing? I would respond with a resounding “it depends.” In one way or another,

puppets and dolls aremanipulated by humans, but their purpose is entirely different. Dolls

generally are not at home on a stage. Like puppets, they range from very simple, everyday

objects to elaborately ornate and complicated figures, which are also used in play, therapy,

and education.2 Although there may be some overlap in the use of dolls and puppets, the

latter are objects that are grounded in performance, be it in theatre, film, or (other) cultural

rituals.3

2On dolls see Insa Fooken’s Puppen—heimliche Menschenflüsterer: Ihre Wiederentdeckung als Spielzeug
und Kulturgut (Dolls—Clandestine People Whisperers: Their rediscovery as Toy and Cultural Assets
(Fooken) and Walter Benjamin’s critical review “Lob der Puppe” of Max von Boehn’s Puppen und
Puppenspiele (1929)(Benjamin).
3For more detail, refer to Bell’s Puppets, Masks, and Performing Objects (2001); Schechter’s Popular
Theatre: A Sourcebook (2013); Segel’s Pinocchio’s Progeny: Puppets, Marionettes, Automatons and Robots
in Modernist and Avant-Garde Drama (1995); Craig’s The Actor and the Über-Marionette (1908);
Jurkowksi’s Aspects of Puppet Theatre (2014); Veltrusky’s “Puppetry and Acting” (1983); Bogatyrev’s “The
Interconnection of Two Similar Semiotic Systems—The Puppet Theater and the Theater of Living Actors”
(1983); Baird’s Puppets and Population (1972); Barthes’ The Rustle of Language (1989) (orig. Le
bruissement de la langue 1984); Dorst’s Geheimnis der Marionette (1975).
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Puppet makers have designed and constructed puppets in manifold ways from every

material imaginable and puppeteers have invented and discovered ingenious ways of ma-

nipulating them. Although they sometimes share human elements like arms, legs, or even

a head that create hybrids of puppet figures and humans, puppets remain only vicariously

animate figures. The broad spectrum of the world’s puppetry traditions and the diverse

styles of today’s artistic puppetry performances offer those interested in studying the phe-

nomenon of puppetry a wide field for research. The current lack of a dedicated theoretical

framework, however, begets work on puppetry, which not only brings to light a particu-

lar aspect of puppetry but unfailingly will also include some reference to its etymology,

description of its origins, its supposed “magic,” or all of these together. In addition, by in-

voking Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s phrase of the “willing suspension of disbelief” over and

over again, we seem to have dispensed with further inquiry into what makes puppets so

“magical.”4

If we really are at this “puppet moment” in history, as Claudia Orenstein notes (Posner,

Orenstein, and Bell 2), we should think more clearly about puppetry arts, about what con-

stitutes the successful implementation of puppetry, and, its adequate criticism. Ultimately,

these questions will have to lead to a re-examination of the prevailing hypotheses about

puppetry for clues about its enduring mystery, not to mention its allure, described so well

by Heinrich von Kleist in his 1810 seminal essayÜber dasMarionettentheater,5 which res-

onates in surprising ways with today’s cognitive psychology research.6 Our understanding

4The phrase in its context: “In this idea originated the plan of the LYRICAL BALLADS; in which it was
agreed, that my endeavours should be directed to persons and characters supernatural, or at least romantic;
yet so as to transfer from our inward nature a human interest and a semblance of truth sufficient to procure
for these shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic
faith.” (Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. Biographia Literaria, 1817, chapter xiv, par. 3; Project Gutenberg.)
5 Heinrich von Kleist, Über das Marionettentheater: Mit 10 Holzstichen von Felix Hoffmann. Flamberg,
1971, rpt. of Über das Marionettentheater, Berlin, 1810. It may well be that Kleist’s essay essentially has not
much to do with puppets at all, but that it was his expression of rebellion against the romantic “beautiful
mind” in “beautiful body” dictum, as Christoph Lepschy notes in “Ästhetik der Prothetik. Heinrich von Kleist
und die Kunst der orthopädischen Mechanik.” Nevertheless, it can be read as a spot-on description of the
difference in movement impulses between human and puppet. Double: Magazin für Puppen-, Figuren und
Objekttheater, vol. 9, no. 26, 2012, pp. 10-13.
6As examined by Gunnar Johannson in the 70’s. James E. Cutting, “Gunnar Johansson, events, and biological
motion.” People watching: Social, perceptual, and neurophysiological studies of body perception, edited by
Kerri L. Johnson and Maggie Shriffar. Oxford UP, 2013, pp. 11-21. Print.
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of puppetry would benefit from defining what frameworks of inquiry our collective disci-

plines apply to the various aspects of puppetry, while at the same time bringing the “new kid

on the block”—a cognitive approach to perception—into play, in order to show the bigger

picture in our scholarly bird’s-eye view.

2.1 On Aims and Methods of Puppetry Arts Research

So, what if scholars interested in puppetry were to give themselves a framework? How

could a field be staked out? In her essay on visual culture, cultural theorist Irit Rogoff

paraphrases7 a view held by comparatist Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. She writes, “It is the

questions thatwe ask that produce the field of inquiry and not some body ofmaterials which

determines what questions need to be posed to it” (Rogoff, ”Studying” 26).

So, to run with Spivak’s argument, I am suggesting we take a look at the questions that

have been and are being asked of puppets and puppetry arts and to do so with a matrix

known in the field of animal behaviour studies as Tinbergen’s “Four Questions.” The biolo-

gistNikolas Tinbergen (1907–1988) shared the 1973Nobel Prize forMedicine or Physiology

with Konrad Lorenz and Karl von Frisch for developing a framework for animal behaviour

studies by formulating and organizing questions that were being asked of animals and their

behaviour in their natural habitat, thus establishing the field of ethology. In his Nobel lec-

ture, Tinbergen expressed surprise at the fact that scholars, who until then, were considered

mere “animal watchers” were awarded the prestigious award. However, the Nobel prize

committee for Medicine or Physiology recognized that by precisely observing living organ-

isms in the context of their social and natural environment, and by carefully interpreting

their observations, scientists could now formulate questions about our own species, which

led to advances in the understanding of human behaviour.

7Historian Marquard Smith remarks, that Rogoff paraphrases a comment made by the Gayatri Chaksavorty
Spivak at a lecture at Harvard University’s Center for Literary and Cultural Studies in 1987. He writes that Irit
Rogoff first published the comment in Terra lnfirma: Geography’s Visual Culture, Routledge, 2000, p. 31.
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It is currently thought that behaviour is driven by genes and culture. Experience and

subsequent behaviour influence the expression of genes through epigenetic processes. Cul-

ture in turn can be seen as the whole of cultural practices in a defined group and the in-

teraction of those practices and the behaviour of individuals within their natural habitat.

Both, genes and culture, evolve in a highly interdependent fashion. Art perception and art

production are, I posit, behaviours. The practice of puppetry arts is a sub-field of art pro-

duction and perception and—like any cultural practice—can be viewed as behaviour within

its particular cultural habitat and thus be studied by asking Tinbergen’s Four Questions.

Following Spivak’s theoretical argument that the questions we ask will lead us to the field

of inquiry, along with Tinbergen’s practice of formulating and organizing questions to es-

tablish the field of ethology, I suggest employing Tinbergen’s Four Questions matrix to ex-

amine which questions we have asked about puppetry arts in the past. This may lead us

to discover not only the relationship between the questions, but also our blind spots. Let

us begin by examining the types of questions Tinbergen formulated that will allow us to

“achieve a complex understanding of a particular phenomenon, [by asking] different ques-

tions which are mutually non-transferable” (Hladkỳ and Havlíček 3). This will enable the

field of inquiry to emerge.

Tinbergen elaborated on evolutionary biologist JulianSorellHuxley’s (1887-1975) “three

major problems of biology” (Tinbergen 411) by adding to “causation,” “survival value,” and

“evolution,” “ontogeny” as the fourth one. These four problems address fundamental causes

of behaviour, which can be studied from two different viewpoints that subsume the four

problems as proximate causes (unmittelbare Gründe) of behaviour and as ultimate causes

(grundlegendeUrsachen) of behaviour, namely howabehaviour arises and its evolutionary

history and functional utility. According to the human ethologist Gerhard Medicus, these

causes are also fundamental for the different levels of complexity and levels of reference

that go beyond ethology. In ethology and sociobiology, causation and ontogeny are sum-

marized as the “proximate mechanisms” and adaptation and phylogeny as the “ultimate

mechanisms.” These mechanisms are considered the cornerstones of modern ethology, so-

ciobiology, and transdisciplinarity in human sciences.
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Philosopher Mario Bunge points out how the concept of levels as used by Tinbergen is

a useful one when it comes to:

building scientifically oriented ontologies and outlooks, since it affords a

means for a realistic and unified categorization of the pieces of material

and cultural reality, in a way reminiscent of natural or evolutionary clas-

sifications. Let us hope that such theories may yield an increasingly faithful

and rich picture of the universe such that, to the extent to which it succeeds

in combining diversity with unity, it could be called integrated pluralism.

(Bunge “Levels” 406)

According to Bunge, the term “level” is often used without further definition and can

mean a variety of things. Here, it refers to the “level of organization,” the last of the nine

levels Bunge describes. Another level that is of importance is the “integrative level,” which

Bunge identifies as the level of the “emergent whole” (Bunge “Levels” 406), a familiar con-

cept in evolution.

Tinbergen suggested that biologists are trying to answer four different questions, which

ethologist Patrick Bateson and evolutionary biologist Kevin Laland summarize as follows:

These problems can be expressed as four questions about any feature of

an organism: What is it for? How did it develop during the lifetime of the

individual? Howdid it evolve over the history of the species? And, how does

it work? (Bateson and Laland 712)

The proximate causes include the two questions:

a) “How does it work?”

b) “How did it develop during the lifetime of the individual?”

When we want to know how something works in the realm of behaviour (a), we are in-

terested in all those inner conditions that influence behaviour. These were called “mecha-

nisms” by Tinbergen, but I will be using Bateson and Laland’s suggestion of “current mech-

anisms of control” (716) to avoid confusion with other ways in which the term “mechanism”
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is being used. We can ask how behaviour and psyche “function” on the neurophysiologi-

cal, cognitive, and social levels, and what the relations between the levels are. The ques-

tion of individual development or ontogeny (b) refers to the inquiry of behavioural change

with age, and what early experiences are necessary for the behaviour to be expressed and

at what moments of development certain developmental steps and environmental factors

play a role.

The ultimate causes include the two questions (evolutionary processes):

c) “What is it for?”

d) “Why did it evolve over the history of the species?”

When we want to know the impact of certain behaviour on an organism’s chance of

survival, we are asking what the behaviour facilitates (c) and what the so-called adaptive

significance may be at a particular moment in time. When we ask how certain behaviour

evolved over the history of the species (d) (phylogeny), we ask about the history of a certain

trait, and compare this behaviour to behaviour that seems similar to behaviour in related

species. Why did it evolve in a species? Why did the behaviour evolve the way it did and

not otherwise?

Human ethologist Gerhard Medicus8 suggests utilizing these questions to map a trans-

disciplinary framework of the human sciences (Medicus 3).9 Howwould such a framework

look and what advantage would it have over other suggested frameworks? And how does

art production specifically fit into such a framework?

One framework that explicitly brings in the arts is suggested by cognitive psychologist

Thomas Jacobsen in “Bridging the Arts and Sciences: A Framework for the Psychology of

Aesthetics.” He proposed viewing a topic “from seven different vantage points, which are

not mutually exclusive: diachronia, ipsichronia, mind, body, content, person, and situa-

tion.” I assume, that for Jacobsen these vantage points possess inherent questions, as the

8In his work, Medicus also references philosopher Nicolai Hartmann’s (1882–1950) thoughts on the
importance and type of relationship between levels as expressed in “The Laws about the Levels of Complexity”
(Hartmann). The “levels of organization” as well as the “integrative level” resonate with Hartmann’s thoughts.
9He counts cultural studies among the human sciences, but refers to the area as “cultural science,” due to—I
believe—the literal translation of the German language term Kulturwissenschaften which lacks the political
charge that the term cultural studies has acquired in the anglophone world.
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work would “[e]ventually, [. . .] coalesce into a unified theory of processing aesthetics”

(Jacobsen 156). Here is not the place to go into the desirability of a “unified theory of pro-

cessing aesthetics.” I am interested mainly in Jacobsen’s suggestion that “the various areas

are not mutually exclusive.” While the interconnectedness is not in doubt, I see the danger

of confusing the questions when we are not clear about the viewpoints we take. Unifying

them before we have achieved clarity about what these “vantage points” represent, holds

its very own dangers of muddling the questions. Ethnolinguist Nick Enfield points out the

necessity for adopting a rigorous framework as follows:

It is important to be clear about which frame we are adopting in analysis,

for two reasons. First, we need to avoid the error of thinking that we are

accounting for an entire domain when in fact we are dealing with just part

of it. Second, we need to avoid the common error of confusing one of these

frames with another. We cannot demand that one type of analysis, done

through just one of these frames, meets the requirements of a different per-

spective than is actually being taken. Nor should we shift between frames

without noticing or flagging such a shift. (Enfield 30)

To avoid confusion and uncover gaps in our knowledge, Tinbergen’s framework is there-

fore more useful than Jacobsen’s, as it insists on mutually nontransferable questions. A

framework like Tinbergen’s “Four Questions” has the advantage of pointing us toward the

gaps, the questions that have not been asked. This framework has stood the test of time

and, while not set in stone (additional questions have been suggested), has helped orga-

nize research in an enormous variety of topics. Each topic, be it on the level of molecules,

cells, organs, individual, group, and society, can be interrogated with the help of the four

questions, making the gaps and interconnections visible. See Table 2.1 for a suggestion of

Tinbergen’s questions as adapted to puppetry arts.

Thinking back to the examples of publications at the beginning of this chapter, we can

identify the quadrants that deal with questions of a diachronic nature, as well established
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Table 2.1. Tinbergen’s Four Questions
Proximate Causes: How? Ultimate Causes: What for? Why?

TIME
SYNCHRONIC DIACHRONIC

(a particular point in time) (evolution and change over time)
CAUSE

proximate Causation: Ontogeny:
(how) How does it work? What develops?

What is the immediate cause? How does it develop?
What are the current mechanisms of con-
trol?

possible questions: possible questions:

How can a puppet appear to be alive to its
viewers?

What puppet design and technology deci-
sions were made for a particular produc-
tion?

How is the perception of uncanniness pro-
duced?

How does the company “Phantom Limb”
integrate puppetry into their productions?

How does a puppet create feelings of am-
bivalence?

How did the Handspring Puppet Company
develop their philosophy of manipulation?

How does the effect of the puppet come
about?

ultimate Function Phylogeny
(why) What is it for? Why did it evolve over the history of the

species?
What is its adaptive significance?

possible questions: possible questions:

What is the reason for the increase of visible
puppeteers?

From what source did puppetry arts de-
velop?

What function does protest puppetry play
for communities?

What is the origin of Bunraku puppet the-
atre? What is the relationship between
Kuruma-ningyo and Bunraku?

research areas. For example, ontogeny is well covered by questions about the work of spe-

cific artists and by the analysis of puppet design. A testament to the interest in questions

referring to the phylogeny of puppetry arts are the numerous publications on the history

of puppetry. Puppetry arts have also been interrogated concerning their societal function,

(see e.g. Shershow or Chen), or which answers the “What is it for?” question. The question

about the reason for the increasingly visible presence of the puppeteer also falls into the

quadrant of “function,” and a fair amount of literature on puppetry and anthropology that

falls into this category. The upper left quadrant appears themost populated. However, this

gives a false impression of where the current emphasis of research publications lies. These

questions have not been posed as extensively as others and have been added to indicate

that my research falls under the proximate causes.
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2.2 Why a Poetics of Puppetry?

MydissertationTowards aCognitive Poetics of Puppetry is committed to the enhancement

of the appeal and the love of puppetry arts through the development of a theorywithin a new

framework. In honouring both poles of knowledge creation—in the words of philosopher

Wilhelm Dilthey (1833–1911)—“erklären und verstehen,” this research project strives to

support the understanding and the growth of the art.

As seen by Louppe’s application to dance (see chapter 1), poetics is not a form of in-

vestigation restricted to the literary. Indeed, it has much wider implications and has even

been regarded as a possible theory of knowledge for the humanities. In A History of Poet-

ics: German Scholarly Aesthetics and Poetics in International Context, 1770–1960, San-

dra Richter gives a detailed overview on the interesting development of poetics and its in-

tertwinement with aesthetics in the German-language context, a context—you will have

noticed—on which I heavily rely, since German Studies is my original home discipline. Po-

etics is sometimes regarded as a subfield of aesthetics, which itself is a subfield of the phi-

losophy of art. I would like to demonstrate that a poetics does not appropriate the poetic,

that instead it can help us describe which elements of a work of art touch us, what affects

our sensibility, and how it creates a reverberation in our imagination (Louppe, Poétique de

la danse contemporaine 19; see p7 for French original). Understanding “current mecha-

nisms of control,” will contribute to a poetics of puppetry and help us understand the effect

of the puppet (“what a work of art does with its viewer and listener”) and how puppetry arts

achieve this effect.

Etymologically, aesthetics derives from the Greek term aisthesis: perception by the

senses (Welsch, Ästhetisches Denken). Anything that moves our senses can be termed aes-

thetic and—as we know—our senses are not moved by beauty alone. In fact, our senses are

strongly moved by the grotesque and ugly. Instead of being concerned with taste, concepts

of beauty, and the sublime—notions that are prone to change in a society that changes—I

will take a look at aesthetics from a perspective that changes only in so far as our senses

evolve. One such concept of aesthetics is the bottom-up approach, like the one developed
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by Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714-1762) as a “Wissenschaft der sinnlichen Erken-

ntnis” (Science of Perceptual Knowledge) (Baumgarten). To Baumgarten “taste” was the

sense with which to perceive. Philosopher and physicist Gustav Theodor Fechner (1801–

1887) found the concept useful for inquiries into experimental and empirical aesthetics.

His combined interests in philosophy, physics, and psychology led him to develop the field

of psychophysics. In the introductory chapter of Elemente der Psychophysik (1860), he

lays down the goal of his research:

Unter Psychophysik soll hier eine exakte Lehre von den funktionellen oder

Abhängigkeitsbeziehungen zwischen Körper und Seele, allgemeiner zwis-

chenkörperlicher und geistiger, physischer undpsychischer,Welt verstanden

werden. [. . .] [W]as gehört in der inneren und äußeren Erscheinungsweise

der Dinge zusammen und welche Gesetze bestehen für ihre bezugsweisen

Änderungen? (Fechner Elemente 8–9)

Psychophysics should be understood here as an exact theory of the function-

ally dependent relations of body and soul, ormore generally, of thematerial

and the mental, of the physical and the psychological worlds.

[. . .] [W]hat belong [sic] together in the inner and outer modes of ap-

pearance of things and what laws exist regarding their respective changes.

(Fechner et al. 7-8)

“General Considerations on the Relation of Body and Mind” is the title of the intro-

duction to Fechner’s Elemente and this interest in the mind-body problem, as well as the

question of sense perceptions, leads to his Vorschule der Ästhetik (1876). With Elemente

Fechner “establishes experimental psychology based on quantitative measuring methods”

(Heidelberger 59). PhilosopherMichaelHeidelberger describes Fechner’s stance as “nonre-

ductive materialism” (74), a stance taken by Dilthey’s position of “erklären und verstehen.”

In Fechner’s formulation, “Erscheinungen” (appearances) are physical or internal things

that can become knowledge contents (86). Poetics, then, can be seen as rooted in a phe-

nomenological approach, where bottom-up sense perception meets top-down analysis.
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2.3 Why “Cognitive” Poetics?

In the introductory article of the volume “Exchange Values: Poetics and Cognitive Science”

of the journal Poetics Today (2011) literary scholar Mark Bruhn points out the interdisci-

plinary power struggle between the cognitive sciences and the arts. As an example of “disci-

plinary imperialism” [420], he refers to the suggestion by Herbert Simon, a Nobel laureate

and acclaimed economist, computer scientist, and cognitive sciences scholar in 1994, that

literary studies ought to become a branch of the cognitive sciences (Bruhn 407). Under-

standably, this suggestion strikes fear and bewilderment in the hearts of literary scholars,

many of whom have subsequently questioned the value of cognitive sciences as a tool for

literary studies.

However, Bruhn does not shy away and postulates that a cognitive approach does add

value to literary or cultural studies when done right. He writes, “Another way to put this

question is to ask where precisely, and in what ways exactly, does a cognitive analysis differ

from and improve upon available disciplinary analyses? (412) Bruhn goes on to say that

“a cognitive approach must come in disciplinary sequencing” (416), which he enumerates

for the purposes of literary studies as “criticism, historical moment, semiotic code, cultural

set, and finally psychological structure” (404) the latter accessible through cognitive science

methods. It is certainly true that, in Bruhn’swords, “One cannot jumpdirectly fromcultural

products like literature to supposed cognitive causes that underlie them” (404).

In literary studies one still is not immune to accusations of reductionism, when employ-

ing a cognitive approach. Cognitive approaches to the arts in general are often thought of as

destroying original art experiences by scrutinizing the response to a piece of art in minute

detail, thus ostensibly diminishing what lies at the core of an encounter with art, namely

the individual internal experience. This would indeed be a misunderstanding. The “How

does it work?” questions were never supposed to be the be-all-and-end-all for the inquiry

of topics in the human sciences, as philosophers Johan de Smedt and Helen de Cruz have

formulated in their article “Toward an Integrative Approach of Cognitive Neuroscientific

and Evolutionary Psychological Studies of Art:”
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Accepting the validity of higher-level accounts of art does not automatically

lead to a rejection of reductionism. Weaker forms of pluralism (the posi-

tion that the study of human behavior, including art, requires multiple au-

tonomous perspectives) pragmatically imply that a given phenomenon can

be studied by a variety of perspectives – there is no objective reason why

lower-level or higher-level accounts should be the only ones worth pursu-

ing. Since scholars are also interested in various properties of art that are

not part of human biology, they can legitimately study these through the

humanities. (De Smedt and De Cruz 713)

De Smedt and Cruz define the term “reductionism” in scientific practice as an explana-

tory strategy. By focusing on basic levels of explanation and employing a restricted set of

premises, it is possible to better understand an aspect of a given phenomenon (695). Em-

ploying this strategy does not imply that using other forms of inquiry is an invalid or less

valid approach. The goal is not to pit methods from the different realms of quantitative re-

search versus qualitative research against each other. Indeed, the study of art perception is

not a one way street. In “The Age of Insight: The Quest to Understand the Unconscious in

Art, Mind, and Brain, from Vienna 1900 to the Present,” neuroscientist Eric Kandel writes:

Art [. . .] provides insight into the more fleeting, experiential qualities of

mind, what a certain experience feels like. A brain scanmay reveal the neu-

ral signs of depression, but a Beethoven symphony reveals what depression

feels like. Both perspectives are necessary if we are to fully grasp the nature

of mind, yet they are rarely brought together. (xvi)

Dilthey uses the terms “erklären und verstehen” (explaining and understanding) to pin-

point what is often painted as the fundamental dichotomy between the natural sciences and

the humanities. In contrast to the natural sciences, which are perceived as purely fact-based

and objective, the human sciences have been associated with allowing viewpoints and opin-

ions to colour the research. Today, we acknowledge that researchers of all stripes ought to
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be aware of their viewpoints and biases and make them explicit, not scholars in the human

sciences alone.

As Kandel makes clear, we do not have to exclude one approach for another in order to

study a given phenomenon. Sociologist and philosopher Arnold Gehlen 10 once wrote, “Die

Liebe zu Blumen ersetzt nicht die Botanik, man kann beides haben, es kommt also auf eine

Frage der Genügsamkeit heraus.” (The love of flowers is no substitute for botany, one can

have both, it is therefore a question of howmuch onewants (Gehlen 97, my trans.). Flowers

are obviously in no need of botany. But, by the same token, botany does not diminish the

appreciation of flowers. In fact, botany may even enhance it. By analogy, we can claim that

the love of puppets is no substitute for a theory that allows us to investigate puppetry arts in

all of its aspects. And that in fact such a study of puppetry arts can even enhance their ap-

peal. The usefulness of applying an approach like Tinbergen’s FourQuestions to a relatively

obscure scholarly area is that it allows us to put into perspective the research that has been

undertaken. Tinbergen’s framework downright invites the plurality of approaches, high-

lighting the different areas of knowledge creation and allowing for their interconnections

to shine through. The disciplinary sequencing that Bruhn lists holds true beyond literary

studies. As we have seen, “criticism, historical moment, semiotic code, cultural set” are

well documented with regard to puppets. What to date remains largely unexplored is the

“psychological structure.” There are several good reasons for this.

To beginwith, many scholars have tried to answer the question of howwe perceive inan-

imate objects as animate, the “How does it work?” question from Tinbergen’s matrix, but,

unless they are speaking metaphorically, they have relied on tools that cannot reach the

10Arnold Gehlen (1904–1976) is one of the foremost representatives of the German school of philosophical
anthropology, a discipline interested in a self-reflective interrogation of the human and his relationship in
and with his environment. Gehlen’s main work Der Mensch. Seine Natur und seine Stellung in der Welt
(translationMan, his nature and place in the world) is considered the basic text for this discipline in the
twentiethth century (Störig 633). The other main philosophers who developed this area in the German
tradition are Max Scheler and Helmuth Plessner, whose work has been compared to that of the American
Pragmatism in the tradition of Henry James, John Dewey, or George Herbert Mead. One of Gehlen’s aims
was to reconcile the natural and human sciences in an empirically founded philosophy. His thinking exerted
considerable influence on Niklas Luhmann’s system theory. Gehlen’s person is controversial given his
involvement with National Socialist institutions during the Third Reich, but he appears not to have been an
ideologue of the regime. His philosophical texts remain undisputed. For more on this controversial thinker
and his view on art and culture, see Christine Magerski, “Arnold Gehlen: Modern Art as Symbol of Modern
Society,” Thesis Eleven, vol. 111, no. 1, 2012, pp. 81–96.
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heart of the matter. Although their publications are proof enough that Bogatyrev, Green

and Pepicello, Jurkowski, Tillis, Paska, Veltrusky, and Zich have expressed an interest in

the “How does it work?” question, they were using tools better suited to answering other

questions. Indeed, the terminology or specifically coined terms like “opalescence,” “con-

stant pulsation,” “oscillation,” “double-vision,” “projection of self onto object,” “confusion

of materiality and imagination,” or “illusionism” bear witness to the acceptance of puppets’

animacy as a perceptual question. However, since certain insights were not possible due

partly to the lack of specific technology, scholars of the time were unable to illuminate this

question on a deeper level. Today, we have access to the additional tools found in the cogni-

tive sciences, so, why—after successful disciplinary sequencing—should we not use them?

Let us turn to Steve Tillis’s concept of double-vision as an example for how current cog-

nitive research can add to our insights. In 1990, after working with puppet troupes as a

performer himself, Tillis engaged with various hypotheses and formulated his thoughts on

puppetry in Toward an Aesthetics of the Puppet—Puppetry as a Theatrical Art. In his

semiotics-based approach, he sought to uncover what lies at the centre of the fascination

with puppets in terms of sign systems, coining the term “double-vision” for our reactions to-

ward puppets. By “double-vision” hemeant the simultaneous view of the puppet as imbued

with life and as a lifeless object. These days, however, based on our current understanding

of how neurological processes function, the consensus seems to be that it is impossible to

hold two mutually exclusive perceptions simultaneously. Therefore, Tillis’s position needs

to be revised. We now know that if two scenarios are equally plausible, our perception will

oscillate between both of them, thus bringing the element of time into consideration (For

details, see Chapter 6, Ontological Aspects of Puppets and Robots, Ambiguous Figures).

It is my contention that it is indeed this contested oscillation—the ambiguity between the

inanimate and animate properties of puppets—that lies at the heart of our fascination with

them. A traditional semiotic approach is not suited to explaining the perceptual processes

at work here. Therefore harnessing the tools of cognitive science represents an added value

to the emerging field of research of puppetry arts.

By reaching down to methods and results of the cognitive sciences instead of relying on
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semiotics alone, this study is the first to argue that an approach rooted in a phenomeno-

logically grounded aesthetics is able to add new insights to the current research on our

fascination with puppets that cannot be obtained through traditional methods of inquiry.

It offers a fresh and productive way to engage with certain aspects of this type of theatrical

performances that other approaches are ill equipped to offer.



Chapter 3

Puppetry Arts – Past and Current

Research

Just as children’s literature only attracted scholarly attention in the 1970s, puppetry arts

is late in garnering critical scholarly attention. However, my focus is not on an indepth

analysis of the manifold reasons for this lateness. This I leave to those with an interest

and expertise in the historical development of puppetry arts. Instead I turn to those of

particular interest in the discussion, pointed out by Werner Knoedgen and Scott Cutler

Shershow, followed by a survey of puppetry publications. This survey will allow the reader

to critically assess the limited nature of the current scholarship on puppetry in general, and

in puppetry arts in particular. Based on the scholarship overview, I propose to reflect on

the abundance of research questions that present themselves and that support my proposal

for the development of a coherent framework to tie the seemingly disparate pieces together.

This is a crucial step in defining the study of puppetry arts as a field of its own. Once scholars

with an interest in puppets agree on developing and adopting a framework for this complex

and multifaceted cultural practice, puppetry arts will be in a better position to attract the

interest of the research community and ascertain its place within the scholarship of theatre

and performing arts.

Werner Knoedgen, cofounder of the degree program in puppetry arts at theMusikhoch-

schule Stuttgart togetherwithmarionettist AlbrechtRoser, identifies several reasons for the

low status of puppetry in his 1990 bookDas unmögliche Theater: Zur Phänomenologie des

37
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Figurentheaters (which translates to The Impossible Theatre: About the Phenomenology

of the Puppet Theatre). He writes that puppetry often remains an occupation for the hob-

byist whose goal it is to imitate “real theatre.” The hobbyist therefore fails to realize that his

Ersatz neglects the performance as an “autonomous scenic event” (Knoedgen 12). Those

plays producedwith an emphasis on the crafted puppet, Knoedgen claims, usually fall short

of “real theatre.” When the creation of an object takes precedence over the performance of

an object, it will only ever be perceived as an Ersatz, an imitation of the “big theatre.” The

neglect of puppetry arts by research is founded on this notion and “imitation” may be the

key word.

This view is echoed in Puppets and “Popular” Culture by the aforementioned cultural

theorist and English scholar Cutler Shershow. He points out how Plato’s view of puppets

and puppetry theatre as illusion and poor imitation contributed to today’s “ontological low-

ness of the puppet” (Shershow 15), a hierarchical status among theatre arts practitioners,

that puppetry artists have been trying to shed for more than just decades. Shershow refers

to Plato’s Allegory of the Cave, which he calls the “most influential representation of rep-

resentation in Western culture” [14]. In this well-known allegory, Plato expounds his epis-

temology in which ideas equal truth and sensory perceptions are deceptions. Since the

sensory world is subject to change, man—according to Plato—can only have opinions of

this fleeting sensory world. Truth, therefore, can only be found in the world of ideas. If

man intends to fulfill humankind’s epistemological goal, he must liberate himself from the

world of ephemeral sense perceptions and must enter the world of eternal and spiritual

ideas. This brings us to the position of the puppet and his manipulator in Plato’s world

view. Plato’s dualism bisects the world into things of mind and matter, rationality and ir-

rationality. Simulacra, being physical manifestations, are replica of an already imperfect

physical reality, which itself is a replica of the world of ideas. Shershow situates the puppet

in Plato’s epistemology as follows:

In Plato’s text, therefore, a hierarchical theory of representation conjoins

and cooperates with the discursive appropriation of a particular cultural

practice—puppet theatre. For Plato the puppet serves as a secondarymetaphor
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within a philosophical parable, but thatmetaphor itself depends on the pup-

pet’s material existence as an iconic (and performing) object: an artifact

of stone or wood embodied or invested with a particular histrionic iden-

tity. Thus, the puppet, a “figure” in both senses, becomes a peculiarly clear

paradigm of all representations—which are, in Plato’s famous formulation,

mere copies of a copy, at “three removes” from truth. (15).

Thus, Plato condescendingly calls the creators of these perceptual deceptions, who carry

around objects with which they cast shadows of representations of the imperfect reality on

the walls of the cave, thaumatopoios. Originally, the term meant “makers of wonders,”

but—in a semantic shift—came to denote conjurers of cheap tricks, jugglers, or puppet ma-

nipulators (17). Plato is often thought to have condemned art in general and theatre in

particular as blurring the distinction between illusion and truth, therefore complicating

the epistemological goals of man.1 In the foreword to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s

book Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature literary scholar Réda Bensmaïa sums up Plato’s

thoughts on art thus: “a simulacrum [. . .] leads those who do not possess the antidotes

of reason and knowledge [. . .] to lose track of the distinction between the sophist and

the philosopher, between truth and illusion” (Bensmaïa xvii). Indeed, Plato’s aversion to

simulation seems to anticipate social theorist Jean Baudrillard’s notion of hyperreality.2

As classicist Eva Keuls lays out in Plato and Greek Painting, Plato’s writings on art are

more complex than the translated terms may convey. For the context of, and a nuanced

view on Plato’s rather metaphorical reference to paintings in particular and art in general,

see chapter 2 in Keuls. Although, according to Keuls, the entire Allegory of the Cave is, “in

fact, a long equation of the process of cognition with the faculty of sight” (Keuls 34), she

1For an in depth discussion of the value attributed to theatre throughout the times see Jonas A. Barish, The
Antitheatrical Prejudice. U of California P, 1985.
2See Gilles Deleuze’s essay on Plato and the Simulacrum for his almost diametrically opposed view on the
meaning and consequence of simulacra. To Deleuze:

[c]opies can be said to be imitations to the extent that they reproduce the model; since,
however, this imitation is noetic, spiritual, and internal, it is a true production guided by
the relations and proportions that constitute essence. There is always a productive
operation in the good copy and, corresponding to this operation, a correct judgment, if not
knowledge. (49)
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does acknowledge that the choice of words referring to the arts and to crafts are “somewhat

condescending.”

A scholar of philosophy, literature, and drama, Martin Puchner makes a compelling

argument for recognizing Plato’s use:

of the resources of the theatre. The cave parable—with its gothic shadows

and ominous sounds, and the suggestion of lifelong bondage in an under-

ground dungeon—is itself the product of a dramatic and theatrical imag-

ination of the highest order. Into this carefully elaborated scene is then

dropped the plot of the freed prisoner, his dramatic experiences in the up-

per world, the painful process of getting used to the sun, and then, at the

climax, the descent back into the cave, where he and his news of the upper

world are greeted first with laughter and finally with violence. (Puchner,

Theatre 256)

While Plato’s stance ondrama ismostly noted as negative, Puchner urges us to take a second

look and reevaluate the dramatist as he presents himself in his writings on Sokrates. He

emphasizes the similarity, as he perceives it, between Plato’s goals, modernist playwrights,

and the manifestation in a theatre of ideas, albeit not the theatre of the body (Puchner,

Drama 71). Yet, even Puchner cannot find a redeeming word on puppets in Plato’s work.

Plato constructed a “hierarchy of the arts, in which puppet shows and comedy were at the

bottom and tragedy at the top, to be exceeded only by epic poetry” (Puchner, Drama 10).

Shershow makes a compelling argument for the contradiction that, nevertheless, arose

from the cultural appropriation of the puppet as a trope and metaphor, and the lowness of

the puppet theatre based on Plato’s undeniable assessment of the “ontological lowness of

the puppet.” He further suggests that:

the puppet or performing object would be a discursive site where the meta-

physical oppositions of truth and image, presence and representation, in-

tersect with the social and cultural oppositions of high and low, literary and

popular, master and servant, male and female, and the like. (Shershow 15)
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While Knoedgen may use similar vocabulary to Plato and condemns imitation just as Plato

did, the term imitation means different things to both. In Plato’s dualistic world view, real-

ity is only the poor imitation of the world of ideas. When Knoedgen thinks of imitation, he

envisions the imitation of the concrete world, not the world of ideas. He notes that when

performing begins with the making of an effigy, then the goal obviously is imitation and

the result cannot be but pitiful. He pleads for leaving imitation behind and for creating a

puppetry arts practice based on the principles of its particular aesthetic properties, a prac-

tice that, in turn, will earn it a proper place among the other performing arts. Knoedgen

invokes the vocabulary of the Enlightenment when he speaks of the need for puppetry arts

to leave behind its “selbstverschuldete [. . .] Unmündigkeit” (self-incurred immaturity)

(Knoedgen 13). Liberated from this flaw, puppetry practice would finally invite its serious

study.

Knoedgen was not the only or first person to insist on the exploration of the unique

artistic possibilities of puppetry arts and to lament the sorry lack of consciousness on the

part of puppeteers toward their art. In the US context, Elaine E. Miller implores the pup-

peteer, in her 1964master’s thesis Justification of Puppetry as anArt Form, to look beyond

operating technique and imitation of human theatre. Puppetry to her is a “distinct form of

dramatic expression” (Miller 3) and she reserves harsh judgment for most puppeteers:

With one of the most integral design-motion arts through which to express

himself, he [the puppeteer] becomes stultified by mimicking historically

traditional routines without adding any genuinely artistic interpretations

of his own; he makes a fetish of manipulative virtuosity; he disregards in-

dependent experimentation and looks to other puppeteers for stimulation

thereby perpetuating a limited status quo. (3)

Miller would be pleased to witness that, as the concept of art has changed, puppetry arts

have begun to change as well. The art is evolving at a dizzying speed and has come a long

way since Miller and Knoedgen formulated their demands. Innovative work can be found
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in a variety of styles, as a number of puppetry artists demonstrate their commitment to cre-

atingwork that respects the phenomenological particularity of puppets. It is fair to say that,

in recent years, many puppeteers have left the hobbyist attitude behind and evolved into

puppetry artists. Puppetry easily intersects with other performing arts—much to the cha-

grin of some, like the late Henryk Jurkowski who coined the term “third genre” to describe

this type of hybrid practice (Jurkowski “Aspects” 34) .

Now that contemporary puppetry seems to be at home in both theatre arts and perfor-

mance art alike, what is the state of puppetry arts scholarship? And where will it have to go

in response to the innovative and often hybrid forms that have evolved? To be sure, scholar-

ship needs to keep abreast of the change of practice in order to stay relevant (Knoedgen 13).

At the time of writing, Knoedgen appealed for a “wirkungsästhetische Untersuchung” (an

investigation into the aesthetic properties) of puppetry arts as a response to his assessment

of puppetry (13). I could not agree more with Knoedgen, who insists on the development

of a scholarship that centres on the specificity of its aesthetic properties.

To obtain a clearer idea of the number and area of publications that reference puppets, I

used theGoogle Scholar search engine. While not perfect—its indexing is obviously limited

to articles made searchable by publishers and libraries, and additionally, heavily biased to-

ward English-language results—it still yields a considerable amount of useful data. Since

I am looking for tendencies and trends in the scholarship, not a complete survey of every

culture and language, this search engine proved to be a useful tool for establishing a general

overview. Since puppetry is a global practice, an overview of the global scholarly research

into the theoretical aspects of the art and practice would result in a research project of enor-

mous proportions, that goes beyond the goal and scope of this research project. So, please

keep in mind the very narrow focus of the literature surveyed here. My search includes

publication titles only, with combinations of the following words with OR as Boolean oper-

ator “puppet, puppeteer, puppetry, marionette” etc. and excludes “patents, politics, boring

parts, valves.”

For the purpose of my study, I looked at definitions of the object named puppet in En-

glish,marionnette in French, and Figur in German, as these are the languages I am fluent
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in. No doubt, other definitions exist in other languages and hopefully scholars fluent in

other languages will share those with English-speaking scholars some day. In fact, UNIMA

has recently initiated a translation project of puppetry vocabulary.3

Reviewing the numbers and titles of English language publications only, it quickly be-

came evident that only a small number of these is concerned with developing a theory of

puppetry arts.4 When they are not historical accounts, most publications revolve around

the use of puppets. This tendency is a common thread running through most publications.

Hardly any touch on the phenomenological particularities of the puppet theatre and even

if they do exist, these short articles or chapters are hidden away in a collection of historical

and ethnographic accounts of puppetry.

To illustrate this fact, I am including the table of contents of a selection of works from

approximately the last 40 years, which have at least one chapter on the theory of puppetry

in the appendix. I believe it is crucial to examine in detail the great amount of energy that

is expended in writing about puppetry, yet making so little headway in the question that

lies at the core of puppetry. The table of contents are from the following texts: The Ulti-

mate Disguise (1978) by George Latshaw; Puppets, Masks, and Performing Objects from

Semiotic Perspectives (1983) from the special issue of Semiotica edited by Frank Proschan;

The Language of the Puppet (1990) edited by Laurence R. Kominz andMark Levenson; To-

ward anAesthetics of the Puppet: Puppetry as a Theatrical Art (1992) by Steve Tillis; Pup-

pets, Masks, and Performing Objects (1999) by John Bell; Puppetry: A Reader in Theatre

Practice (2012) by Penny Francis; Aspects of Puppet Theatre (2013) by Henryk Jurkowski,

a revised and expanded version of his original text from 1988; and the Routledge Com-

panion to Puppetry and Material Performances (2014) edited by Dassia Posner, Claudia

Orenstein, and John Bell.

The Ultimate Disguise by George Latshaw—master puppeteer and cofounder of the

O’Neill puppet conference—is considered one of the most influential books on puppetry

3The UNIMA International Project of Linguistic Research can be found at http://goo.gl/2Nj7Be.
4According to the literature review in Elaine E. Miller’s Justification of Puppetry as an Art Form (1964), the
first English-language history devoted entirely to puppets—A Book of Marionettes—was published in 1920 by
Helen Haiman Joseph, a puppetry artist from Cleveland. Joseph is referred to as the “grandmother of
American puppetry” in The Encyclopedia of Cleveland History.

http://goo.gl/2Nj7Be.
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in the US. First published in 1978, it was republished in 2000 under the title The Com-

plete Book of Puppetry by Dover Craft Books. The Ultimate Disguise addresses the theatre

student and each section includes exercises. Furthermore, each chapter is prefaced with

reflections on the theoretical aspects of the specific nature of the puppet in respect to each

topic. With its insightful theoretical reflections, The Ultimate Disguise stands above the

run-of-the-mill English-language manuals and textbooks about puppets that defined the

era.

As already mentioned, Puppets, Masks, and Performing Objects from Semiotic Per-

spectiveswas a special issue of the journal Semiotica published in 1983 and edited by Frank

Proschan. To my mind, this collection of essays is one of the very few publications of the

time that was not a sort of manual for puppeteers. The fact that puppets were considered

worthy of a serious scholarly semiotic investigation has had a lasting effect on subsequent

publications. Although Imay disagreewith someof the hypotheses in these articles, the sec-

tion “Some General Considerations” invites a deep engagement with the ideas put forward

on the principles of puppetry. I am not aware of any other English-language publication

with a similar impact. Yet, “General Considerations” only make up a fourth of the articles.

Published in 1990, The Language of the Puppet by Kominz and Levenson contains a

section “Between Illusion and Reality” that addresses some aesthetic questions in respect

to puppetry. It is interesting to note that these topics are so few and far between that the

article by Roman Paska included in The Language of the Puppet is reprinted in Francis’s

book Puppetry: A Reader in Theater Practice published in 2012. Of nineteen articles, only

three or four examine puppetry from a meta-theoretical perspective.

Toward an Aesthetics of the Puppet: Puppetry as a Theatrical Art is the title of Steve

Tillis’s master’s thesis from 1990, which was published in book form in 1992. Given the

lack of other innovative attempts to understand the effect of the puppet, Tillis has had a

major influence on subsequent publications, mainly due to his suggestion of a perceptual

process that he calls double-vision. I wonder if Tillis would have elaborated on his double-

vision hypothesis if he had been able to work within an established framework. I imagine

that had he been liberated from the need to cover the puppet metaphor, the sign-system
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or a definition of the puppet, his chapter “The Essence of the Puppet Double-Vision” could

have been considerably expanded and carried more weight toward the title.

Nearly ten years later, the theatre historian John Bell, director of the Ballard Institute

and Museum and a puppeteer himself, published the collection of essays Puppets, Masks,

and Performing Objects. It first appeared as a special issue of The Drama Review, vol. 43,

no.3, fall 1999), and was later reprinted in 2001 in book form by MIT Press. It is no coin-

cidence that the title is identical to Proschan’s edited volume, sans the semiotic approach.

On pages 11–17, Bell supplies a useful selected bibliography that includes Merleau-Ponty’s

Phenomenology of Perception (1962), and Martin Heidegger’s “The Thing” (1971). I hope

that a reprint will also include Bill Brown’s Things (2004).

Among the collected essays in Bell’s Puppets, Masks, and Performing Objects one is

of particular interest in the context of this study. It is University of Connecticut Puppetry

Arts program alumnus and puppeteer Stephen Kaplin’s essay “A Puppet Tree: A Model for

the Field of Puppet Theatre” in which he laments the fact that in 1999 more books can be

found on soap operas than on puppetry at the New York City Drama Book Shop. His hope

for scholarly engagement with puppetry is similar to Knoedgen’s, but he believes that de-

veloping a taxonomy echoing Edward Gordon Craig’s attempts in 1918 in his journal The

Mask (Bell “Objects” 19), would consequently lead to the development of a field. The term

taxonomy can however mean several things. Generally, a taxonomy is understood to be

a descriptive practice in science for naming and classifying organisms, and in that respect

substantially contributed to the development of biology and chemistry. Sometimes the term

taxonomy also relates to the principles and concepts that underlie classifications. In the

case of developing the field of puppetry arts, it is still my goal to uncover these principles

and concepts. If I were to follow Kaplin’s suggestion, wouldn’t we be putting the cart before

the horse? Taxonomic approaches have their place in puppet construction, amongst other

things, but I would argue that they are less helpful for the development of an aesthetics,

which to me is central for the development of the field. As the appearance and the manipu-

lation of puppets is in constant flux, we need to take into consideration that any taxonomy

based even on the very general criteria of distance between performer and object, and ratio
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of performer to object, as Kaplin suggests, would be outdated the moment puppetry artists

created performances with puppets that did not fit the “puppet tree.” Where, for example,

would performances likeKamp byHotelModern fall in this puppet tree? (For a description

of this work see the following chapter.)

The fictitious taxonomy in Jorge Luis Borges’ essay “The Analytical Language of John

Wilkins” (1942) hits the nail on the head—with not so subtle irony—when it comes to the

usefulness of taxonomies. The narrator claims to have found a taxonomy in a Chinese ency-

clopedia referenced by a certain Fritz Kuhn under the title “Celestial Emporium of Benev-

olent Knowledge.” Puppet taxonomies, especially in table form, unfailingly remind me of

this. Borges writes:

All animals are divided into 14 categories: In its remote pages it is written that

the animals are divided into (a) those that belong to the emperor, (b) embalmed

ones, (c) those that are trained, (d) suckling pigs, (e) mermaids, (f) fabulous

ones, (g) stray dogs, (h) those that are included in this classification, (i) those

that tremble as if they were mad, (j) innumerable ones, (k) those drawn with a

very fine camel’s-hair brush, (l) others, (m) those that have just broken a flower

vase, (n) [and] those that resemble flies from a distance. (Borges 141)

Penny Francis’s book Puppetry: A Reader in Theatre Practice (2012), has a less historical

bent, more practical information, and decisively more current topics, but still covers simi-

lar terrain. Francis, a lecturer and international consultant in puppetry, devotes one chap-

ter to the aesthetics of puppetry, which contains only previously published essays, among

them classic texts like Heinrich von Kleist’s essayÜber dasMarionettentheater from 1810,

and Roland Barthes’s essay On Bunraku from 1971. Others are the essay “Puppetry and

Aesthetics at the Start of the Twenty-First Century” by Henryk Jurkowski, one of the most

prolific writers on Western puppet history, published in 2000; the essay by Roman Paska

from 1990, and theatre scholar Brunella Eruli’s essay “The Use of Puppetry and the The-

atre of Objects in the Performing Arts of Today” from 2000, originally published in The

Worldwide Art of Puppetry. Eruli was editor of PUCK, la Marionnette et les Autres Arts, a
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journal published by the Institut International de la Marionnette. So, despite the publica-

tion date of Francis’s reader being 2012, nomore recent essay on the aesthetics of puppetry

is included. To mymind, the only reason for Francis not to include contemporary offerings

is that no pertinent new essays on the aesthetics of puppetry have been published since the

year 2000.

In 2013 Jurkowski, the doyen of the history of Western puppetry, published the second

edition of his Aspects of Puppet Theatre. He expanded it considerably over the first edition

from 1988, almost doubling the first chapter and adding four more chapters. Although

Jurkowski makes many valid points, I believe his assessment of contemporary puppetry is

overly pessimistic. Jurkowski believes that the visible puppeteer invariably draws the focus

away from the puppet. I argue for a more nuanced view. In my own experience and from

my theoretical understanding of cognitive processes, a skillful puppeteer will, whenever

dramaturgically necessary, direct attention to the puppet instead of drawing it away.

The 2014 Routledge Companion to Puppetry and Material Performances, edited by

Posner, Orenstein, and Bell is the latest general book on puppetry and reflects the develop-

ment in practice and thought, including technological hybridizations. The book contains

28 essays in whole. As can be seen from the table of contents (see the appendix), The Rout-

ledge Companion to Puppetry and Material Performance brings together contemporary

texts that represent significant contributions to the emerging field of puppetry. The col-

lection of articles in section 1, grouped under the header “Theoretical Approaches to the

Puppet,” in part 1 “Theory and Practice,” gives hope that the field finally is on its way to

overcome the dominance of the semiotic perspective. It is heartening to see phenomeno-

logical approaches come to the fore. Bell raises the important and basic questions that

puppets throw open, “What exactly is life? How is it created? Who creates it? What, in

fact, do puppets actually do? How should we think about and respond to our experience of

puppetry?,” yet also repeats the idea that puppeteers “create the illusion of life,” a notion

that I hope to dispel (13). Below, I will briefly discuss three articles collected in section 1

under “Theoretical Approaches.”
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In “The Death of the Puppet” theatre scholar Margaret Williams discusses whether—

given the increase of performances that do not include anthropomorphic puppet figures—

we live in the age of post-puppet puppetry. She argues productively that “[t]he puppet and

a theatre of impersonal objects are not the extreme ends of a linear dramatic spectrum, but

on a continuum inwhich, fromopposite directions, they come full circle tomeet each other”

(27).

In “The Co-Presence and Ontological Ambiguity of the Puppet” theatre director and

scholar Paul Piris looks at the relation of self and Other as “the result of our presence in the

world as embodied consciousness” (37). When the Other is represented by a puppet, Piris

argues, a contradiction is raised (31). Since relations are only possible between subjects,

what is the specific relation between the self of the puppeteer and the Other in the puppet?

I will not delve deeper into a discussion of Piris’ puzzling notion of the Other. He explores

this issue in the examination of copresence and ontological ambiguity in Neville Tranter’s

play Cuniculus and Nicole Mossoux’s Twin Houses. Although Piris touches on areas that

seems to converge with the ones I am exploring and employs similar vocabulary to mine, I

am not sure, we mean the same things. I can follow, when he writes that successful copres-

ence of the puppet and the puppeteer as actor is established by directing attention through

gaze direction. While he uses the term attention, he does so in it its vernacular sense. In

my mind, Piris’s argument is supported by studies in shared attention and, I believe, his

argument would have been stronger, if he had dipped his feet into interdisciplinary waters,

and harnessed the research into “shared attention.” The ontological ambiguity of the pup-

pet is another of the points Piris raises. I agree with him to some extent that the ontological

ambiguity of the puppet “pertains to the fact that it seems to share the same existence as

subject with the puppeteer, but nonetheless remains an object” (38). He asks how we can

“explain that the puppet appears as a figure of the Other despite being an object” (38)?”

Piris suggests to look at imagination and perception to understand what is happening and

after analyzing Cuniculus proclaims that “perception” and “imagination” differ not by de-

gree, but by nature. The subjectness of a character in a play is imagined, not perceived, he
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claims. Whether hemeans thatwe infer agency to the characterwithout involvement of per-

ceptual processes, remains unclear to me. Even after invoking Sartre and his “analogon,”

we are none the wiser. He writes, “I suggest the puppet is an analogon because it allows the

audience to imagine an absent subjectness through its present objectness” (40). Nowhere

however are the terms perception, imagination, or ambiguity defined. Since these terms

have not yet been fully defined for puppetry arts his argument suffers from their vagueness

of formulation.

In his contribution “Playing with the Eternal Uncanny: The Persistent Life of Lifeless

Objects,” Bell expounds on the concept of the uncanny. Quoting from Jentsch, Freud, and

Latour, and touching on the subjects of modernity and pre-modernism, he points to the

continued validity of Jentsch’s thoughts on the cause of the uncanny. Bell writes that the

“‘uncanny’ power of puppets persists, not necessarily as a problem to be surmounted but as

a theatrical sentiment to be felt, appreciated, interpreted, and celebrated” (51). I could not

agree more and, as I will show, the uncanny is inextricably intertwined with the ambiguous

nature of the puppet.

Four other publications by literary scholars are noteworthy in this context: Kenneth

Gross’s impressionist Puppets: Essays in Uncanny Life (2011); Harold Segel’s literary in-

vestigation Pinocchio’s Progeny: Puppets, Marionettes, Automatons and Robots in Mod-

ernist and Avant-Garde Drama (1995); Katia Pizzi’s edited collection Pinocchio, Puppets,

and Modernity: The Mechanical Body (2011); and Victoria Nelson’s The Secret Life of

Puppets (2009), in which she traces the origins of the puppet in the grotesque. While the

authors’ goals may not be to contribute towards an aesthetics of puppetry per se, their ob-

servations are valuable and foster unexpected insights.

While I am mostly referencing English-language publications or translations into En-

glish, I am aware of many publications that are only accessible to a smaller number of read-

ers because they are not written in English or not translated. The Institut International de

la Marionnette (Fig. 3.1) is at the forefront of making texts available across more languages

and publishes the French-English bilingual international journal on puppetry arts PUCK.

Many other excellent national journals are published in their respective languages, but to
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Figure 3.1. Research Centre at Institut International de la Marionnette in Charleville-Mézières, France;
photo Pia Banzhaf.

my knowledge, none of these journals is peer-reviewed and few reach beyond their language

borders.

There are, for example, a number of German-language publications that could con-

tribute to the development of an aesthetics of puppetry, but which are unfortunately not ac-

cessible to mono-lingual anglophones. They include Werner Knoedgen’s Das unmögliche

Theater: Zur Phänomenologie des Figurentheaters, mentioned above, or theatre scholar

Gert Taube’s Puppenspiel als kulturhistorisches Phänomen. Vorstudien zu einer „Sozial-

und Kulturgeschichte“ des Puppenspiels (1995). We can only read them through the in-

terpretation of Jurkowski in his chapter “Literary View on Puppetry” in Aspects of Puppet

Theatre. There are countless texts in other languages that would contribute to the devel-

opment of the field, if only they could be received by a larger readership. Musicologist

and aesthetics scholar Roman Dykast is therefore to be thanked for making Otakar Zich’s

work “Aesthetic and Artistic Evaluation” (“Hodnoceni esthetické a umèiecké,” orig. 1917),

synthesis of years of work on aesthetic perception and referenced in Proschan’s Puppets,

Masks, and Performing Objects from Semiotic Perspectives, available in English for the

first time in 2009 and 2010. Among the francophone scholars there is for example Didier
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Plassard, a prolific writer in the area of puppetry arts, who authored the anthology of writ-

ings on puppetry arts from antiquity to today Les Mains de la Lumière (1996), and edited

the 2015 artpress2 volume La marionnette sur toutes les scènes on contemporary puppet

theatre.

In order to acquaint the reader with current puppetry arts practice, the following chap-

ter offers examples of a variety of practices in which the liminal space the puppet occupies

comes to the fore.



Chapter 4

Puppetry at the Beginning of the

Twenty-First Century

In Puppets, Masks and Performing Objects, John Bell gives a comprehensive overview of

the state of puppetry at the end of the last century. According to him, in the year 2000,

puppetry was still widely regarded as an outmoded form of theatrical practice in North

America, although “political puppet spectacle has been a consistent part of twentieth cen-

tury modernism” (“Objects” 4). Not only were puppets disregarded by the general public,

but “poststructuralist theory by and large ignored performing objects” (“Puppets” 7). Ac-

cording to puppetry artist Stephen Kaplin, literary tropes (qtd. in Bell, “Puppets” 5), like

the well-known metaphor of the puppet for the human condition, were the primary re-

search interests of puppetry arts scholars in the late 80’s and 90’s. A survey of literature

on puppets reveals that research remains primarily rooted in traditional semiotics, which

examines the so-called sign-systems of the puppet. Other perspectives are few and far be-

tween. Only recently, in the wake of an emerging interest in the development of android

robots, puppets have come into the focus of other research fields. Masahiro Mori’s “un-

canny valley” hypothesis, which looks at the perception of humanoid robots, also mentions

traditional Bunraku puppets. Puppets are now also on the radar of social robotics, where

unfortunately the idea of the “willing suspension of disbelief” lives forth. While it is encour-

aging to see roboticists recognizing the insights that can be found in puppetry arts, (Duffy

52
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and Zawieska), sadly the “willing suspension of disbelief” is not one of them.1 So in all, it

is fair to say that a tectonic shift has taken place in the performing arts with regard to pup-

petry arts. The lament of master puppeteer Phillip Huber2 before the release of the highly

successful Spike Jonze movie Being John Malkovich (1999), that puppetry was a dying art

form and Bell’s comment that puppetry was outmoded, no longer ring true.

This chapter provides an overview of the current proliferation of performances with

puppets and a brief discussion of probable reasons for the apparent puppetry revival. The

examples illuminate the enormous diversity and complexity of contemporaryWestern pup-

petry arts practice, a small area of puppetry within global practices and traditions. Assum-

ing the reader is familiar with traditional folk puppetry, I will describe and discuss several

examples of recent puppetry performances—mostly excerpts—which can be found online.

For the reader’s convenience, the ones discussed, plus additional examples, can be found

in the online repository.3 The selection is based on the representation of various styles,

but not necessarily different artists. The main selection criteria were availability of perfor-

mance recordings on YouTube, Vimeo, or artist’s websites, on manageable length, and on

suitable recordings in respect to viewing angles, clearness of image, and sound.

Descriptions of a number of examples follow a twofold purpose. On the one hand, the

descriptions are meant to acquaint the reader with styles of puppetry that differ from the

type of traditional folk puppetry that the authors of Frank Proschan’s collection of essays

referred to. On the other hand, they allow me to introduce my interpretation of cognitive

processes that may be involved in the perception of puppetry, which I will develop in the

following chapters.

In traditional folk puppetry, stories are told in in similar ways as in live actor dramatic

theatre, with an emphasis on the spoken word. As the source of the voice lies outside of

1In 2012, social scientist Karolina Zawieska and engineering scholar Brian R. Duffy maintained that the
”success of our social interaction with human-inspired robots will be inherently dependent on our willingness
to suspend our disbelief that it is only an illusion,” as in Coleridge’s original text (489). .
2The 7 minute documentary An Intimate Portrait of the Art of Puppeteering by Lance Bangs, a portrait of
Philip Huber, is part of the director approved special edition for the film Being John Malkovich,
http://goo.gl/mBK3NP.
3The videos the descriptions are based upon can be accessed at the following link: http://goo.gl/ipeoou,
including some additional resources.

http://goo.gl/mBK3NP.
http://goo.gl/ipeoou
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the puppet, the distortion of the puppet voice has become a tradition in some regions of

the world. This is done by various means, like using tin or wooden tubes, or the famous

Punch swazzle—an instrument made of a piece of twill tape, stretched taut between two

bent metal strips, and held in the mouth by the puppeteer. Some traditions separate the

voice even further from the puppet by means of a singer or narrator. Therefore, the voice

is usually given considerable consideration in deliberations on puppetry and, indeed, voice

is an important element to consider. However, contemporary puppetry practice often does

away with the puppet voice and the action is moved forward through other elements, most

notably movement, a hallmark of postdramatic theatre, as formulated by Lehmann. My

selection of productions with puppets reflects this practice.

Alongside the continued practice of traditional forms, new forms have emerged, draw-

ing on traditional elements, but creating something entirely new, often a crossover between

various theatrical genres. In his essay, Henryk Jurkowski points rather regretfully to the

more recent developments in the puppetry arts. He speaks of the “atomization of all ele-

ments of the puppet theater” and the consequences this has on the semiotics of puppetry

(“Transcodification” 142). To him, puppet theatre is actively taken apart by puppetry artists

for the sake of “theatrical andmetaphorical functions,” and—likeHumptyDumpty—cannot

be put back together again. Instead, “‘the pieces’ enter into new relationship among one an-

other” (144). I do not share his feeling of loss. Instead, this taking apart and putting back

together is an exciting opportunity to liberate puppetry arts from the small box stage and

make it a relevant practice in the ever-developing theatre arts.

4.1 Puppets Today

The “use” of puppets in performances is mushrooming not only in North America. Puppets

can currently be found everywhere, from musicals and operas to mainstream theatre and

filmand seemespecially evocativewhen integrated into postdisciplinarywork like Phantom

Limb’s newest productionMemoryRings, which premiered in early summer of 2015. There
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Figure 4.1. Left: Zazu performed by Geoffrey Hoyle in Julie Taymor’s Broadway Musical production of
Lion King. Right: the character Trouble with Pamela Helen Stephen as Suzuki in Anthony Minghella’s
production ofMadama Butterfly, 2013, puppet created by the company Blind Summit; photo Robert
Piwko.

are puppets and masks in the Lion King (1997) (Fig. 4.1), directed by Julie Taymor;4 the

Bunraku-style puppet for the child-character Trouble5 (Fig.4.1), created and performed by

Blind Summit in Anthony Minghella’s 2005 production of the opera Madama Butterfly

(1903) byGiacomoPuccini;6 and the life-sized horse-puppets in the theatre playWarHorse

(2007) (Fig. 4.2), a coproduction between the UK National Theatre and the South-African

Handspring Puppets.7

Other examples include the shrinking Bunraku-style puppet in DanHurlin’sDisfarmer

(2009), the simple head andhandpuppets inNeville Tranter’s adaptation (2013) of Friedrich

4Puppet design by Michael Curry.
5Contemporary Bunraku-style puppets have developed from the traditional Japanese puppet
theatre—ningyoo jooruri—in which three hierarchically organized puppeteers manipulate one puppet.
6Watch Mark Down from Blind Summit explain the process behind using a puppet instead of a child actor for
the role of Trouble on the English National Opera website, 11 May 2016 http://goo.gl/D8zgp1 .
7Each of the horses has three puppeteers dressed like stable boys. The one operating the front legs and ears in
the chest inside the body of the horse is referred to as the Heart. The one behind the heart controls the hind
legs and tail twitchings and is referred to as Hind. The third one, referred to as the Head is the eyes for the
trio and leads the horse. During various parts of the performance the two horse protagonists, constructed of
bamboo reeds, each carry a rider on their backs.

http://goo.gl/D8zgp1
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Figure 4.2. War Horse (2007), main character Joey, UK National Theatre, Berlin production, 2014.

Händel’s opera Acis and Galatea (1718), cardboard-headed puppet Moses in Blind Sum-

mit’s puppet-show The Table (2011), the marionettes manipulated by stilt-walking pup-

peteers in Phantom Limb’s 69◦ S., a play about Sir Ernest Shackleton’s trans-Antarctic ex-

pedition (2011) (Fig. 4.3). A further example can be found in the array of puppetry styles in

the Old Trout Puppet Workshop’s exploration of the evolution of happiness in Ignorance

(2012), to name just a few examples.

If the current reporting on puppetry (Thompson n.p.) is any indication at all, it is safe

to say that puppetry was never so vital as it is today. An indication of the “hotness” of

puppetry is the use of puppetry in commercial advertisement. Not only have puppets made

appearances onwine labels, they have even been found to bemore effective in anti-smoking

ad campaigns than regular ads (Falk, Berkman, and Lieberman) (Fig.4.4)?8

And who would have thought that puppets would ever acquire sufficient coolness to

8Screen capture of “Steve,” Louisiana Campaign for Tobacco-Free Living, 2006,
http://youtu.be/weVp5FXVyqM. Not identical to the experiment “From Neural Responses to Population
Behavior Neural Focus Group Predicts Population-Level Media Effects” by Falk et al..

http://youtu.be/weVp5FXVyqM
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Figure 4.3. Left: Bunraku-style puppet “Moses” in Blind Summit’s The Table; photo Lorna Palmer.
Right: puppets and stilt-walking puppeteers from Phantom Limb’s 69◦ S.; photo Rob Strong in NYT.

appeal to Hyundai marketing executives, who commissioned a paper animation (Fig. 4.5)

and a puppetry performance for the New Thinkers’ Index meeting at the Hyundai HQ in

Germany in 2012, with puppets made entirely from car parts (Fig. 4.6); or to customers

of high-end automobiles, as the 2013 ad campaign “Amazing Motion” (Fig. 4.7) for Lexus

demonstrates?9

Not since the heyday of Western puppetry in the modernist period has puppetry been

so popular in mainstreamWestern culture. Clearly the attribute outmoded does no longer

apply to performances with puppets. Some performance artists have even become exas-

perated by the feverishness with which productions have taken to puppetry, and too much

bad puppetry at that (see the documentary Puppet10 by David Soll). But what events are

9 a) “Steps,” Lexus “Amazing in Motion” ad campaign, directed by Daniel Kleinman (title sequences in several
in James Bond films from 1995), designed by Richard van den Burgh, and choreographed by Peter Elliot, 3
May 2013, http://youtu.be/U6hqrchbhVY .
b) “Designing Motion-Steps,” the making of the 11-ft., 3D-printed puppets used in the Lexus “Amazing in
Motion” ad campaign, 2 May 2013, https://youtu.be/ZGOBLUoAHrs.
c) “Steps ‘Performing Motion,’” rehearsal process providing special insight into the work of the puppeteer in
Lexus “Amazing in Motion” ad campaign, 30 Apr. 2013, https://youtu.be/mV93xKHp4Uo.
10Puppet follows the development of Dan Hurlin’s 2009 portrait of photographer Mike Disfarmer
(1884-1959) over three years. Born Mike Meyer in rural Arkansas, Meyer legally changed his name to

http://youtu.be/U6hqrchbhVY
https://youtu.be/ZGOBLUoAHrs
https://youtu.be/mV93xKHp4Uo
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Figure 4.4. “Steve,” Louisiana Campaign for Tobacco-Free Living

the catalysts responsible for this shift?

Some claim that professionalizationmayhavehad ahand in this shift. AlthoughL’Union

Internationale des Marionnettistes (UNIMA) had already been founded in Prague in 1929

and, thus, can lay claim to being the oldest international theatre organization, it took the art

a while to claim its place among the other theatre arts. From the start, UNIMA’s goal has

been to advance puppetry across all borders and barriers. While the humanitarian catas-

trophe inflicted on Europe byNazism also brought a halt to the official work of this budding

organization, contacts were secretly kept alive, a testament to the strength of the still young

organization. The first postwar congress took place again in Prague in 1957, and, in 1969,

UNIMA dropped the moniker of puppeteer from its name and now stands for L’Union In-

ternationale de la Marionnette (UNIMA).

Education and professionalization in puppetry arts has come a longway since the 1950s.

This has been mainly due to the establishment of professional associations that facilitate

artistic critique in a supportive environment, like theFigurentheater-KollegBochum, founded

in 1977, or the Figurentheater program at the School of Music in Stuttgart, the first de-

gree granting programme for puppetry arts inWestern Europe in 1983, as Peter Steinmann

Disfarmer, breaking away from the farming tradition that surrounded him not only by occupation, but also by
name. His portraits are remarkable, but remained unpublished until the 1970s and have been recognized as
among the best of the era. Disfarmer’s story is intriguing by itself. Judging from the documentary, Hurlin
portraits this enigmatic figure by utilizing the potential of a theatre play with puppets to the fullest.
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Figure 4.5. Raindrops, paper animation by paper artist Eleanor Stewart, Hyundai “New Thinkers’
Index” campaign.

points out.11 The professionalization is certainly not limited to Germany though. In France,

an institution solely dedicated to puppetry arts, l’École Nationale Supérieure des Arts de

la Marionnette (ESNAM), was founded in Charleville-Mézières in 1987. Typically, how-

ever, puppetry is taught in the periphery of other theatre arts like the Puppetry, Design and

Performance program at London’s Royal Central School for Speech and Drama. Similar

processes have helped to elevate puppetry practice in North America, as well. Education in

puppetry arts has becomemore professionalized with a BA andMAdegree program offered

by theUniversity of Connecticut in theUS since 1964. TheUniversité deQuébec àMontréal

(UQUAM) in Canada offers the Diplôme d’Études Supérieures en Théâtre de Marionnettes

Contemporain (DESS) since 2007.

The professionalization of puppetry seems to go hand in hand with an expansion of

UNIMA chapters. UNIMA-USA was founded in 1966, UNIMA-Mexico in 1981. UNIMA-

Canada was originally founded in 1969, but ceased operation in 1980. 1981 the Association

Québecoise des Marionnettistes (AQM) was founded and became the francophone section

11Puppetry training followed a slightly different trajectory in Eastern Europe, due to the politics involved. For
more information, see Jurkowski and Foulc, Jurkowski and Francis, or Blumenthal.
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Figure 4.6. Boreas by Folded Feather for Hyundai’s “New Thinkers’ Index” campaign, puppet made
entirely from car parts, photo Ben Hopper.

of UNIMA-Canada, until in 2010 UNIMA-Canada made a comeback as a countrywide or-

ganization, uniting the francophone and anglophone section, and even sprouting a chapter

in Atlantic Canada in 2014.12 But can these efforts alone account for the recent boom in

puppetry?

Ironically, it may have been the double-edged sword of television that became a critical

instrument for yet another puppet revival. With the advent of television, entertainmentwas

brought to the living-rooms instead of the parks and theatres, and some puppetry artists

were successful in disseminating their productions to a wider audience. Puppetry scholars

interested in the history of puppetry will be able to shed more light onto the influence of

televised puppetry for the survival and development of the puppetry arts.

Whether “hot” or “cool,” puppetry arts may also have come into their own since the

late 80s, when performances began shifting more and more from text based to movement

based pieces. As a consequence puppets could emancipate themselves from objects in the

12The existence of different sections within the organization of UNIMA-Canada is an anomaly in UNIMA’s
structure, due to its historical development.
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Figure 4.7. Screen capture of 11ft. tall, 3-D printed puppet in“Steps,” first video in Lexus “Amazing in
Motion” ad campaign, 2013.

servitude of mimesis. No longer are they required as mimetic crutches for dramatic action,

but can do what they do best: activate the spectator’s imagination by their sheer presence.

In fact, as Cariad Astles, lecturer for puppetry design and performance, points out:

as puppetry extends its boundaries ever wider towards visual dramaturgy,

object theatre and animation of all elements of the scenic space, the craft

of puppetry becomes less the manipulation of constructed characters but

more the expression of a sensibility which precedes animation. (Astles 25)

This resonates with Lehmann’s thoughts that in postdramatic forms of theatre gestural,

musical, and visual elements integrate in the overall context on equal footing with the text,

if the text is considered to be staged at all:

In postdramatischen Theaterformen wird der Text, der (und wenn er) in

Szene gesetzt wird, nurmehr als gleichberechtigter Bestandteil eines gestis-

chen,musikalischen, visuellenusw. Gesamtzusammenhangs begriffen. (Lehmann,

Postdramatisches Theater 73)
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In postdramatic forms of theatre, staged text (if text is staged) is merely a

component with equal rights in a gestic, musical, visual, etc. total composi-

tion. (Postdramatic Theatre 46)

Now, that puppet theatre is increasingly produced in multi-disciplinary environments,

puppeteers go back to their roots to become animators and animists (Astles 28). The post-

dramatic turn may signal the animated object’s opportunity. When the body is allowed to

speak the puppet shines.

There may be one more aspect, let us call it the Zeitgeist, that has contributed signifi-

cantly to an explosion of productions involving puppetry. It seems rather fitting that in an

era named the Anthropocene for the human impact on the world we inhabit, an eramarked

by robots that make cars, and soon will drive us, by robots that find landmines, and greet

shoppers in department stores, by robots that are employed in autism spectrum therapy

(Fig. 4.8), and by robots in the shape of plush seals that help people with dementia13 (Fig.

4.9), or by other uncannily humanoid robots which care for the elderly, we increasingly call

into question what it means to be human. Given today’s technological development, the

fundamental questions about human nature are continuously reformulated and, no doubt,

have reinvigorated an artistic expression, that comes from a long line of inquiry into the

human condition. In this world that we are transforming by technology, our ideas of what

it means to be not only human but also alive are in flux. It is likely that this historically

unique combination of circumstances, fires our imagination, and— aided by a shift from

text based theatre to postdramatic forms of performances—is bringing about this puppet

moment.

Claudia Orenstein, Dassia Posner, and John Bell put it so well when they write that pup-

pets “and related figures [. . .] serve both as important metaphors and tangible expression

of our continually changing understanding of what it means to be human” (Posner et al. 2).

13From the ParoRobot website: “PARO has five kinds of sensors: tactile, light, audition, temperature, and
posture sensors, with which it can perceive people and its environment. With the light sensor, PARO can
recognize light and dark. He feels being stroked and beaten by tactile sensor, or being held by the posture
sensor. PARO can also recognize the direction of voice and words such as its name, greetings, and praise with
its audio sensor.”
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Figure 4.8. Left: KASPAR, robot developed by Kerstin Dautenhahn for autism therapy); photo
University Hertfordshire. Right: Humanoid store greeter “Aiko Chihira” developed by Toshiba for
Mitsukoshi department storeÖ photo Issei Kato/Reuters.

Indeed, puppets are “vital artistic elements” that “offer [. . .] concrete means of playing

with new embodiments of humanity” (2).

4.2 Examples of Contemporary Puppetry

There are obvious limitations to using recordings of live performances throughout this

chapter, as these performances are intended for the medium of live theatre. Stop-motion

animation and puppet films are explicitly excluded as they are not intended for live theatre.

In order to create a recording that approximates the theatrical experience, the recording

ideally has to be explicitly filmed with a screen in mind. I believe that despite this short-

coming, the videos are not only usable but vital even to the reader’s understanding of the

subsequent analysis. Watching a recording is by nature a poor substitute for watching a

live performance, since so many elements are lost. Is there ever a substitute for being in

the same room at the same time with a person? The possibility of examining the record-

ings for details, even frame by frame, make up for some of the lost elements and is the only

viable medium for the analysis necessary for this study.
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Figure 4.9. Baby harp seal Paro, a therapeutic robot aid for patients with dementia. Its use is similar to
that of therapy dogs.

The performance excerpts discussed below are selected for the diversity of puppet con-

struction styles as well as the role and integration of puppet, performer, and in some cases,

audience. The performances are not singled out for uniqueness, nor are they gender bal-

anced in respect to the artists. Other artists will often have experimented with puppet char-

acters with similar builds or with productions that function in the same way or that may be

artistically superior, which is not the point here. The analyses are not meant to be full

fledged reviews or critiques of the productions. Indeed, each work would merit an exten-

sive discussion in its own right, something that is beyond the scope of this study. The focus

here is on showcasing the diversity of current Western theatrical productions that include

puppets in one formor another and that are suitable for the discussion of perception of pup-

pets. The list could easily be expanded with so many more artists and even more diverse

styles, but as mentioned earlier, these examples are meant to give the readers an opportu-

nity to become acquainted with a selection of current works, and to enable them to follow

the arguments on the perception of puppets in the following chapters.

In brackets is a brief description of elements used in the sequence:
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– The Foam Puppet (miniature direct-contact puppet with actor, tabletop) by Jordi

Bertran from his “Poemes Visuals”

–No Clinc-Clinc (finger puppets with visible puppeteer), also by by Jordi Bertran from

his “Poemes Visuals”

– Ignorance (direct-contact/Bunraku-style/humanette style puppets) by TheOld Trout

Puppet Workshop

–Manbeast/Bestiaire (human/puppet hybrid body in dialogue) by Duda Paiva

–Hand to God (sock puppet with hands and visible puppeteers/actors) by Robert Ask-

ins

– Avenue Q (hand andmouth puppets with visible puppeteers/actors) by Robert Lopez

and Jeff Marx

– Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue (glove, giant, direct contact puppets with puppeteers/

actors, street theatre) by Les Sages Fous

– La Saga des Géants (giant mechanized marionettes with visible puppeteers, street

theatre) by Compagnie Royal de Luxe

–Kamp (miniature direct contact puppets, visible puppeteers, miniature set, video pro-

jection) by Hotel Modern

– Los Tres Cerditos (direct contact/Bunraku-style puppets, table-top with two pup-

peteers/actors) by La Tirita de Teatro

A productionwithmarionettes is excluded from this descriptive section, asmost readers

are familiar with marionettes. However, I will discuss a filmed marionette short in chapter

6.

4.2.1 The Foam Puppet (Jordi Bertran)

The foam puppet14 is part of the Poemes Visuals (Catalan spelling) cycle by Companyia

Jordi Bertran. Watching the foam puppet attempt a daring stunt on a tabletop stage with a

humanguitarist seated to the left of the stage is a brilliant exercise for the phenomenological

study of the human perception of animacy.

14Foam puppet video http://youtu.be/r8BRq6U_UBg

http://youtu.be/r8BRq6U_UBg
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Figure 4.10. Foam Puppet from Poemes Visuals by Jordi Bertran Company.

The audience sees a black stage with a water-filled glass bowl at its centre, along with

a contraption that, at first, reminds one of gallows without a rope. As becomes obvious

later, this contraption is a springboard, accessed by a ladder made of pencils, which allows

the puppet to jump into the bowl of water. The guitarist is tuning his instrument when the

puppet, manipulated by invisible puppeteers, appears on stage from the back (Fig. 4.10).

The puppet body measures approximately 8 heads tall, which is considered an ideal hu-

man proportion. Regular human body proportions are typically assumed to be around 7.5

heads. The puppet consists of a small bead head, without any facial features, and a light-

coloured, rectangular foam strip body with three limbs: two straight arms and a straight

leg without any additional features. The puppet is moved by rods, which are attached to the

nape of the neck, the two featureless hands, the tailbone, and the featureless foot. These

five rods allow the vertical movement of the foot, the bending of the puppet at the hip, and

the articulation of the head and the hands, as well as the production of sound, when the

hands knock on something to attract the musician’s attention. The foam material makes it

possible to move the shoulders and the entire arm by just moving the hand, thus produc-

ing elbows. Last, but by no means least, as we will see later, the foot control allows for a

vertical walking movement that, together with a lifting of the shoulders and a synchronous

forward movement, creates the perception of a self-propelled agent. The performance is

of course a multimodal sensory experience, and the musical rhythm, created by guitar and
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kazoo, that accompanies the puppet’s “walking” motion, supports the overall impression

of agency. Since the foam is soft, moving the foot up will at times also bend the leg foam

at varying points. Depending on the degree the rod is lifted and the curve created, it may

give the impression of a knee, or create a movement like an inchworm, especially when the

puppet climbs up the ladder made of pencils.

The puppet initiates the interactionwith the humanby knocking on the guitar and bend-

ing to the side in a gesture that can be interpreted as the impatient seeking of attention.

Through other unmistakable gestures, the puppet instructs the human to play an upbeat,

energetic tune when it walks up to the springboard, and another, a drumroll, when it is

about to jump. Humour ensues when the human does not meet the puppet’s expectations;

that is when the guitarist does not play the appropriate tunes instructed to play—a drumroll

for jumping, a march for walking. The puppet is infuriated when the guitar player gets car-

ried away and stops paying attention to what the puppet is doing. When the first two stunt

attempts go wrong and the puppet straightens itself up, like a human with morning stiff-

ness, the audience enjoys a laugh, knowing full well that the puppet does not have muscles,

sinews and bones, which would actually ache. The puppet’s emblematic gestures, includ-

ing raised shoulders interpreted as exasperation, demonstrative leg dangling as impatient

waiting, forward leaning, slow gait as menace, help form the audience’s impression of the

personality of the puppet, which appears bossy, to say the least. In a topsy-turvy situation,

the puppet even assaults the human between the second and third stunt attempts, when

the human becomes oblivious to the puppet’s presence and ceases to fulfill his service to

the puppet. In essence, the puppet’s action embodies rage. The transgression is accepted

as humorous, because it takes place in the context of a play and because the scale of the

puppet is too small to physically harm the human.

The human’s role as servant to the puppet is stressed when the puppet insists on us-

ing the human hand as a crank elevator. At the end of the show, the puppet manages to

jump into the water-filled bowl, where it splashes around in apparent delight. The human

delicately plucks the puppet out from the bowl, wringing out the foam as the puppet keeps

laughing as if it were ticklish, adding another layer of contradictory information to process.
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The puppet is reduced to its very materiality of a strip of foam as it snickers in impossible

pleasure. The end point of the performance is marked when the puppeteers let go of the

rods of the wrung out puppet and emerge from behind the curtain.

The isolated joint-points to which the manipulating rods are fixed and the very basic

shape of the puppet bring to mind the point light walkers first employed by psychologist

Gunnar Johansson in his experiments of the 1970s on the perception of the human body,

despite degraded visual stimuli,15 with which he tried to tease apart the elements of infor-

mation needed to perceive an object as exhibiting human motion. Subsequent research

(Cutting Troje and Chang) has revealed a correlation of directional discrimination and an-

imacy perception, as well as the human visual system’s “sensitivity to the gravity-defined

dynamics to detect the gravity-dependent movements typical for the limbs of terrestrial

animals in locomotion” (Troje and Westhoff). Troje stresses the salience of the directional

cues produced from the light dots on the feet. It seems that perception of directionality

relies on gravity induced vertical asymmetry (Troje and Chang).

On a psychological level, this echoes Heinrich von Kleist’s thoughts on the nature of

grace in his seminal essay Über das Marionettentheater (1810), which is constructed as

a fictional dialogue between a dancer and the fictional author. The dancer maintains the

opinion that marionettes are inherently graceful because they do not reflect upon them-

selves. Grace is understood as unaffected naturalness that the dancer maintains, and is

lost as soon as a person becomes aware of it, which is not the case with the marionette.

The puppet maker andmanipulator, “der Maschinist,” as he calls him, has to reign over the

centre of gravity of the puppet and manipulate it from there, causing all movement to flow

with unaffected ease:

Jede Bewegung, sagte er, hätte einen Schwerpunkt; es wäre genug, diesen,

in dem Innern der Figur, zu regieren; die Glieder, welche nichts als Pen-

del wären, folgten, ohne irgend ein Zutun, auf eine mechanische Weise von

15The videos (1971) on two- and three-dimensional motion perception, created by Dr. James Maas from
Cornell University, demonstrate some of Johansson’s findings. http://youtu.be/1F5ICP9SYLU (7 min.) and
http://youtu.be/KT89CQ2nRpo (11 min) (Johansson and Maas, “2-Dimensional Motion Perception. Motion
Perception Part 1.” “3-Dimensional Motion Perception. Motion Perception Part 2.”)

http://youtu.be/1F5ICP9SYLU
http://youtu.be/KT89CQ2nRpo
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selbst. Er setzte hinzu, daß diese Bewegung sehr einfach wäre; daß jedes-

mal, wenn der Schwerpunkt in einer graden Linie bewegt wird, die Glieder

schon Kurven beschrieben; und daß oft, auf eine bloß zufällige Weise er-

schüttert, das Ganze schon in eine Art von rhythmische Bewegung käme,

die dem Tanz ähnlich wäre. (Kleist)

Each movement, he said, will have a center of gravity; it would suffice to

direct this crucial point to the inside of the figure. The limbs that function

as nothing more than a pendulum, swinging freely, will follow the move-

ment in their own fashion without anyone’s aid. He further stated that this

movement was really quite simple; that each time the center of gravity was

moved in a direct line, the limbs would start to describe a curve; and that of-

ten when simply shaken in an arbitrary manner, the whole figure assumed

a kind of rhythmic movement that was identical to dance. (trans. Thomas

Neumiller)

Based on his own observations as an artist, Kleist would certainly second Troje’s obser-

vation on “gravity defined dynamics” that we so clearly see at work in Bertran’s little show,

even though there are no marionettes involved. The foam puppet comes alive through the

“climbing” on stage from an apparently lower point, and through its upbeat vertical leg

motion emphasizing the gravitational pull.16 The gravitational pull is also evoked in the

actions of falling and slipping when it tries to climb to the top of the springboard, and then

balances with a handstand, thereby inverting its position.

Respecting the “gravity defined dynamics,” however, is only one of several elements

that make the puppet and its personality spring to life in our perception. The projection of

agency onto the puppet is supported by the reaction to its presence by the puppetry show

confederate: the human guitar player. It is with great seriousness and earnestness that he

approaches the requests by the puppet and attends to its demands. Indeed, the attention

16Just as a side note: The same show performed in a space station would have to take into account the
changed gravity and slow the movements to be perceived as falling into believable motion. Gravity would not
be such an obstacle to movements, therefore less energetic movements would suffice.
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he gives to the puppet guides the audience in a moment of shared attention, before he re-

turns to his guitar. With the return to his seemingly primary occupation, the guitar player

transfers the task of paying attention to the audience.

Most of the time, the guitar player comes across as subservient to the puppet’s interests.

The puppet, seemingly unaware of the huge difference in scale to the human, orders him

about and the human responds to the puppet in the intended way, presumably a bit more

indulgently than he would with an actual human being. The puppet’s attitude reminds me

of that of a badly trained small dog barking its heart out at a much larger dog, or even

attacking him, completely unaware of the difference in size and the ridiculous nature of

the situation. This fits in with Kleist’s idea of the lack of self-consciousness in puppets

significantly contributing to their grace, and, as we see here, to their overall animacy as

well.

There is a moment in the show, during a raging assault on the guitar player in a motion

impossible for a living being, that contradicts the notion of “gravity defined dynamics,” yet

without diminishing the perception of agency. Although thismovement seems to violate bi-

ological motion parameters, it does not violate the perception of agency of the foam puppet.

Kleist noted this contradictory nature of marionettes in his essay:

Zudem, sprach er, haben diese Puppen den Vorteil, daß sie antigrav sind.

Von der Trägheit derMaterie, dieser demTanze entgegenstrebendsten aller

Eigenschaften, wissen sie nichts: weil die Kraft, die sie in die Lüfte erhebt,

größer ist, als jene, die sie an der Erde fesselte. [. . .] Die Puppen brauchen

den Boden nur, wie die Elfen, um ihn zu streifen, und den Schwung der

Glieder, durch die augenblicklicheHemmung neu zu beleben; wir brauchen

ihn, um darauf zu ruhen, und uns von der Anstrengung des Tanzes zu er-

holen: ein Moment, der offenbar selber kein Tanz ist, und mit dem sich

weiter nichts anfangen läßt, als ihn möglichst verschwinden zu machen.

In addition, he went on, these puppets possess the virtue of being immune

to gravity’s force. They know nothing of the inertia of matter, that quality
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which above all is diametrically opposed to the dance, because the force

that lifts them into the air is greater than the one that binds them to the

earth. [. . .] Like elves, the puppets need only to touch upon the ground,

and the soaring of their limbs is newly animated through this momentary

hesitation; we dancers need the ground to rest upon and recover from the

exertion of the dance; a moment that is certainly no kind of dance in itself

and with which nothing further can be done except to at least make it seem

to not exist. (transl. Thomas G. Neumiller)

In this context, Melissa Trimingham adds an interesting observation that to me points

to the divergentmodes of analyses of theoretician and practitioner, “AsKleistmakes a claim

formateriality as a puremeans of expressionwithin performance, so Schlemmer recognizes

materiality in contact with the body as a means of expression that by-passes words and

semiotic signifiers.” (Trimingham, “Oskar Schlemmer’s Research Practice at the Dessau

Bauhaus.” 136).

4.2.2 No Clinc-Clinc (Jordi Bertran)

Let us therefore turn to another example of puppetry, this time with a visible puppeteer.

This example falls into the category of finger puppets, which denotes a type of head, either

painted on, or created from some type of material and worn on the finger. There are many

examples of finger puppets, most famously that of Sergej Obratzov, whose tombstone in

Moscow’s Novodevichy Cemetery even represents a finger puppet (Fig.4.11).

The following description comes from another show by Companyia Jordi Bertran called

No Clinc-Clinc,17 which complicates the animacy/inanimacy perception of puppets even

further than the foam puppet, as the human hand does not resemble a known animate ob-

ject, other than the human hand. How is it possible for the audience so effortlessly abstract

from the hand being a hand?

17Jordi Bertran, No Clinc-Clinc. video, http://youtu.be/AmgxOKlEgss(app. 11 min.)

http://youtu.be/AmgxOKlEgss
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Figure 4.11. Sergej Obratsov’s tombstone in Novodevichy Cemetery, Moscow.

At first, we see the human guitar player, Jordi Bertran himself, at the centre of the stage,

strumming away on his guitar. There is nothing unusual, before the thumb of his left hand,

that is grasping the chords on the fingerboard, emerges with a ball on top and begins to

bob to the rhythm. It immediately transforms the ball and the other four fingers into one

agentive entity. The music goes on until an unresponsive chord is noticed by the “head

on a thumb creature.” The puppet becomes curious about the reason for this unwelcome

interruption, gets up on top of the guitar neck and inches its way down towards the right

hand, which, as it now turns out, also is a creature with a ball as its head. So, instead of what

the audience first thought was going to be a solo performance by a human guitar player,

becomes a trio by a human guitar player and two “head on thumb creatures,” and finally the

attention shifts away from the guitar player, perceptually dropping the human as an actor,

leaving two creatures played by the right and left hand of the guitar player/puppeteer (Fig.

4.12). Although he obviously is on stage all the time, making the sounds and gestures with

his very much alive hands, the hands are completely detached from him in our perception
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of their agency.

Figure 4.12. Finger Puppets from Poemes Visuals by Jordi Bertran Company.

So, while we cannot say they are inanimate objects, the hands clearly no longer fit the

simple categorization of human hands, that belong only to the breathing and living pup-

peteer. Instead, as if caused by a type of alien hand syndrome,18 the hands take on separate

lives as two, not clearly categorisable, dog-like creatures. When the second puppet is intro-

duced, we become aware of the fact that they also are very distinct characters.

When the two hands have finished the musical piece, there arises a surprising situation

that gives the performance a new twist. While bowing to the audience and taking in the

applause, the guitar flips and comes to rest, strings down, on the puppeteer’s legs. It is a

simple scene change, yet with profound implications for the two puppets. The onlymoment

the puppeteer looks up at the audience during the performance is the moment that the

puppets take a bow. It almost seems implied that through his inattentiveness to the puppets

and to his own role in the performance, hemay have caused the ensuing problems. Flipping

the guitar separates the puppets on different “islands” on the guitar and the trouser leg of

18Clinical cases of patients, who have undergone treatment for epilepsy through the severing the neural
connections of the corpus callosum, a brain structure consisting of about 80 million of axons, that connect the
neurons from one brain hemisphere to the other, revealed (Carter and Frith) that alien hand syndrome is
mostly caused by injury of the corpus callosum. In this situation, the patient perceives the limb as not
belonging to him. It seems to act purposefully and—sometimes even— in conflicting ways to the patient’s will
(Giummarra et al.).
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the puppeteer, and produces an existential crisis by creating an incomprehensible shift and

disorientation in their environment. The purpose of the two hands is to produce music on

the guitar strings, but the strings have disappeared, therefore the despair in the exclamation

“no clinc-clinc” by the left-hand puppet. The hands that produced sophisticated musical

pieces are lost without their usual environment, their scale makes it impossible for them to

detect where the strings have gone. The flat, even shiny wooden back of the guitar becomes

the stage space for the two hand-puppets to navigate, negotiate, and create a way out of

their existential crisis. Their life purpose vanished, they truly are distressed.

Oddly, the audience finds humour in this, probably because of their God’s eye view, as

they know the problem is, on many levels, not truly an existential one. After all, the hands

are puppets/the puppets are hands, and no real tragedy befalls them, because they belong

to the world of fiction, and, in the end, the puppets are hands that do belong to a human

and will certainly return to their role of human limbs. But the situation creates a somewhat

bewildering contrast between the sophistication they display in creating wonderful music

and the helplessness vis-à-vis an apparently simple problem. Of course, this is entirely a

matter of perspective.

Their distinct characters are employed as a motor for the narrative. The left hand plays

themore reasonable part, while the right hand gets carried away with its playing andmoves

up the fingerboard. The left hand scolds the right hand and sends it back to its place over

the sound hole. The left hand disciplines the right, orders it about in a pointing gesture,

strokes it, initiates head-butts, embraces and smacks it with a smooching sound (on the

invisible lips). In a moment that reveals the uncanniness of this simple performance—only

on a superficial level—the left hand puppet somewhat mischievously takes off the other

puppet’s head tomake it stop crying, reducing the right-hand puppet to a speechless, sight-

less, and breathless figure. When the right-hand puppet is looking for the head, the left-

hand puppet does not immediately return the head, but it does provide mouth-to-mouth

resuscitation when the right-hand puppet can no longer breathe. The right hand is the

nondominant, more emotional of the two; at least it exposes emotions more openly when

it—dumbfounded by the situation—scratches its head in a helpless gesture, and when it
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starts crying hysterically over the lost guitar strings. It also shows fear when the left hand

wants tomake it explore the world of the guitar neck and beyond. Asmentioned above, this

brings the left hand to remove the head/ball of its partner, who/which then continues cry-

ing silently. Now technically, this would reduce the right-hand puppet to a simple hand, a

hand belonging to itsmanipulator, returning to its original state as being part of the limbs

of a human. Rather surprisingly, this does not happen at all. Watching the short perfor-

mance up to this point has already made us perceive the unified agency of the hand actors.

The hand remains a puppet without a head and one feels empathy toward this small, lost

creature, blindly searching for its head. In their differences from each other, the right and

the left hand almost exemplify the stereotypes attributed to brain hemisphere function in a

playful, extremely simplified way: the left hemisphere as the more analytic one who takes

charge of the situation, the right hemisphere as the more playful and emotional one.

Another important aspect of maintaining the perception of the hand as a puppet is the

puppeteer himself. He never ceases to focus on the hands—his own hands—with intense

concentration. He seems curiously present and absent at the same time. He is present in

being the source of their voices,19 and when he doubles their actions, for example when the

right-hand puppet receives mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, he stretches his upper body to

take air in, in order to duplicate the effect on a larger scale. He is, however, absent in that

he does not interact with the puppets. He does not calm them down or offer to turn the

guitar around for them.

The performance continues, with both puppets wearing their respective heads, going on

to explore the situation. It is remarkable how in this second scene with the flipped guitar

the gravity-dependent movements are incorporated into the performance. Climbing from

the guitar neck up onto the back of the guitar is a major undertaking for the left hand,

emphasizing the scale of the figure. The climbing motion is exaggerated in a clown-like, at

times impossible slow-motion sequence ofmovements, reminiscent of a gymnastic strength

and balance exercise. Gravity also plays a role when the left-hand puppet tries to put the

19Although their speech is limited to exclamations of “no clinc-clinc,” “ay, ay, ay,” “clonc-clonc,” “no
clinc-clinc clonc-clonc,” “heh!”—here an exclamation of profound surprise and horror—, “hey,” “no toc-toc”
(no heartbeat), “tú, tú,” their movements and speech sounds make their communicative goal perfectly clear.
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head back onto the by now “unconscious” right hand puppet. The neck is bent upwards

with a lot of exertion, only to fall down again like a collapsing body. These movements

seem to scream, “We are governed by the same gravitational forces as you—the audience!”

Then, when the left hand proceeds to the neck of the guitar, the guitar is tilted, so that

the puppet slips back on the incline. Finally, the right-hand puppet has an idea. It tells

the left-hand puppet to explore by flying, which it immediately does. Seeing the hand that

behaves like a classically trained guitar-dog take off into flight like a bird or butterfly is

an absurdly beautiful moment to watch. The bird/butterfly puppet manages to land on

the headstock and sniffs at the flower attached at the top, thereby returning to its dog-

like persona, whereupon it discovers the strings.20 With a lot of combined effort, the two

puppetsmanage to turn around the guitar, whichmeans that by overturning the guitar they

can return to their former known environment. They do not, however, trust it entirely yet.

Only after testing it by playing a few chords do they allow themselves to be relieved.

The fact that the puppets resemble hands/are hands, surely triggers gesture memories

linked to emotions in the audience and therefore the puppet movements are processed not

only on their primary visual level, but also activate emotional memories that engage the

audience more than if it was a completely alien gesture language.

4.2.3 Ignorance (The Old Trout Puppet Workshop)

The third example, a short excerpt is from the complex feature-length play Ignorance—The

Evolution of Happiness (2012) by the Old Trout Puppet Workshop from Calgary. The Old

Trouts created puppet characters from puppet heads, bodies, and legs in combination with

human arms and hands. This combination is sometimes called a humanette. Humanettes

are generally defined as puppets consisting of the puppeteer’s head and a puppet-sized body

hanging from his neck and limbs constructed and manipulated in various ways and could

often be seen in vaudeville shows. The use of the human body as part of the puppet is

becoming more common in theatrical performances. Laura Kibel, for example, uses her

20I am wondering if this is also a little comment in favour of not-too-goal oriented behaviour. By not
searching for the strings and sniffing the flower the puppet discovers what it was looking for.
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knee or foot as puppet head and adds additional features like nose, eyes, and wig to give

them distinct characters for comic effect. Another puppeteer uses his stomach as a puppet

face, some performers lend their head, arms, and hands to the puppet, often creating funny,

caricature-like scenes, to which the mismatch in proportion may contribute.

Figure 4.13. Scene from Ignorance–The Evolution of Happiness by The Old Trout Puppet Workshop,
2012.

The excerpt from Ignorance21 features one big-headed, bald, wrinkly, baggy, and very

short old man puppet, whose proportions, with the exception of the size of the eyes, fol-

low the baby schema. He is manipulated by one or two of the three—usually visible—male

puppeteers dressed in grey long-johns with separate hoods, remindingme of amail armour

suit. The head ismanipulated through a control handle located at the back of the head of the

puppet; he wears a shirt and tie, his legs are suit trousers, which end in little shoes. These

shoes/feet are manipulated one at a time as needed by one or more puppeteers. The pup-

pet’s arms and hands—the humanette part of the figure—are borrowed from its puppeteers.

In other scenes of the play, not discussed here, the puppets’ feet are the puppeteers’ feet.
21The Old Trout Puppet Workshop. Ignorance—The Evolution of Happiness, video, 13 June 2012,
http://youtu.be/eD304Lk-xzw (excerpt, 4:35 min.)

http://youtu.be/eD304Lk-xzw
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The premise of the performance is to find the answer to the question of the evolutionary

purpose of (un)happiness and to explore the origin of happiness. It is staged as a kind of

mock documentary with a recorded commentator’s voice. Archived film material from the

1950s and 1960s is projected onto the back of the stage and the soundscape is made from

gramophone recordings. Part of the story is set in the Stone Age and part of the story is

set closer to our contemporary world. Happiness’s metaphor occasionally floats by in the

shape of a yellow happy face balloon puppet.

The scene in question begins with the big-headed, bald puppet pushing up a sash win-

dow of a flat in tall brick building and—ironically—securing it with a piece of wood. Why

this is ironic becomes clear just a little later. The scratchy recording of the plaintive aria

“Mi par d’udir ancora22 fromGeorges Bizet’s 1863 opera Les pêcheurs de perles fills the air,

priming the audience for the coming dramatic scenes. The puppet puts his head outside of

the window and gazes around. This is achieved by one puppeteer manipulating the head

and another lending him his arms and hands. This effectively creates a believable good

Gestalt for the puppet, although there is no attempt to make this look realistic.23 The pup-

pet tightens his fists in a gesture of strong tension release and retreats into the room behind

the window, only to re-emerge with three sheets of paper, presumably a letter, which seem

to evoke feelings of great sadness. The puppet appears to be reading and rereading, slightly

trembling or shaking his head. The puppet moves on to systematically rip the paper into

small pieces. A wind machine is turned on to animate first the sheets of paper and then the

ripped pieces, which float away against a projected bluish city-scape background. The pup-

pet’s gaze follows the paper floating away. The body language and the angle at which the

head is held, especially the two hands, signal despair. He then proceeds to climb out of the

window. This is the moment the puppeteer who manipulates both hands, also takes over

the manipulation of the head, leaving the puppet with just the left hand. The puppet’s feet

22The French title for this aria is “Je crois entendre encore.” The recording could be of the young Enrico
Caruso in Milan in 1904. This would be the same recording Woody Allen used in his movieMatch Point
(2005).
23Previous studies have shown that visual elements, which move together, are perceived as a unified group
(Johansson). Interestingly, the perception of the grouping persists, albeit briefly, remaining stored even after
the movement has ceased in the lateral occipital complex (LOC) (Ferber and Vilis).
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are gently moved up onto the windowsill, where the puppet hesitantly sits for a moment

before he completely climbs out, standing on the ledge, and holding onto the building wall

tightly with its left hand. This is a thoroughly effective gesture to convey the primordial

urge of clinging to life while the head scans the supposed street below. The height of the

building and the imminent danger are emphasized by the tie blowing upwards in the wind.

By now, the audience knows what the puppet has “in mind.” The puppet lets go of the wall,

sinks to his knees, looks up as if quarrelling with the gods, and buries his face in his hand.

The puppet then gets up, straightens his tie, and moves to the right end of the ledge. The

motion is slow and, by using the puppeteers visible hand to move each foot, intensely de-

liberate and purposeful. Although hesitant, the puppet seems decided to end “his life” by

jumping from the ledge in front of the window (Fig. 4.14).

But then, something unexpected happens. Unbeknownst to the puppet, a yellow “happy

face” balloon is seen approaching the corner of the house from which the puppet intends

to jump. This simple balloon puppet has a long string attached to it and is manipulated

by a puppeteer with the help of a rod. It should be noted that the balloon string, the tie,

and the paper moving independently in the wind generated by the air machine give the

scene an interesting quality, grounded, I believe, in “gravity defined dynamics,” the vertical

asymmetry mentioned before. Puppet makers often incorporate an independently moving

element into their puppet design, intuitively tapping into a repertoire of perceptual cues to

“give their puppets more life.”

The balloon, this messenger from nowhere, changes the puppet’s resolution. He wants

to grasp the balloon instead, in a strange attempt, against all laws of gravity, to float away

like the balloon. Happiness seems so close. In a helpless and futile, childish gesture of

his hand the puppet tries to grab the balloon string, but the balloon eludes him, much as

happiness seems to have done so in his life. While the second puppeteer emerges from be-

hind the house façade, the current manipulator hands him the control of the puppet and

the action seamlessly continues without any loss of the puppet’s integrity as a character.

With the puppeteer’s arm and hand, the puppet grasps onto the balloon string and is car-

ried aloft. The puppeteer’s face appears lit with excitement and anticipation, wonder even,
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Figure 4.14. Scene from Ignorance by The Old Trout Puppet Workshop; photo Jason Stang, 2012.

while his hand grasps the balloon string for the puppet. Themusical soliloquy ends and the

narrator’s voice is heard declaiming, “But, what if Mother Nature hasn’t made a mistake?”

Ethereal choralmusic, maybe a piece by Thomas Tallis, accompanies the flight; the house is

moved in order to make the balloon journey a spatial one, as well. As it turns out, however,

flying away holding onto the string of a single balloon was indeed just a putative, untenable

happiness. The wind is too strong, the grasp maybe too weak; the balloon slips out of the

puppet’s hands and the puppet starts a frantic descent towards unspecified ground, and to

certain death. This action is accomplished by a quick shift from a moment of cartoon-like
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awareness—when time is stretched before reality hits—with the puppet in a vertical posi-

tion as if floating with the balloon, before an abrupt descent at a 45◦ angle to the left of

the stage, for which one puppeteer grasps the two legs and holds them high and the other

dips the head and stretches his right arm in a downward diving motion. This motion is

accompanied by the sound of a falling, whistling bomb and the voice of the narrator saying,

“What if, like all our emotions, unhappiness serves some evolutionary purpose?” Instead of

crashing to the ground, the puppet floats away in a horizontal swimmingmotion, clockwise

to the back of the dark stage.

The performance of gesture language is interesting to note; although the arms and

hands do not materially “belong” to the puppet, the puppeteers convincingly make self-

adaptive gestures for the puppet which convey its “state of mind,” like the fist tightening

to release tension or the stroking of the tie to keep it from flapping around. This plays an

important role for the emergence of the perception of unity and animacy of the puppet in

the audience.

4.2.4 Manbeast/Bestiaire (Duda Paiva)

“Partnering the Object” is the title of one of Duda Paiva’s workshops in which the Nether-

lands-based artist explores the performer’s awareness of the physicality of an inanimate

object in close proximity to his own physicality. The description from his 2014 workshop,

held at the Institut International de la Marionnette, reads that participants will enter a

“dynamic dialogue between two (or more) bodies coming from one brain, the interpreter’s”

in which focus, precision, coordination, and voice are key. In his work he combines dance,

animation, puppetry, video, and music to create, what he calls, a “puppet partiture.”

Paiva’s puppets are sculpted with scissors from soft foam. They also are compressible

and pliable, so that a human-sized puppet torso easily fits into a small carrying bag. The

naked puppet torso in this video represents an old woman. The puppet has a movable jaw,

two arms and hands, and is wearing a short red skirt. The puppet hands are attached to the

sides of a metal construction that looks like a monkey bar.
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Figure 4.15. Duda Paiva with Porshia, a puppet with a similar construction to Clementine (head, upper
torso, and arms. Foam puppet and human legs); photo Sander Heezen.

The premise for this scene is that the puppeteer-actor unintentionally arrives in a place

in which the puppet is present. He appears confused, reluctant to interact with the puppet,

and wants to leave again. He has no clue and his reluctance gives way to a somewhat forced

cooperation with the puppet, since she knows that the only possible way to escape is when

puppeteer and puppet work together (Fig. 4.15. When the puppeteer arrives, he puts his

hand into the back of the puppet’s neck in order to manipulate the mouth. The puppet, her

name Clementine as we later learn, begins the conversation with a question that establishes

her back story:

CLEMENTINE. “Have you seen my cat?”

PUPPETEER, (slightly annoyed). “No, I don’t even know how I got here.”

CLEMENTINE (snickering and shaking head). “None of us do, dear! None of us do!”

The two characters have a hilarious conversation. The puppeteer’s character, an exas-

perated, impatient artist, wants to leave the space as quickly as possible. The puppet, how-

ever, an amused old woman, finally reveals the secret to a successful escape, whispering it
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into the puppeteer’s ear. He remarks how odd this plan seems and how embarrassed he is,

while he begins to let his trousers down, revealing red underwear thatmatches the puppet’s

skirt. The puppet urges him to throw off his trousers in a motion typical to striptease. At

this point, the music, Blossom Dearie’s “Tout Doucement,” begins to play. The puppeteer

moves to the front of the puppet. In doing so, he has to take his hand out of the back of

the puppet’s head. He then attaches the puppet’s skirt around his waist and attaches the

puppet’s hands to his sweater, inserting his right hand into the puppet’s throat to continue

manipulating the head. This is the moment a remarkable transformation takes place. The

puppet begins to sing the lyrics as she takes possession of the puppeteer’s legs. Her head

and mouth movements are precisely choreographed with the music. The puppet seems to

be the one channelling Blossom Dearie’s voice and body movements.

At all times, the puppeteer’s manipulation is visible to the audience. The changeovers

for the mouth manipulation happen before the eyes of the spectators, as we see the pup-

peteer voicing the old woman puppet. Yet, the puppet is not perceived as an extension of

the puppeteer. Rather, his legs become hers, even though there is a clearmismatch between

the puppeteer’smuscular legs and the puppet’s emaciated oldwoman body. It is fascinating

to watch the puppeteer becoming “tout doucement” the manipulated object. The puppet

expresses pleasure in making him perform certain dance moves and do the splits. “Tout

doucement” the puppet and puppeteer become something of a dancing twosome, with a re-

luctant puppeteer and an enthusiastic puppet. The secret to their escape, it becomes clear

in the end, is their partnering and dancing out of the theatre with each other (Fig. 4.16).

The eight-minute scene discussed above is possibly part of the production Manbeast

created in collaboration with Riksteatret, Norway, in 2012. This piece poses an interesting

perceptual question in the context of this study, from both the viewpoint of the puppeteer

and the spectator. We know from cognitive neuroscientific studies about the incorporation

of tools into the body schema that tools “can become incorporated into a plastic neural

representation of our body” (Maravita and Iriki 85). Since the puppet is both a tool for

Duda’s artistic expression as well as this counterpart, the question arises, how the puppet is

represented in his brain. Is it perceived as both an independently moving animated “other”
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Figure 4.16. Duda Paiva (human) with Porshia (head, upper torso, and arms: foam puppet, legs:
human); photo Sander Heezen.

or as an object/tool? What processes are involved in making the dissociation of a body part

possible? In a performance-lecture,24 dancer and philosopher Noé Soulier speaks about

the body or parts of the body of a dancer which become objects of animation. Although he

uses the word “genou” meaning “knee,” he demonstrates his point with his elbow, which

may be a reference to Kleist: “Mon genou devient un objet manipulé du reste de mon corps

et mon corps devient interrogé.” (“My knee becomes an object manipulated by the rest

of my body thus interrogating my body.” my transl.). In dance, the body is treated like

an exterior object (Soulier). It would be interesting to explore the connection to theatre

director Tadeusz Kantor’s bio-objects. This terms denotes “an almost biological symbiosis

between an actor and an object” (Kantor and Kobialka 240). If “in the simplest case, the

actor must attempt to do everything for the OBJECT to stay visible,” the puppeteer has “to

serve the object” at all times. Kantor continues that in “the most radical case the actor and

the object must become one” (240).

24Handcatching Signs, http://youtu.be/MhRgfpgTnNE)

http://youtu.be/MhRgfpgTnNE
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One can develop Kantor’s thoughts further by positing that Paiva’s human dancer be-

comes the puppet’s living prosthesis and in doing so twists not only Heinrich von Kleist’s

take on the wooden marionette body in an interesting way, but also the preoccupation

with the unity of the human body and technology in the Bauhaus movement, exemplified

in Craig’s search for pure expression in the “Übermarionette” and in Oskar Schlemmer’s

“Tänzermensch.”

As dance scholar Kate Elswit writes, Schlemmer ”distilled the body into its component

parts [. . .] then reassembled the ambiguous “essential” [ . . .]—the body, conceived in

pieces—to construct a new art and, through its physical medium, a new vision of humanity”

(Elswit 396).

The puppet Porshia seems to signal a shift from this vision of humanity. From Julien

Offray de LaMettrie’s “Hommemachine” to Kleist’s fascination with the disarticulated hu-

man body in need of external prostheses (Engelstein), to Schlemmer’s reconstructed body,

to the cyborg—a human body internally augmented bymachine parts—the human bodywas

imagined as the meeting site of technology and the human. Today, computing is evolving

from hardware and software-based to biologically-based forms of computation. Still in its

infancy, biological computing aims at integrating neurons into machines to augment their

computing power. The bio-object takes on a newmeaning. The hybrid Porshia/Paiva body

may be speaking to this shift.

Returning to the question of perception of puppets, I am convinced that further research

will reveal how a puppet, worn on the body of the puppeteer, is represented in the brain

in similar ways as limbs in a dancer and musical instruments in a musician. If and how

the puppet is also represented as Other, would be interesting to explore. Since the puppet

Porshia is tied to Paiva and her body is partially identical to the human body, the puppet

effortlessly exhibits the characteristics of biological motion like goal orientation and con-

tingency. However, her form and her material contrast starkly with the natural aspects of

movement. Therefore I suspect that the spectator needs to work hard in order to reconcile

the foam body caricature with the fluid movements of a living body. We may at some point

glimpse at the spectator’s perception of the puppet and the puppeteer in a performance like
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Paiva’s with an eye-tracking study and brain imaging.

4.2.5 Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue (Les Sages Fous)

Figure 4.17. Scene from Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue by Les Sages Fous; photo Cinthia Chouinard.

The excerpt of Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue by the Trois-Rivières puppet company Les

Sages Fous (Fig. 4.17) is spliced together from a number of sequences of the roughly 45-

minute long poetic nighttime underwater journey.25 Therefore I limit my description to the

overall effect of the performance. Bizzarium is true to its name. The audience is invited to

witness the bizarre exploration of the sea floor and discover mysterious, mythical sea crea-

tures and a treasure. This show combines partially masked—think Commedia del’Arte half

masks—human actors dressed as divers, complete with oxygen tanks and goggles, interact-

ing with puppets of various scale: a seashell-dweller hand puppet, big rod puppet fish and

a mermaid, and a giant rod puppet octopus. The two actors double as puppeteers and are

visible throughout the performance (Fig. 4.18.

25Les Sages Fous. Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue , http://youtu.be/529YWA5NTNk (excerpt, 8 min.)

http://youtu.be/529YWA5NTNk
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Figure 4.18. Scene from Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue by Les Sages Fous; photo Cinthia Chouinard.

The exploration boat performs as a shipwreck and an ocean soundscape, with a sonar

sounding out the watery depths, rounds out the scene. This performance shows off so well

what puppetry can be about, namely how puppetry engages the audience’s imagination on

a variety of cognitive and emotional levels. Although the show takes place on the safety

of dry land, the rocking movements of the vessel, combined with the ocean sounds and

the diver-characters, quickly turn a wooden boat on wheels into an exploration boat on an

ocean journey, with enigmatic characters appearing at every corner. As the audience mem-

bers, seated on a street pavement, share the same plane with the seafaring characters, they
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are transformed into underwater creatures on the ocean floor, once the divers plunge into

the imaginary ocean. Strangely, all the missing things, especially the water or the octopus’s

tentacles, do not deter us frombeing fully immersed in thewater world, although, or should

we rather say, because the realism is kept to a minimum. Paradigmatic relations between

the elements of the performance are created as the audience is drawn into the visual narra-

tive. The octopus puppet becomes a symbol for an octopus, the five missing tentacles may

at first surprise, but as the puppet moves about the space and its motion is not a familiar

one, it does not break the power of projection. We feel for the divers when they are being

attacked by gigantic fish, although the divers themselves are the manipulators of the fish.

We grant the fish autonomy, intentions that are dissociated from their manipulators (Fig.

4.19. This becomes obvious from the rapt faces of the audience.

Figure 4.19. Scene from Bizzarium: Aquarium de Rue by Les Sages Fous; photo Cinthia Chouinard.

As inhabitants of towns we grow accustomed to the spaces we traverse each day. After

a while, we may no longer perceive the space. We become perceptually blunted. Street

theatre has the power to transform the public sphere. An ordinary everyday public space

has always been a theatrummundi. And if, as Richard Sennett wrote, “Society is a theatre,
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and all men are actors” (Sennett 313), then the actors in this performance find themselves

on a productive stage. The transformation of the plane of perception—from pavement to

ocean floor—and the scale of perception—the giant octopus versus the human spectators—

activates the humanmind by counteracting the dulling of the senses, even if only for a short

while. No doubt, a myriad of conceptual blending processes are occurring during the street

performance.

4.2.6 Giant and Miniature Puppetry

As in Bizzarium, the following two examples also make use of a change in scale through

either exclusively large or small puppets. From a biological point of view, it should be noted

that miniature and giant “creatures,” as biologist Michael LaBarbera has pointed out with

many film examples in his article “The Biology of B-Movie Monsters,” could not exist if

they retained their natural proportions (LaBarbera). This is known as allometric scaling.

Could it be possible that we subconsciously know that a creature like, say, Tinkerbell cannot

naturally occur and this subconscious knowledge adds to an increased interest?

The first example by the French Compagnie Royal de Luxe, La Petite Géante, is an

ambulatory street theatre spectacle with immense proportions, and the second example,

Kamp, by the Dutch group Hotel Modern, is an indoor performance including miniature

model houses and 3,000 tiny puppets. To present scenes larger or smaller than life seems

to be the primary ingredient for the activation of the imagination.

For this study, I will adopt cultural sociologist Petra PetraHroch’s view on theminiature

and the gigantic:

The key difference between the quantitativelyminiature and gigantic on the

qualitative experience of scale is the sense that theminiature can be “appre-

hended” (seen or held) from a single place and all at once, whereas we can

apprehend the gigantic only in parts. Both the miniature and the gigantic

reconstruct our sense of our own being, but the quantitative difference in

the size of a space or object relative to ourselves gives rise to a qualitatively
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different experience: we can hold the miniature in our hands, but the gi-

gantic envelops us. (Hroch 255)

La Saga des Géants (Royal de Luxe)

The ambulatory spectacle of La Petite Géante26 by the French giant mechanical marionette

street theatre Compagnie Royal de Luxe is part of the longer narrative Saga of the Giants.27

In this sequence the audience witnesses the Giant Diver and the Little Girl Giant searching

for each other in the city of Berlin. I include this performance as another example of street

theatre with puppets, which through its extraordinary size modifies the perception of pub-

lic space and what it means to encounter an Other It is astonishing that while the entire

machinery to move these puppets is in plain view, the puppets appear to be animate, living

in a parallel universe, where movements are extremely deliberate and slowed down.

The “Little Girl Giant,” as the puppet is known in English, measures 5.5 m tall, weighs

800 kg, and not only needs 22 puppeteers, but also a whole range of technical assistance in

the form of pulleys and different types of cranes, the giant diver is 9.5m tall, weighs in at 2.5

at tons, and is manipulated with the help of 30 puppeteers (Fig. 4.20). The biggest puppet

made by Royal de Luxe is the four story tall “Sultan’s Elephant,” possibly modelled after a

Jules Verne sketch from 1902 of a mechanical elephant (Fig. 4.21). When an object of this

size strolls into one’s neighbourhood, it is no doubt a remarkable experience. Humans be-

come literally Liliputians, as the size and the sheer number of puppeteer/servants dressed

in period costume suggests. The legs are moved by two or three puppeteers on each side

of the puppet, holding on to a thick rope and jumping off of the crane/float, their weight

pulling down the rope and lifting up the legs. One is reminded of the hoisting of sails in a tall

ship. To achieve a harmonious pace, the puppeteers in charge of the legs line up, conveyor-

belt-style, and jump off rhythmically to the commands of the puppeteer “coxswain” who

uses a megaphone to make himself heard. This street performance is a feat of inventors

26Compagnie Royal de Luxe. Petite Géante , vimeo.com/7049169 (excerpt, 12:24 min.)
27Compagnie Royal de Luxe. Director Jean-Luc Courcoult writes a story for each city the giants visit. You can
see the animated version of this narrative for the visit to Perth, at: The Incredible and Phenomenal Journey
of The Giants to the Streets of Perth—The Story, http://youtu.be/2akpqu2Xorg

vimeo.com/7049169
http://youtu.be/2akpqu2Xorg
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Figure 4.20. Little Girl Giant from La Saga des Géants by Compagnie Royal de Luxe; photo sw77.

and architects of dreams who take street theatre to an extraordinary level. What makes

this so compelling are the reactions by many members of the audience, which, for reasons

they cannot name, are moved to tears.

The particular performance I am discussing took place in Berlin in 2009, the twentieth

anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, and begins with the Little Girl Giant waking up

and going about what can be considered a daily routine. She takes a shower (there is a lot

of water involved in this performance and the audience is not spared), gets dressed, puts

on a sou’wester, and is lifted into a boat. The boat is at least the size of a school bus and sits

in a basin of water, which again sits on a truck that drives the boat through the city. This

basin acts like her own little ocean, the boat rocks from left to right and waves crash over

the basin. At some point, the Little Girl Giant, the name a paradox in itself, leaves the boat

and continues on foot. She eats an ice-cream, takes a pee, reads a book, sits down for a nap
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Figure 4.21. Elephant from La Saga des Géants by Compagnie Royal de Luxe; photo Olivier Duquesne.

(she “breathes” while she sleeps), and finally meets the diver, who himself has had his own

independent trajectory through the city. The scale of these two puppets is such that Little

Girl Giant can sit on the Giant Diver’s lap (Fig. 23).

The Royal de Luxe events usually unfold over a timespan of several days and, except for

the organizers, nobody knows when or where the giant puppets will make an appearance or

what their route through the city will be. They are supposed to be encountered by chance.

It is as if for a brief enchanted moment two parallel worlds, the world of mythical giants

and the world of humans, magically intersect.

In an interview by Jean-Christophe Planche in Les Cahiers du Channel, director Jean-

Luc Courcoult explains his motivation for a production of this enormous size is. I quote

Courcoult at length:

Il me semble beau et juste qu’une partie de l’impôt soit consacrée à la cul-

ture populaire. En jouant gratuitement dans l’espace public, je touche les

gens tels qu’ils sont alors que dans les théâtres traditionnels on ne rencon-

tre que les gens qui ont osé franchir la porte. J’ai envie de m’adresser à tout
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Figure 4.22. Diver from La Saga des Géants by Compagnie Royal de Luxe, Berlin 2009.

le monde, adultes comme enfants, quel que soit le milieu socio-culturel. La

saga des géants s’adresse à une ville entière. C’est une histoire mytholo-

gique qui est racontée et elle s’adresse donc à tous. J’essaie de raconter

pendant quatre jours à toute une ville quelque chose d’assez fort pour qu’on

en parle partout, de la boulangerie au bistrot, du bord du trottoir au bureau.

Je tente de remuer le cœur des gens et cette ambition ne saurait être limitée

par les moyens financiers ou la culture de ceux auxquels je m’adresse. Je

propose donc des tentatives de théâtre populaire dans le sens où je cherche

à rassembler les esprits pour raconter quelque chose de poétique. J’ai vu

des adultes pleurer quand ils voyaient le grand géant partir. Ils avaient

vécu bien d’autres choses, sans doute quelquefois très lourdes, et pourtant

ils pleuraient. Je ne pense pas qu’ils pleuraient leur histoire avec le géant

mais plutôt la perte de leur imaginaire. Pendant quelques jours, ils ont rêvé
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comme des adultes et c’est terminé. La plupart des adultes ont du mal à

rêver. Quand on est grand, on calcule; on ne rêve plus.28

Courcoult’s thoughts resonate in philosopher Gaston Bachelard’s remarks about im-

mensity. He calls immensity a philosophical category of daydreaming. In his view, the

experience of immensity is particularly conducive to triggering daydreams. To Bachelard,

daydreaming is connected to contemplation: “And this contemplation produces an attitude

that is so special, an inner state that is unlike any other, that the daydream transports the

dreamer outside the immediate world to a world that bears the mark of infinity”(Bachelard

201).

This collective experience of the puppets roaming the streets—in Perth 1.4 million spec-

tators saw the puppets—certainly engenders such a dreamlike experience. The spectators

apparently felt part of something encompassing on a mythological level, despite all the vis-

ible pulleys, strings, puppeteers, trucks, noise, and commandos. The narrative may seem a

little worn and the spectacle be rightly criticized for its unreflected demonstration of a neo-

colonialist and orientalist stance (see Eaglestone and Reilly in Hroch p. 267). However,

these are not the aspects of the performance I am analyzing. I am primarily concerned with

the perception of puppets. What is of interest in this context is how the enormous size of

these puppets is able to transform the spectators’ perception qualitatively. Hroch believes

that as a result of the encounter with the giant puppets, we witness the collective emergence

of hope:

28 Translation provided by Artichoke Trust in excerpts from the interview with Jean Luc Courcoult by
Jean-Christophe Planche (2)
By putting on the show in the public arena and free of charge I can reach people as they are whereas in
traditional theatres you only meet those who have dared cross the threshold. I want to contact everyone,
adults and children, whatever their socio-cultural milieu. This is a mythical story and it concerns everyone.
Over three or four days I try to tell a whole town something intense which will be talked about everywhere, be
it in the bakery or the bar, on the pavement or in the office. I try to move people and this ambition will not be
restricted by financial means or the audience’s culture. Therefore, I make attempts at popular theatre in the
sense that I seek to gather together these people to tell them something poetic. I have seen adults crying as
the giant leaves. They have obviously lived other things, sometimes difficult, and yet this makes them cry. I
don’t believe they are crying because he is leaving but because of the loss of their imagination. Over several
days, they have dreamt as adults and now it’s finished. Most adults have difficulty dreaming. When you are a
grown-up, you weigh things up, you don’t dream. (Courcoult 2)
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The gigantic scale and resulting slow-motion mobility of the puppet perfor-

mances Royal de Luxe creates in cities and towns around the world physi-

cally transform the everyday urban spaces we inhabit and bring into being

an alternative affective dimension that audiences describe as feeling full of

hope. (Hroch 245)

Maybe it is the experience of immensity that leads to the interior blossoming of immensity,

which in turn creates hope. Or as Bachelard put it, “The exterior spectacle helps intimate

grandeur to unfold” (Bachelard 209).

How specifically this emotion of hope arises in the presence of giant anthropomorphized

objects, which are perceived as animate, is something we can only speculate on at this time.

It could be linked to an inherent belief in the existence of something bigger than humans.

To my knowledge, no studies have been conducted on this topic. We will, however, look

at the differences in perception of human and nonhuman animacy, a topic that has been

researched.

Kamp (Hotel Modern)

The perception of a discrepancy in size, what is and what should be the scale, along with the

violation of howwe experience size influences the perception of our environment and elicits

an array of new emotions, as can be seen by the reactions to Royal de Luxe’s productions. In

contrast to these giant puppets, the Dutch Collective Hotel Modern has come to be known

for its miniaturizing (Fig. 4.23). Hotel Modern’s miniatures are not to be mistaken for

the the miniatures of dollhouses and art works with intricate detail. Their last production

ShrimpTales features 400dried shrimp, depicting the “fascinating plague, which calls itself

humanity.” While this subtitle may sound grim, the subject of their acclaimed production

Kamp is even grimmer.

InKamp, HotelModernminiaturizes the concentration campAuschwitz-Birkenau (Fig.

4.24) as a 36-by-33-ft architectural model in a scale of 1:20, complete with train tracks,

wagons, barracks, barbed wire fences, watch towers, gas chambers, buckets of gas pellets,
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Figure 4.23. Scene with puppeteers in Kamp by Hotel Modern, photo Leo van Velzen.

crematoriums, and gallows, as well as the infamous sign above the entrance gate “Arbeit

Macht Frei.” The buildings are made of cardboard, just detailed enough to invoke images

most of the spectators will have seen, and just unfinished enough to activate the imagi-

nation. The camp is “populated” by 3,000 puppets representing prisoners, each about 8

cm tall, some made of wire and plasticine, their white faces likened to the face in Edvard

Munch’s famous painting The Scream (Fig. 4.25). They are dressed in striped prisoner

uniforms, others—the victims in the gas chambers—are made of wire and melted hot glue.

Guards and the new trainloads of arrivals are two dimensional cut-outs from photocopied

photographs. The performanceKamp evokes a day from sunrise to sunset at the concentra-

tion camp through the combined use of theatre, music, video, sculpture, and puppetry. The

puppets arrive in trains, carry bricks, sweep the grounds, are hanged, gassed, used in med-

ical experiments, and buried. No words are spoken. Language cannot adequately convey

the terror.

While depictions of the Holocaust created on stage and in film usually focus on individ-

ual narratives, here, the audience bears witness to the machinery of murder from a bird’s
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Figure 4.24. Part of set from Kamp, Hotel Modern; photo Leo van Velzen.

eye view. The spectators are seated above and around themodel so as to take in the entirety

of the camp. Three puppeteers move through the set, manipulating the puppets and film-

ing closeups of the scenes with their tiny protagonists, which are live-projected on a screen

above the stage. Naturally, critics were skeptical about the use of puppets, still considered

children’s toys bymost, to be used in a production about war. However, most of them seem

to have been easily convinced that Hotel Modern’s production is able to touch the spectator

in ways other theatrical productions around this topic have not.

In his article, the novelist Steven Millhauser asks, “Wherein lies the fascination of the

miniature?” referring to intricate pieces of art. His conclusions are partially applicable here,

and are helpful in understanding the power of the miniature in puppetry arts. Millhauser

believes that the miniature and the gigantic have something in common, in that they both

create discrepancy:

But why should discrepancy possess an interest? I believe the answer is
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Figure 4.25. Scene with prisoners from Kamp by Hotel Modern; photo Hermann Helle.

this, that discrepancy of size is a form of distortion, and all forms of distor-

tion shock us into attention: the inattentive and jaded eye, passing through

a world without interest, helplessly perceives that something in the bland

panorama is not as it should be. The eye is irritated into attention. It is

compelled to perform an act of recognition. (Millhauser 129)

The “shock into attention,” and “the act of recognition:” are these not the goals of art that

Victor Shklovsky describes in different words? Isn’t making the stone stony emphasizing

the essence of the thing and bringing it into consciousness?

One could certainly expect that the use of the small figures and size of the camp con-

tribute to a Verfremdungseffekt. This is only partly the case. According to poet and literary

scholar Susan Stewart, the miniature world is unnatural—“there are no miniatures in na-

ture; theminiature is a cultural product” (Stewart 55)—and therefore provokes the viewer to

scrutinize the scene. Literary theorist Steven Connor echoes Stewart’s remark in pointing
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out another aspect of miniaturisation: the preservation of proportions. He quotes biolo-

gist J.B.S. Haldane’s 1926 essay “On Being the Right Size” (Connor 70), who writes that it

is impossible to shrink or enlarge an organism while keeping the same proportions in the

natural world, due to biological constraints.29 Connor therefore believes that theminiature

is “staged, forming part of a self-conscious theatre of perceiving” (71). Connor writes about

the perception of time and the miniature that:

in the logic of the miniature, time stops. The miniature object or world is,

in two senses of the word, finished (highly worked over, and over and done

with). The miniature is usually therefore the miniaturised, existing in the

mode of the passive past participle, the having beenmade. [. . .] Theminia-

ture has the diminishment of things remembered, without their dimming.

They are both far and near [ . . . ]. (73)

To Connor, time is condensed in a miniature model, he suggests that a “collapse of the

frequentative into the singulative” takes place in the viewer’s perception (73).

If the miniature serves as a temporal vortex, it also pulls the viewer in from a different

angle. As Millhauser observes, the miniature demands highest attention:

The miniature, more closely considered, has a special and rather complex

relation to detail. The very fact of smallness demands in us an increased

attention; the face is brought close to the object, and in many instances the

size of the face and even of the eyes has become gigantic in relation to the

object. The eye, blazing down in an act of fierce attention, experiences a

hunger for detail. (Millhauser 131)

In the case of Kamp’s, the detail that we expect from the miniature is deliberately not pro-

vided. Denied of this craved detail, we may assume the viewer automatically activates his

imagination to fill in the detail. This is whatmakesHotelModern’s choice for theminiature

so compelling. When it comes to the details of life in a concentration camp, no depiction is

probably as effective as this interior projector called the imagination.

29See (LaBarbera) for more detail on the biology involved.
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In Poetics of Space, Gaston Bachelard writes about miniatures in literature, which I

believe can be extended beyond paper. He says of miniatures, “One might say that these

houses inminiature are false objects that possess a true psychological objectivity” (Bachelard

167) and “It is as if we take a magnifying glass to scrutinize an object” (174). The use of

the camera in Kamp’s foregrounds the function of the magnifying glass in its closeups of

schematized miniature puppets—de-humanized figures—and their projections. As a me-

chanical eye becomes the dehumanized witness, Kamp becomes a place devoid of human-

ity. Since the only humans are the puppetry artists who deliberately create the scenes, it

becomes the spectator’s task to inject humanity into the play. Thus, Kamp succeeds in cre-

ating an uncanny experience of simultaneous emotional distance and investment. Without

a doubt, studying the perception of this play would provide material for several interesting

scientific studies.

4.2.7 Hand to God and Avenue Q

The following two productions are included in this description section in order to demon-

strate how the same type of puppet can be put to use to startlingly different effect. Hand to

God and Avenue Q are highly successful, award-winning Broadway plays, in which actors

use a similar style of hand and mouth puppet with two rods. Avenue Q was first staged in

2003, andHand to God in 2011.

Apparently, the musical Avenue Q is supposed to be an ironic comment from the dis-

illusioned point of view of an adult in Sesame Street’s ideal world, where everyone was

encouraged to live their dream and everything was going to be OK. In Sesame Street, the

puppets were just as real as humans and the mechanisms were not revealed, which means

we only see the Muppets as upper body torsos, whereas the Avenue Q puppets are openly

carried as upper body characters, stressing the fact that things are not as we were made to

believe as children (Fig. 4.26). Some puppets are single hand puppets, which means that

only one hand is moved by a rod and the other is fixed in a certain pose. Other puppets are

live hand puppets and need two operators. Avenue Q puppets are constructed of synthetic

fleece like the originalMuppets. The set indeed is a strong reminder of Sesame Streetwhere
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Figure 4.26. Avenue Q Cast in It sucks to be me at Broadway on Broadway, 10 September 2006; photo
Michael Schamis.

the Muppets made their debut. The difference is that this is a live show that uses puppets

specifically created for a recorded TV program in which the puppeteers are invisible. The

achieved impression is markedly different. What strikes me as spectator most, though, is

that the puppeteers double the puppet characters they play. We see all emotions performed

through puppets’ bodies as well as through the puppeteers’ facial and body expressions. In

other words, we see things twice, although the puppeteers’s roles are not those of sepa-

rate characters, but of puppeteers of specific puppet characters. The actors manipulate the

puppets’ mouths with precision, hitting all the syllables; however, in the excerpts I saw, the

manipulation appears flat. The rational for using puppets in this production is not quite

clear. Indeed, the presence of the actor-singer-puppeteers overpowers that of the puppets,

which appear to be merely animated props. What puzzles me most is the intended effect.

Were the puppets even supposed to invite the audience’s attributon of animacy? How do

other audience members feel about the animacy of the Avenue Q puppets? Their contin-

ued success is an indication that others do not concur with my assessment. It is possible
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that the puppets’ lifelessness does not diminish the show’s success because they play such

a marginal role as characters.

Figure 4.27. Actor Steven Boyer and puppet Tyrone,Hand to God; photo Joan Marcus.

Written byRobert Askins,Hand toGodhas beendescribed as a dark comedy (Fig. 4.27).

It is set in a church basement in the Southern US where a few teenagers, not all voluntarily,

have come together to create a Christian puppet show. The characters manipulate hand

and mouth puppets with the appearance of sock puppets, but with added controller rods

for the hands. They can be pictured as a kind of knitted wool cousins of the synthetic fleece

Muppets. The main character is Jason (Steven Boyer), the shy, insecure, and embarrassed

son of the workshop instructor. Without going into detail about the story itself, as there are

only excerpts available online, I want to highlight how remarkably well the actors, partic-

ularly Steven Boyer, manipulate the puppets. Jason’s puppet Tyrone, a puppet character

described as devilish and foul-mouthed in the reviews, comes across convincingly as a being

separate from his manipulator. While he is visibly manipulated by the actor Steven Boyer

there seems to be an energy inherent in the puppet that is diametrically opposed to the ac-

tor’s soft-spoken character. While the idea of a puppet embodying a suppressed aspect of
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one’s self may not be new, it is interesting to see how the actor Boyer manages to portray

the characters of the puppet Tyrone and the teenager Jason in a way that makes the spec-

tator perceive Jason as wrestling with Tyrone. The relationship between actor-puppeteer

and puppet is somewhat comparable to the dialogue of bodies in the Duda Paiva piece;

again, I believe it would be interesting to examine the perception of animacy during this

performance from the point of view of the spectator as well as that of the puppeteer.

4.2.8 Los Tres Cerditos (La Tirita de Teatro)

Los Tres Cerditos,30 known as The Three Little Pigs in English, is a children’s show by

the company La Tirita de Teatro (The Band-Aid Theatre), which is part of a longer show

including the Grimm’s tale of Hänsel and Gretel and the Pied Piper. While the first two

stories are performed with marionnettes portées, the Pied Piper is performed as a shadow

play. A description of this production is included as an example of puppetry for children

that follows the trend of displaying visible puppeteers.

The video shows only excerpts, but from what can be deduced from the beginning,

the show is framed by an interaction of two actors—who later on will also manipulate the

puppets—establishing their personas as clown-like performers and situating the show as a

theatrical performance for the young audience. The same keyboard tune is played through-

out the play as background sound, varying only in volume.

First, the actor with glasses introduces an empty space as Paco; realizing his error—

the empty space—he drags Paco to the stage. The puppet stage is about a 40 cm wide and

3 m long black platform, separating the audience and the actors at hip-level, like a wide

handrail. Paco plays to the image of a self-absorbed clown strong-man neglecting to in-

troduce his partner, who becomes a tad annoyed by being overlooked. He then, after the

other actor demands his turn, reluctantly introduces his fellow actor as José-Miguel. Both

are dressed in dark trousers, t-shirts and long-sleeved jackets and are balding, so that their

heads, faces, and hands strongly stand out against the completely black background and

stage.

30Los Tres Cerditos, La Tirita de Teatro, http://youtu.be/8XgN4Lj2xys, up to min. 3:48.

http://youtu.be/8XgN4Lj2xys
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They ask each other what they are doing there (“Que hacemos aquí?”) and proceed to

quarrel over who is going to tell whomwhat they are going to do (“Que yo te lo cuento”), that

is, “Let me tell you”—“No, I will tell you.” There may be a little wordplay going on here with

the word “cuento,” which is first person singular of “contar”—to tell—as well as the noun

“el cuento”—the (fairy)tale, as they could have chosen the more common verb for “decir”

(“to tell”) over “contar.” Continuing in their slapstick mode and with an illogical twist—as

it was Paco who wanted to know the reason for their presence in the theatre—Paco begins

by using the traditional fairytale beginning “Érase una vez” (Once upon a time) supported

by wide exaggerated gestures, only to be confused with the gesture for the number “three.”

José-Miguel establishes that Paco cannot count, which, given the age of the audience, will

certainly easily establish a connection with those who can and those who cannot count, that

is to say with everyone in the audience. José-Miguel teaches Paco to count until “three” and

after this long introduction, the puppets make their appearance. These are three anthro-

Figure 4.28. José Miguel Alarcón, Paco Úbeda, and wolf puppet in Te Lo Cuento, La Tirita de Teatro.
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pomorphized pigs—two brothers and a sister, it seems—about 40 to 50 cm tall, soft body

marionettes portées, made of fleece, with facial features like a nose, button type eyes with

eye lids, mouths, and ears, who walk upright and are dressed in human-like clothes. A ma-

nipulating rod is attached to their heads. The actors are now performing dual roles: they

remain actors as they interact with the puppets and they are puppeteers, manipulating and

lending their voices to the puppets. While there is no narrator, it is surprising that a show

for young children is so text-heavy; indeed, the story is carried forward entirely by the di-

alogue, not by the actions. Unfortunately, this show is another example of an unhappy

marriage between actor and puppeteer on stage in a dual role, similar to that of Avenue Q.

The marriage is even unhappier as the production claim seems to be more puppet-centric

than in Avenue Q. Although the design of the puppets has potential and the actors wear

black gloves to make their hands less visible or less part of themselves as actors, their actor

roles overshadow the puppeteer roles almost entirely, and the manipulation of the puppets

suffers from the lack of energy and the absent gaze.

For puppets to come alive in the spectator’s imagination, there must be more than a

wiggling puppet body. There has to be constancy of character in its movements and an

infusion of emotion and energy away from the puppeteer to the puppet. José-Miguel is

the puppeteer more focused on his puppet, but Paco rarely attends to his puppets with the

required intensity, be it the wolf or the piglet. He remains an actor with an object in his

hands. His face alone shows the emotions, which—at least in puppet theatre—the puppet

is expected to display first. Whereas ideally a puppeteer’s face reflects the emotions of a

puppet, Paco robs the puppet of its emotions by displaying them himself. The scene at

2:07 when the wolf appears and speaks to the actor who now plays a boy is symptomatic

of what lacks in this play. There is a marked difference between the puppeteer’s play in

Ignorance upon seeing and reacting to the “happy face” balloon, and the actor in Los Tres

Cerditos manipulating the wolf. In the scene with the wolf puppet, we sense the impulse

for the puppet motion initiating within the puppeteer not within the puppet. It becomes

visible in the short delay between the puppeteer’s movement and the puppet as it follows

the puppeteer’smotion. It is almost as if the puppeteer is held back by the puppet instead of
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serving it. Paco seems a reluctant puppeteer, he does not seem comfortable relinquishing

his actor role and power and, thus, remains between puppet and audience instead of going

behind the puppet.

This scene has potential and there are glimpses of animated puppets on stage, especially

when José-Miguel, playing a boy, is addressed by the wolf. As he looks at the wolf and

addresses it in all seriousness, for a brief moment the wolf puppet springs to life. The wolf

sniffs the ground in search of a tasty meal of piglets, but as soon as he lifts his head, it is the

actor who takes over again. It is clearly Paco who looks out at the audience as Paco and as

the wolf character, not the wolf puppet (Fig. 4.28). The scene is not improved by the other

actor, who starts sniffing the puppeteer, drawing even more attention to his person. This

idea could work in a better-performed play, showing off the multiple levels of reality and

roles, but not so much here.

Naturally, there are a number of elements that contribute to a performance, the pup-

peteer’s attention and attendance to their puppets is a prominent one among them, so de-

spite the lack of exquisite puppeteering, the performance can still be a successful one. Even

if, during the course of the performance, the audience perceives these puppets only occa-

sionally as animate, the other elements of storytelling and the context may make up for

the lack of invested puppet manipulation. Puppet artists universally decry the fact that it

is “almost too easy” to engage an audience. It is only after my own forays into puppetry

practice conducted contemporaneously with the study of the conceptual, perceptual, and

ontological aspects of puppetry, that these elements became identifiable.



Chapter 5

Conceptual and Perceptual

Aspects of Puppets

And yet for all this help of head and brain

How happily instinctive we remain.

Robert Frost, Accidentally on Purpose, 1960

In this chapter, I call into question both the need for a “leap of faith,” a conscious de-

cision no less, and Steve Tillis’s hypothetical “double-vision” in regard to the perception of

the animate puppet and offer arguments in support of a different approach. These are sit-

uated within the parameters of the first of Tinbergen’s four questions: How does it work?

They represent the “current mechanisms of control,” inner conditions that influence the

perceptions of animacy in puppets, as well as the concept and the percept of animacy in

inanimate objects, like puppets and robots. These questions occupy a liminal space be-

tween various fields of research, reflected both in the commingling of the qualitative and

quantitative sources used and in arguments made.

Whether watching puppets as an audience or studying them from a scholarly perspec-

tive, the feature that immediately jumps to mind is their hybrid existence as (in)animate

objects. While our rational self “knows” that puppets are inanimate objects, we can still

107
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Figure 5.1. Leap of Faith? Suspension of disbelief? Or engaged spectatorship? How does it
work? Left: Canadian puppeteer Ronny Burkett, photo Robyn Cumming. Right: Children at
park watching “Saint George and the Dragon,” photo Alfred Eisenstaedt; collage mine.

be convinced of their animacy by means of skillful design and manipulation on the part of

a puppeteer and a conducive context. It is this conviction of their animacy contradicting

apparently rational thinking, or more precisely Western modernist thinking, that has lead

to the popular opinion that accepting a puppet’s animacy requires a “leap of poetic faith.”

This leap of faith seems to happen like this: Take a puppet-maker, puppeteer, and a puppet

in a theatrical setting, add an audience, and some kind of magic is sure to happen (Fig.5.1).

Call this magic illusion, opalescence, or double-vision, a confusion of materiality and imag-

ination, or invoke Coleridge. Et voilà! It’s alive! In this view, accepting the animacy of

an inanimate object would come naturally only to children or “primitive man.” “Modern

man,” however, would certainly have to will himself and exert a conscious effort in order to

believe in a puppet’s animacy.

In the following pages, I will contest the need for such “poetic faith” and “suspension of
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disbelief” by examining the animacy-inanimacy concept1 in reference to puppets through

an anthropological lens and the animacy-inanimacy perception of puppets through a cog-

nitive science lens. The terms “concepts” and “percepts” are used across disciplines and

different schools of thought in ways that are not entirely congruent. Preceding the sections

in question, I will therefore briefly explain how I intend to use these terms.

5.1 Concepts

The interest in how beliefs are created, concepts emerge, and knowledge is formed about

the internal and external world has been a driving force of philosophical inquiry from the

earliest of times. In the twentieth century, the quantitative approach of cognitive psychol-

ogy has joined philosophy of mind in the quest to shed light on those questions.

Concepts are commonly believed to be the constituents of thought. They present the

mind’s substrate for categorization, memory, learning, and reaching out to the world. Con-

cepts also function as building blocks for the study of entities in the philosophical discipline

of ontology, as we will later see.

In contemporary philosophy, two main frameworks can be identified around concepts.

One contends that concepts are mental representations, the other that they are abstract

objects. Abstract objects are thought not to exist in time or space but rather refer to types

than to a specific object. Some scholars—referred to as nativists—are convinced that con-

ceptsmap onto innate structures. These includemost famouslyNoamChomsky and Steven

Pinker in the realm of linguistics, as well as Susan E. Carey and Laurence Carruthers, in the

realm of general cognition, to give just a few examples. Others—referred to as empiricists—

believe that concepts are acquired through sense perceptions. Probably the most known

representatives of empiricism, in the English-speaking world, areWilliam James and John

Dewey. Nativists and empiricists both believe that mental representations are key to cog-

nition.
1For discussions of the origin of concepts from a cognitive point of view see Jean Matter Mandler, The
Foundations of Mind: Origins of Conceptual Thought, Oxford UP, 2004; and Susan Carey, “Précis of The
Origin of Concepts,” Cambridge UP, 2011) with 29 peer commentaries discussing Carey’s research, which she
put forward in The Origin of Concepts in 2009.
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These two frameworks continue to dominate current thought. Nevertheless, to me both

of these frameworks overemphasize the brain in the role of the lone kybernetes (gr.; Steuer-

mann in German or helmsman in English) or even more mechanistically as a switchboard.

There are, however, alternatives. I am particularly attracted to a more systemic view that

addresses both agency and structure and enables a seamless interweaving ofMauriceMerleau-

Ponty’s phenomenological approach with current research in cognitive science, without

completely ruling out possible innate structures. In this model, concepts emerge from the

interplay between mind, body, and world. Even though Kant already modified these two

opposing stances in postulating that certain concepts are both pre-formed through a-priori

categories and based on experience, Merleau-Ponty takes this thought a necessary step fur-

ther:

Kant’s conclusion [. . .] was that I am a consciousness which embraces and

constitutes the world, and this reflective action caused him to overlook the

phenomenon of the body and that of the thing. (303)

Similarly, Merleau-Ponty believes in the need:

to reawaken our experience of the world as it appears to us in so far as we

are in the world through our body, and in so far as we perceive the world

with our body. But by thus remaking contact with the body and with the

world, we shall also rediscover ourself [sic], since, perceiving as we do with

our body, the body is a natural self and, as it were, the subject of perception.

(206)

Although Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on perception predate the latest cognitive neuroscience

findings, he put his finger on issues still debated today. In the context of puppetry the

question of the origin of perception comes to the fore as our visual senses and our concepts

converge to grant agency to basically inanimate objects.
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Concepts can be thought of as the result of embodied, embedded (situated), extended,

enacted, and affective cognition,2 all of whichmay overlap in specific areas. In an extremely

simplified attempt to define these approaches and putting aside differences from various

authors, I will say that in an embodied cognition approach, mental processes are thought

to emphasize an agent’s whole body as a site of knowledge over processes in the neuronal

circuitry. In an embedded cognition approach, knowledge is thought to be the flipside of

doing. It is action in the context of a social and natural environment, a point that will be-

come clearer below in the anthropological accounts of situational interactionwith “counter-

beings.” The extended cognition approach goes beyond the brain and the body as sites of

knowledge. It is thought that the scaffolding of knowledge in the environment harnesses a

multitude of possible sites fromwhich an agent can retrieve knowledge—like people, books,

the internet or the built environment—thus eliminating the need of mental representations

for concepts. The enactive approach to cognition assumes that concepts emerge through

the reciprocal interaction of an agent and her environment. It can probably be described

as an ecological approach or participatory sense-making where niche-construction theory

would be at home. In addition to the 4Es—if we assume cognition to be based on embodi-

ment, embeddedness, extension, and enactivism—affect cannot be ignored as a “vehicle of

meaning,” as it suffuses all sense-making through corporeal reactions.

As always, Mario Bunge provides a clarification of a tricky subject in his no-nonsense

style. Concepts, writes Bunge, are “units of meaning” and thus serve as “building blocks of

rational discourse.” Propositions—for example—are made up of concepts:

A proposition or statement “says” something about one or more items: it

is an assertion or denial. Even statements of possibility and of doubt are

2For details on Merleau-Ponty’s alternative model see Hubert Dreyfus, “Intelligence Without
Representation—Merleau-Ponty’s Critique of Mental Representation,” Phenomenology and the Cognitive
Sciences (2010). For a general overview see Francisco J. Varela, Eleanor Rosch, and Evan Thompson, The
Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human Experience (MIT Press, 1992); Evan Thompson,Mind in
Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of Mind (Belknap Press, 2007); and Alva Noë, Out of Our
Heads: Why You Are Not Your Brain, and Other Lessons from the Biology of Consciousness (Hill and Wang,
2010). On participatory sense-making, see Hanne DeJaegher and Ezequiel Di Paolo, “Participatory
Sense-Making,” Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences (Springer, 2007). On affective cognition, see
Giovanna Colombetti, The Feeling Body: Affective Science Meets the Enactive Mind (MIT Press, 2014).
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affirmations. [. . .] Propositions are the bearers of testability and untesta-

bility. That is, only propositions can be tested for truth. Concepts cannot be

so tested, because they neither assert nor deny anything. Hence there are

no true or false concepts: concepts can only be exact or fuzzy, applicable or

inapplicable, fruitful or barren. (Bunge, “Finding” 49)

It has to be mentioned that, while not a widely accepted view, even the very notion of

concepts is being questioned by philosopher of science EdouardMachery inDoingWithout

Concepts. Most importantly in this context—as I attempt to understandhow the (in)animacy

of puppets compares to that of humans and robots—concepts furnish building blocks of on-

tologies. All this being said, our knowledge about the frameworks involved in cognition is

still limited and the 4Es certainly complexify previous assumptions. I will try to exercise

caution when thinking within these frameworks, although I have to admit that—when ad-

dressing the perception of ambiguity—I am excited about Merleau-Ponty’s suggestions of

an “arc of intention” and “maximal grip.”

To summarize, concepts can be thought of as semantic knowledge distributed in em-

bodied perception, in action, and in social, cultural, and natural environments. Concepts

contribute to an agent’s homeostatic toolkit, in that they organize experiences and inten-

tions. Concepts are the result of a multimodal feedback system. Since concepts, according

to Bunge, cannot be true or false, let us examine two vastly differing animacy concepts and

evaluate them for their “fruitfulness” in this context.

5.1.1 Lives of Others

Consider for a moment, as an example for a common perspective in the past, comparatist

Leonard Barkan’s view, expressed in the year 1975, that nature and culture are separated

by an abyss so deep that primitive and modern man appear to be different species. “In the

life of the primitive man, the self, and hence the body, is the only wholeness which can

be grasped” (Barkan 8). Barkan continues, “Anthropomorphism is, faute de mieux, the
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man’s only cosmology” (8). Unlike “modern man” who has to resort to taking a premedi-

tated “leap of faith” in order to attribute human traits like volition and intention, “primitive

man” apparently does not know any better, and, as a consequence, cannot but animate, an-

thropomorphize, and even ensoul the world around him. Barkan contrasts “primitiveman”

with “modern man” in “sophisticated times” (8). He adds that during these “sophisticated

times,” culminating in the Renaissance, society was concernedwith “defining, limiting, and

interpreting this union of man and cosmos” (9). In the end, the human body became “in-

vested with allegorical significance” (9). I believe Barkan misses a crucial point when he

fails to examine the meaning of “limiting the union of man and cosmos.” For him,“modern

man” seems purely about the subject, and seems capable of existing in a vacuum without

natural or social environment, unencumbered by relations.

I am, of course, not alone in being wary of the assumption that “modern man” does

not animate, anthropomorphize, and ensoul. Indeed, philosopher and sociologist Bruno

Latour’s argument that we have “never been modern” has been widely discussed since the

nineties:

The notion that the world of objects and the world of subjects are separa-

ble, in any other than an analytical sense, has been an illusion from the start

[. . .] [H]uman beings everywhere impute personhood and agency to en-

tities which according to official modernist doctrine ought to be classified

as objects (need I mention our favourite trees, houses, cars, teddy bears?).

(Latour 22)

With this Latour calls into question not just “modern man’s” classification criteria for

the distinction of subjects and objects, but also the concept of animacy itself, although he

does not elaborate on what these criteria may be.

In “Exchanging Perspectives: The Transformation of Objects into Subjects in Amerin-

dian Ontologies,” anthropologist Eduardo Batalha Viveiros de Castro points out howWest-

ern concepts of the separation of culture and nature are based on the idea of the human

evolving from the animal, thus increasing the distance between culture and nature that
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mark the level of sophistication humans have attained. For their part, Amerindian ontolo-

gies turn this view on its head. Instead of humans evolving up the ladder of Darwinian

Evolution, so to speak:

[f]or Amazonian peoples the original common condition of both humans

and animals is not animality, but, rather, humanity. The great separa-

tion reveals not so much culture distinguishing itself from nature as nature

distancing itself from culture: the myths tell how animals lost the quali-

ties inherited or retained by humans. Humans are those who continue as

they have always been. Animals are ex-humans (rather than humans, ex-

animals) (ital. in orig.). (465)

Without a doubt, this view clasheswith theWesternunderstanding of our origins. Viveiros

de Castro goes on to say that Western folk anthropology considers humans to have an orig-

inal animal nature that must be tamed by culture, we remain animals at heart, having been

wholly animal (465).

According to the Amerindian cosmology, shamans are people with the special gift of

seeing beyond their species boundaries, able to connect the two worlds or, we might say,

whose views are more fluid:

Amerindian thought holds that, having been human, animals must still be

human, albeit in an unapparent way. Thus, many animal species, as well

as sundry other types of nonhuman beings, are supposed to have a spiritual

component that qualifies themas “people.” Such anotion is often associated

with the idea that the manifest bodily form of each species is an envelope

(a “clothing”) that conceals an internal humanoid form, usually visible to

the eyes of only the particular species and of “transspecific” beings such as

shamans. This internal form is the soul or spirit of the animal: an intention-

ality or subjectivity formally identical to human consciousness. (Viveiros de

Castro 465)
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The role that Viveiros de Castro accords to the Amerindian shaman strongly resonates

with the view certain puppeteers take. They adopt techniques that enable them, theymain-

tain, to actmore effectively as conduits for transmitting energy through their puppets. They

seem to nourish a conceptual fluidity and practice a kind of interpenetration of self and

other told by Amerindian myths (464). This speaks directly to the 4Es—embodied, embed-

ded, extended, and enacted—described earlier, since the actions of puppeteers take place

in situations characterized by a particular relation to the audience/believer in a cultural en-

vironment. Shamanistic rituals specifically involving puppets have been documented for a

variety of cultures across the globe, be they Inuit of the Northwest Pacific (Jurkowski and

Foulc 47), peoples of Mali (Preez 166), China (Chen and Clark 351), or Korea (Foley 198),

to name but a few examples. Without a doubt, the most widely known shaman-puppeteer

is the Dalang of Indonesian shadow puppetry (Rubin, Pong, and Chaturvedi 185). We can

safely assume that Barkan would have believed that “leaps of faith” were quite unnecessary

for perceiving agency of inanimate objects in these societies.

Themodernworld frowns upon shamanistic practices and regards themas childlike and

primitive, infused with irrational and magical thinking that, by all appearances, has been

proudly left behind by the Western mind. Until recently, I believe that this view has likely

contributed to the frequent attitude of condescension toward puppetry artists, even in the

performing arts community.

At this juncture, we have to ask ourselves what it would be like to live in a world that

is inhabited by non-human “people.” Would the world not become a cacophonic bell jar

if every stone, tree, and bird communicated with us? In her study of the Nayaka society,

anthropologist Nurit Bird-David observes that:

[T]he tendency to animate things is shared by humans. However, this com-

mon tendency, I suggest, is engendered by human socially biased cognitive

skills, not by “survival” of mental confusion (Tylor 1958), or by wrong per-

ceptual guesses (Guthrie 1993) (Bird-David 78).

Gelman’s findings support this view; her observations directly contradict the notion that
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the childlike mind of ”primitive man” is more prone to animate objects. Instead they show

that:

if anything the adultsweremore inclined to attribute the capacity formotion

to inanimate items – including a doll – than were the children. The reason

for this was straightforward: they had a richer repertoire of possible causal

conditions, including their own capacity to move a computer, their knowl-

edge about the computer devices that make dolls talk, walk, etc., and so on.

Thus, the more subjects knew about mechanisms, the more they were able

to move toward animistic attributions, regarding the capacity for the seem-

ingly self-generatedmotion of machines. (Gelman, On Animates and Other

Worldly Things. 83)

It therefore comes as no surprise that the Nakaya evidently identify the non-human

“people” situationally and do not confuse elements of their world. This situational (em-

bedded) identification of the (in)animate extends, no doubt, to those puppeteers who self-

identify as shamans. They are after all in the business of bringing things into existence.

Based on their “repertoire of causal conditions” they know how to manipulate an object so

that it activates the viewer’s repertoire. Causal conditions are of course created through

relations and anthropologist Tim Ingold draws our attention to their ontologically inherent

transformative capacity. To him:

[a]nimacy [. . .] is not a property of persons imaginatively projected onto

the things with which they perceive themselves to be surrounded. Rather

[. . .] it is the dynamic, transformative potential of the entire field of rela-

tions within which beings of all kinds, more or less person-like or thing-like,

continually and reciprocally bring one another into existence. The animacy

of the lifeworld, in short, is not the result of an infusion of spirit into sub-

stance, or of agency into materiality, but rather ontologically prior to their

differentiation. (Ingold 68)
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The following suggestions by Bird-David are an example for the activation of a “reper-

toire of causal conditions,” which she coins “reflective knowing.” This is activated especially

when we think about ambiguity in situations in which we are unable to predict behaviour

and that elicit feelings of threat:

We spontaneously employ these skills in situations when we cannot con-

trol or totally predict our interlocutor’s behavior, when its behavior is not

predetermined but in “conversation” with our own. We employ these skills

in these situations, irrespective of whether they involve humans or other

beings (the respective classification of which is sometimes part of reflec-

tive knowing, following rather than preceding the engagement situation).

(Bird-David 78)

Whether the concept of ambiguity exists prior to perceptual ambiguity is an interesting

question to ponder in terms of conceptualism and nonconceptualism or nativism and em-

pricism. It seems that tolerance of ambiguity is mostly treated as a personality trait and

therefore may have a stronger innate basis.3 We will turn to the ambiguous and the asso-

ciated concept of the uncanny in more detail later in this chapter.

Another point Bird-David raises belowmakesmewonderwhether the increasingly com-

mon artistic choice of employing visible puppeteers is related to the concept of “fellowship”

as she calls it:

We do not first personify other entities and then socialize with them but

personify them as, when, and because (ital. in orig.) we socialize with

them. Recognizing a “conversation” with a counter-being —which amounts

to accepting it into fellowship rather than recognizing a common essence—

makes that being a self in relation with ourselves.

(78)

3For an overview on current research into the tolerance of ambiguity in current literature see Adrian
Furnham and Joseph Marks, “Tolerance of Ambiguity: A Review of the Recent Literature,” Psychology, vol.
4, no. 9, Sept. 2013, pp. 717-28.) of the research.
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Has a contemporaryWestern audience lost its ability to converse with “counterbeings?”

Dowe need a puppeteer to convey “fellowship” to the puppet in order for us to recognize the

common essence of animacy? Do puppets with visible puppeteers, especially humanettes

and Bunraku-style puppets, register as hybrid beings or as object and manipulator? How

are the 4Es at work here? I believe that over time empirical research will be able to shed

more light on these questions. Research facilities like theMax Planck Institut for Empirical

Aesthetics in Frankfurt are well equipped to conduct this kind of research.

While ourWestern societies seem to strugglewith the concept of “counterbeings,”moder-

nity itself, as Latour points out, along with its new socio-technical networks unleashed

by its dualist epistemology,4 continually generates ever more obvious examples of “hy-

brids” or “quasi-objects” that contain both subjective and objective aspects, spanning the

divide between culture and nature, as human ecologist Alf Hornborg points out in “Ani-

mism, Fetishism, and Objectivism as Strategies for Knowing (or Not Knowing) the World”

(Hornborg 1).

The hybrid nature of the puppet forces the viewer to acknowledge two seemingly mu-

tually exclusive concepts. In addition, a study on the “conceptual hierarchy of humans–

animals–plants–non-animate objects” (Mashal et al.) suggests a hierarchy of conceptu-

ally more acceptable hybrids, human-animal hybrids appear furthest up in this hierarchy,

whereas plant-animal hybrids are lowest. My hypothesis is that combining conceptually

distant objects in puppetry arts will activate the audience’s attention in ways that attempt

to keep judgment as to the ontology of the hybrid object in suspension.

In order to uncover more aspects of the particularity of puppets, let us examine the

prevailing Western concept of animacy by going back in history to an era fascinated by the

first understanding of processes of living systems.

4Latour speaks of the “work of purification and translation” (Latour 11) that engenders “the entire modern
paradox. If we consider hybrids, we are dealing only with mixtures of nature and culture; if we consider the
work of purification, we confront a total separation between nature and culture” (14).
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5.1.2 Automata and the Imitation of Life

The fascination with automatic, independent motion as in “self-governed, programmable

electromechanical apparatus[es]” like robots (Paipetis 107) goes back to antiquity. In the

IIliad, Homer mentions three-legged self-propelled tables running on casters between the

palaces of the gods that were created in Hephaistos’s forge, a gold and silver pair of mas-

tiff guard dogs he made for King Alcinous (108), as well as a pair of golden female per-

sonal assistants to Hephaistos (110). Of course as engineering scholar Stefanos Paipetis

duly notes “even though a poetic conception, this account expresses admirably an inher-

ent desire of humans from time immemorial, as well as the boundless abilities of human

mind and hands” (111). Heron of Alexandria (10-70 AD) was famous for designing and

building dazzling automata, one of which is referred to as a programmable “puppet” the-

atre, though it appears to be more like a remarkable automated story-telling device with

crankie elements.5 The occupation with automata6 took on a different quality of thought

many centuries later. The focus was no longer onmimicking autonomous movement alone

and thereby astounding an audience. The understanding of what constitutes the nature of

life itself7 and the essence of being human began to be challenged during the European En-

lightenment.8 Thinkers of the time questioned what they believed to be the superstitious

mindset of the Middle-Ages. Scientific progress allowed explanations of natural phenom-

ena that had hitherto mystified their forebears. The goal was to effectively free humanity

from the presumed shackles of thought imposed by religion, dethroneGod, and replace the-

ology with philosophy as the leadingmode of engaging with the questions of the world. The

enthusiasm for the primacy of ratio over emotio was mirrored in the belief that if one un-

derstood themechanics of life one could ultimately create artificial life (Riskin). Attempts

5For a replica of Heron of Alexandria’s “puppet” theatre in action, depicting the Dionysios myth, see
http://youtu.be/IW3uaJimMlI
6For the intriguing research history of a sixteenth-century automaton, see Elizabeth King, “Clockwork Prayer:
A Sixteenth-Century Mechanical Monk,” Blackbird: An Online Journal of Literature and the Arts, vol. 1, no.
1, 2002, pp. 1-29.
7For a recent example of art evolved from algorithms, art that plays with the notion of simulated evolution,
see fig. 4.10, Jon McCormack, Fifty Sisters, (detail, ESSO).
8Automata were not a European fascination alone. The affection shown to robots in Japan seems to be
directly descended from the Japanese automata tradition of Karakuri.

http://youtu.be/IW3uaJimMlI
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at simulating life was among the many forays taken into that direction.

Figure 5.2. Jacques de Vaucanson’s Canard Digérateur, placed between two earlier automata
at its first exhibition.

Science historian John Tresch writes:

Machines in the eighteenth century were often seen to embody the prom-

ises of reason and enlightenment. This was strikingly the case with automa-

tons: devices that moved on their own in imitation of natural objects and

processes. (Tresch 87)

One famous example for these automata is Jacques de Vaucanson’s9 mechanical Digest-

ing Duck (de Vaucanson), first shown in 1739, which apparently gobbled up corn and grain,

digested it, and most astonishingly defecated 5.2–5.4 The mechanical flute player, which

Vaucanson began exhibiting a year earlier, was not based on deception whereas the duck

was only supposedly simulating physiology bymimicking digestion, a process thought of as

mechanical as well as chemical. Vaucanson claimed that his duck automaton was capable

9Jacques de Vaucanson (1709–1782) aspired to more than side-show effects, though he was an earnest artist,
inventor, and a government inspector. He—unsuccessfully—tried his hand at simulating respiration and
blood flow. For more on Vaucanson’s work and artificial life through the ages, see Jean-Claude Heudin, Des
automates aux mondes virtuels, Odile Jacob, 2008.
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Figure 5.3. Vaucanson’s original automata have been lost; this photo, labelled “received from
Dresden,” was discovered by a museum curator in 1950 (Riskin (607).

of dissolving the ingested grain, which indeed would be a chemical process. In the end,

however, as historian Jessica Riskin notes appropriately, the duck, despite its mechanical

feat, was shown to be a fraud (Riskin 609). Apparently, bread crumbs, stored in a separate

compartment in the duck and dyed green, were expelled through the mechanism.

Simulating natural processes has not lost its fascination and what was desired but im-

possible in the eighteenth century seems to have come within our grasp today, or so it

seems. In the year 2000, the Belgian artist Wim Delvoye took Vaucanson’s basic idea to

the next level by creating the installation “Cloaca.” His machine partly simulates the hu-

man digestive system, recreating both the mechanical and chemical processes, complete

with pancreatic and other digestive enzymes and bacteria. The installation has to be fed

twice daily to keep the digestive organisms alive, its own chef catering to it’s “needs.” But

do not be fooled, although Cloaca certainly is an impressive integrated system—it certainly

fulfills Vaucanson’s claims—the elaborate staging obscures the fact that it remains a simple,
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Figure 5.4. Schematic drawing of the hypothetical interior of the Digesting Duck [Le canard
digérateur] by an observer of the automaton.

isolated, purposeless mechanism (Fig. 5.5). Cloaca is not part of an organism and there-

fore lacks the enteric nervous system feedback loop of the human digestive tract to a brain.

However, in contrast to Vaucanson, Delvoye never claimed otherwise.10

When we observe the fascination with and the shock created by the present day au-

tomaton Cloaca along with its products11 and add to that the ever increasing research into

humanoid robots, the proliferation of interactive robots, personal digital assistants, and

motion capture virtual reality games, we can easily understand the initial fascination with

automata during the late 18th century as well as themore ambivalent feelings that arose to-

ward automata during Romanticism.12 The author E. T. A. Hoffmann13—thinking through

these inventions to their logical conclusion—formulated the horror of an automated soul-

less humanoid in his novella Der Sandmann (Hoffmann).14 He emphasized the uncanny

10For more information on Cloaca see Jessica Riskin, “The Defecating Duck, or, the Ambiguous Origins of
Artificial Life,” Critical Inquiry, U of Chicago P, 2003, p. 627. For videos on Cloaca, see Regine Debatty,
“Wim Delvoye: Cloaca 2000-2007,”WeMake Money Not Art, 19 Jan. 2008, http://goo.gl/d9sqs2..
11For the record, they were analyzed and as could be expected, their lab results for enzymes and microbiota
were comparable to those of a human.
12The length of the period termed the Romantic Period in Europe varies depending on the country in
question, but is generally considered to overlap with the end of the period of Enlightenment beginning
around the French Revolution and ending in 1850.
13Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann (1786–1822) is known as a German Romantic author of psychological
horror and occultist stories.
14His novella The Sandman was one of the examples Sigmund Freud used in his 1919 essay on The Uncanny.

http://goo.gl/d9sqs2
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aspects of the interaction between the protagonist Nathaniel with the beautiful automa-

ton Olimpia, an inanimate body made of covered metal, but displaying many features of

the animate body. It is striking how Hoffmann portrays Nathaniel’s obsession with the

automaton, rendering the protagonist himself alien to the reader.

Figure 5.5. Cloaca Original, Wim Delvoye, 2000, Museum Kunstpalast Düsseldorf; photo
used with permission by the artist.

5.1.3 Puppets and the Metaphor of Life

Depending on which aspects of culture we focus on—theological, philosophical, technical,

scientific, political, social, or artistic—the beginning of modernity can bemarked by several

events. Literature and theatre scholar Martin Puchner situates modernity, in regard to the

artistic aspects, at the end of the nineteenth century, a time that has particular importance

for the puppet metaphor (PuchnerModernism). The sweeping urbanization in the wake of

the industrial revolution in Europe led to a yearning for a return to the origins of human

society, as seen in the rising interest in ritual and folk art of the time. Modernist artists were

particularly interested in the life and artifacts of so-called primitive societies, as they were

perceived as unburdened from societal restrictions of the time and celebrated the human

body in its whole corporeality. Primitivsm was the search for this mythical and utopian

place.
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This sparked journeys to the South Sea like the ones by the painter Paul Gauguin to the

then French colony of Tahiti. But the “Lebensreform” movement of the German speak-

ing countries also comes to mind as an example of the interest in emulating a lifestyle

that was thought of as natural. Esoterically minded vegetarian and nudist August Engel-

hard, founder of the sect “Order of the Sun,” was one of them. He seems to have sprung

from a Monty Pythonesque world. For obscure reasons, he believed in a diet based exclu-

sively on coconuts. As can easily be imagined, his story ended tragically and it is a surprise

that he lasted seventeen years. The exclusive nourishment from the revered pure flesh of

the coconut became the source of severe malnourishment and his attempts at creating a

self-sustaining commune floundered dramatically, an ending which foreshadowed another

German sectarian’s ambitions (Mönter). Nevertheless, as Puchner observes, modernism

is more than the yearning for a return to an Elysian past. The other stream from which

modernism stems is its engagement with philosophical considerations of what is essential

to human life. This may explain why puppets were persistently part of the experimental

artistic repertoire. As Dassia Posner et al. write, to this day puppets:

and related figures . . . serve both as important metaphors and tangible

expression of our continually changing understanding of what it means to

be human. They emerge as vital artistic elements at times whenwe question

longstanding paradigms about human beings and our relationship to the

inanimateworld, offering concretemeans of playingwithnewembodiments

of humanity. (Posner et al. 2)

At the beginning of the twentieth century, artistic experimentation with the representa-

tion of the human body reflected the interrogation of themechanical body, as a newwave of

technology and its promises washed overWestern society. Edward Gordon Craig’s concept

of theÜber-Marionette,15 first published in the article “TheActor and theÜber-Marionette”

15For a French representative of similar theoretical conviction, see actor and playwright Antonin Artaud’s The
Theater and Its Double, Grove Press, 1958; and Mark Fortier, Theory/Theatre: An Introduction, Routledge,
2016, on Antonin Artaud’s Théâtre de la Cruauté.
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in the journal TheMask (1908), should be noted in this context. Craig did not consider act-

ing to be an art and, therefore, to him actors were not artists. It is strange to read the

following excerpt from today’s generally welcoming stance on artistic accidents:

For accident is an enemy of the artist. Art is the exact antithisis [sic] of

Pandimonium [sic], and Pandimonium is created by the tumbling together

of many accidents; Art arrives only by design. Therefore in order to make

anywork of art it is clear wemay only work in thosematerials with whichwe

can calculate. Man is not one of these materials. The whole nature of man

tends towards freedom, he therefore carries the proof in his own person,

that as material for the theatre he is useless. (Craig 1)

As a director, Craig wanted complete control over the “finished” product of the perfor-

mance. As such, Craig was at war with the actor’s subjectivity and uncontrollable corpore-

ality:

The actions of the actor’s body, the expression of his face, the sounds of his

voice, all are at the mercy of the winds of his emotions; these winds which

must blow for ever round the artist, movingwithout unbalancing him16. But

with the actor, emotion possesses him; it seizes upon his limbsmoving them

whither it will. (1)

He even prefaced his article with a quote by dancer Eleanora Duse, bound to elicit a

shock reaction, a prerequisite it seems to be taken seriously in modernist art circles: ”To

save the Theatre, the Theatre must be destroyed, the actors and actresses must all die of

the plague. They make art impossible” (Craig).

Craig’s solution was the Über-Marionette, an anthropomorphic, human-sized puppet,

that—he believed—could be completely under his control. Craig writes, “Having my ma-

terial nothing except my own will can move or alter these; and as I have said my own will

16A century and a half earlier, philosopher Denis Diderot (1713–1784) voiced similar thoughts. He believed
actors proved their skill when they refrained from expressing feelings, instead expressing what they did not
feel. “On n’entend pas par là pas qu’il sent, mais au contraire qu’il excelle à simuler, bien qu’il ne sent rien.”
That is, the less they felt, the more they could make feel. Denis Diderot, Paradoxe sur le comédien: ouvrage
posthume (Diderot 101).
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is entirely under my control” (13). We now know better about presumably free will, but

at the time this idea was tempting. It appears that the Über-Marionette was never real-

ized. If it had, Craig would have had to come to the realization that even material cannot

be completely controlled in the sense that he implies.

Figure 5.6. Triadisches Ballet [Triadic Ballet], Oskar Schlemmer, 1922.

Although Patrick LeBoeuf, curator of the Edward Gordon Craig Collection at the Bib-

liothèque Nationale de France, points out that the concept remains rather vague and am-

biguous in Craig’s writings and correspondence, LeBoeuf sides with those scholars who

interpret the Über-Marionette as similar to Schlemmer’s figures of Das triadische Bal-

lett (LeBoeuf) (Fig.5.6). By redesigning the human form through the use of costumes, the

dancers’ range ofmotion is restricted or altered, with the intention of leading to purermove-

ment of greater clarity in their gestural expression. The modernist scholar Carrie J. Pre-

ston’s work, in particular Modernism’s Dancing Marionettes: Oskar Schlemmer, Michel

Fokine, and Ito Michio offers a closer look at the fascination of modernism with the chore-

ographed movement of human bodies17 that are “made strange.” I wonder what Craig and

17Parade (1917), a collaboration between Eric Satie, Jean Cocteau, Pablo Picasso, and the Ballets Russes,
choreographed by Léonide Massine, explores similar territory. Picasso designed the original cubist costumes,
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Schlemmer would have made of today’s use of motion capture techniques, in which human

motion is digitally recorded in order to animate digital characters in a more “natural way,”

so as to make strange but in different ways!18

Dadaist Sophie Taeuber-Arp’s work inKönigHirsch and Bauhaus affiliated painter and

sculptor Oskar Schlemmer’s Das triadische Ballett [The Triadic Ballett, 1922] express the

modernist preoccupation with mechanization and the human body. Taeuber-Arp’s was a

performance created entirely with puppets instead of actors. The play König Hirsch was

based on the 1762 play Il Re Cervo by Carlo Gozzi (1720-1806) and staged as a parody on

the controversial psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud. The puppets were created from Sophie

Taeubner-Arp’s designs by wood sculptor Carl Fischer (1888–1987), and was performed in

Zurich in 1918. Her puppet “Guards” (Fig.5.7) demonstrates a forceful examination of the

representation of the body. In this case, the body of authority, as a three-headed robot-

like figure. Using puppets, she could go further in her interrogation of the human body.

It makes me wonder if this puppet moved comically, thus undermining its authority, or, if

it moved efficiently, like a machine, thus emphasizing the authority of the state. Schlem-

mer chose to work with the human body instead of puppets, but restricting the movement

of dancers in ways that evoked the shape of objects and the movement of automata and

puppets.19

While the focus of this research project is on the perception of thematerial puppet body

and not on its literarymetaphor, I cannot proceedwithout at leastmentioning a few literary

examples of the puppet metaphor, which have influenced artists in their thinking about

puppets and which are referenced time and again.

Craig, Schlemmer, and Taeuber-Arp’s work is preceded in literature by the playwright

which were made of cardboard, with the intention of restricting the movement and changing the scale and
silhouette of the dancers like Schlemmer in his ballet.
18For a recent fascinating example of the use of this technique, see AICP 2016 Reel Dir. Cut, Method Studios,
2016, http://vimeo.com/169599296.
19For an impression of this iconic Bauhaus ballet in movement, see the documentary Oskar
Schlemmer–Menschenbilder (2014), produced by Susanne Brand and Nicola Graef for SWR and Arte that
includes a recent reconstruction of Schlemmer’s ballet, in the video repository online or online, narrated in
German here http://youtu.be/Vt9B76wu0b0, or in French here http://youtu.be/Ebqq5GjbnrM.

http://vimeo.com/169599296
http://youtu.be/Vt9B76wu0b0
http://youtu.be/Ebqq5GjbnrM
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Figure 5.7. Sophie Taeuber-Arp’s marionette “Wache” (guards) from the play König Hirsch,
1918.

and novelist Heinrich von Kleist’s 1810 essayÜber dasMarionettentheater. There are par-

ticular parallels between Craig’s and Kleist’s concept of grace and it is hard to imagine work

by Noé Soulier about the motion of the human body in dance without the reception of this

essay.

Kleist’s essay is divided into thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. The first part is a conver-

sation between the narrator and the principal dancer at the city’s opera, a dancer of excep-

tional quality who hasmade a great impression on the audience. The narratormentions his

surprise at having seen the dancer at several puppet shows. The essay’s key point in this

context is the dancer’s answer to the question of the advantages of a “doll” performing the

dance movements in contrast to a living human dancer. The dancer replies to the question

about the advantages of puppets as follows:
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Der Vorteil? Zuvörderst ein negativer, mein vortrefflicher Freund, näm-

lich dieser, daß sie sich niemals zierte.—Denn Ziererei erscheint, wie Sie

wissen, wenn sich die Seele (vis motrix) in irgend einem andern Punkte

befindet, als in dem Schwerpunkt der Bewegung. Da der Maschinist nun

schlechthin, vermittelst des Drahtes oder Fadens, keinen andern Punkt in

seiner Gewalt hat, als diesen: so sind alle übrigen Glieder, was sie sein

sollen, tot, reine Pendel, und folgen dem bloßen Gesetz der Schwere; eine

vortreffliche Eigenschaft, die man vergebens bei dem größesten Teil unsrer

Tänzer sucht. (Kleist, Über das Marionettentheater.)

The advantage? First a negative gain, my excellent friend, specifically this:

that such a figure would never be affected. For affectation appears, as you

know, when the soul (vis motrix) locates itself at any point other than the

center of gravity of the movement. Because the puppeteer absolutely con-

trols the wire or string, he controls and has power over no other point than

this one: therefore all the other limbs are what they should be–dead, pure

pendulums following the simple law of gravity, an outstanding quality that

we look for in vain in most dancers. (“On the Marionette Theatre.” trans.

Neumiller)

The second part is the so called mirror analogy, which echoes the fall from Eden and

expounds the topic of the first part with an example. At the baths, a young man, known

for his grace, accidentally glimpses himself in a mirror. His pose reminds him of a statue

that he recently saw of a young man pulling out a thorn from his foot. He tells the friend

accompanying him and the friend—trying to tease him—asks him to repeat the pose. This

is where many interpretations converge on his conscious effort as the cause of the loss of

grace. In her excellent bookDances of the Self in Heinrich von Kleist, E. T. A. Hoffman and

HeinrichHeine, literary scholar Lucia Ruprecht points out what to her has been overlooked

in the scholarship on this essay, namely that consciousness not only leads to the loss of

grace but also to embarrassment and shame. The young man “loses” his grace when he is
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conscious of being watched and asked to repeat the same gesture (41).

Kleist’s argument has been examined through many different lenses. Some argue the

essay has only partly to do with marionettes but was a way of engaging in a debate about

theatre after a publication ban for newspaper articles on theatre. Kleist circumvented this

slyly by ostensibly writing articles on the mechanics of puppets instead.20 The essay can

be read as Kleist’s cultural critique of the stultified theatre created by the leading Berlin

director August Wilhelm Iffland.

Whatever argument Kleist intended to make beyond puppets cannot be explored here,

but his keen observations imbued his text with insights about the movements of puppets

that are echoed in theatrical avant-garde works a century later. The perfect body could not

be a human one. The way Kleist describes the anti-gravitational movements of marionettes

and how touching off of the ground differs for marionettes and humans has inspired mar-

ionettists around the world. Even though, according to Ruprecht, the anti-gravitational

aspect has been overrated in Kleist. She points instead to poet and philosopher Friedrich

von Schiller’s Kallias or On the Beautiful, letters to Schiller’s friend Gottfried Christian

Körner (Ruprecht 34). Schiller (1759-1805), a contemporary of Kleist’s though 20 years

older, “unmasks the experience of beauty as an experience of freedom,” writes aesthetics

scholar Wolfgang Welsch. Schiller, Welsch continues, thinks that man calls:

those objects beautiful that show freedom. Second, he transfers the charac-

ter of freedom from the human sphere into the natural world; he sees that

it already occurs there. So the experience of beauty leads us beyond an-

thropic strettos; freedom is by nomeans just a human but already a natural

phenomenon. Schiller develops a general ontology of freedom that com-

prises not only the sphere of human action but also the realm of things, of

natural as well as of cultural entities. (Welsch, Schiller)

20On Kleist (1777-1811) as playwright see Alexander Weigel, “Theaternot, Theaterkritik, Theatertraum:
Heinrich von Kleist und das Theater seiner Zeit,” pp. 437-54; and Seán Allan and Elystan Griffiths,
“Introduction. Heinrich von Kleist: Performance and Performativity,” pp.327-36. Both in Performance and
Performativity in the Works of heinrich von Kleist, spec. issue of German Life and Letters, vol. 64, no. 3,
Wiley Online Library 2011.
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While Schiller presumes anti-gravity to be a prerequisite of autonomy, just as gravity is a

sign of heteronomity (34), Kleist integrates gravity into his concept of grace. The following

scene from Schiller’s Kallias-letter expresses Schiller’s take on autonomy:

Ein Baum im Vordergrund könnte eine schöne Partie im Hintergrund be-

decken; ihn zu nötigen, daß er das nicht tut, würde seiner Freiheit zu nahe

getreten sein und Stümperei verraten. Was tut also der verständige Kün-

stler? Er läßt denjenigenAst des Baumes, der denHintergrund zu verhüllen

droht, aus eigener Schwere sich heruntersenken und dadurch dem hintern

Prospekte freiwillig Platz machen; und so vollbringt der Baum den Willen

des Künstlers, indem er bloß seinem eigenen folgt. (Schiller)

A tree in the foreground could cover a beautiful part in the background; in

order to compel the tree not to, would mean to have offended his21 freedom

and betray incompetence. What, therefore, does the judicious artist do?

He lets the branch of the tree, which threatens to obscure the background,

sink down by its ownweight and thereby voluntarilymake room for the rear

prospect; and so the tree fulfills the will of the artist, in that itmerely follows

its own. (Schiller; my transl.)

As I will describe in the chapter in practice-led research, German marionettist Frank

Soehnle offers a workshop in which the principles of gravity and respecting the freedom of

the material form the basis of his puppetry practice.

The most famous example of a literary puppet figure turned metaphor in the Western

imagination is—without a doubt—the character of the naive and mischievous wooden pup-

pet Pinocchio, who aspires to “become a real boy.” It is also a “tale of becoming that satirizes

a politically, socially, and economically corrupt world” (Wunderlich and Morrissey 198).

The writer Carlo Collodi was asked to create a serial for the children’s supplement of the

daily newspaper Il Fanfulla. The serial, a re-interpretation of the Pygmalion myth, with

21In German the noun “tree” is gendered as masculine and feels imbued with more personhood than in
English.
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its picaresque (anti-?)hero was so successful that his editors asked Collodi to change the

ending—the original version ended with the puppet Pinocchio hung from the gallows—and

expand the narrative. These new chapters chronicle the successful transformation from

wooden puppet to breathing human being. Together with the initial chapters these were

published in 1883 as the novel Le Avventure di Pinocchio: Storia di un burattino. [The

Adventures of Pinocchio: The Story of a Wooden Puppet] (Collodi, Le avventure di Pinoc-

chio: Storia di un burattino).22 Pinocchio has proven to be a productive metaphor, also

spawning graphic novels, plays, and films.

The mirror image of Pinocchio appears in another literary example, as the character of

the Tin Man from L. Frank Baum’s novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900). Starting

out with a human body of flesh and blood, limb after limb is replaced with a mechanical

metal prostheses—caused by a spell put on his axe by the Wicked Witch of the East—until

he is entirely replaced. The figure of Pinocchio and that of the Tin Man call into question

our assumptions of what an animate being—and a human being at that—is made of. One

could call it the corporeality of identity.23. In the end both inhabit a different body from

the one they started out with, but they remain largely unchanged in their personality. Dur-

ing most of their stories, while they transition from one state of body material to the other,

they exist only as hybrid bodies. In the context of embodiment, it is an an interesting ques-

tion to think about. How much of who we are has to do with the very bodies we inhabit?

How do transhumanist aims of enhancing the human by means of accelerated evolution

and technology intersect with and complicate the notion of hybridity and identity? How is

embodied cognition impacted when the body is a machine?

Artists experiment with the hybridization of the animate and inanimate forms not only

conceptually in literary works, but also through the exploration of the shape of the hy-

bridized machine and human body in movement. For all the aspects that can be pondered

22For an in-depth reading of the literary figure Pinocchio and his permutations, see Katia Pizzi, Pinocchio,
Puppets, and Modernity: The Mechanical Body (Taylor & Francis, 2011).
23For contributions to the discussion on hybrid bodies, see Donna Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science,
Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late 20th Century,” The International Handbook of Virtual
Learning Environments, edited by Joel Weiss et al. orig. date 1985, Springer, 2006) ; also N. Katherine
Hayles,HowWe Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics, U of
Chicago P, 2008, both of whicj have engendered a great number of discussions.
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in a theoretical way, the artistic practice as a way of knowing tries to produce some tentative

answers, but certainly throws open as many questions on a visceral level by playing with

and constructing the material body of the puppet and watching such an object perform.

5.2 Note on the Use of the Terms “Animacy” and “Agency”

In most publications “animacy” and “agency” seem to be used interchangeably, as in “per-

ception of animacy” and “perception of agency.” While we also need to keep in mind the

distinction between agency of organic entities and agency of artifacts, I think it would be

helpful to first tease out the use, regardless of the organic or artefactual nature of an entity,

as it will help us come to an understanding of the complex meanings these terms take on

with puppets. Christoph Bartneck et al. review the literature that deals with agency and

animacy and come to the conclusion that only two out of seventy-nine deal with animacy

directly (Bartneck et al. 74). The term animacy is fuzzy around the edges and notoriously

hard to define. Is an entity viewed as animate when it moves with intention? Or does it also

have to show that it is self-propelled? Or does it also have to breathe? Or does it also have

to display interaction with its environment? What other conditions have been observed in

order for us to categorize an entity as animate? Robots complicate the attempts at defin-

ing animacy, since they often are described as “sort of alive.” From successful puppetry, we

certainly know that the more conditions are met, the more alive an entity will be perceived.

So, we can say, animacy is not evoked by one single condition met, but lies along a scale

from less to more animate. Since animacy is hard to define on its own, let us turn to the

term agency which seems to be be an umbrella for some of the conditions that have to be

met in order for an entity to be perceived as animate.

In “Defining Agency: Individuality, Normativity, Asymmetry, and Spatio-Temporality

in Action,” philosopher Xabier Barandiaran and computer scientists Ezequiel di Paolo and
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Marieke Rohde, suggest that an agent—an entity that displays agency—must meet the con-

ditions of individuality, interactional asymmetry, and normativity (Barandiaran et al.).24

An agent must be able to define its own individuality, which means that it has to be able to

distinguish itself from its environment (Barandiaran et al. 2), or as philosopherHans Jonas

writes, “Organic individuality is achieved in the face of otherness” (Jonas 243), whereas

an entity that “requires another agent (the observer) to perform the system-environment

distinction” (Barandiaran et al. 3) does not fulfill the identity condition. The terms indi-

viduality and identity can thus be used interchangeably.

Obviously, we do not think of puppets as organic identities, so when Jonas writes about

organic identities, it evokes the struggle of the puppet to stay alive in the audience’s eye

along with the symbiotic relationship between puppeteer and puppet—the puppeteer com-

mitted to the life of of the puppet—which is only vicariously “everbecoming” (233):

Entities, therefore, [are individuals] which in their being are exposed to the

alternative of not-being as potentially imminent, and achieve being in an-

swer to this constant imminence; entities, therefore, that are temporal in

their innermost nature, that have being only by everbecoming, with each

moment posing a new issue in their history; whose identity over time is

thus, not the inert one of a permanent substratum, but the self-created one

of continuous performance. (Jonas 233)

How the puppeteer’s efforts are translated into the appearance of the puppet as the

agentive entity is one of the questions I am trying to find clues to. The “first condition for

the appearance of agency” then, hinges on an entity’s capability of defining its own identity

as separate from its environment and “in doing so, it defines an environment in which it

carries out actions” (Barandiaran 3).

The second condition that needs to be met, according to Barandiaran et al., is interac-

tional asymmetry which refers to the ability of an agent to act on his environment. When

24The model Barandiaran et al. propose has the advantage of being applicable to animate and inanimate
entities alike. Bacteria, earthworms, jellyfish, animals and human, robots, social structures, organizations of
any kind, and artificial agents in computer simulations all can be studied with this model.
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we have confirmed that the individuality condition is met, we can turn to the necessary

interaction of an entity with its environment. Any living organism needs to do something

to keep its homeostatic equilibrium. It acts out of it its own survival needs. To expand the

notion of an agent to include non-living systems, we can drop the homeostatic part and use

the term “equilibrium” by itself. An entity may change or use elements of its environment

as fit its goals, or “engage in modulations of the coupling [with its environment]” as Baran-

diaran et al. (4) write . By initiating action in the environment on its own terms, an entity

creates an asymmetry with its environment.

The third and final condition that needs to be met is termed “normativity” by Barandi-

aran et al. “When considering agency we presuppose that the interaction is not random or

arbitrary but makes some ‘sense’ for the agent itself. Agents have goals or norms according

to which they are acting” (5). Here “norms” are equivalent to “goals.” “Normativity,” then

means the success or failure of an entity of reaching its vital goals:

If we are to adopt a naturalistic but non-reductionist account of agency we

must be able to justify this normativity based on the very “nature” of the

agent. A naturalistic but non-reductionist account of agency has to render

explicit an agent’s own self-defined normativity. (Barandiaran et al. 5)

Minimal life, like that of a bacterium, an example used by Barandiaran et al., is an agent,

as it meets all three conditions of agency:

1. individuality—bacterium maintains homeostasis and distinguishes itself from its en-

vironment with a membrane

2. interactional asymmetry—bacterium is the source of its energy and motion

3. normativity—bacteriumregulates its interaction for homeostatic purposes, e.g.,moves

in response to certain chemical stimuli

These three conditions of agency exist temporally and spatially in an interrelated way,

namely as interconnected processes. This makes for complex behaviour, as fulfilling these
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conditions can possibly create initially contradicting impulses that need to be subjected to

a hierarchy. Therefore:

behavior cannot be taken to be exclusively the result of extracting statistical

properties or patterns from a string of predefined sensory inputs and the

production of an adequate response output. Situatedness provides much

more complex and flexible possibilities for action. [. . .] Yet, what is par-

ticularly relevant for agency is the establishment of a perspective, i.e., the

constitution of the agent as a reference point in space and time, for the agent

itself and not for the observer. (Barandiaran et al. 10)

When reviewing the literature in the following sections, I would like the reader to keep

in mind the productive suggestion by Barandarian et al., as well as the distinction between

agent, agency per se, the perception of agency and the attribution/inferrence of agency, as

well as the fact that animacy is not a well defined term. Since the concept of animacy and

agency overlap, there may be overlap in the way the terms are used, without defining what

their respective conceptual boundaries are. Distinguishing between perception and infer-

ence of agency has so far proven a challenge in empirical research. It is hard to keep them

apart experimentally as they also overlap. So for now, these remain conceptual distinctions.

Additionally, Jonas points out that we accord agency not in a cultural vacuum, but that an

identity holds memory and is held in tradition. Memory, tradition, and culture will colour

the way identity is granted to other entities, as shown for Amerindian ontologies, be they

organic or artefacts:

But the decisive observation, of course, is that to the artefact the identity is

accorded; and, insofar as this requires a continuity ofmemory and tradition

in those who do accord it, the identity is the function of another identity,

namely, that established in memory, individual and social. This originative

identity of the cognitive subject is a prerequisite for the accorded identity of

the object. (Jonas 240)
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5.3 Percepts

Thinking about puppets calls into question not only our animacy concept but also what it

means for something to appear animated to us. So, how is anything perceived in the first

place? From a neural perspective, living organisms are endowed with sensory systems that

“provide the means by which to perceive the external world,” and in the case of higher or-

ganisms “to remain alert, form a body image, and regulate our movements” (Gardner and

Johnson 472). The sensory systems communicate “four elementary features of stimuli—

modality, location, intensity, and duration” (472). Based on stimuli received through the

sensory system, they are then organized and interpreted in the light of all other available

information, including past experience. Like an orchestra without a conductor, a multi-

tude of nerve cells and their emissaries—axons, neurotransmitters, electrical impulses—

are activated through incoming stimuli and are responsible for the symphony referred to

as perception. Percepts, then are the mind’s interpretation of these perceptions, although

sometimes, like in the case of phantom limbs, percepts can also be the result of the mind’s

projection. Hallucinations are a differentmatter again. In the next section “Motion and the

perception of life,” we dive into the pertinent intricacies of perception in more detail.

5.3.1 Motion and the Perception of Life

When protagonists of the modernist project first took an interest in altered human motion

for their performances, they must have had in mind some characteristics of natural human

motion in order to interrupt the natural flow. Artists were sensitive to the potential sig-

nalling of certain types of motion on a perceptual level, rather than a merely semiotic one.

Indeed, it appears that the exhibition of so-called biological motion is a key component in

the perception of animacy.

Experiencing contingency in objects leads to the attribution ofmental states, as the sem-

inal experiments by psychologist Fritz Heider and his doctoral student Marianne Simmel

(1944), as well as experimental psychologist Albert Michotte (1963) have revealed in sepa-

rate experiments.
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Heider and Simmel were interested in the processes “involved in perceiving other in-

dividuals, their behaviour and their personal qualities” (243). Most studies of the time

focused on the correct interpretation of faces and gestures. They specifically did not take

stimulus-configurations into account, treating them instead as a given. Heider and Sim-

mel’s interest lay in the investigation of a step before the interpretation takes place, namely

in the processes leading to an interpretation in the first place. They created an experi-

ment with three groups, presenting triangles, a rectangle, and a circle moving around on a

screen. One of the participant groups was given a more or less anthropomorphized script

with a questionnaire to accompany the stop-motion animation25 Another participant group

was asked to describe the animation without any prompts inferring human characteristics.

Interestingly thirty-three of thirty-four participants “perceived the picture in terms of ani-

mated beings” (“An Experimental Study of Apparent Behavior.” 246). While the behaviour

of these figures was described in human terms, it is unlikely that the figures were also as-

cribed human personhood. The limited options language offers to talk about entities that

“behave” in certain ways does not imply that the shapes are seen as representations of hu-

mans. Nevertheless, they can still possess personhood in the eyes of the observer. After

viewing the animation, it does not come as a surprise to me that the participants inferred

intentions. It can hardly be avoided to “see” intentions in the “actions” of the geometrical

shapes. A whole dramatic narrative unfolds: Love in the age of 2D animations is no joke.

Whereas Heider and Simmel were interested in intentions, Albert Michotte was inter-

ested in understanding several of the questions related to what he termed the perception of

causality, a term that complicates the triadic model of individuality, interactional asym-

metry, and normativity by Barandarian et al. They suggest the integration of causality into

their model as follows:

It is sometimes possible to indicate the degree to which a system is affected

by another at a certain point in time using statistical measures to quantify

25To view the video shown to the participants in the Heider-Simmel experiment, go to the online repository
http://goo.gl/rlHcrK, or click here http://youtu.be/n9TWwG4SFWQ (Heider and Simmel, “An Experimental
Study of Apparent Behavior.”)

http://goo.gl/rlHcrK
http://youtu.be/n9TWwG4SFWQ
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the influence that one system exerts on another or their relative indepen-

dence. [. . .] Typically, this involves measuring statistical correlations (in

terms of predictability,mutual information, etc.) to identify statistically sig-

nificant patterns and to infer causal structure from the temporal ordering

of events. (Barandiaran et al. 4)

Michotte’s ground-breaking La perception et la causalitéwas published in 1946 and set

out to do just that (English translation 1963). In one of his experiments,Michotte presented

a red square positioned in the middle of the screen and a green square moving in from the

left, and—upon reaching (”touching”) the red one—the latter moved at the same speed and

in the same direction, as if themomentumof force had been transmitted. Most participants

would conclude that the incoming square caused themovement of the second.26 This came

to be known as the launching effect andMichotte suggested that the participants perceived

causation27. He conducted more than hundred studies on the conditions for the launching

effect.

Brian Scholl and Patrice Tremoulet however point out that the term “perception” used

in the early experiments is misleading. Complicating the notion of causality is the fact

that we not only perceive causality but also infer causality, as mentioned earlier, this was

pointed out by Gelman as well(Gelman, On Animates and OtherWorldly Things.). In addi-

tion causal inference is not well studied and inmost situations the perception and inference

overlap. They suggest that:

26To view an animation of these and other experiments, used by Scholl and Tremoulet, go to Scholl’s website
at https://goo.gl/LutKsU. Among these is an animation that recreates the Heider Simmel animation solely
with “darts,” instead of circles and triangles. The added orientation that darts provide have been shown to
“strengthen the perception of animacy in. Look for the “H & S with ’Darts’ ” Quicktime Movie, the last one on
the webpage. Puppet makers have long known the importance of orientation, or focus, as we call it.
27The publication of Michotte’s work ignited interest in the empirical study of the perception of causality. For
examples of the discussion of animacy, agency, and causality see Sarah-Jayne Blakemore et al., “The
Detection of Contingency and Animacy from Simple Animations in the Human Brain,” Cerebral Cortex, vol.
13, no. 8, Oxford UP, 2003, pp. 837–44; Phillip Wolff and Jason Shepard, “Causation, Touch, and the
Perception of Force,” Psychology of Learning and Motivation, vol.58, 2013, pp. 167–202; Maria Ida Gobbini
et al., “Distinct Neural Systems Involved in Agency and Animacy Detection,” Journal of Cognitive
Neuroscience, vol. 23 no. 8, 2011, 1911–20; Timothy Hubbard, “The Perception of Causality: Insights from
Michotte’s Launching Effect, Naive Impetus Theory, and Representational Momentum,” Fechner Day, eds.
Armando M. Oliveira et al., The International Society for Psychophysics, 2004, 116–21.

https://goo.gl/LutKsU
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the visual system works to recover the physical structure of the world by

inferring properties such as 3-D shape, so too does it work to recover the

causal and social structure of theworld by inferring properties such as causal-

ity and animacy. (Scholl and Tremoulet 299)

Philosopher and psychologist David Danks summarizes the most important result for

TheOxfordHandbook of Causation (Danks 450). The significant ones here are that context

dependence appears to be confirmed for the perception of causality (Scholl and Nakayama)

and “causal perception does not arise in one fell swoop” (Danks 450), but emerges over

time. At the point of his writing (2009), there seems to have been little agreement between

the different models and fMRI data were inconclusive. What can be said about causal in-

ference is that it is “significantly influenced by the categories and concepts”(455). How

are causal perception and inference related and what are the implications for attributing

agency to puppets? So far, it has been difficult to disentangle the two, but it appears that

they are different cognitive processes. Still, it is not clear if they are interdependent or au-

tonomous (457). As Danks points out, causal inference is thought to result from analyzing

correlation by harnessing higher-order cognition. This is, of course, no longer perceptual

and lacks automaticity (453). So, if scenography and puppet design is about creating con-

text, priming the audience if one will, it would be interesting to do case studies on whether

effective scenography for puppetry plays differs from plays with human actors and if so

how, and what the implications are for performances that feature an interaction between

human performers and puppets.

Whether causal perception, inference, or both are at work, we know that puppets are

able to convince us of their agency and animacy. I will, therefore, turn to studies that—with

all the above mentioned caveats in mind—will possibly shed some light on the “effect of the

puppet.”

Perceiving agency doubtlessly involves attributing the origin of amovement to an agent.

When the source of movement lies within an entity, we confer an agentive property to that

entity. Does this hold true as long as the object set in motion fulfills certain conditions that

can be interpreted as to the postulated interactional asymmetry and normativity condition?
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To translate this to puppetry, how does the puppeteer—the source of the puppet’s motion—

convince us that the motion’s source lies within the puppet and that it is indeed an agent of

its own?

From artistic experiments to first steps in empirical research that were observational or

introspective in nature, we have come a long way and learned a thing or two about the in-

tricacies involved in perception. Today’s studies that include fMRI provide a huge amount

of data, some of which are still waiting to be fully understood. Consider what cognitive

psychology has demonstrated for the perception of animacy and inanimacy. Psychologist

Rochel Gelman’s cognitive developmental research has shown that the animacy-inanimacy

distinction is based on core organizing and ontological principles, which are usually ac-

quired early in infancy across all cultures (Gelman, “First Principles” 90).

In addition, psychologists John Opfer and Susan Gelman distinguish between featural

and dynamic cues, both of interest from a design and manipulation perspective:

There are two broad classes of perceptual cues that could indicate that a

given entity is either animate or inanimate: featural aspects of the object

(e.g., whether or not it has a face; the texture of its contour), and dynamic

aspects [ital. in orig.] of the object’s motion (e.g., whether or not it propels

itself, whether or not it moves in the direction of another entity, whether or

not it moves contingent on the movements of another). Some cues are ar-

guably a combination of featural and dynamic information (e.g., a person’s

gaze has both characteristic static features [e.g., shape and configuration of

eyes] as well as characteristic motion properties [contingently following the

gaze of another]. (Gelman and Opfer 216)

As mentioned before, it appears that in addition to specific types of motion implying a

hidden energy source (i.e., self-propelled motion), the relation in space and time to other

objects—thus displaying a form of intentionality—provoke the perception of animacy.
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Psychologist Peipei Setoh’s research has shown that, at eight months, infants can al-

ready distinguish between animals and other objects (1). Young infants have biological ex-

pectations and apply the so-called innards principle, expecting that self-propelled agentive

objects possess an inside, a condition that may be violated or confirmed depending on how

one thinks about the puppet design forWarHorse byHandspring Puppetry Company (Fig.

4.2). The horse characters are constructed from bamboo cane, they display see-through

bodies that do not try to conceal the artificiality of the entities and which also allow a view

into the insides. Do the two puppeteers count as the “innards”?

Like any real-world experience, puppetry supplies the audience with multimodal stim-

uli. Even so, I will focus here on what we can learn about the perception of animacy in

puppets from studies of the visual system, since the visual system is one of the best stud-

ied and maybe understood systems of the brain anatomy. It is mainly in the framework of

the visual system that motion is first processed and subsequently categorized as animate or

inanimate. So, what do we know about how perceptions arise from sensory stimuli? What

are the processes that govern the creation of perceptions?

Let us look a little closer and by looking closer, I mean let us look at the processes on

the level of the neurological substrate that contribute to the formation of percepts. This

means that some of the following sections will contain a certain number of neurophysio-

logical terms, but also detailed reference studies from cognitive neuroscience. By doing so,

I do not pretend to be an expert on the neurophysiology of the brain or the cognitive psy-

chology of social perception. I am, after all, mostly a humanist, albeit with background in

the neurology of language, interested—among other things—in puppets. By implicating the

scientific discussion about these topics, I hope to make a point for the richness of thought

that qualitative research can bring to the table to collaborative research projects, and to

showcase exciting quantitative research that is being conducted in animacy and agency per-

ception both of which could enrich the study of puppetry arts.28

28Taking a puppet model into consideration informed a paper by Jörg Rett and Jorge Dias,“Visual based
human motion analysis: Mapping gestures using a puppet model,” Progress in Artificial Intelligence, ch. 8 of
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 3808, Springer, 2005) pp. 398-409.
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5.3.2 Perceptual Processes

It is uncontested that the two mutually exclusive concepts of animacy and inanimacy lie at

the heart of puppets. As could be seen in Bertran’s foam puppet example, this little strip of

foam, which so easily convinces us to be alive, deliberately gives the audience a hard time in

deciding to which conceptual category he/it belongs. When itmisses the bowl of water, why

do we not see a little foam people ambulance appear in keeping with the idea of foam strip

animacy? Instead, the puppet, which by all appearances should have its non-existing bones

broken, displays the stoicism of a cartoon character and simply gets up again. TheNo clinc-

clincpuppet (Fig. 4.12), whichmomentarily and cruelly has its head ripped off, nevertheless

keeps moving, like a beheaded chicken, only moving just as purposefully as before. This

moment is repeated so that its unsettling effect can take hold more effectively. While these

puppets elicit empathy, they also seem to be screaming, “I am just a piece of foam,” or

“We’re just hands with wooden bead heads.” They unmistakenly point to their inanimacy.

Then, of course, there is the old man puppet from Ignorance (Fig. 4.14). He clearly is an

inanimate fellow, since he needs the assistance of two puppeteers to act (Barandarian et

al.’s interactional asymmetry condition). Still, we do feel his anguish when he stands on

the window sill, ready to jump.

It seems that visual categorization, visual memory, and emotion—all key players in

meaning making—are linked to object recognition. Object recognition, in turn, relies on

perceptual constancy. This perceptual constancy is created by a network of processes (par-

tially located in the inferior temporal cortex):

All forms of perceptual constancy are the product of the visual system’s at-

tempts to generalize across different retinal images generated by a single

object. A still more general type of constancy is the perception of individual

objects belonging to the same semantic category (Kandel et al. 628).

Once an object is identified and sorted into a category, it is prone to be sorted into that

category again, because that iswhat categories do: they facilitate quicker object recognition.

Over evolutionary time this process has proven itself quite successful for navigating the
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world, so it unlikely for the brain to change the way it functions because of a few non-life

threatening ambiguities artists have so cleverly created to bypass quick categorization.

Figure 5.8. L’empire des lumières, René Magritte. 1953-54. Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts
de Belgique.

Given the brain’s craving for perceptual constancy, why dowe not settle for the puppets’

perception as animate or inanimate at some point? Even linguistically, I findmyself switch-

ing between he/she and it, when describing puppets. Why, if the inanimate object has been

granted agency, does one go back to seeing it as a “thing?” Or to express it differently, why

are puppets so darn ambiguous?

The art of Giuseppe Arcimboldo, Salvador Dalí, M. C. Escher, and René Magritte, to

name but a few, is known for their conscious exploration of the ambiguous, which often

borders on the uncanny. Consider the painting L’empire des lumières byMagritte (Fig. 5.8
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). It is plain day as everyone can see from the blue sky. The paper-cut-like silhouette of the

trees against the sky functions as transition between the day and night scene. If it was not

for the dark foreground, one could think of the trees as simply backlit. But a light is lit in

an upstairs room in the house on the left, the shutters are closed in the house on the right,

and the glow of lantern illuminates the street. The scene is reflected on the surface of a big

puddle. Is it night or day? It is hard to decide which category this scene belongs to, because

the viewer is given quite plausible perceptual cues as to both.

Consider also the image by JonMcCormack, a digitally evolved “plant” (Fig. 5.9), part of

a larger work of fifty images, designed as a comment on the world’s use of fossil fuels. This

plant was grown from algorithmically evolved “digital genes” of Mesozoic plants. In this

image, the leaf shapes were replaced with the graphic elements of a BP logo. It is an entirely

artificial plant, which, although it appears to be three-dimensional, only exists in the two-

dimensional world of the computer screen and in digital code. It was, however, evolved

using an evolutionary, lifelike process, and its overall Gestalt certainly appears organic,

like something that could have grown.

So, how do we make sense from such contrasting and visually varied stimuli in order

to gain a functional understanding of the world in order for our species to thrive? It ap-

pears that distributed processes in the human brain contribute to the creation of unified

percepts from visual stimuli that are processed on three levels low, intermediate and high-

level29. Low-level processing includes discriminating orientation, colour, contrast, move-

ment direction; intermediate-level processing includes discriminating contour integration,

surface properties, shape discrimination, object motion; and finally, high-level processing

integrates information from various sources to identify objects, or, in other words, to con-

struct semantic content. This integrational feat relies on linking input from the two lower

level processes that form a generalization of an image to object categories and to associ-

ations between objects and events, not to mention to emotional salience, memory,30 and

29Unless noted separately, information about the visual system is based on Eric R. Kandel et al., Principles of
Neural Science, 5th ed. (McGraw-Hill Education, 2013).
30It should be noted that memory is fluid, as neuroscientists Kay Young and Jeffrey L. Saver, referring to
Stuart Zola-Morgan’s work on memory, write:
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Figure 5.9. Jon McCormack, “Fifty Sisters: Evolved Digital Images Based on Oil Company
Logos (detail), 2012.

other sense signals.

Three visual pathways are active in these visual systemprocesses, of which two are of in-

terest here.31 As biologist Niko Troje and neuroscientist Dorita Chang point out, the second

visual pathway may be “a likely candidate for the implementation of the early detection of

biological motion via gravity-driven visual invariants obtained from the motion of the feet

of animals in locomotion” (Troje and Chang 97). The visual areas involved in these higher-

level processes are organised into two interconnected pathways. The first, the ventral path-

way (the “what” pathway) is involved in object recognition and projects to the temporal

Each of the stored components is vulnerable to change over intervening years, coloured by
new experience. Each act of re-synthesis emphasizes different features, depending on the
individual’s emotional, cognitive, and social frame at the time of recall. “The Neurology of
Narrative,” On the Origin of Fictions: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, spec. issue of
SubStance, vol. 30. no. 1/2, 2001, p. 79.

31The primary visual pathway projects to the primary visual cortex (V1) through the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN)—located in the thalamus—via the optic radiation pathway, the second visual pathway projects directly
to the superior colliculus in the midbrain, which is involved in eye movement control. The third pathway
controls pupillary reflexes, which in this context is probably not of any interest.
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lobe, involved in hearing, memory, emotion, and learning, especially the inferior temporal

lobe, part of a wider network of cortical areas involved in this task32. One of these areas

(V5) is involved in the analysis of motion, and then, further along, targets the parietal cor-

tex involved in somatic sensation (“the term somatosensory refers to bodily sensations of

touch, pain, temperature, vibration, and proprioception” (Blumenfeld 276); the posterior

parietal cortex has been implied in object recognition.

An area in the temporal lobe, the Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS), is known to respond

to biological motion and, interestingly, to shared gaze, also referred to as joint attention,

and is generally implied in social cognition. Not surprisingly, Autism Spectrum Disorder

(ASD) has been linked to developmental delays in connectivity to areas in the STS. This

is a significant area, then, when we think about the use of puppets in ASD therapy. Why

are puppets (and robots) able to communicate and elicit communication in children with

ASD more successfully than humans? An area at the junction of two temporal sulci33 has

been especially implied for detecting “kinematics portraying biological motion” (Grossman

and Blake 1170). In particular, this area responds to walking human figures and eye/head

movement (Allison, Puce, andMcCarthy 274). However, while this area is clearly activated

by biological motion, it is also activated by animated shapes. More complex behaviour by

animated shapes leads to activation of other areas,34that are implied in the interpretation of

mental states of others, in other words, theory of mind and social cognition in general. As it

turns out, these regions neither discriminate between different human agents nor between

human and nonhuman agents (Hamilton andRamsey 243). Interestingly—and I thinkwith

implications for performances with puppets and visible puppeteers—agents and biological

motion are not processed in the same areas. If they are indeed dissociated, manipulating a

puppet skillfully, could then lead to the perception of biological motion in the puppet.

Neuroscientists Antonia Hamilton and Richard Ramsey focus on the interpretation of

32The second, the dorsal pathway (the “where” pathway), projects to V5. V1-V5 refer to the five sub-structural
areas of the visual cortex in the occipital lobe located at the back of the brain.
33These are the Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS) and the Inferior Temporal Sulcus (ITS) termed Posterior
Superior Temporal Sulcus (pSTS).
34These are the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) networks.
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goal-directed actions as part of one of the “central feature[s] of social interaction [. . .] re-

ciprocal non-verbal understanding” (231). They tease apart two aspects that seem to have

been conflated in research concerned with the so-called mirror-neuron system, namely the

representation of object goals and the identity of the agent performing an action. The

mirror-neuron system has been promoted as a class of neurons responsible for feelings

of empathy. However, if the movement and the agent of the movement are dissociated in

perception, as Hamilton and Ramsey suggest, empathy cannot arise from the response of

neurons located in the motor neuron system that respond to motion alone. Also, it appears

that biological movement, contrary to previously held beliefs, is not necessary for move-

ment to be perceived as goal-oriented. This is an interesting observation in the context of

puppetry as is the result of the research presented by Brian Scholl and Tao Gao. They show

that the attribution of animacy is truly a perception and not based on higher-level judg-

ments, which means it is based on “processes that are relatively automatic, irresistible,”

and do not allow for “consciously introspect[ing] their nature:”

For example, the perception of depth from stereopsis is not something that

we try to do, and it is not something that we can avoid (at least when our

eyes are open, in sufficient light); the results of stereoscopic vision (i.e., per-

cepts of depth) seem immediate in our experience, with no hint of how they

were derived. Note that a good heuristic in this context is that a percept

may conflict with your actual beliefs about the nature of theworld—which in

turn cannot readily influence the percept itself. Thus, you might viscerally

see depth while viewing a random-dot stereogram, while simultaneously

knowing that there isn’t really any depth. (Scholl and Gao 202–203)

Does this narrative hint at how wemay be perceiving puppets as well? The enumerated

cues that trigger the percept of animacy align with and specify the conditions of agency out-

lined previously. “Self-propulsion,” “synchronous movements,” “sudden changes in speed

and/or heading,” “certain patterns of approach or avoidance,” and “coordinated cues,” are

specifics of “more general principles. Agents will move in the most efficient way possible in
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order to satisfy their goal” (200). In this scenario, any extraneousmovementwould confuse

the perception of agency, a perception supported by the experience of badly manipulated

puppets.

5.3.3 Puppets, Robots, and Autism Spectrum Disorder

As mentioned above, puppets and robots make interesting bedfellows when it comes to

certain perceptual features. Long before research in cognitive psychology uncovered any

of the developmental issues involved in social cognition delays, parents and therapists had

found that puppets helped children with ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) to progress to-

wards more pro-social behaviour. Children with ASD characteristically display a “deficit

in social interaction,” in verbal and nonverbal communication, in “social–emotional reci-

procity and relationships,” and demonstrate a “restrictive pattern of activities.” They tend

to avoid eye contact, use gestures unconventionally, and cannot read body language well.

Their capability to understand “thoughts, feelings, intentions and preferences of others” is

compromised. Their language development often is impaired. Overall the complexity of

the social world overwhelms them, as their coping mechanisms are limited (Simut et al.).

Puppets have long been used in therapeutic interventions, especially with ASD patients,

but—to my knowledge—neither their use, nor their effect, have been analyzed on a percep-

tual level in order to explain their efficacy, although there is plenty of anecdotal evidence35

Melissa Trimingham compares puppets to Winnicott’s “transitional objects:”

Winnicott claims that in a psychologically healthy adult, the comfort of in-

fantile transitional objects and phenomena is transferred to religion, art and

creativity—activities that provide a bridge between the inner world that we

totally control and the external world, which we do not. Such activities are

linked to a creative ‘space’ of mind and are psychologically necessary. Pup-

pets operate in this space. Overall, stress is laid on the importance of the

35For example, see Peter Dobson and Nick Abbotts, “How Puppetry Helps Pupils on the Autism Spectrum,”
Good Autism Practices, vol., 9 no. 2, 2008, pp. 26–31.
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material reality of the puppet and its ‘objectness’ to help explain its partic-

ular efficacy. (Trimingham, “Objects,” 251)

Could the transitional aspect of puppets be linked to their ontologically determined in-

ner and external reality? Indeed, puppets carry their hearts on their sleeves, so to speak. It

is the canvas onto which the audience projects agency. The puppets’ inner reality is congru-

ous with their external reality, determined through their specific materiality; a materiality

the puppeteer has to understand, respect, and respond to, a materiality that can also be

haptically experienced by the autistic child. To invoke semiotic terminology of Saussurrian

colour, we might even say that signifier and signified collapse into each other in the body

of an animated puppet.

Through their very nature as simultaneous objects and agents, as well as through the

shared gaze of child and puppeteer directed toward the puppet, puppets may fill a safe

mediating role between people and objects for ASD children. Maggie Shiffrar and James

Thomas observe that:

[i]nterestingly, specialized tuning of the pSTS for the analysis of human ac-

tions is not obligatory. For example, in children with ASD, pSTS activity

does not become selective for humanmovement [. . .]. Consistent with this,

observers with ASD do not show enhanced visual sensitivity to human mo-

tion relative to object motion [. . .]. It remains to be determined whether

this lack of tuning results from the social isolation associated with living

with ASD, whether this lack of tuning gives rise to that social isolation, or

both. (Shiffrar and Thomas 95)

This observation creates more questions. Does this for example imply that children

with ASDwill attend equally to human andmechanical motion as long as it meets the other

agency conditions? If so, do other cues need to be exaggerated to compensate for the lost

information? It appears that puppets as agents are less confusing than humans to ASD

children. Puppets do not try to look at the faces of their human counterparts or probe

their gaze. They are nonjudgmental presences, with no preconceived ideas, which may
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make them similar to pets, which have also been shown to be helpful to promote pro-social

behaviour(O’Haire et al.). Additionally, puppets may ease problems with decoding emo-

tions from facial expressions, as puppets have a limited vocabulary of facial expressions

and ideally extraneous movement is avoided. Out of her puppetry practice as a performer,

researcher, and her own experience as the mother of an autistic child, Trimingham de-

veloped ”three puppets so that their characteristics [mapped] on to and offset the triad of

impairments in autism with uncanny precision: those of imagination, communication and

empathetic social interaction” (Trimingham, “Object” 2).

Puppets do not represent ideas, but are visually expressed ideas themselves. It comes as

no surprise, then, that Adrian Kohler and Basil Jones, founders of the Handspring Puppet

Company, have been strongly influenced by high-functioning ASD animal scientist Temple

Grandin’sAnimals in Translation (Grandin and Johnson). Temple’s book is asmuch about

understanding animal behaviour as it is an autobiographical account of Grandin as a high-

functioning person with ASD. Of course not all people with ASD process the world alike,

but her book affords us a glimpse of the way a particular person experiences processing the

world. In a 2012Great Texts–BigQuestions Talk at theGordon Institute of Performing and

Creative Arts, Kohler and Jones relate how they have come to plan their shows by thinking

of their audiences as autistic (Kohler and Jones).36 This may sound strange at first, but as

Grandin writes, she believes that as an autistic person, she is an example of a highly visual

thinker. In fact, concepts and abstract ideas are to her visual images and do not remain

abstractions as may be the case with neurotypical people. She is extremely detail-oriented

and, therefore, an abundance of visual stimuli easily overwhelms her. Although I believe

that visualizing abstract concepts in the figure of a puppet lies at the heart of most puppetry

art, Handspring Puppet Company has been especially successful in creating work that res-

onates with their audience and emanates a special quality. So, it appears that Kohler and

Jones may have been able to translate Grandin’s insights in a particularly fruitful manner.

In the past years a slightly different, yet also minimally expressive, therapeutic option

36Watch the 17:43 minute talk, “Animals in Translation: Temple Grandin’s Influence on Handspring’s Work”
on http://vimeo.com/53341016 or access it on the thesis online repository.

http://vimeo.com/53341016
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has been explored in ASD therapy. Researchers are increasingly studying the use of robots

to help childrenwithASD (Giullian et al.), and, if one is to believe the accounts, some results

appear to demonstrate dramatic improvement in social cognition in children with ASD.37

The goal for the EU-funded research project “DREAM–Development of Robot-Enhanced

Therapy for Children with AutisM [sic] SpectrumDisorders” is to design and evaluate ther-

apeutic robots. DREAM is currently employing two types of robots–NAO and PROBO.

NAO38 is a shiny plastic humanoid robot, whereas PROBO39 is a green, fleece-covered,

trunk-sporting, ear-wiggling “creature.” Another project’s robot, with more human-like fa-

cial features than NAO or PROBO is named KASPAR40 and is also touted as a promising

tool in ASD therapy. KASPAR is a “minimally expressive humanoid robot” and was, in

fact, deemed so successful that a fundraising campaign was initiated for the construction

of more than thirty KASPAR copies (Dautenhahn et al.). Key to the success of KASPAR and

similar humanoid robots appears to be their restriction to essentials, as they display their

mechanics and have very limited facial expression.

Three assumptions are held in RAT (robot assisted therapy) which serve as the rationale

for using robots during therapywith ASD children (Simut et al.): 1) a preference by children

with ASD to interact with robotic toys, thus increasing the likelihood of the children under-

standing and performing required tasks; 2) the robot’s function as social mediator between

child and therapist, becoming both object of their shared attention, as well as initiator of

interaction; and 3) the assumption that childrenwithASDare interested in interactive tech-

nology and, therefore, would be more motivated to engage in social tasks with robots than

with humans. The interaction with robots would, thus, be an intermediate step to social in-

teraction with humans. However, according to Simut et al., participant numbers are quite

small in most studies and the results still appear inconclusive. One can probably also say

37It appears that typically developing children have better learning outcomes with human tutors. See James
Kennedy et al., “Heart vs Hard Drive: Children Learn More From a Human Tutor Than a Social Robot,” 11th
ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), 7-10 Mar. 2016, Christchurch, NZ;
IEEExplore Digital Library, pp.451–452.
38NAO is designed by the company Aldebaran. See a short video of how it is being used here
http://youtu.be/7T7cIY-MIxc. Promotional videos that show the technical specifications of NAO are widely
available on the web. For more information on DREAM, visit http://dream2020.eu.
39A video of a PROBO prototype can be viewed here http://youtu.be/YR2gUOozg7s
40KASPAR=Kinesics and Synchronization in Personal Assistant Robotics

http://youtu.be/7T7cIY-MIxc
http://dream2020.eu
http://youtu.be/YR2gUOozg7s
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that most projects are still in the proof of concept phase.

Figure 5.10. “Three pictures of the same female mask showing how the expression changes
with a tilting of the head. This mask expresses different moods. In these pictures, the mask
was affixed to a wall with constant lighting, and only the camera moved,” photo by Wmpearl.

What kind of therapeutic advantage could humanoid robots have over puppets? Pup-

pets do not need to be programmed, they possess minimally expressive facial features just

like robots; they are as adaptive to a situation as their manipulator and the children seem

to interact with them in similar ways as they do with robots. One could argue that puppet

faces express too little compared to the face of the humanoid robot KASPAR, whose fa-

cial expression can be altered through actuators under a rubber skin taken from a dummy.

Even so, even rigid carved puppet heads can be considered sufficiently expressive, when

compared to findings on the perception of traditional Japanese Noh-masks (Fig.5.10). Al-

though culturallymediated, the “angle of vertical inclination of a face profoundly influences

a simple expression discrimination task: faces tilted down have a happier cast than those

tilted back” (Lyons, “Viewpoint,” 2243) . So, while not overwhelmingly expressive, puppets

seem to have just the right amount of information for their autistic interlocutor.

Why then, are robots the new puppets in ASD therapy? Is the absence of visible hu-

man mediation/manipulation superior to a hand-held puppet in the therapeutic outcome?

Given that allHRI (HumanRobot Interaction)/RET (RobotEnhancedTherapy)/RAT (Robot

Assisted Therapy) is performed in the presence andwith the constant assistance of a human

this cannot be a contributing cause. It appears that robots offer several advantages over
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puppets that are related to other aspects, some surprisingly practical. Robot behaviour is

significantly easier to predict than that of a puppet manipulated by a puppeteer—I assume

visible or not—since the therapist’s spontaneous body language can translate through the

puppet. Therefore programmed motion certainly offers more predictability. In addition,

robots can record data like gaze direction and other facial cues with unparalleled accu-

racy and, therefore, double as diagnostic tools. Most importantly though, the aid of a pro-

grammed robot frees up the therapist to support the child in its social interaction. Nev-

ertheless, I believe that more studies need to be conducted in order to understand how

puppets and robots in therapeutic settings help people with ASD train their social cogni-

tion and communication skills, and what advantages robots may have over puppets, apart

from practical ones.

We will continue the exploration of the perception of puppets through the aid of studies

on robots in the following chapter.



Chapter 6

Ontological Aspects of Puppets

and Robots and the Uncanny

“To my belief the puppet is already quite dead; but, if unfortunately

he should not be dead, then it would be a sign that he is still alive!” “I

regret,” said the Owl, “to be obliged to contradict the Crow, my

illustrious friend and colleague; but, in my opinion the puppet is still

alive; but, if unfortunately he should not be alive, then it would be a

sign that he is dead indeed!”

Carlo Collodi, The Adventures of Pinocchio, 1883

In the absence of empirical research on the perception of puppets, the preliminary re-

sults of the recent investigations into the interaction between robots and humans, their

ontological status, and the (in)animacy perception allow us to hypothesize about the ontol-

ogy of puppets. With the proliferation of personified robots as objects in our environment,

be they toys, personal aids, or characters in fiction, researchers have begun thinking about

155
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embodiment and robots in new ways. Whether robots, for example, can have intrinsic in-

tentions or can only ever have ascribed intentions is a question of the definition of embod-

iment (Ziemke et al.). Unlike the animations used by Heider and Simmel, robots do have

bodies and a measure of freedom.

One aspect both puppets and robots have in common is the fact that they oftentimes

elicit feelings of uncanniness which is closely linked to ambiguity. Earlier, I distinguished

between the perception and inference of agency, as well as the concept and the perception

of animacy. I believe it is equally useful to disentangle the concept and perception of the

uncanny for analytic purposes. The reader will note, that I have pointed out that perception

and inference of animacy and agency involve different processes located in distinct brain re-

gions, but, in general, these cannot be studied separately yet, as they also overlap. Whether

stimuli are perceived vs. inferred does, however, become vital once we look at ambiguous

figures. Jürgen Kornmeier and Michael Bach propose a convincing explanation of how the

perception of ambiguous figures works. The results of their empirical study support their

suggestion.

6.1 Puppet and Robot Ontologies Compared

Assuming that the characteristics of robots and puppets do not converge, I think that we

may be able to define and fine-tune questions about puppets by tapping into the current

treasure trove of research on robotic others. So, what is the current thinking on their on-

tological and psychological status and how do puppets relate? Comparing humans and

robots, computer scientists Karl F. MacDorman1, et al. write about the similarities robots

share with their makers:
1MacDorman and Norri Kageki were instrumental in the English translation of Masahiro Mori’s 1970 essay
“The Uncanny Valley.” As he states in an online article in LiveScience, the newly translated version of Mori’s
essay (2012) still does not sufficiently capture the meaning of the Japanese term “shinwakan,” used in the
original, but certainly goes a long way toward a more accurate translation. The term “uncanny valley” has
stuck, though, as it had already become familiar to English readers. Jeremy Hsu, “Robotics ’Uncanny Valley’
Gets New Translation,” LiveScience, 12 June 2012, http://goo.gl/6yiF7y (accessed 9 Feb. 2015.

http://goo.gl/6yiF7y
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Like computers, and in fact because they are controlled by computers, they

can process huge amounts of information. Like powered equipment, they

can manipulate their environment andmove within it. And like dolls, man-

nequins, and other effigies, they can resemble us—either abstractly or down

to the dimples on our cheeks. (MacDorman, Vasudevan, and Ho 486)

For now “[m]etabolism, life span, sexual reproduction, ancestry, culture, and con-

sciousness distinguish us from robots” (486; ital. in orig.), making the differences just as

profound as the similarities. The question is whether—over time—wewill be able to and in-

terested in narrowing this gap, a gap that MacDorman calls a “chasm that is at once narrow

and deep” (486).

Preliminary findings suggest that when the persona of a robot is embedded, which is

functionally similar but structurally different to that of a human, it will be partially per-

ceived as animate, as “neither alive nor not alive” (Severson andCarlson 1101). According to

psychologist Rachel Severson and developmental cognitive neuroscientist Stephanie Carl-

son, it may thus inhabit a new ontological category (1101). Severson and Carlson propose

that:

[p]ersonified robots are understood as possessing a unique constellation

of properties, such as perception, intelligence, feelings, volition, and moral

standing, while simultaneously being understood asmechanical rather than

biological. (1101)

Indeed, robots complicate the prior mutually exclusive concepts. They possess a brain-

like “organ” in the computer that governs their actions and, when the computer programs

are based on evolutionary algorithms and use genetic programming, robots are endowed—

albeit currently within narrow parameters—with the capacity to learn. Insofar as learning

ability is a characteristic of a living organism with higher cognitive functions, robots and

puppets are undeniably from different worlds.

Peter Kahn, psychologist and director of the Human Interaction with Nature and Tech-

nological Systems Lab (HINTS), has identified five categories gathered fromquestionnaires
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filled out by forum users on the interaction with a robotic pet (Kahn et al., “Social” 547).

Robots were rated for their:

(a) technological essences (refers to status as artefact);

(b) life-like essences (refers to status as animate);

(c) mental states (capability for intentions, desires and feelings);

(d) social rapport (capability for engaging in social interaction);

(e) moral standing (whether robot is moral agent).

From the questionnaires, a new ontology seemed to emerge from the combination of these

categories: an artefact that is seen as “neither alive nor not alive,” with limited social rapport

and very little moral standing.

By applying the above categories to puppets from an introspective viewpoint and from

our knowledge of current literature, we could try to argue that puppets are perceived to

have:

(a) artistic/technological essence (refers to status as theatrical artefacts);

(b) life-like essences (refers to status as temporally animate);

(c) mental states (refers to performing evocative descriptions of intentions, desires, feel-

ings (Rozik, Generating 44) and actions);

(d) social rapport (capability for engaging in social interaction with puppets or human

others);

(e) moral standing (whether puppet is moral agent. It depends on the role the puppet

fulfills in a play, similar to robots that are or are not seen as moral agents).

Unlike robots, however, puppets are not self-propelled (and usually don’t have insides),

a key feature in the perception of animacy. They may lack self-propulsion, but still appear

to be meeting the conditions for agency. If well manipulated, they exhibit biological or,
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at least, contingent motion-just like robots. Does this make them good candidates for the

same ontological category as robots? How do new ontological categories arise in the first

place?

The conceptual blending theory formulated by the cognitive scientists and linguists

Gilles Fauconnier andMark Turner (Fauconnier,Way) offers a cognitivemodel of how new

concepts could emerge from a blend of differing or even contrasting conceptual frames—

like animacy and inanimacy—and how a new ontological category, that of the robot that is

“neither alive nor not alive” could emerge. Fauconnier and Turner coined the term “double-

scope blending” to describe the human capability “of integrating two or more conceptual

arrays as inputs whose frame structures typically conflict in radical ways on vital conceptual

relations” that require higher-end cognitive functions (Fauconnier, “Origin” 521). Faucon-

nier and Turner hypothesize that a novel frame structure emerges that displays character-

istics not found in either of the initial inputs. This could support Severson and Carlson’s

suggestion for the robot as a new ontological category.

Indeed, ongoing research in the perception of robotic others has led to the New Onto-

logical Category (NOC) Hypothesis (Kahn et al., “New”). The naming and gendering prac-

tice for robots at competitions (Keay) may be in support of the NOC. On the other hand,

the emergence of a new robot ontology remains contested (Gaudiello, Lefort, and Zibetti

271). The use, roles, and appearances of robots are evolving fast, and as they become part

of our everyday lives, we will probably witness incremental changes in the conceptual un-

derstanding of robots.

AsMario Bungewrites, concepts cannot be true or false, they can only be “exact or fuzzy,

applicable or inapplicable, fruitful or barren” (Bunge, Finding 49). It is my hope that the

concept of the robot as an emerging new ontological category and the puppet as an object

that is firmly rooted in andichotomous ontologywill prove to be productive. Clearly, artistic

artefacts that are equally at home in two opposing concepts have proven to be wonderful

creative tools, as we have seen.

While robots and puppets may belong to different ontologies, let us now turn to one

interesting point they clearly have in common, namely that under certain circumstances
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both can induce uncanny feelings. Again, as there is little research to draw on for puppets,

I would like to once again harness the research in robotics to search for the uncanny, as it

relates to the ontology of the puppet as fully animate and fully inanimate.

6.2 The Uncanny: The Concept

Roboticist Masahiro Mori formulated the “uncanny valley” hypothesis first in 1970 in the

Japanese journal Energy under the title “Bukimi no tani,” with “bukimi” meaning “weird,

strange, uncanny,” “no” a possessive particle, and “tani” “valley” (Mori). The development

in robotics brought the original article to the attention of theWest, and after the 2005 IEEE

Robotics and Automation conference, Mori’s term of the “uncanny valley” quickly became

a household name in animation, game development, robotics and puppetry arts circles.

Dramatic advances in brain imaging technology since the 1990s has lead researchers to

revisit the original article and examine Mori’s hypothesis experimentally. In 2012, the first

authorized translation into English was published. In the following section I will explore

the concept of the uncanny and the “uncanny valley hypothesis” as another piece in the

puzzle of the perception of puppets (Mori).

Even though discussing the uncanny without mentioning Sigmund Freud’s essay The

Uncanny (orig. 1919) seems incomplete, psychologist Ernst Jentsch’s essay Zur Psycholo-

gie des Unheimlichen [On the Psychology of the Uncanny], which predates Freud’s by

thirteen years, is more productive for our purposes. Freud approaches the uncanny first

through encyclopedic entries, trying to determine the nature of the uncanny through ety-

mology, and, then goes on to refute Jentsch’s claim that the uncanny is a result of ambigu-

ity about the life(lessness) of an object as shown through the litererary example of E. T. A.

Hoffmann’s novel Der Sandmann [The Sandman, 1816].” Only, in my opinion Freud fails

to grasp why Snow White’s reawakening does not send shivers down our spines, whereas

imagining Olympia dance and talk with Nathaniel in Hofmann’s work arouses highly un-

canny feelings.
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Figure 6.1. Girl’s Portrait Photo With Hidden Mother, B. F. Howland, 1870. Kaufman Nelson
Vintage Photography. This and other photographs of the “hidden mother” genre can be found
at the onlineMuseum of Ridiculously Interesting Things. 2016.

Even so, it is of no use, Jentsch (195) notes, trying to define the nature of uncanniness,

as responses would vary from person to person. So, instead of a contentual perspective—

What is perceived as uncanny?—we will adopt Jentsch’s suggestion to study the psycho-

logical conditions that lead to the perception of uncanniness—How does the perception of

uncanniness arise?—and, as an exercise, apply his approach and concept of uncanniness to

the analysis to the portrait of puppetry artist Eric Sanko.

The uncanny, Jentsch says, is a perception that arises from an unsettling input, be it

sensory or from one’s imagination. What unsettles us, he continues, is something that only
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appears momentarily familiar. It somehow ticks all the boxes, yet it does not “feel” right.

The “something” appears unknowable, and can neither be identified, classified, nor cate-

gorized. When we fail to find the right categorical box for the input, we need to build a new

box. Yet, Jentsch believes there is an active resistance to building up new categories for in-

put. Most people, he writes, prefer familiarity over unfamiliarity. Faced with an unfamiliar

input, new associative patterns need to be formed. This takes work, and given the human

propensity to achieve homeostasis with as little energy expended as possible, it seems only

consequential that even if the familiar lacks logic, as in the case of superstition, we still

choose the familiar over new explanations. Plato’s cave allegory is built on this type of be-

haviour, too. New or extraordinary objects or situations will be met with suspicion, and

in some cases even, with outright animosity, behaviour to which Jentsch applies the term

“misoneism,” from Greek µισo (“miso” ‘fear’) and νϵoς (“neos” ’new’).

Figure 6.2. Man sitting with photographer. An example of the popular Victorian postmortem
photography. Source: Huntington Historical Society.

In addition, where categories are lacking, a feeling of disorientation is more likely to

arise. This becomes evident in the reaction of children to many phenomena that adults,
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given their greater repository of acquired experiential categories, do not find unsettling

at all. Jentsch’s intuition seems supported by research in animacy perception where gaze

length decreases with habituation2 to stimuli. Of all the perceptions classified as uncanny,

failure to disambiguate an entity’s (in)animacy rates highest in uncanniness3:

Solange nun der Zweifel an der Beschaffenheit der wahrgenommenen Be-

wegung und damit dieUnklarheit über ihreUrsache anhält, besteht bei dem

Betroffenen ein Gefühl des Grauens. Hat sich durch die Planmäßigkeit der

Bewegung ihre Herkunft von einem organischen Körper erwiesen, so ist die

Sachlage geklärt.

Now, as long as doubts about the kind of perceived motion and therefore

doubts about its origin persist, the person will experience emotions of hor-

ror. Once the intentional motion’s origin has been established as an organic

body, the situation is resolved. (Jentsch 198; my trans.)

Jentsch goes on to explain that situations exist inwhich establishing an entity’s (in)animacy

is difficult, like, for example, in the twilight of a wax works museum. Remarkably, he sug-

gests that at times when a definite resolution cannot be made, even after repeatedly scru-

tinizing an object we are faced with “halbbewusste secundäre Zweifel, die durch erneute

Betrachtung und die Wahrnehmung der feineren Einzelheiten immer wieder von neuem

automatisch ausgelöst werden” (“semi-conscious secondary doubts, which arise through

the repeated observation and perception of the finer details, are automatically triggered

over and over again”(198; my transl.) (Figs. 6.1–6.2).

Although Jentsch is not formulating these processes as “oscillation,” he seems to be

thinking about the cognitive back and forth when processing ambiguous perceptions. In

suggesting that the closer automata or other replica are constructed to human likeness the

uncannier they will feel, he also anticipates aspects of the “uncanny valley.” The height of

2Prolonged looking times are generally thought to indicate cognitive dissonance. For issues in infant
habituation, see Gregor Schöner and Esther Thelen “Using Dynamic Field Theory to Rethink Infant
Habituation,” Psychological review, vol. 113, no.2, 2006, p. 273.
3For a recent example of a wearable that elicits emotions of uncanniness see this collaborative project of a
gaze actuated vest by Behnaz Farahi Caress of the Gaze http://goo.gl/Gf49V9

http://goo.gl/Gf49V9
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Figure 6.3. Melted and damaged wax mannequins at Madame Tussaud’s after a fire. 19th
March 1925. In photo collection of the illustrated magazineHet Leven (1906-1941),
Spaarnestad Photo.

uncanniness is reached when one is left in the dark about the (in)animate properties of an

entity.

In his article,Mori hypothesizes that the feeling of being at ease in the presence of robots

does not necessarily grow with increased human likeness, contrary to what one might at

first expect.

In fact, Mori expected the opposite to hold true. In his graph (Fig. 6.4), the x-axismarks

the increased human likeness and the y-axis feelings of comfort and affinity.4 Mori’s graph

begins with an industrial robot with no human likeness. Supposedly, this type of robot

does not induce feelings of discomfort and is neutral. A humanoid robot, a stuffed animal,

4The earlier translation of “shinwakan” as “familiarity” was replaced by the more accurate term “affinity” in
2012.
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Figure 6.4. The Uncanny Valley Graph. Masahiro Mori, Karl F. MacDorman, and Norri
Kageki. “The Uncanny Valley [From the Field],” IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine,
vol. 19, no. 2, 2012, 98.

and a Yase Otoko Noh-mask5 (Fig.6.5) follow. All are positioned on the left side of the

valley. Descending into the valley of unfamiliarity, one encounters a corpse, a hypothetical

zombie, and a myoelectric hand, followed by a prosthetic hand. Coming out on the right

side of the valley, we find a doll, an Okina Noh mask, a Bunraku puppet, an ill person,

and finally to the right of the valley a healthy person completes the graph. Mori illustrated

what he thought would play out in the future, as, in 1970, humanoid robots had yet to be

built. Feelings of ease would only arise initially, and—failing the ability to create robots

with 100 percent human likeness—feelings of great discomfort would arise abruptly at one

point, making the graph dip, hence the term “valley.” Mori predicted that people would

be extremely uncomfortable and scared when confronted with a dweller of the uncanny

valley and, therefore, robot designers should redirect their efforts at creating a robot with

humanlike appearance.

Motion, Mori further hypothesized, would create greater contrast, leading to a more

5Noh is a type of highly stylized Japanese theatre. Yase Otoko depicts the ghost of an emaciated man, while
the female equivalent is Yase Onna.
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pronounced valley. As at least one empirical study suggests however, motion does not am-

plify the uncanny valley effect (Piwek et al.). The effect of the Yase Otoko- and Okina-mask

conditions certainly are culturallymediated (Lyons et al., “Culture”), but there also is some-

thing universal triggered by these masks that stirs the human emotions, irrespective of cul-

tural upbringing.

The term of the uncanny surfaces quite often in the context of puppets, many people

describe themselves as “creeped out” by puppets and feel extremely uncomfortable when

they find themselves surrounded by them. In The Secret Lives of Puppets, Victoria Nelson

examines the power of the surreal, fantastic, irrational , and animistic as an undercurrent in

Western thought, of which puppets are amanifestation. In referencing numerous examples

of fantastic literature and film, populated with cyborgs and robots, Nelson demonstrates

how this undercurrent persists to this day. These literary and filmic cousins of puppets

point to the connection of puppets to the demonic underworld, to the subconscious, and

the ambiguous netherworld. The power of the puppet, Nelson believes, emanates from this

ancient root. Nelson locates:

our unacknowledged belief in the immortal soul by looking at the ways that

human simulacra—puppets, cyborgs and robots—carry on their role as di-

rect descendants of graven images in contemporary science fiction stories

and film. (Nelson viii)

It is interesting to note that, in Mori’s world, Bunraku puppets do not fall in the valley,

there are in fact closer to humans and less uncanny than android robots. Many questions

arise fromMori’s hypothesis, which, for themost part, are still left unanswered in literature

about robots, and I am intrigued by the position of the Bunraku puppet in his graph. If

a Bunraku puppet were indeed to rate high in animacy and affinity, could the reason for

this possibly lie, as Jentsch suggests, in the fact that art in general, like performance and

literature, offers a safe space to expose oneself to unsettling experiences, because there are

no dire consequences to be feared from falsely categorised (in)animate “objects,” or is the

acceptance the consequence of enculturation?
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Figure 6.5. Otoko Yase Noh mask. Edo period (17th century); Tachibana Museum Yanagawa

6.3 The Uncanny: The Percept

The uncanny valley is a great image, but is the effect real? In one of the few studies available

“The Thing That Should Not Be: Predictive Coding and the Uncanny Valley in Perceiving

Human and Humanoid Robot Actions” (Saygin et al.), the authors describe possible pro-

cesses involved in perceiving humans and androids, and why androids seem to be falling

into the uncanny valley, as Masahiro Mori hypothesized. Since other studies were incon-

sistent, Ayse Pinar Saygin et al. set out to tease out the perception of an agent based on a

match between:

1. biological (humanlike) appearance and biological motion (human);
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2. biological appearance and nonbiological motion (android);

3. nonbiological appearance and nonbiological motion (robot);6

The study relied on the knowledge that certain neurons will equally fire, while an individ-

ual executes and observes an action. Saygin refers to these neurons as Action Perception

System (APS), also sometimes referred to as Mirror-Neuron-System (MNS). While fMRI

can detect blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast in the APS, it has been noticed

that repeated stimuli lead to a reduced neural response in only those neurons that pro-

cess selected repeated properties of stimuli, which means BOLD signals are suppressed in

those regions. Therefore, whenworkingwith repeated stimuli it makes sense not to look for

BOLD contrast, but for repetition suppression effects, an approach that has recently gained

momentum. The study reveals:

notable differences in repetition suppression between the agents, with the

Human and Robot conditions leading to similar patterns of suppression,

but the Android condition being distinctive, and leading to repetition sup-

pression in a wider network (418)

Saygin et al. suggest these results are due to the so-called “‘predictive coding’ framework of

neural processing,” which may be the neural underpinning of the categorizational activity

Reuven Tsur refers to in Towards a Theory of Cognitive Poetics. “The key idea in this con-

text is that brain activity will be higher for a stimulus that is not well-predicted or explained

by a generative neural model of the external causes for sensory states” (419). So, the main

take away is that there will be an “increased prediction error as the brain negotiates an

agent that appears human, but does not move biologically, and help explain the uncanny

valley phenomenon” (413). But what about puppets? From the overview of contemporary

puppet diversity in appearance, scale, and manipulation techniques, it seems impossible

to generalize how puppets would be perceived. We may, perhaps, cautiously extrapolate

from the above findings that the hybrid appearance of puppets will lead to more prediction

6I wonder how participants would have perceived agents with mechanical appearance and biological motion
and why this fourth condition was not tested.
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errors and thus lead to a wider neural activation, which could account for the fascination

experienced with puppets.

It will be necessary to explore whether puppets are perceived differently from robots,

as Mori suggests in his uncanny valley hypothesis, and, if so, whether this perception is re-

stricted to puppets with certain properties, or if the puppeteering skills alone are the ingre-

dient thatmatters. In order to shed light onwhere puppets fall on the perceptual continuum

of (in)animacy and (non) agency studies in these areas will have to be closely examinedwith

special attention to the question of what specific behaviour—including gestures and body

language—leads to the perception of animacy and agency.

6.4 To Be Alive or . . .

Attributing animacy is something we cannot help, according to Jentsch. “In a naive anal-

ogy of their own ensoulment, [humans] infer an identical ensoulment of their environment”

(Jentsch, 204; my transl.). Not only are robots and puppets granted animacy, but they are

also anthropomorphized independently from their design. This becomes apparent not only

in the No clin-clin play and in the Heider-Simmel experiment, but also in object theatre,

where a salt shaker can become King Lear, or a diabetic sugar bowl enacts a sensual sexual

encounter with a cup filled with coffee. Or, in films like Hans Richter’s surrealist film Vor-

mittagsspuk (1927/28)7, in which four bowler hats seem to pursue an undisclosed sinister

purpose. In short, objects that appear animate due to their contingent motion are subse-

quently attributed intentions and desires in “naive analogy of [our] own ensoulment.”

The cause for this impulse to attribute agency, project intentions and desires onto be-

haviour and actions of animate and inanimate entities lies in the human evolutionary her-

itage. The ability to make sense of events in their habitat, such as interpreting sudden

sounds and changes in light or shadow quickly, would have conferred a critical advantage

for survival to early humans. If someonewas able to interpret a stimulus in a split second, it

resulted in escaping predators more efficiently than having to first laboriously distinguish

7Hans Richter, Vormittagsspuk [Ghosts before Breakfast], 1928, original sound lost,
http://vimeo.com/34809672

http://vimeo.com/34809672
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between possible sources of the stimulus. Even the occasional false attributions of danger

would be favourable, because being circumspect even without real danger carries less risk

than false nonattributions.8 Indeed, the latter could have led to becoming part of the food

chain prematurely and the loss of this particular set of human genes. Eventually, natural

selection automated this meaning-making by adding it to the genetic make-up of humans.9

In puppetry certain—even small—salient gestures will contribute to the perception of

agency. Just think of the tilt of the head of the giant puppet in the Lexus ad mentioned

earlier. There has been some interesting research on factors like motion trajectories and

congruent behaviour that contribute to agency perception, as well as anthropomorphism

(Tremoulet and Feldman) (Gobbini et al.) (Andersen and Callesen 132), but research is far

frombeing able to answer our existing questions. Maybe the study of puppets as nonhuman

agents can contribute to this area in unexpected ways. Nicholas Epley et al. remark:

Anthropomorphism in the perception of nonhuman agents is commonly ob-

served but is poorly understood. Existing scholarly treatments have noted

the extent to which people anthropomorphize nonhuman agents or have in-

vestigated the accuracy of anthropomorphic beliefs by studying the actual

mental states of at least some nonhuman agents. But none of this existing

research provides a psychological account of anthropomorphism itself to

explain when people are likely to see humanlike characteristics portraits in

nonhuman agents and when they are not. (Epley, “Seing” 2007)

When it comes to puppets representing animals, the reaction of a real horse approaching

the War Horse puppet is astounding. Not being a horse person myself, I am unaware of

what cues to look for, but the horse appears to approach the horse puppet like a fellow

horse.10 Additionally, the human audience also seems to attribute a special horse animacy

8If you have ever mistaken a piece of metal pipe for a snake or a hair tie for a mouse tail, you get a sense of
what that could feel like.
9On evolution and art, see Bruce McConachie, “An Evolutionary Perspective on Play, Performance, and
Ritual,” TDR/The Drama Review, vol. 55, no. 4, 2011, pp. 33-50;; Brian Boyd, On the Origin of Stories,
Harvard UP, 2009 ; and Joseph Carroll, Literary Darwinism: Evolution, Human Nature, and Literature,
Routledge, 2004).
10Video of horse and horse puppet meeting 0:30 http://youtu.be/6jY-2Fzx16U

http://youtu.be/6jY-2Fzx16U
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to the puppet. After their shows, during the Q &A, audiencemembers routinely come up to

the puppets to touch them, without attending the least to the the two puppeteers inside the

horse body. Despite the fact they can clearly see through the bamboo cane structure and

are aware of the construction. If the design and manipulation are as adequate and brilliant

as in the showWar Horse by the Handspring Puppet Company, maybe representations of

humans convince in similar ways.

Puppets clearly fulfill none of the agency conditions postulated by Xabier Barandarian

et al. while they excel in appearing so. The connection to a puppeteer links them vicariously

to animacy and agency, and it depends on the skill of the puppeteer to keep the tension at

the “sweet spot,” so that the puppets remain animated in our perception. Whenwe contrast

the manipulation in Los tres cerditoswith that inNo clinc-clinc, a striking difference in the

perception of animacy becomes apparent, which depends on the puppeteering skills. While

the wolf or the piglets are ensouled only for very brief moments when the puppeteer chan-

nelled his animacy through the object, the No clinc-clinc puppets are perceived as strongly

animate throughout the performance and are able to shift shapes several times, without

losing any of their attributes.

Since the puppet is the recipient ofmomentumoriginating in the puppeteer’smovement

impulse, the manipulation may appear unidirectional. However, the puppet’s materiality

acts on the puppeteer in subtle ways. A feed-back loop is created between the design of the

puppet (degrees of freedom in motion depending on joint construction), the materiality of

the puppet, its interactionwith gravity and themanipulation by the puppeteer. But even the

best manipulation cannot at all times belie the fact that a puppet is but a lifeless material

object. So, between the object’s materiality, the puppeteer’s skill, the feedback from the

puppet, and gravity, the audience cannot help projecting, attributing, and granting agency

to a puppet. Oddly, still, the ambiguity remains. Therefore, let us finally train our spotlight

on the perception of ambiguity in puppets.
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6.5 Ambiguous Figures

Ambiguous figures have fascinated scholars and lay people alike over the past centuries.

Think of the candlestick that reverses to the silhouette of two faces theBoring-figure11 which

can be seen as a young or an old woman, or the famous “duck-rabbit” image (Fig. 6.6).

Figure 6.6. The image Kaninchen und Ente [Duck-Rabbit] first appeared in popular
nineteenth century German satirical magazine. See “Welche Thiere gleichen einander am
meisten?” [“Which animals Look Most Alike?”], Fliegende Blätter, vol.97, no. 2465, p.147.

Just as puppets present unchanging stimuli but are perceived as animate or inanimate,

ambiguous figures are wonderful examples of unchanging visual stimuli with contrasting

image perceptions. How do we perceive these images? And can we really perceive two

images simultaneously, as Tillis claims in his double-vision hypothesis?

According to Jürgen Kornmeier and Michael Bach—two scholars with an interest in

visual perception from a neurobiological and psychological perspective—the prolonged ob-

servation of an ambiguous figure begins with an initially stable perception before it slowly

destabilizes and, after an instant of maximal instability, a process of disambiguation leads

11Named after the experimental American psychologist Edwin Boring. See Jack Botwinick, “Husband and
Father-in-Law: A Reversible Figure,” The American Journal of Psychology, vol. 74, 1961, p. 2.
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to a new transiently stable perception before the process begins anew (Fig.6.7) (Kornmeier

and Bach 16). As this process is influenced by bottom-up (sensory input) and top-down fac-

tors, timesmay differ for the described processes to take place. Interestingly, no new visual

perception emerges, making it a bi-stable perception. 12 This seems to suggest that those

views, according to which puppets are perceived through an alternation/oscillation of the

animate and the inanimate, could be regarded as being supported by a falsifiable theory.

Figure 6.7. Destabilization and Disambiguation of Ambiguous Visual Information. See Jürgen
Kornmeier and Michael Bach, “Ambiguous Figures: What Happens in the Brain When
Perception Changes but not the Stimulus,” Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, Mar. 2012,
article 51, p. 16.

In light of the presented research on agency, animacy and ambiguous figures, let us go

back and review the suggestions on the “perception” of puppets that scholars of puppetry

arts have offered in the past. Acclaimed writer and filmmaker Paska, the former director of

the Institut International de la Marionnette (Charleville-Mézières, France), thinks of pup-

peteers as illusionists or “primitivists.” It is unclear how hewould relate the primitivist with

Barkan’s primitive man when he says, “Primitivism differs from illusionism in consciously

directing audience focus back and forth between the outward sign and the inner process

of simulation” (Paska 41). Paska goes on to correctly note that the ontology of the puppet

12Obviously, the stimuli used in current laboratory experiments do not replicate complex stimuli like puppets
in a live performance, manipulated by a puppeteer, but I would still speculate that the basic principles are
similar.
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is a situational and relational one, but that the “puppet primitives . . . [discard] the pre-

tense of realism [and] take [the puppet] for the inanimate object (dead thing) that it is,”

adding by way of contrast that “illusionists hope to produce an unbroken series of suchmo-

ments so that the puppet seems always alive” (41). Conscious fragmenting by the puppet

primitives is opposed to the creation of the illusion of wholeness. This seems diametrically

opposed to Barkan’s thoughts on the worldviews of primitive and modern man. Concern-

ing the perception of the (in)animacy of puppets, theatre historian and semiotician Henryk

Jurkowski speaks poetically of the “opalescence” of the puppet and “its opposition to hu-

man beings” (Jurkowski, “Transcodification,” 141). Anthropologist Proschan talks about

an oscillation between reality and illusion (Proschan, “Puppets,” 551). To performing arts

scholar Matthew Cohen, puppets are material objects that confuse materiality and imagi-

nation (Cohen 123). Not to forget, of course, the prevailing double-vision hypothesis put

forward by Tillis (19). As the literature attests, there are many more variations of the pro-

cesses involved in creating effective puppets and attempts to explain the same. Coming a

little closer, folklorists Green and Pepicello speak of how the “semiotic codes [. . .] af-

ford puppetry a flexible semiotic system through a balancing of ambiguating and disam-

biguating devices” (qtd. in Proschan, “Semiotic,” 147), although no particular “devices” are

required, just normal cognitive functions. Prague Circle theatre semiotician Zich comes

closest to the actual process of perception of puppets. He believes that our perception of

puppets oscillates between “living beings or . . . non-living puppets . . . we can perceive

them simultaneously only in one way” (qtd. in Proschan, “Puppet,” 551) .

It is the ambiguity in the neuroscientific sense, which Jentsch understands intuitively,

the oscillation between two equally plausible states, which, tomymind, lies at the potential

uncanny of puppets. Tillis argues that no such oscillation takes place and that “the audience

‘sees’ the puppet, through perception and imagination, as an ‘object’ and as a ‘life,’ in two

ways at one time” (Tillis, 64) . He uses the term perceptionwithout defining it, so it remains

unclear what he means. It appears certain that it is not possible to hold two opposing views

in one’s mind simultaneously and that, based on core organizing principles, we involun-

tarily ascribe animacy to inanimate objects when they move in specific ways. Imagination
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thus does not seem to play a major role in the perception of puppets. Tillis’s suggestion of

a double-vision thus seems not tenable.

Figure 6.8. Avatar Eric Moung artist image, ambiguous figure; photo by Soul Division.

Contrary to common usage, ambiguity is defined by cognitive neuroscience as a state in

which the mind is equally convinced of the truth of two perceptual inputs. As research into

the perception of ambiguous figures has shown, our visual perception does just that. We see

one image or see another, animate or inanimate, and each time one perception dominates,

we are convinced of the truth of this dominant visual input. This is an argument for the

oscillation hypothesis. Thus, we may be able to suggest that puppets are in fact perceived

as “alive or not alive,” just not simultaneously.

When a highly ambiguous figure is visually perceived (Fig.47), processes are set into

motion to disambiguate the figure. The perception of the puppet is an example of how this
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ambiguity cannot be resolved. It is not the puppeteer who creates an illusion, or the specta-

tor who willingly suspends her disbelief. Rather, the effect of the puppet is produced in the

spectator as an involuntary perceptual process. The secret to the puppet’s allure, then, lies

in the details of the visual perception of ambiguous figures and the skill of the “puppeteer-

shaman” who not only embraces this ambiguity, but also amplifies it. The combination of

perceptual ambiguity13—the driving force for both the puppet’s poeticity and uncanniness—

defines the unique dichotomous ontology of the puppet.

As an example for the successful amplification of ambiguity, I would like to introduce

the work of the New York City-based puppeteer Eric Sanko. If we were to analyze Sanko’s

puppets with the traditional tools of puppetry taxonomies, we could say they are short-

string marionettes. We could talk about the material, the control mechanism, their dress,

the time and place they were created and played, and the fact that this particular puppet

performance was filmed and never intended to be a live show. But that would only be half

the story. Following this approach, as important as it is in its own right, does little to ac-

knowledge the ever-present question about the ontology of puppets, along with why we

ascribe puppets an inner life, motivations, and intentions. My aim here is not to give an in

depth analysis of the video, but to demonstrate how an approach that takes into account

perceptual and conceptual aspects can offer an alternative aspect for a critique.

An Escheresque portrait of Sanko as puppet-maker in his workshop, directed and pro-

duced by Christopher Sturman, GraemeMacLean, and Amy Lipkin, masterfully introduces

questions about the essence of puppets, the ontology of fellow beings/objects in the world,

and why puppets—contrary to popular belief—do not demand a wilful suspension of dis-

belief. I invite the reader to view the full short film Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His

Puppets at the link in the footnote (Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and his Puppets).14

13For more on the artistic goal to create perceptual ambiguity, see Robert Pepperell, “Connecting Art and the
Brain. An Artist’s Perspective on Visual Indeterminacy,” Frontiers in Human Neuroscience vol. 5, 2011, pp.
31-42.
14Erik Sanko, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets, directed by Christopher Sturman and Graeme
MacLean, shot and edited by Jett Cain, and produced by Amy Lipkin, Nørth Sea Air, 2013,
http://goo.gl/UGkWLR. The film was in the official selection for “Puppets On Film,” the annual festival of the
Jim Henson Foundation, New York, NY, Oct. 25-27, 2013.

http://goo.gl/UGkWLR
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Figure 6.9. Puppet feet, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets [Sanko].

The film begins with puppets suspended object-like (Fig. 6.9), it continues with pup-

pets going about their business like any respectable puppet, albeit this business includes

creating their own. We then see a puppet-human interaction followed by a human-puppet

interaction. The film ends with two puppets interacting with each other The small one

seems to be agitated, while the other seems calm, inclining its head as if listening intently.

The small puppet flails its arms and legs erratically. While its movements are more dra-

matic than those of any human counterpart, they clearly evoke emotions that we can relate

to.

In the film, we hear beforewe see. It openswith a dark screen and a female voice reading

a shortwave number station15 broadcast with static in the background. This broadcast sets

the mysterious tone, priming us so to speak, for the entire four-minute film. The dark then

gives way to the view of a white head with an elephant trunk-like nose in close-up, and then

the camera pans the workshop area, revealing a workbenchwith a chair and various not-yet

identifiable objects.

15Several times, we hear the voice-over repeat “Yankee-Hotel-Foxtrot” from the NATO phonetic alphabet,
followed by a sequence of numbers. This sound section is taken from a recording of shortwave radio
broadcasts The Conet Project: Recordings of Shortwave Numbers Stations, released by the techno label
Irdial. The identity of the broadcasters using shortwave numbers stations is shrouded in mystery. The Kronos
Quartet of San Francisco, with which Sanko occasionally collaborates, has incorporated a live reception of
Conet numbers into one of its recordings.
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The first movement we see is the slight swaying of feet, dangling from above, presum-

ably belonging to a non-human figure. This image still manages to conjure up the truly

uncanny vision of a hanged person, unleashing a number of emotions in the viewer. But,

as if to alleviate the horror, the camera points upward and we spy a host of figures hanging

from the top of the frame. They are all string puppets, with their feet swaying in the air, a

natural position, that reassures the viewer that there is no reason for alarm. Still, we get an

unsettled feeling, even though the feet do not belong to a formerly living body and, there-

fore, cannot be dead. These figures are not meant to represent dead puppets. But why does

the scene feel uncanny all the same? After all, they are inanimate objects.

Figure 6.10. Newspaper reader, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets [Sanko].

In the following sequence, one puppet is shown at a workbench in front of a newspaper

with a crossword puzzle and an espresso cup in puppet scale, suggesting familiar human

occupations in a parallel world (Fig. 6.10). Clearly, however, the aesthetic goal is not to

create a puppet that looks entirely human. For starters, the head and hands are fashioned

out of patina-coated white plaster and the nose is exaggerated into a point and turned up-

wards. Furthermore, the strings are clearly visible. For all intents and purposes, the figure
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is an animated caricature.

Figure 6.11. Craftsman, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets [Sanko]

Other puppets are shownabsorbed in theirwork, which, upon closer observation, brings

a new twist to the scene, for they are producing their own kind—puppets (Figs. 6.11 and

6.12). With this realization, any reassurance felt by the viewer is quickly turned on it head,

confirming the initial impression of an unsettling place.

While the first puppet with the cup seems to enjoy the same activities as humans do,

faintly resembling an odd-looking person, the puppet-making puppets bring the focus to

the “puppetness” of themselves. The viewer is left juggling several perceptions at this point

in the film, some of which I will be analyze below.

The next shot shows us a puppet in a leather apron initiating interaction with a human

puppet-maker at a workbench, also wearing an apron (Fig. 6.13). As if commenting on

anthropologistNurit Bird-David’s tenet that by interactingwith each otherwe accept beings

into our fellowship, both puppet and human interact with one another, leaving us in the

dark as to who is accepting and who is being accepted into their odd fellowship. Without

ever revealing the human puppet-maker’s face, Sanko’s portrait is exquisitely vivid. Instead

of his face, we are given a glimpse of his whole body, including the head, in the puppet figure
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Figure 6.12. Puppet Sanding Puppet Head, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets
[Sanko]

that resembles him sitting on the bench. The work scattered about on the bench, in various

stages of completion, makes it superfluous to show us the human puppet-maker himself.

To my mind, however, the key frame in the film is when the puppet-maker bends down

to interact with the puppet in the apron, taking the puppet-making tool offered to him. As

he takes away his attention, the puppet onwhich he has beenworking—an inanimate object

in the process of being repaired or created—shows us its animacy (Fig. 6.14). For a brief

moment the puppet lifts its head and looks back at the observer through amagnifying glass,

its eye enlarged and distorted. When the puppeteer returns to his work, the puppet returns

to its inanimate state. This is a beautiful moment of puppet ambiguity and humour. The

puppet makes clear that is does not need to convince us of its animacy. Indeed, it reveals

that it only is feigning objectness to the puppeteer, inviting us into complicity with a clin

d’oeil and sharing the secret knowledge that it is “really” alive. To me, this is an iconic

image of the cognitive playfulness that excellent contemporary puppetry can achieve, while

calling into question the “leap of faith.”
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Figure 6.13. Human-puppet-interaction, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets
[Sanko]

Figure 6.14. What am I? (In)Animate, Creepy Beautiful: Erik Sanko and His Puppets
[Sanko].



Chapter 7

Biotic Experiments – Embodied

Knowledge

The whole plan hinged upon the natural curiosity of potatoes.

Stanislaw Lem, Star Diaries, 1976

In a world radically transformed by technology on all levels, thereby challenging our

ideas of what it means to be not only human but also alive, aided by a shift from text based

theatre to postdramatic forms of performances, puppetry art is enjoying its particular mo-

ment in history. Against the background of anthropological research into the concept of

animacy, I have projected the fruits of the human imagination on the bio-mechanics of the

human body and the philosophy that deals with the world of human senses. The preceding

chapters were dedicated to examples of current puppetry art and to the animacy perception

of puppets within parameters of “current mechanisms of control” on the neurophysiolog-

ical level in relation to the cognitive and social levels. Based on the current knowledge of

the visual perception of ambiguous figures, I have made an argument for an automated

process leading to the perception of the puppet as an alternatively animate and inanimate

entity. Along the way, I have contrasted the emerging new ontology of the robot as “neither

alive nor not alive” with that of the dichotomous ontology of the puppet. This ontology im-

plies that the perception of the puppet oscillates between the animate and inanimate, and

182
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that the failure of the disambiguation processes leads to the percept of uncanniness. When

categorization initially fails, the subject experiences a heightened alertness and a new dis-

ambiguation process is initialized. The oscillatory visual process culminates in a moment

of maximum destabilization in which the animacy perception tips into the perception of

inanimacy and then back again into the perception of animacy. I suggest that a successful

performance with puppets would attempt to amplify the ambiguity by drawing out the mo-

ment of maximum destabilization in ways that match the performance goal of the artist in

question.

Whereas the first part of my thesis was concerned with developing a framework for ap-

proaching puppetry arts scholarship from a theoretical stance, by reaching back to empir-

ical aesthetics and to semiotics-inspired work as well as into the psychology of perception,

the following part of my thesis is dedicated to themelding of theory with practice by testing

the theory against the practice. In short, I will bring the theory to practice by testing my

suggested assumptions about puppetry and whether the cognitive neuroscientific research

on animacy can be validated by the experience of performing with puppets. This explo-

ration is based explicitly on the conviction that the body is a site of knowledge and on an

urge to honour that knowledge in scholarly work, thereby not only acknowledging embod-

ied cognition itself but also inviting this kind of knowledge back into the way we conduct

scholarship. This makes a shift in methodology necessary.

Inviting creative practice back into scholarship follows a variety of paths and goes by

a number of names: “research-creation,” “practice-led research,” “research-led practice,”

“performance based research,” and “practice as research.” These alternative researchmodes

spring from the need to articulate the inherent but tacit knowledge of creative practice. All

creative practice includes research, exploration, and experimentation, as these inform the

creative work. “Practice as research” is usually based on the production of an artistic work,

reflecting on the creative piece with a given theoretical framework. Within the “practice as

research” framework, I therefore could have developed a play and then analyzed the con-

cept, process, and result within certain parameters. Had I known that when I started the

theoretical research, I would find myself immersed in the study of puppetry arts practice
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to the point where I would think of myself as a puppeteer and puppetry arts dramaturge, I

may have chosen to go that route.

In this chapter, I will share the insights gleamed from the conversation between prac-

tice and theory. Both perspectives have enriched their counterparts in meaningful ways by

making the whole bigger than just the sum. Even though writing oneself “into a larger story

goes against the grain of much academic discourse” (Denshire 832), this is precisely what

I will be doing here. While some may be suspicious of personal investigations as a way of

producing knowledge, a narrative with an inscribed author can be a sound scholarly deci-

sion if it is done in context, which I have provided amply in the preceding sections. Writing

oneself into the narrative often goes by the term “autoethnographical” writing and, as such,

any attempt at defining this mixed method personal scholarship has to remain descriptive

rather than prescribe a stringent methodology.1

I begin with an elaboration on the terminology of “practice-as-research” and “research-

as-practice,” followed by the description of and reflection on the experience I gained with

puppetry growing up and working in Germany, in addition to the international workshops

I attended as part of my exploration of puppetry arts for this elaboration. This is done not

in isolation, but against the backdrop of the preceding theoretical chapters. The practical

training I pursued helped me to understand aspects of the cognitive underpinnings of the

perception of puppets in a visceral way, while the theory has made me aware of certain

points that practice can only partially reveal.

7.1 Practice as Research, Research as Practice

Design scholar Ken Friedman writes about knowledge creation in his area that “[t]o under-

stand the role of research in knowledge creation, it is ultimately necessary to reflect onwhat

philosophers call ‘the problem of knowledge’” (Friedman 12). Referring to the creation of

1For examples of literature on autoethnography, see Stacy Holman Jones, Tony E. Adams, and Carolyn S.
Ellis, editors,Handbook of Autoethnography, Routledge, 2016; Carolyn S. Ellis and Arthur Bochner,
“Autoethnography, Personal Narrative, Reflexivity: Researcher as Subject,”Handbook of Qualitative
Research, 2nd ed., Sage Publications, 2000, pp. 733–68; Tami Spry, ”Performing Autoethnography: An
Embodied Methodological Praxis,” Qualitative Inquiry, vol. 7, no. 6, 2001, pp. 706–732.
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design knowledge, he asks seven questions, which I believe can be fruitful for other areas,

as well. In his list below, let us simply replace the term “design” with the term “puppetry,”

as these questions are just as fruitful for this area and reflect what this thesis is concerned

with:

1. What is the nature of design [/puppetry]?

2. How does the nature of design [/puppetry] involve knowledge of certain kinds?

3. What are the sources of knowledge?

4. How does research function as a source of knowledge?

5. How does research relate to other sources of knowledge?

6. How do we create design [/puppetry] knowledge through research?

7. How does new knowledge move from research into practice?

Friedman quotes from Bunge’s chapter “From Fact to Theory” in Finding Philosophy

in Social Science that the problem of knowledge is “actually an entire system of problems”

(Bunge, Finding Philosophy in Social Science 104). Bunge first asks about the components

of knowledge, what knowledge is, who the knowledge bearers can be, but most importantly

throws open the following questions:

How does one get to know: from experience, reason, action, a combination

of two, or all three, or none of them? What kind of knowledge is best—

that is, truest, most comprehensive, deepest, and most reliable and fertile?

These five problems constitute the core problematics of epistemology, or

the ‘theory’ of knowledge—which is still to become a theory proper. (104)

Bunge believes that “we can acquire conceptual knowledge about personal experience”

and that there is such a thing as “knowledge by description” (Bunge, Finding, 106) .
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Friedman thinks of design as a process, which is “rooted in and involves both theoretical

disciplines and fields of practice” (Friedman 13). He points out that all fields of practice—

and disciplines as practice—involve explicit and tacit knowledge. This is particularly inter-

esting in the current context of puppetry. He writes:

The challenge of any evolving field is to bring tacit knowledge into articulate

focus. This creates the ground of shared understanding that builds the field.

The continual and conscious struggle for articulation is what distinguishes

the work of a research field from the practical work of a profession. (13)

In this chapter, I articulate some of the tacit knowledge of practitioners and compile

some of the articulated knowledge from the workshops I have attended. “Professional ex-

cellence requires articulation” (13). Thus, according to Friedman, by rendering tacit knowl-

edge explicit, it becomes the foundation of a “knowledge creation cycle” (13). Friedman also

invokes Donald Schön’s concept of reflective practice (Schön):

Reflective practice is not a form of silent meditation on work. In reflec-

tive practice, reflection takes the form of bringing unconscious patterns and

tacit understandings to conscious understanding through articulation. (Friedman

13)

Of course, experiential learning, reflective practice, and articulation of tacit knowledge

are not new. They have been taking place behind the scenes for as long as the academy

exists, but they are finally receiving their academic recognition as research-as-creation and

similar concepts. According to communication studies scholars Owen Chapman and Kim

Sawchuk:

“Research-creation” is an emergent category within the social sciences and

humanities that speaks to contemporary media experiences and modes of

knowing. Research-creation projects typically integrate a creative process,

experimental aesthetic component, or an artistic work as an integral part of

a study. (Chapman and Sawchuk 5)
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Chapman and Sawchuck make it clear that research-creation is “not so much a ‘new’

method as it is a ‘newly recognized’ academic practice that has gained ground in the past

ten years” (6). They distinguish four categories “research-for-creation,” “research-from-

creation,” “creative presentations of research,” and “creation-as-research” (7).

The current definition of research-creation by the Canadian Social Sciences and Hu-

manities Research Council (SSHRC) does not apply Chapman and Sawchuck’s four strict

categories, leaving instead space for more complex cross-pollination of areas and modes of

investigation. SSHRC defines research-creation as:

[a]n approach to research that combines creative and academic research

practices, and supports the development of knowledge and innovation through

artistic expression, scholarly investigation, and experimentation. The cre-

ation process is situated within the research activity and produces critically

informed work in a variety of media (art forms). Research-creation cannot

be limited to the interpretation or analysis of a creator’s work, conventional

works of technological development, or work that focuses on the creation of

curricula. (“Research-Creation.”)

In the UK and Australia, the distinction is made between practice-based and practice-

led research. In a guide (Candy 1) compiled for the University of Technology, Sydney, pri-

marily on practice-based research, Linda Candy2 states that:

1. if a creative artefact is the basis of the contribution to knowledge, the research is

practice-based;

2. if the research leads primarily to newunderstandings about practice, it is practice-led.

She goes into more detail on practice-led research that I find wholly applicable to the

present research. Practice-led research is concerned both with the nature of practice and

results in new knowledge that has operational significance for that practice. Such research

2Dr. Linda Candy is professor in the Creativity and Cognition Research Studios at the University of
Technology, Sydney, Australia.
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includes practice as an integral part of its method and often falls within the general area

of action research. The results of practice-led research may be fully described in text with-

out the inclusion of an artefact although the focus of the research still can be to advance

knowledge about practice, or to advance knowledge within practice (19).

The trajectory begins with a reflection onmy childhood connection to puppets, followed

by a description of the classes I attended for this thesis with an empirical cognitive linguis-

tics workshop. For the lack of quantitative research opportunities, these workshops be-

came my laboratory for qualitative experiments. Interestingly, and I wish I could say I had

planned it so, these workshops progressed from the concrete body of a carved puppet to

the disembodied puppet of light and shadow. The latter throws openmanymore questions

than I am able to address here and provides fertile ground for more research.

The courses, workshops, and artistic projects I participated in include:

1. Storytelling with Puppets, Drama Department Queen’s–Natalie Rewa

2. Puppets in Prague–Mirek Trejtnar

3. Empirical Methods in Cognitive Linguistics (EMCL)

4. New England Puppet Intensive–Peter and Nan Balkwill, David Lane

5. ODD Puppet Collective

6. UNIMA-Canada Immersion Project: Frank Soehnle and POUF

7. The Power of the Puppet–Neville Tranter

8. Newfoundland Puppet Collective

9. Taming the Light–Norbert Goetz

7.2 First Steps

Researchprojects often beginwith an individual’s fascinationwith a particular phenomenon.

This one is no different. Likemany children in Germany at the time, I received a traditional
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set of glove puppets as a birthday gift. Manipulating puppets was not an unusual pastime,

as parents regularly put on Kasperle performances for their family.

Figure 7.1. Handmade Kasperle glove puppets using the Waldorf doll making technique.

Kasperl, his sidekick Seppel, the grandmother, the know-it-all Gretel, the policeman,

the witch, the robber, and the princess were part of the glove puppet tradition of German-

speaking countries (Fig. 7.13 4), much like Guignol or Punch & Judy were part of their

respective cultures in France and the UK. My family threw in Wilhelm Busch’s Max and

Moritz characters for good measure (fig. 7.2).

Created by the German humourist, poet, and illustrator Wilhelm Busch and published

in 1865,Max und Moritz: Eine Bubengeschichte in sieben Streichen [Max and Moritz: A
3All photographs in chapter 7 by Pia Banzhaf unless stated otherwise.
4Waldorf dolls sometimes referred to as Steiner dolls, are constructed on the basis of Rudolf Steiner’s
(1881-1925) contested anthroposophic ideas, which led to the establishment of Waldorf schools. Waldorf
schools are part of the German education landscape for their emphasis on a holistic education in which play,
art, and practical knowledge are regarded as important aspects of a child’s education. Waldorf dolls are made
of wool roving and do not attempt realism. Instead they are intended to invite the child’s imagination.
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Figure 7.2. Max and Moritz pictured in sketch by Wilhelm Busch (l.) and as glove Puppets (r.); photo by
Martin Weck.

Story of Seven Boyish Pranks] is considered a forerunner of the modern-day comic strip.

Busch tells seven pranks in rhymed verse and illustrations of the malicious duo Max and

Moritz, who take pleasure in themisery they create for others, butmeet their fate in the final

prank. His verses form part of the German cultural consciousness to this day. These two

characters certainly influenced the plays my sister and I devised as children. I think we felt

wewere given license to adapt the fairy tales we knewwith an extra dose ofmischievousness

by Max and Moritz.

Occasionally, the Hohnsteiner-Kasper puppet troupe performed at schools connecting

the play at home with the world of stage performance. Founded in 1921 by Max Jacob

(1888-1967) in Saxonia, his “Kasper-Theater” introduced new elements into traditional

Kasper performances. Kasper’s forerunners probably derived from the Hanswurst char-

acter of popular theatre in Vienna and the Commedia dell’Arte character of Pulcinella. In

the seventeenth century, Pulcinella appeared in various incarnations all over Europe, as

Punch in England, Polichinelle in France, Polcinella in Munich, Pulzinella in Vienna, and

Bonnuitschäneli in Zurich, to name a few. Originally Kasper was by no means a pleasant

character. He was a drunkard and glutton, and behaved badly using brute force to solve

his problems. Max Jacob however saw an educational tool in the rambunctious character.

Once he moved away from the rowdy fairgrounds to the theatre, Kasper became a slightly

naïve character who, nevertheless, found smart solutions, and was on friendly terms with
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the other characters. Max Jacob was elected president of UNIMA (Union Internationale

de la Marionnette) in 1957, a position he held until his death in 1967. Ironically it was

Figure 7.3. Live-hand puppet and myself

through television in later years that I discovered other types of puppets like marionettes,

shadow puppets, human-arm puppets, and rod puppets. The legendary “Augsburger Pup-

penkiste” TV-productions made a big mark on my imagination.5 Actors Walter and Rose

Oehmichen performed their first marionette play 1943 in Augsburg, Bavaria, and officially

founded the marionette theatre Augsburger Puppenkiste in 1948. Although very popular

and with performances regularly sold out, the 1948 currency reform in Germany made it

difficult for them to survive financially. The company created a trunk for touring, hence

the name “Puppenkiste,” and performed throughout Southern Germany until the 1970s.

In 1953, their play Der gestiefelte Kater [Puss in Boots] was the first to be live-streamed

on TV. The Oehmichens went on to produce widely successful and much beloved literary

adaptations of children’s books specifically for TV (Hammerl).

5Although, when I watch a sequence today, it makes me wonder why.
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In high-school we built marionettes and, later, on I continued building the occasional

puppet, mostly marionettes. It was the reaction to a live-hand puppet, however, not the

marionette, which sparkedmy interest in the “effect of the puppet.” It was the human sized

live-hand puppet with a big grin and a shock of curly red hair that elicited an astonishing

reaction (fig. 56). One of my roommates was an extremely shy person who rarely initiated

conversations.So, when one evening—the just-completed puppet had joined us for dinner

at the kitchen table—he began a conversation with the puppet, which struck me as remark-

able. I began to wonder why a puppet would draw out such a response from a usually with-

drawn person. Of course, it does not come as a surprise, if we consider the literature on

puppets, as transitional objects in the therapeutic context (O’Hare and Bernier). Earlier, I

mentioned literature byMelissa Trimingham andDonaldWoodsWinicott as examples and

the the efficacy of puppets in ASD therapy (ch. 5, p. 138). At the time, though, I was simply

intrigued and fascinated by what seemed an extraoridnary reaction.

7.3 Storytelling with Puppets, Queen’s University (2011)

To say that small encounters can have surprisingly large effects is somewhat cliché but does

not make the statement less true. When I started my PhD in German Studies, I had origi-

nally planned to study the work of the Austrian writer Gert Jonke,6 which evokes Salvador

Dalí’s paintings. I thought of this as a continuation of the comparative work I had done for

my Master’s thesis, in which I compared Austrian author Hermann Broch’s work, with the

work of Wassily Kandinsky. Little did I know that enrolling in the Storytelling with Pup-

pets course in the Drama Department as an elective would change the course of my studies

substantially.

For the Storytelling with Puppets course, I needed to find a story I could tell with pup-

pets. The semester work consisted of adapting the selected stories into a script, building

6I was going to apply a cognitive approach to the study of Gert Jonke’s work (1946-2009), whose
experimental novels remain relatively obscure in Anglophone scholarship. I am convinced that the recent
congenial translations of some of his work by Jean Snook at Memorial University will change this.
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puppets and sets, andperforming at the end of the term for an interested university commu-

nity. While we were allowed to avail ourselves of the resources of the costume department,

we did not have access to a general workshop (fig. 7.4). Indeed, part of my marionette was

conceived on a kitchen cutting board with the help of a bread knife!

Figure 7.4. Paper clay marionette head for Kafka’s The Judgement, Storytelling with Puppets,
Queen’s University, 2011.

Since I had just interpreted Franz Kafka’s short storyDasUrteil [The Judgement]7 from

a cognitive perspective for a semiotics course in my German Studies program and was fas-

cinated by the possibilities this approach had opened up for a new understanding of works

of art, I was keen on adapting the story as a play with puppets (fig. 7.5). To me, this meant

working through what storytelling with puppets could actually entail, and when to let pup-

pets speak, not with words but with their bodies. I had little background in theatre and I

did not know that this type of theatre had a name: “physical theatre.” I learned about this

specific type of theatre in the following years through the workshops I attended, but, at the

time, I was inventing everything on the spot based solely on intuition.

While there are many interpretations to Kafka’s story The Judgement, the most preva-

lent one focuses on a psychoanalytical point of view, with the Über-Ich, Ich, and Es (super-

ego, ego, and id) represented in the characters of the story. But one could also say that

7Franz Kafka (1883-1924) was a German-language writer from a German-speaking, Jewish minority in
Prague, then part of the Austro-Hungarian (Habsburg) Empire, now capital of the Czech Republic. Kafka
wrote the story The Judgement during the night of 22–23 September 1912 in a single sitting. The work is
considered the breakthrough in his literary career.
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Figure 7.5. Georg Bendemann character for Kafka’s The Judgement, Storytelling with
Puppets, Queen’s University, 2011.

The Judgement is the struggle of an emerging writer with his inner and outer selves: the

persona of the young and successful businessman (exteroceptive body image), the father

(proprioceptive body), and the friend (interoceptive body schema) (Mishara).

Kafka is known to have harnessed altered/hypnagogic states of mind with the aim of

letting his associations flow freely for writing purposes. This is evident in the choice of

his particular sound environments that guide his readers into their own associative worlds.

Based on this interpretation, I translatedmy understanding of Reuven Tsur’s insights from

his chapter on sounds in Toward a Theory of Cognitive Poetics into a visual input. In order

to reflect the semantic and aural ambiguity of the text without narration, it was my goal to

evokeKafka’s style ofwriting, with its heavy reliance on creating a sound context that invites

associative flow with visual cues. Images only had to be recognizable to a certain extent, so

that they would not easily fit into any preconceived category, but rather suggest a distant

memory, an emotion, or an association.

We went through many puppet design sketches and, in the end, created two mari-

onettes, one a mysterious usher, the other the protagonist. The usher was illuminated by
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her own little lighting device and walked through the audience carrying a basket filled with

sound-tickets. Audience members were invited to take a ticket and to produce the sound-

scape at the sign of a human sound conductor. Several disembodied mouth puppets acting

as translators rounded out the cast. An early stage design sketch even had a brain as a stage

floor (fig. 7.6).

Figure 7.6. Stage design sketch for for Kafka’s The Judgement, Storytelling with Puppets,
Queen’s University, 2011.

In keeping with the underlying interpretation, the so-called bio-box stage (from a bird’s

eye view, this is a U-shaped construction on casters with a projection screen at the bottom

of the U) was set up to create an abstract room and flexible environment. The detail visible

in the desk and chair props was contrasted with a room that was merely evoked by these

two props and the action happening within it. While the marionette was sitting and writing

at his desk, the character’s associative train of thought was flashed onto the screen in a

slideshow, consisting of altered images of brain scans, earthquake magnitude scales (fig.

7.7),macro images of nerves, and satellite images fromearth (Fig 7.8). Myhopewas that the

audience would experience a “tip-of-the-tongue sensation,” a preverbal, emotional percept,

when viewing these.

Early on in the process of developing the play, we wanted to create a surreal setting

for the manifestation of the other selves, a shadow world for the Doppelgänger selves, so
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Figure 7.7. Projection slide featuring a seismographic image of the Fukushima earthquake,
used in Kafka’s The Judgement, Storytelling with Puppets, Queen’s University, 2011.

to speak. The father figure would have to shrink and grow, and we soon discovered the

possibilities and the visual delight in the effects of fabric on the shadow screen. A shadow

rod figure was created that consisted of a head and hands in profile that could perform the

necessary transformations through bunching up and moving closer or farther away from

the light source. The friend’s presence would be alluded to through acetate cut-outs.

The encounter between father and son in the surreal shadow world of the father’s room

developed from the materials themselves. The realistic albeit two-dimensional world of

the furniture and a tea tray met the abstract world of a three-dimensional cookie tray filled

with water and food colouring. The pleasure of interacting and utilizing these contrasting

elements on the screen was palpable for all involved. At one point, the marionette protag-

onist entered the two-dimensional world by pushing the stage around with the help of the

translators, so that the projection screen became a shadow screen. Themarionette—turned

shadow—then took a seat on the projection of a chair. There was a constant shift between

the two-dimensional and three-dimensional worlds, the entanglement of the graspable and

conceptual.

In the end, after the father character had condemned the son character to death by
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Figure 7.8. Projection slide with radiowaves, used in Kafka’s The Judgement, Storytelling with
Puppets, Queen’s University, 2011.

drowning, the marionette emerged from behind the shadow screen, re-entered the three-

dimensional world, and died an exemplary puppet death, the head turned away from the

audience, slowly ceasing the breathing motion, the control mechanism laid on the ground,

and the puppeteers moving away. The whole experience came close to an attempt at creat-

ing a Gesamtkunstwerk—a total work of art—from producing the script, set, sound, pup-

pets, and props.

This was my first serious foray into theatre and I was glad that I had taken the chance

at trying my hand at this. There was so much potential that remained unexplored, and the

experience taught me an appreciation for the work done in drama departments. Given the

experience with theatre and puppets, I re-valuated my course of studies and applied for a

scholarship with a topic that included my recent rediscovery of puppetry arts. The SSHRC

grant I received for the present research project reassured me that my research question

was not considered too outlandish. So when I had my doubts about this project, I told

myself “But they gave me a SSHRC for this!”

The course “Storytelling with Puppets” had brought back the question of why people
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grant agency to puppets, the question I had pondered earlier and then abandoned. This

time around, I was equipped with new tools, namely research that had been conducted in

cognitive linguistics. Reading the delightfully titled paper “When Peanuts Fall in Love” was

my Eurekamoment (Nieuwland and van Berkum). It opened a door to possible approaches

for a new understanding of the effect of the puppet from an interdisciplinary perspective.

7.4 Puppets in Prague (2012)

The first thing that came to mind was to use a portion of the award to study the art of pup-

petry from a practitioner’s perspective as well. It is, after all, the puppet body, its material

and the “proper” motion, that contribute so much to the experience of watching puppetry

arts and I still had not learned how to make a marionette move in a satisfactory way.

Serendipity brought me to Mirek Trejtnar’s marionette workshop in Prague, the world

capital of marionettes and the birthplace of UNIMA. During the Habsburg Empire, pup-

petry arts became a means for upholding the Czech language and cultural identity against

the German-speaking authorities; to this day, this art form occupies a special place in the

national imagination (Billing and Drábek). Master carver Mirek, with the organizational

assistance of Leah Gaffen and a host of othermaster carvers and puppet builders, trick-film

puppet builders8 and puppet costume designers, painters and puppeteers, offers courses in

the traditional technique of Czech marionette carving. Here, in June 2012, I met a whole

range of artists, some with extensive experience in stop-motion production at Aardman

Animations9 and Laika10, and hand-and mouth-puppet creation for the Jim Henson Com-

pany; there was an actor, a costume designer, and three visual artists. Their goal was either

to learn a new technique of puppet making, or to explore how puppetry could be integrated

8The Czech Republic is home to extraordinary stop-motion animation directors and animators like Karel
Zeman, sometimes referred to as the Czech Georges Méliès, Jiří Trnka, known not only for his powerful
animation The Hand, Jan Švankmajer, and Jiří Barta, to name but a few.
9Aardman Animations is based in Bristol, UK. They are especially known for their stop-motion clay
animation television series and feature filmsWallace and Gromit, Chicken Run, and Shaun the Sheep.
10Laika Entertainment is based in Portland, Oregon, and is known for their stop-motion feature films
Coraline (2009), ParaNorman (2012), The Boxtrolls (2014), and Kubo and the Two Strings (2016).
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into their artistic practices. In this type of environment, researchers could expect to be met

with a critical eye.

Figure 7.9. Rough wood head from Puppets in Prague workshop, 2012.

We had sent sketches of the puppets we intended to make weeks before we arrived, and

Mirek had cut pieces of wood and glued them together in the rough shapes for the puppet

heads (Fig. 7.9), so that we could begin carving soon after our arrival (Fig. 7.10). My plan

was to create the main character for another of Kafka’s short stories Josefine, die Sängerin

oder das Volk der Mäuse [Josephine, the Singer or the Mouse Folk] (1924) for a feature

length performance of five short stories by Kafka.
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Figure 7.10. Finished marionette for Josephine the Singer, 2012.
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In order for us to choose the puppet construction most suitable to our design idea, the

course began with an introduction to the two different types of marionettes Mirek offered

in his course: a pure string marionette or a rod-and-string marionette, the latter giving the

puppeteer more direct control and allowing quicker and bigger movements. At the work-

shop, we were surrounded by a multitude of different puppets. Hanging from a rack at

one end of the workshop were some for us to explore. We first tried moving the different

types and sizes of puppets by ourselves and then began to interact with others to create

little scenes that we performed for the group. What I would later rediscover in research

on agency and animacy about contingent motion was my first lesson in manipulation: the

importance of precision ofmovement (the salience ofmotion), stillness (no extraneousmo-

tion), and slowness (time for disambiguation). I quickly came to realize that with puppets,

every movement had to be deliberate, because the viewer considers every movement to be

significant; random movements are perceived as visually chaotic. They become meaning-

less visual noise and the spectator quickly loses interest in watching. Puppetry artists are

experts in agency study. A constantly wiggling puppet will not be perceived as animate, it

will become boring.

During the two-week workshop, we visited puppetry exhibitions, puppetry shows, and

a circus show, as well as a private collection of marionettes. This collection was housed in

two apartments in a private residence. Alina Vorlová’s late husband Jiří Vorlov had started

their collection in the 70s with a few marionettes, that he rescued from the flames of a fire

that he came across in the countryside, not knowing this would lead him and his family to

share their already cramped quarters11 with hundreds of puppets. The following quote is

from my personal correspondence with Alina Vorlová:

In those days, at the time of the totalitarian Communist regime, the tradi-

tional touring puppet theatres, professional or amateur, all were banned.

11As I understand from conversations with Alina Vorlová, the family home was expropriated during the
Communist era of Czechoslovakia; because she was a medical doctor and needed space for a doctor’s office,
they were, however, permitted to move into two rooms of their former home. In the following years, Alina,
along with her husband and two sons, shared the space with a growing collection of puppets. After the Velvet
Revolution, the family obtained two apartments in their former house. One of them is used exclusively to
house a collection of small puppet theatres, puppets, and puppet parts.
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Figure 7.11. Collector Alina Vorlová with puppets in her Prague apartment, 2012.

The old puppeteers and wood carvers were getting rid of their theatres and

puppets, selling all in order to be able to eke out a livelihood. My husband

discovered the beauty and perfection of the old traditional puppets and their

creators. (Vorlová)

Accompanied by Leah, the workshop organizer, the workshop participants were invited

to Alina Vorlová’s home (Fig. 7.11. Upon entering, we were immediately struck by the

magnitude of her collection. The hall was filled with devils and water sprites–the latter

well-known character from Slavic mythology–and a particularly beloved Czech marionette

figure. One of them even carried her will. Marionettes, some as old as 180 years from

various Czech puppet carving family dynasties,12 hung from the dining room walls. The

12The vast collection contains puppets made by Mikuláš Sychrovský (1802–81) in the early nineteenth
century; by the Italian Josef Alessi (1810–1894), who came to Prague in 1830; as well as by Antonín Sucharda
(1812–86), Alois Šroif (1870–1953), and Karel Štapfer (1863–1930) in the 1920s. The most famous puppet
maker is undoubtedly Matej Kopecký (1775–1847), who began carving puppets in the late eighteenth century,
but I do not recall, if the Vorlovás also had puppets by Kopecký.
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expressive faces and hands of these marionettes were mostly carved and painted. They

were dressed in ornate traditional costumes, often adorned with embroidery; the leather

shoes exquisitely crafted.

Figure 7.12. Kašpárek astride horse, collection Alina Vorlová, 2012.

There were also so-called trick puppets. I am not sure, whether I saw this particular

puppet at Alina Vorlová’s, but she certainly had puppets in this style: a female figure wear-

ing a huge skirt, released four marionette children before turning into a hot air balloon.

Another marionette had a neck that could elongate to an exaggerated length, with another

head emerging from the hat. There was also a group of four folk dance puppets on one

control mechanism that made an impression on me, as the ensemble was ingeniously con-

structed and moved in perfect unison. In the old days, Vorlová told us, trick puppets came

on stage after the regular narrative performance part and would be instrumental in collect-

ing more tips. There were a number of figures of the popular folk hero Kašpárek in various

sizes and from different carvers, with some Kašpáreks even astride marionette horses (Fig.

7.12).
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Figure 7.13. Puppet theatre, collection Alina Vorlová, 2012

Dramatically lit toy puppet theatres filled a second apartment (Fig. 7.13) There was a

room, which housed yet more puppets and puppet parts (Fig. 7.14), arranged in themes.

It was as if we had donned diving goggles and were swimming among the fish in a giant

aquarium, except that the fish in this aquarium were puppets.

Back at theworkshop, we learned that when constructingmarionettes, we had to be par-

ticularly meticulous with marking the centre line of each limb in order to make the joints

function properly. Failing to do so would result in an unbalanced gait. Once we had chis-

elled the head, hands, and feet, and cut, drilled, glued, and painted the parts, we used lathes

to fashion the parts for the control mechanisms. Dress pattern making and sewing puppet

clothes was the next step. Puppet clothes need special attention as one has to make sure

the clothes don’t restrict movement. In the end, we all were able to complete wonderfully

functional and expressive puppets.

And then, finally, the moment came to string the puppets and to learn how to move

them. It was both delightful and difficult to see with the eyes of the puppet, and to learn
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Figure 7.14. Puppet heads, collection Alina Vorlová, 2012.

how to walk, crawl, and dance with the puppets. We all know that there is only one solu-

tion to that kind of conundrum: practice. At the end of the course, we were expected to

perform a short play developed from our characters. We rehearsed with the experienced

puppeteers, Dora Bouzková and Tomáš Běhal, both graduates of the Academy of Perform-

ing Arts in Prague, and I could sense their slight exasperation caused by the difficulties

some of us beginning marionettists were struggling with. The puppets wiggled too much,

and there was too much jerking and a lack of precision in our movements. While, at the

time, I understood this from a purely practical perspective, and it took me a while to come

to the point where I was able to translate this into an actual performance, once I understood

the perceptual processes involved for the spectator, my respect for the practitioners of the

art grew immensely.

We did a dress rehearsal for friends of Puppets in Prague and even celebrated the pup-

pets’ birthday, complete with dinner and a birthday cake provided by Leah. The next day,
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we took the train to the little town of Černín, 13 about an hour’s drive from Prague, where

we performed at the local puppet festival on a beautiful hillside.

I had taken theworkshop in Prague to learn how to properly construct a traditionalmar-

ionette, something I had struggled with for a long time. By doing so, I naively thought, I

would gain a deeper understanding of puppetry practice that would aidmewithmy theoret-

ical research. Yet, I knew I wasmissing something. I had come to realize, that while puppet

construction was important, this was only one third of the story. So, while the marionette-

carving workshop was an enriching experience, during which I learned a lot, it confirmed

that I was clearly searching for something more and realized that I should have opted for

the marionette carving and manipulation workshop. I needed to understand what the ef-

fective manipulation of a puppet entailed. While it was too late to do this in Prague the

“New England Puppet Intensive,” a workshop led bymembers of the Canadian troupe “The

Old Trout Puppet Workshop,” would catch my eye in 2013, and am I ever glad it did. There

was no turning back now. Josephine, the Singer, scurried into her travel bag and off we

went (Fig. 7.15).

7.5 EmpiricalMethods inCognitiveLinguistics (EMCL) (2012)

After returning from Prague, I immediately set out to learn about methods in empirical re-

search. Since I could not find a collaborator from the cognitive science field but wanted

to understand empirical research better, I attended the 6th EMCL summer workshop at

Case Western University in Cleveland, Ohio. The goal of this workshop series is to facili-

tate hands-on experience with empirical research methods for linguists. I joined a work-

ing group that developed an experiment on gesture frequency during different conditions

led by researchers Fey Parrill and Vera Tobin. I chose the gesture group, since I think of

puppet movements as gestures. Our interest lay in gesture frequency, and a correlation

between the frequency of gesture use and gender/cultural background/first language other

13For my photo documentation of the devising, rehearsal, and the performance at the festival visit
http://goo.gl/photos/N4RcwW6bL1Cw46FMA; For photos by the organizers of the Černínského
Loutkofestu–Independent Puppet Theatre Festival, visit http://goo.gl/cM9v5L

http://goo.gl/photos/N4RcwW6bL1Cw46FMA
http://goo.gl/cM9v5L
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Figure 7.15. Travel-ready marionettes, created by Puppets in Prague workshop participants,
2012.

than the language of conversation. Based on a prior study that we adapted, we settled on

three conditions for our experiment: a) co-presence in a shared space (visual contact, tem-

poral and spatial co-presence), b) skype-condition (visual contact, temporal co-presence,

spatial separation), and c) telephone-condition (no visual contact, temporal co-presence,

spatial separation). We devised a questionnaire for the participants, discussed what kind of

protocols we had to follow, and defined how we were going to code for gestures. We made

sure that we all coded similarly, which we did surprisingly well. Recording equipment was

set up, and we ran a few tests before our participants arrived. Up to this point, everything

seemed straightforward and made complete sense on a logical and logistic level. What had

puzzled me when reading various empirical studies was how the results were deemed sta-

tistically relevant. So, here I finally was, learning about ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) and

about how sample size matters, and about outliers and the dilemma that outliers pose for

the statistical relevance. Once we had gathered our data, we then looked at whether our

hypotheses were valid. No statistically relevant figures jumped out and we believe that had
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the sample size been bigger we would have been able to detect a tendency. Nevertheless,

this workshop contributed immensely to my understanding quantitative research results,

especially how to read cognitive science papers.

7.6 New England Puppet Intensive (2013)

The workshop ad said something along the lines of a fifteen day, vigorous training expe-

rience. Instructions and exercises would focus on “physical awareness, character develop-

ment, ensemble building and puppet design.” In addition, participants would “work toward

the development of original material where ideas and creations will take flight in front of

an audience presented at the end of the workshop at the Massachusetts Museum of Con-

temporary Art” (MASS MoCA).

The workshop was going to be led by two founding members of the Canadian com-

pany “The Old Trout Puppet Workshop” Peter Balkwill and David Lane, along with drama

teacher Nan Balkwill at Buxton School in Williamstown, Massachussetts. Since I was fa-

miliar with the Old Trout Puppet Workshop style of puppetry through video clips and liked

their often wordless narratives, performed mostly with Bunraku-style puppets, I was ex-

cited about the opportunity to learn from them. When I signed up, I knew that I was step-

ping out of my comfort zone, since I am not used to improvising on stage and performing

before an audience. For that reason, I decided not to take as many pictures as I had in

Prague, as I know that the camera can become an instrument for shielding me.

The participants in this workshop were actors and performance artists, a sculptor, a

librarian, an educator, a shiatsu practitioner, and myself. The New England Puppet Inten-

sive had a productive rhythm. Each day began with a yoga session, andmovement sessions

in themorning included Tadashi Suzuki’s physical theatremethods, aswell as Impulse The-

ory and Viewpoints (see description on below). These sessions were filled with exercises for

concentration, the exploration of the “seat of energy” andmovement, and the development

of an awareness of breath synchronized with movement. Gradually, I began to understand

that these aspects are crucial to physical theatre, a theatre based on the language of the
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body, not the language of words. This is precisely the style of puppetry that interests me

most, one that puts meaning into movement and de-emphasizes the spoken word, and one

that puts gesture—the non-spoken communication—at the centre.

Figure 7.16. “Soaring” Suzuki/Viewpoints at MassMoCA, North Adams, 2013; photo by David
Lane.

Viewpoints is amethod for actor training, first formulated byMary Overlie in the 1970s,

with origins in the world of modern dance and its choreography. Viewpoints was later

adapted by Anne Bogart and Tina Landau from the original six-to-nine physical “View-

points” (Bogart and Landau). They are divided into those referring to time “duration,”

“kinaesthetic response,” “repetition,” and “tempo,” as well as those referring to space “ar-

chitecture,” “gesture,” “shape,” “spatial relationship,” and “topography.” Viewpoints is a

powerful method for both actors and puppetry artists. It emphasizes the exploratorymind-

set, discourages over-thinking, creates awareness of space, facilitates ensemble work, and

resonates with the advice given at all the workshops I attended (Fig. 7.16).
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Figure 7.17. Commedia dell’arte character masks, New England Puppet Intensive, Buxton,
2013.

Every day before noon, wemet for drawing exercises, often posing for one other asmod-

els, with a focus on observation of points of gravity and the energy of the pose. To achieve

a sense of the form of the pose, we paid special attention to the gestural, resting, and stoic

lines, along with the so-called line of infinite beauty, an imaginary line that follows the S-

curve in a dynamic pose. The time after lunch was dedicated to group work.

Furthermore, we explored character masks, tableaus, and silent narrative, and began

creature work with paper and tape. This time of the day was titled Group Process and

Articulation Lab. Mask work ties into physical theatre on several levels. First of all, masks

represent human archetypes. The most widely known theatre masks in Western theatre

may be the Commedia dell’Arte masks (Fig. 7.17). These are character half masks with

strongly exaggerated features, which allow for the display of a full range of human emotions.

Theatre masks are generally classified in four groups: neutral mask, character mask, full-

face mask, and half mask. The clown nose, which developed from the Commedia dell’arte,
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is sometimes referred to as the smallest mask.

Charactermasks are full-facemaskswith exaggerated expressions of emotions like anger,

disgust, fear, sadness, and surprise. In his ground-breaking work on facial expression and

emotions, renowned psychologist Paul Ekman identified these emotional expressions as

independent from culture, education, or age (Ekman).

Later into the workshop, we used part of the afternoon time to develop performances

in small groups. After dinner, open studio time beckoned, during which we worked on

character design, sculpted parts in clay, moulded them in gypsum, cast them in latex (Fig.

7.18), and experimented with different joints and Fettig-mechanisms14 for the articulation

of the puppets. As the group projects took shape, the time spent at the open studio began

to extend into the wee hours of the morning. One of the strengths of this workshop lay in

Figure 7.18. Silicon rubber boots at New England Puppet Intensive, Williamstown, MA, 2013

the techniques for ensemble creation. As we learned to trust one another, we becamemore

open and more comfortable with sharing space and concepts. Most importantly though,

we learned to practice mindfulness when sharing space on stage, and when deciding who

would take the lead with a multi-player puppet at different moments, all crucial aspects

when it comes to the manipulation of a character as one body.

14These complex and elegant mechanisms, which achieve astonishingly precise movements, are named for
Hansjürgen Fettig, a German puppetry arts master and author of the much-sought-after but out-of-print
book Rod Puppets and Table-top Puppets: A Handbook of Design and Technique. [Hand- und Stabpuppen:
Werkbuch für Gestaltung und Technik der Akteure im Figurentheater], 1978, translated by Rene Baker,
DaSilva Puppet Books, 1997.
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We also visited a flea market in a nearby town, hoping to discover some interesting

objects that we could incorporate. We came upon allmatter of exciting things, one of thema

treasure trove of Indonesian puppet heads. Heads changed hands, were discussed for roles,

and finally purchased. Once brought to the workshop, some of themwere given bodies and

became characters in the small plays we were exploring, removing them completely from

their Wayang tradition (Fig. 7.19).

Figure 7.19. Wayang puppet heads at a flea market (l.) and their transformation (r.) at New England
Puppet Intensive, Williamstown, MA, 2013.

Many of the manipulation aspects that were explained to us while we were devising

the scenes, mesh with the results of cognitive science experiments for agency and animacy

perception and inference. For example, thinking of an action with a puppet as a journey of

tension can be thought of as intentionalmotion, whereas unintentional shifts in tension can

break an impulse, resulting in a loss of contingency. In addition, overlapping actions of the

same puppetmake for unclean breaks and need to be avoided. So, eachmovement has to be

analyzed and broken into its components. Once isolated and brought into consciousness,

these movements need to be practised one by one and then put together again, keeping in

mind that the speed of natural actions has to be slowed down considerably. I am regularly

amazed at just howmuch actions need to be slowed down, but it doesmake complete sense,

as the aim is not to create seemingly natural actions but to evoke a percept and, as Danks

points out (Danks 450), the percept does not emerge in “one fell swoop.” So, one can take

one’s time and let the percept emerge. There is no way to force it or tomake it happenmore
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quickly, as it is the precision of movement that sets into motion processes in the viewer

that the puppeteer cannot control. Furthermore, impulses can be thought of as occurring

through six senses, the sixth being thought. We would picture a puppet’s thought forming

behind the its eyes and move with intention from that point (Fig. 7.20).

Figure 7.20. Rehearsal at New England Puppet Intensive, Williamstown, MA, 2013.

Manipulating a puppet body means engaging the whole body of the puppeteer and the

creation of a single breath when several puppeteers cooperate. It means working from

a common centre that is shared between one or more puppeteers and the puppet, and it

means creating tension and maintaining that tension. Through the Suzuki and Viewpoints

methods, our bodies began to grow more sensitive to each other’s energy; we learned to

detect and trust each other’s impulses and to listen to and integrate the musical impulses

offered.

One exercise included choosing a puppet type and a narrative. In one afternoonwewere

to rehearse and perform. We could choose from abstract puppets made from paper, giant

outdoor puppets, rod or Bunraku puppets, or even toy theatre puppets. I had wanted to
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work with abstract bodies and became part of a group of three, exploring themyth of Icarus

with puppets made of paper, or crumpled sheets of paper to be more precise. As we were

looking for a table to practice on, we ventured across the hallway and past a staircase in an

old part of the boarding school we were staying at. With its polished wooden banister and

painted floral walls, it seemed like the perfect stage. We decided to develop a site specific

performance with Icarus and Daedalus as prisoners on the banister, hanging onto a piece

of paper rope for dear life during one of their escape attempts. Only later, after examining a

photo of our presentation, did I realize that the banister was the perfect allegory for prison

bars and the painted wallpaper with its plants made for an evocative landscape.

Another exercise involved group work with two to three people, two items of clothing,

a mask, and two props. We were also allowed to use a chair. We were supposed to create

two ad hoc puppets from our pieces of clothing, let them interact, transform them into one

single puppet, incorporate the mask with the clothing pieces into the new puppet, and use

the prop. My group was given an umbrella and a piece of sheer blue fabric. While we were

allowed to talk to each other while developing the short scene, the performance itself was

without words. We did not know it yet, but another surprise element was added during the

performance.

We decided on a blue t-shirt and red blouse to begin with. They each did a little dance

that showed off their personality, then they demonstrated their mutual attraction in a way

that allowed them to become one puppet. The masked character stood watching on the

chair behind this scene watching and then started to shed “sheer” tears with the blue fabric,

inundating the floor below. Then the newly formed puppet discovered the umbrella, picked

it up, and opened it—quite the challenge to coordinate for two people with each only having

one free hand. That very instant the masked character stepped down from the chair and

the mask was incorporated into the puppet (Fig. 7.21). We had practised the scene once or

twice and as we began to perform for the other groups, our workshop leader Peter Balkwill

added a musical piece. The umbrella was lifted up by the music and the puppet, along with

all three of us, soared and floated through the space. It was an exhilarating experience of

flow and, to me, one of the most beautiful moments to emerge during the workshop.
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Figure 7.21. Transformations, New England Puppet Intensive. Williamstown, MA, 2013;
photo David Lane.

One of themantras during our exercises was to work with our “chi energy,” and to chan-

nel the “chi energy” through the puppet to the audience. It struck me as odd, but as I sub-

sequently learned, many puppeteers practice T‘ai-chi. To be sure, this ancient tradition is a

way of finding relief from the often awkward positions one takes to facilitate puppet life and

also serves to direct the puppeteer’s and the spectator’s focus. One of the participants was

a T‘ai-chi instructor and gave us an introduction to T‘ai-chi. After returning home, I began

taking lessons in Qigong, a form of T‘ai-chi, and soon realized that practising the positions

with focus was creating images of themotion before themotion was executed. This brought

tomind “an approach to perception–action relations called ideomotor theory” (Shin, Proc-

tor, and Capaldi 943). What lies at the heart of ideomotor theories is the question of how an

idea produces its intended action and “that internal images of actions and the actions them-

selves are tightly linked” (943). It would be interesting to further explore the connection

of an inner image of a formed puppet gesture and the anticipated muscle movements that
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produce that motion. I wonder whether practising intense focus through T‘ai-chi results

demonstrably in manipulating puppets more precisely.

The group processes facilitated by the workshop leaders during the New England Pup-

pet Intensive led to a feeling of cohesion as an ensemble surprisingly quickly. Theworkshop

culminated with a showing of the different elements of the process, ending with a perfor-

mance of short scenes of a movement-based narrative at the Massachusetts Museum of

Contemporary Art, a vast former industrial space, in North Adams.

Figure 7.22. ODD Puppets at Puppet Allsorts Slam and Fundraiser, Toronto, 2014

Through the New England Puppet Intensive, I gained unparalleled insight into all as-

pects of puppetry arts, especially howmovement can be trained to become amore eloquent

language of the body of both the puppeteer and puppet. In addition, there were two un-

expected and delightful outcomes of the workshop. Some of us began to collaborate under

the name ODD Puppet Collective in 2013.

We were commissioned to write a script and perform at the Annual Butter Tart Festival

Midland, Ontario. Logistically, the processwas not easy, aswe collaborated from five differ-

ent towns, in three different provinces, mainly through online sessions. We came together
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only for brief stints to create the puppets. Script writing was done entirely online. Since we

were critical of the premise of the festival, but at the same time saw this as a possibility to

create together, we adapted themother of all beauty contests—the Greekmyth “The Judge-

ment of Paris”—with an ironic slant. The Golden Apple became the Golden Butter Tart.

The three main protagonists were reincarnations of the three goddesses and emerged from

a giant stove with smoke effects and all. The audience was involved in picking the best

contestant. In the end, the contest winner was gulped up by a giant mouth. (Fig. 7.22).

The second outcome relates to the Victoria Park Lantern Fest in St. John’s, Newfoundland,

which I discuss in a separate section below.

7.7 UNIMA-Canada ImmersionProject andWorkshop (2014)

For the spring of 2014, UNIMA-Canada announced a ten-day immersion project which

was to coincide with the annual Montréal puppet festival Le Festival de Casteliers. The

immersion project consisted of a seven-day workshop with renowned Germanmarionettist

Frank Soehnle, festival performances, and the annual general meeting of UNIMA-Canada,

and an additional masterclass with Soehnle. Being apparently one of the rare Canadian

puppetry scholars, I was one of three Canadian puppeteers selected from western, central,

and eastern Canada.

The workshop took place at the Association Québecoise des Marionnettistes (AQM).

Originally part of a lace factory, the third floor had been transformed into amultifunctional,

collaborative space for arts and crafts, named La Cenne.

Soehnle, a graduate of the State University of Music and Performing Arts in Stuttgart,

Germany,15 seemed to wholly incorporate the reflections Kleist made in his famous 1810

essay “Über das Marionettentheater” [“On Marionettes”]. Soehnle guided the class of 15

through a number of exercises to explore gravity and movement, beginning with an apple

on a string (Fig. 7.23). The simplicity of the object, an apple, betrayed the complexity of

15There are two schools for puppetry arts in Germany, one at the State University of Music and Performing
Arts in Stuttgart where, according to Soehnle, the focus is on creating a Gesamtkunstwerk, a total work of art,
and the other at the Ernst Busch School of Theater in Berlin, where the focus is on interpretation.
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Figure 7.23. Newton’s Apple and Puppetry? Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada
Immersion Project, Montreal, 2014.

its manipulation. We used the string and apple as a pendulum, explored moving the apple

alone, then moving with the apple. We practised how to stop the movement abruptly, to

use our bodies to bounce the string, to make increasingly bigger movements, and to pull

the apple along, and—using the wooden floor as the level of the performance—play with

the effects of gravity on the apple.

The second material we explored was paper with its possibilities of shape and move-

ment. We observed how incidental and intentional movement differed. In another exer-

cise, we explored themotion of very light fabric on its own and then with added ventilation.

Again, this was all about observing the motion of material in a given environment. Biotic

experiments, so to speak. Our observations were reinforced throughmore exercises during

which we had to pay close attention to the movement of sheets of paper and then duplicate

that movement and express the emotion of the paper movements with our bodies.
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Figure 7.24. String-animated Paper, Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada Immersion
Project, Montreal, 2014.

Another exercise involved sheets of paper, which we were to shape or rip any which

way and then tied to a string and hung over a pipe, running along the ceiling (Fig. 7.24).

The idea was to create distance and indirect control. Next, we experimented with moving

the paper by pulling the string from several angles and with differing intensity. This cre-

ated both movements that, obviously, were not entirely controllable, as well as a delayed

reaction from the animated object. Again, these exercises led us to pay close attention to

when agency and animacy percepts were evoked and whenmovement seemed random and

lacking intention.

Wewere also asked to bring a coat and a hat to the workshopwhich setme to wondering

aboutwhatwemight dowith these props. As it turned out, the coat and hatwould be used in

a scene of encounter with an “other.” If well done, this scene confounds and destabilizes the

viewer’s perception effectively. We were given instructions as a starting point for our own

exploration. To begin, one places the right arm into the the right sleeve of the coat. When

the left hand holds the hat at just the right angle, facing the coat-wearer slightly above the
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Figure 7.25. Coat exercise, Brendan Boyd at Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada
Immersion Project, Montreal, 2014.

collar, the hat is perceived as sitting on someone’s head and the coat suddenly becomes

the embodiment of the absent body of the coat wearer (Fig. 7.25). It is a strange feeling to

simultaneously embody two characters, the coat and the hat wearer. Perceptually, on the

one hand, one knows that the sensation of touch is coming from one’s own body, but, at the

same time, one is trying to think about the image the audience is seeing in order to make

it look more convincing. The visible right hand needs to create a special shape that differs

from the expectation the viewer has for the actor. Because of the closeness between coat

and actor, the scene can become a tender or menacing encounter between two beings. For

this scene to unfold in the spectator’s perception, the reaction time between performer and

“coat puppet” has to last long enough.

We continued working with fabric to which Soehnle added sticks as amaterial contrast-

ing in rigidity. We worked in groups of four with this material, creating one large puppet

with a walking stick. The leader was responsible for giving the impulse to take a step, while

all the others had to follow those impulses a one body. This is a fairly difficult exercise to

do with people who have just met, without any ensemble-building work, but as traditional
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and contemporary Bunraku theatre has proven, a group of people who are attuned to one

other will manipulate one puppet body to powerful effect. One has to collectively keep in

mind that the movement begins in the centre, the head gives focus, and the hands follow.

Figure 7.26. A marionette by Frank Soehnle, wings made from plastic window shades.
UNIMA-Canada Immersion Project, Montreal, 2014.

Like the puppeteers at Puppets in Prague, Dora Bouzková and Tomáš Běhal, as well

as The Old Trout puppeteers Peter Balkwill and David Lane, Soehnle emphasizes focus,

breath, andmeaningfulmotion, along with importance of lines created throughmovement.

The lines need to be clear so that they can be easily followed and are—as he formulated—

“satisfying” to the viewer. Complex movements result in confusion, not ambiguity. More

than the other puppeteers, however, Soehnle always seemed to approach puppet manip-

ulation in an entirely exploratory way. It is paramount to him to respect gravity, which

means working with or against the weight of the material. He maintains a mode of discov-

ery during his interactions with any given material and watches intently how it performs
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in various environments. He is convinced that puppets are specialists and are at their best

when their specialization is tied to their material qualities in their specific environments.

Soehnle approaches the elements on stage as a shaman would. To him, all stage elements

can be animated and transformed into puppets. Their respective characters are material-

specific.

Figure 7.27. Hot glue and wire puppet, Frank Soehnle workshop, UNIMA-Canada Immersion
Project, Montreal, 2014.

After the first three days of the workshop exploring gravity with various materials, we

spent three days building marionettes. As examples of the possibilities of construction,

Soehnle brought some puppets, that were going to be used in his play Hôtel de Rive at the

Festival de Casteliers (Fig. 7.26). Unlike other marionettes I had seen, these were surpris-

ingly light puppets, constructed with the help of umbrella rib joints and hot glue (Fig. 7.27).

Some of them were then painted silver, so that the hot glue looked like molten metal. This

was a highly effective technique, as the joints worked perfectly and could be used in an in-

stant. Using umbrella joints strikes me as an act of genius if one is looking for amechanism

that produces unambiguous intentional movement in a snap. As I had learned at the mar-

ionette carving workshop, a lot of technical know-how goes into creating exact joints that
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Figure 7.28. Umbrella rib joints and creatures, Frank Soehnle workshop, UNIMA-Canada Immersion
Project, Montreal, 2014.

bend without jiggling. Umbrella joints solve this problem efficiently. Apart from the fumes

and the limited durability of the material, the use of hot glue for this type of marionette is

an excellent choice. Marionettes constructed in this fashion can even be used in water.

We played with thematerials at hand and developed creatures that ranged from figures,

consisting of a head and cloth draping down to complicated insect-likemarionettes with six

or eight legs (Fig. 7.28). One puppet was given a jaw (Fig. 7.31 that revealed a uvula when

opened. Another looked like a stilt walker. Mine became a little robot puppet with a flash-

light (Fig. 7.29). Then, we were asked to create a scene, which would officially present the

marionettes for the first time. These were supposed to emerge from their specific environ-

ment. While not framed in this way, this was nothing less than creating context for the

puppet, one of the aspects that aids with the inference of agency. The marionette made of

sewing-box parts was introduced from a box of sewing supplies, and the puppet made from

fur and leather got up from its bed, a box fitted with fur. Another puppet, made primarily

from fabric, emerged from a cocoon hanging from the ceiling (Fig. 7.30).

My robot puppet had turned into a robot cyclops with a stainless steel scrubber as hair,

so I thought it would be fitting to introduce it through a kitchen scene. At first, it hid from

view in a bucket, only drawing attention to itself by throwing kitchen utensils from the

bucket before climbing out of the bucket. Soehnle felt that I was not giving the material

enough respect. It resonates with what textile artist Sheila Hicks says about the artist’s
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Figure 7.29. Skeleton and robot, Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada Immersion Project,
Montreal, 2014.

relationship with material:

At the beginning you work with the materials, you don’t know them very

well and you try to make them do what you think you want them to do. As

time goes on, you understand the way to make them do what they want to

do but your way. (Hicks16)

There were simply too many of my ideas and too little puppet in there, so I tried a different

approach. I cleared the stage and laid out a crumpled piece of white garden fleece and tried

to find what the puppet could do best. That, as it turned out, was exploring. Pointing its

little pocket light forwards, the puppet waddled up fleece mountains and shone its light

into fleece caves. At Soehnle’s suggestion, we added a human element to give it scale and

that is where the puppet really came into its own. It evolved into an eager explorer in a

foreign landscape, investigating a human ear and eye, taking a walk on a human arm, and

testing the hardness of the surface. There were humorous moments but, at the same time,

16Transcript from video, http://goo.gl/segz3A

http://goo.gl/segz3A
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Figure 7.30. Puppet emerging from cocoon, Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada
Immersion Project, Montreal 2014.

an unexpected tenderness emerged from the encounter between the hot glue, wire, and

umbrella-joint creature on strings and the human body. When puppet surface and human

skin touch, a remarkable reaction occurs in the spectators, which may be related to what

the anthropologist Nurit Bird-David calls the “fellowship of beings” (1999).

We continued exploring our puppets’ special powers on a diverse range of surfaces and

in contact with a variety of objects placed on a landscape of garden fleece. The monster

puppet with the movable jaw surprised us in its versatility. On our way to the workshop

that particular morning, we had found a discarded paper and reed lampshade in the shape

of a giant white caterpillar. We placed this on the landscape and while the puppets could

roll it, walk around it, and climb over it, the monster puppet, which basically consisted of a

mouth and two big eyes, could wear it as a body. With the addition of a strip of lace curtain,

the monster turned into a demure, wide-eyed bride (Fig. 7.32).

I realized that the creative process does not have to begin with an idea, but may be

more effective beginning with the material, letting go of ideas, and being open to what the

material can teach us about ways to animate it. While we played with the garden fleece,
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Figure 7.31. Exploration of environment, Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada
Immersion Project, Montreal, 2014.

we noticed how the giant spider marionette cast extraordinary shadows. So, we began ex-

ploring the effect of distance to the fleece shadow screen as well as different angles of light

sources, using mobile phone flashlights. The fleece had an interesting texture with lots of

fibers, reminiscent of Japanese Washi paper, and the whole group was inspired to add to

the experiment with the giant spider and her shadows (Fig. 7.33, Fig. 7.34).

The workshop sensitizedme to the importance of the exploratorymode of performance.

While group performances doubtlessly need to be rehearsed, there is the question of how

toomuch rehearsal can take the life out of performances, in general, and the encounter with

puppets, in particular. An example of how the power to move an audience can decline may

be Albrecht Roser’s performance ofGustaf andHis Ensemble. Despite superb puppets and

manipulation technique too much routine can negatively impact the animation of puppets.

Soehnle’s exploratory approach has strongly influenced me. Now, exploration is an aspect

that I look for when watching puppet shows, and the “Festival de Casteliers” gaveme ample

opportunity to do so. I was able to watch 20 shows during my time at the festival, includ-

ing Soehnle’s piece Hôtel de Rive, Bouffou Theatre’s Bynocchio de Mergerac, Sofie Krog

Teater’s The House, and Dominique Leroux’s Conte Pour un Gus, all very different in style
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Figure 7.32. Exploration of puppet body and material, Frank Soehnle Workshop,
UNIMA-Canada Immersion Project, Montreal, 2014.

and content.

Since the New England Puppet Intensive, I have come a long way in identifying my

research questions more clearly and have taken my first steps towards my own puppetry

practice. The theoretical background I gained has led me to better understand why some

puppet shows work better than others, and it becomes more relevant to the way I approach

the goals for my own performances and how I critique them. The three UNIMA grant re-

cipients were asked to perform a short piece at the POUF, the late night event, presented

by the OUF, the [OFF] part of the Festival de Casteliers. I decided to use the marionette

from the Kafka play, but refashion it as a Bunraku-type puppet, since the joints and con-

trols were not as functional as I had wanted them to be. I cut off all the strings and, with

Soehnle’s help, found just the right angle for the head control dowel. At the last moment,

I also decided to take off the feet, which I had spent a lot of time sculpting. While I was

reluctant to remove them at first, it was a true liberation, because they were clumsy to ma-

nipulate and, more importantly, were unnecessary to the scene I was creating. The puppet
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Figure 7.33. Exploration of surfaces, Frank Soehnle Workshop. UNIMA-Canada Immersion
Project,Montreal, 2014.

could finally move in an unencumbered way; it suddenly seemed free. Before, the puppet

exhibited extraneousmotion that added to superfluous sensory input. Instead of activating

the viewer’s mind, the confusing information carried the danger that the audience would

shift attention away from the puppet as whole. When thinking back at Gunnar Johansson’s

light walkers, the feet did not add to the perception of human agency. In contrast, Niko-

laus Troje stresses the salience of light dots on feet. However, I believe that clearness and

contingency of motion overrides the other aspects and felt my decision was justified. In ad-

dition, I had just finished readingWhat Every BODY is Saying by former FBI profiler Joe

Navarro and psychology scholar Marvin Karlins (Navarro and Karlins) on body language.

The observations made sense, against the backdrop of the animacy and agency studies I

had read. As the observations recounted by Navarro and Karlins were based on actual be-

haviour and not lab experiments, they were like a blueprint for nonverbal communication

that could be applied to the manipulation of puppets. I decided to incorporate some of the

gestures described in my five-minute play.

The short scene evoked the emotions experienced during work on a writing project. The

mood was supposed to be melancholic because of the lonely work, because the work does
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Figure 7.34. Exploration of marionette shadow, Frank Soehnle Workshop, UNIMA-Canada
Immersion Project, Montreal, 2014.

not advance at the speed expected and when thoughts cannot be convinced to make the

transition to the language of words. Yet, when an expression or even a paragraph emerges

that seems exactly right, a feeling of elation arises.

I chose Marianne Trudel’s solo piano piece “Comme une promesse de bonheur” from

her album Sands of Time as the musical part, in order to reflect the tone for the five minute

scene. The length of the piece was five minutes exactly and the mood fit with my intention.

I developed the piece during a few evenings after the Soehnle workshop with the other two

UNIMA grant recipients, Calgary-based Brendan Boyd and Toronto-based Shawna Reiter,

as my sounding boards. Both are independent puppetry artists with their own puppetry

companies, Odd-Lot Puppetry Company and Clunk Puppet Lab respectively. Their gener-

ous comments andhelpwere valuable in exploringmotion aswell as narrative. Re-watching

the recorded scene, I notice that the performance would have benefited from an even more

slowed down action. Some movements were unnecessary adjustment movement for the

manipulation, not pure gestures. Since meaning is attributed to all movements of a pup-

pet, in part because the audience searches for signs for its ontological disambiguation, I

realized that movements that carry no meaning run the risk of increasing the spectator’s
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efforts to a point that she will not remain engaged.

7.8 The Power of the Puppet Workshop (2014)

While I was in Poland for the Dolls and Puppets Conference and the bi-annual Festival of

European Puppetry Schools in Bialystok (23–26 June 2014), I noticed an announcement

for a workshop The Power of the Puppet17 led by Neville Tranter, at the Figurentheater-

Kolleg Bochum in Germany.

I had come across Tranter’s work while looking for videos with different puppet styles

and admired the energy and presence in his puppets. The encounter between Death and

Hitler in a scene in Schicklgruber, alias Adolf Hitler,18 had especially fascinated me and

I had watched it over and over again. Although Tranter’s puppets usually are variations

of hand-and-mouth puppets, meaning that they speak and therefore are a type of puppet I

typically avoid, I wanted to learn about his philosophical and technical approach. Tranter is

an assuredly generous teacher. As he kept saying, “bringing a puppet to life, really bringing

it to life” is very technical, but he thoroughly grounded the technical part of the manipu-

lation in a philosophical view, which, I believe, must have emerged intertwined with the

technique.

Since his arrival in Europe in 1978 with his Stuffed Puppet show, Tranter has lived in

the Netherlands. Originally fromAustralia where he studied acting, he told us that after his

introduction to puppets, he realized their potential for making him a better actor. He has

workedwith puppets ever since, usually in one-man showswith a number of puppets. Since

he is an opera lover, it seemed a natural fit for him to collaborate with a musical ensem-

ble dedicated to music from the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the Freitagsakademie

17For interviews and excerpts from the final presentation of a similar workshop held at Le Centre
international de Formation en Arts du Spectacle (Cifas), Brussels, Belgium, in 2012, see “The Power of the
Puppet Workshop Led by Neville Tranter,” http://goo.gl/LJJjHR
18Schicklgruber is a play about Adolf Hitler’s last days in the Führerbunker. The name is a reference to
Hitler’s father, Alois Schicklgruber, who took his unmarried mother’s maiden name at birth. Alois was
subsequently legitimized when his mother married Johann Georg Hiedler [later Hitler]. An excerpt of Hitler’s
encounter with the clown magician Death can be viewed at “Schicklgruber,” YouTube, uploaded by Neville
Tranter, http://youtu.be/8UktVwQnO5s.

http://goo.gl/LJJjHR
http://youtu.be/8UktVwQnO5s
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based in Bern, Switzerland, later in his career. As guest-director, he directed an ensem-

ble of opera singers in manipulating puppet doubles in Georg Friedrich Händel’s Acis und

Galatea (2007) and Henry Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas. He also performed with them.

Figure 7.35. Neville Tranter and Zeno, The Power of the Puppet Workshop, Figurentheater-Kolleg,
Bochum, 2014.

Sitting on a chair in a former classroom, Tranter introduced the workshop participants

to Zeno, his training puppet, fittingly named—I suppose—after the founder of the Stoics.

Zeno is a bald latex puppetwith sparkling eyes and amouth that opens (Fig. 7.35). Standing

about 120 cm tall, it is, incidentally, the same height as Robovie, an interactive humanoid

robot created by the roboticist Hiroshi Ishiguro and his team. Robovie’s size was chosen to

achieve a nonthreatening appearance (Ishiguro et al.). The size consideration for the pup-

pet was, first and foremost, a more practical one related to the challenges of manipulating

large puppets, but I wonder if the choice of this particular height may also be connected to

Ishiguro’s reasoning. Zeno is dressed in a beige suit, complete with shirt and tie; he wears

socks in loafers and resembles an old man with giant hands. The facial features are created

asymmetrically, so that, depending on the side the spectator’s gaze is directed to, different
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emotions can be perceived.

The eyeline for the right eye expresses cynicism, the one for the left amixture of surprise

and fear. The expressions for the affects19 of surprise and fear can easily be confused, espe-

cially in synthetic faces. According to arts and media technologies scholar Angela Tinwell,

fear is rated as the uncanniest emotion in synthetic faces, which lack upper facial expres-

sion (Tinwell 83). Zeno, however, did not elicit feelings of uncanniness. Maybe this was

due to the clever design by Zeno’s creator, who circumvented this issue by eliminating the

forehead altogether. Since Zeno is a mouth puppet, by design the mouth goes all the way

back to the face, and additionally the corners are turned slightly upwards. Together with

the cheeks, they indicate a smile. Furthermore, the eyebrows are angled downwards. Zeno,

therefore, looked sad, as well as a little surprised and fearful while smiling just a little bit. It

sounds impossible and this display ofmixed emotionsmakes the spectator’s work of decod-

ing hard, which may be a reason Zeno is such an effective puppet. According to Tranter,

Zeno has played every possible role from teenage girl to grandmother (Fig. 7.36), from

rabble-rouser to smitten lover, from baby to God.

Tranter’smantra during theworkshopwas that the life of the puppet depends on “action-

–reaction,” on the rhythm of movement–stillness–movement. As long as there is tension

in the puppeteer’s hand, there will always be a relationship between puppeteer and puppet,

and, consequently, there will be life in a puppet, even when it does not move. Tranter calls

this “suspended animation.” It is in the stillness of the suspended animation that the spec-

tator infers mental states, in the stillness that the puppet is alive. Tranter, therefore, urged

us to lose our fear of stillness.

Indeed, Tranter’s mantra was useful to all of us. It was advice that, to my surprise, the

professional puppeteers needed to heed as much as anyone else in the group. Once we

began with the exercises and started performing little scenes, I realized that some practi-

tioners had cultivated the habit of wiggling the puppets when theywanted to draw attention

to the puppet action. Tranter’s belief stood in stark contrast. He said to have “100% faith”

in the puppet and then everything became possible without the need to call attention to it.

19Here the term “affect” refers to an emotional state.
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Figure 7.36. Zeno as grandmother, Power of the Puppet Workshop, Figurentheater-Kolleg,
Bochum, 2014.

He demonstrated his point effectively with the puppet Zeno. Unlike acting, effective per-

forming with a puppet is a work of utmost precision, as we were to learn through a series

of exercises. The first exercise was to respect the necessary lines of movement and angles.

For Tranter, beginning from a neutral position—looking straight ahead into the space—a

45º downward angle of the gaze evokes the impression of internal activity, whereas an up-

ward 135º angle evokes dreaming or communing with God. He cautioned us against going

over the axis, the imaginary 180º horizontal line, with a puppet. Whereas it is possible with

actors on stage and in film, Tranter said that losing contact with the puppet’s eyes breaks

the connection between viewer and puppet.
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Figure 7.37. Zeno imitating human movements, The Power of the Puppets Workshop,
Figurentheater-Kolleg, Bochum, 2014.

We practised keeping the focus of the puppet on a moving point. Not an easy task, but

really worth practising again and again, as the intention of focusing and the achieved focus

made the puppet spring to life in the audience’s mind. Focus begins with the design of

the puppet. It is a function of the position of the eyes, or, in the absence of eyes, a middle

line. Even just a dot or the angle of the ears can create sufficient focus. In fact, the dart

condition in Scholl and Tremoulet’s animation speaks to that. The designed focus is then

used in manipulation in a way that creates the percept of an agentive entity.

We began with an exercise in complete silence. We were supposed to express Zeno’s

reaction to suddenly hearing imaginary music, following the source with his eyes as it ap-

proached and passed him. While this seems to be a simple task, working with the puppet

involves a lot of thought. Just knowing where Zeno’s gaze was directed to, depending on

the angle, took the participants the entire week of the workshop to learn. Each of us took

turns holding Zeno’s head at 45º downward, then, as a reaction to the first sounds, making
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him look up at 135º or neutral. Zeno would have to turn his head to the left in search of the

music source, reach the 180º line, discover the source of music and follow that sound, all

while it was approaching. He would show his surprise by gasping and opening his mouth

a little. Then, he was to express feelings of disgust or fear, shielding himself from the ap-

proaching imaginary figure. Never leaving that imaginary figure, the source of music, out

of his sight, Zeno would demonstrate an expression of relief once it had passed to the right

close to the 180º line. The scene had to end in a “freeze.”What surprisedme during this and

the subsequent exercises was that precision ofmovement, the technical aspect of respecting

the line and angles, made such a difference in our perception of the animacy of the puppet.

Since we only had the puppet Zeno to work with, we all knew what manipulation issues the

others were working with in their scenes. Taking turns watching, performing, critiquing,

and listening to Tranter’s comments, was highly effective in improving our manipulation

work.

It is interesting to see how shows with hand-and-mouth puppets, the popular Avenue

Q and Neville Tranter’s work, can differ so vastly in their approach to the role of the pup-

peteer. Originally, Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx, who wrote the music and lyrics, conceived

Avenue Q as a “TV Muppet musical.” As described earlier, the puppets are mostly typical

Muppet-style puppets, meaning they are hand-and-mouth puppets. A visible puppeteer

manipulates the head by placing a hand inside. I mention the example of Avenue Q here,

as Tranter himself brought the show up during the workshop. In Tranter’s performances

the focus is entirely on the puppets. It is as if he disappears behind the puppet, yet, his

energy is still felt. With Avenue Q, the focus is divided between puppet and puppeteer,

as the puppeteers are more like actors. This means the spectator is constantly confronted

with doubles: doubled figures, as the actor often is dressed like the puppet with a similar

hairstyle, but confusingly also with a doubled gaze. The puppeteer in Avenue Q remains an

actor like the character he manipulates. This creates a double focus and, to me, diminishes

the potential of the puppet, making the figures more placards than animated objects. This

explains why, in contrast to Jim Henson’s Muppet productions, precision of movement

does not seem a big concern for the puppet manipulation of Avenue Q. However, Tranter’s
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Figure 7.38. Jim Henson with Kermit. Note the screen to Henson’s left leg.
Photo copyleft Muppet Wikia.

puppet manipulation also differs from the manipulation style of Muppet puppets. These

types of puppets are manipulated by puppeteers, who watch the puppet movements on a

monitor, which—in the US—laterally reverses the image (Fig. 7.38). In the UK, Muppet-

style puppetry for film is not laterally reversed on the monitor. This means, when the pup-

pet on the screen is supposed to walk to the right, the puppeteer has to move the puppet

to the left.20 As Tranter is opposed to training in front of a mirror, because “the energy is

wrong,” I cannot imagine what he has to say about this process. But, then the Muppets are

supposed to perform in a radically different environment than Tranter’s. Indeed, they are

explicitly designed for a TV audience and therefore, the entire approach takes into account

20To view the lateral revers-image process by the Jim Henson Company, see “Henson Podcast ‘Basic
Puppeteering–Using a Monitor,”’ http://youtu.be/6hBfb1MtZ9s

http://youtu.be/6hBfb1MtZ9s
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that the puppeteer is going to be removed from his audience by space and time. Compared

to watching a live show by Tranter, it is as if the audience’s experience goes through the

metaphorical wormhole twice.

For one exercise during our workshop, we had to select a text to integrate in a scene with

Zeno. Tranter had reiterated numerous times how he felt that a puppet is a very sensitive

instrument, which takes the puppeteer’s energy and shows his emotions, as if hewere naked

on stage. This exercise meant bringing together all of the aspects we had worked on in the

workshop as they related to focus, emotions, character, movement, rhythm, the specificity

of the puppet vs. human actor, and the ending freeze. I chose lyrics from “Terrified Heart”

by singer/songwriter Poe21 from her 2000 album Haunted. This is the section I chose:

“Sometimes I am terrified of my heart, of its constant hunger for whatever it is it wants.

The way it stops and starts.”

I rhythmitized the lyrics with repetitions and pauses to suit the monologue by Zeno:

“Sometimes / I am terrified / Terrified of my own heart / Of its constant / Hunger /

Hunger / Forwhatever / Forwhatever it is it wants / Theway it stops and starts / Sometimes

I am terrified of my own heart.”

Tranter’s most basic advice for the manipulation of mouth puppets was to move down

the lower jaw and to think of sound as directional, imagining it spilling out of the puppet’s

mouth in the specific angle we had chosen and work with focus. He told us to visualize

the text as a mountain of text ribbon piling up in front of the puppet. When focusing the

puppet on this mountain of text, the audience sees it too. It is at that moment that the text

transcends the written word and becomes play/acting.

His advice worked brilliantly formymonologue. Amerematter of technique, it seemed.

I decided to be on stage with Zeno as an actor. Our situation was that of a couple at ease

together, taking a little nap on a bench. Zeno rested his head against my neck for three

seconds, in complete stillness, except for his breath. It was a moment of intimacy and ten-

derness; in fact, as I mentioned earlier, I have found all moments when puppet surface and

21Not to be confused with the poet Edgar Allen Poe (1809–1849), Poe (b. Anne Decatur Danielewski) was
born in New York City in 1967.
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human skin meet to be especially evocative. Then, a thought wound its way up, Zeno ac-

knowledged the audience through his gaze, and the words started spilling out of his mouth

like a ribbon in a 45º downward angle and piled up in front of him. I enjoyed creating the

scene, drawing out the stillness to a point where I could feel the tension rise in the audience.

I could see how the audience was feeling for Zeno. It was an intense experience. It meant

trusting the puppet 100% as Tranter always told us to do.

Figure 7.39. Zeno as smoking teenager, The Power of the Puppet Workshop,
Figurentheater-Kolleg, Bochum, 2014.

The workshop had a rhythm of quick preparation of scenes with a random partner, then

performing/watching all the groups and jointly critiquing them. Tranter generously shared

his observations and gave valuable suggestions. From all the workshops I attended, he

communicated his views onpuppetry themost clearly. He chose themes for the short scenes

such as fairy tales, archetypes, famous personalities, a surprise, an old age home, saying

“no,”mirroring a participant, amonologue, andGod. The grand finale was a scene in which

Zeno was manipulated by six participants (Fig. 7.40). This last exercise had to be executed

with all of the puppeteers touching the puppet at all times (Fig. 7.41). He had to be picked
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up, to fly, and end with a final bow to the audience (Fig. 7.42).

Figure 7.40. Zeno waiting to be manipulated, The Power of the Puppet Workshop,
Figurentheater-Kolleg, 2014; photo by Robert Winklehner.

The following is taken from my notes in the workshop and offers a condensed version

of Tranter’s teachings:

Focus

• One has to be 100% sure where the puppet is looking at any given time.

• In an action, focus may not be interrupted; as soon as the audience can no longer see

the puppets’ eyes, “it” goes dead.

Emotions

• All emotions are perceived in the stillness of the puppet.

Character (not necessarily restricted to puppet characters)

• For all figures, we need to identify the pain, that they try to hide from others, which

leads us to their character.
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Figure 7.41. Zeno flying, The Power of the Puppet Workshop, Figurentheater-Kolleg, Bochum
2014.

• When one knows their character, one knows how (s)he should breathe.

• When working with several characters, six is an optimal number. One character has

to represent “innocence.” Innocence shines a light on evil, but does not have to be the

most likeable character.

Movement

• A body begins behind its eyes and movement begins with the eyes.

• Humans have evolved to watch for movement, therefore puppeteers need to avoid

puppet movements without reason, as they will not go undetected.

• Movement always follows the energy of the voice. A shout begins in the body and

moves beyond the sound; it hits the audience in the stillness.

Rhythm
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Figure 7.42. Zeno’s good-bye, The Power of the Puppet Workshop, Figurentheater-Kolleg,
Bochum 2014.

• When an actor is on stage with a puppet and interacts with it, there needs to be a

rhythm of “action” and “reaction.”

• Rhythm tells a story as well.

Puppet-Specific

• Humanoid puppets are “universally” the “human.”

• Things, which seem artificial in actors, work perfectly well with puppets.

• Everything is possible for a puppet when it is conscious about its space; the audience

can be part of that space, too, and can be acknowledged through motion towards it.

Scene
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• A scene should end with an iconic tableau-like moment, even for only one second

of absolute stillness. This relates back to the point under emotions and brings the

experience of watching to a closure.

Fromhis theoretical reflections, rooted inhis decades longpractice, Tranter also reached

conclusions about puppet design. When creating a puppet, the builder needs to carefully

consider proportions, which echo someof the designdecisions byCzechmarionette builders.

Long limbs allow for a greater range of expression, while shorter limbs result in smaller

movements. Amovablemouth for singer or someonewho shouts orders is important. Even

more importantly, a puppet designer needs to take into account what body parts are of im-

portance to a character in a particular play. Sometimes, just the head and hands is all that

is needed.22

7.9 Jackand theBottle ofWorld’sEndWater—LanternPup-

pets (2015)

For centuries, puppet plays have successfully transmitted folk stories, and puppet versions

of theatre plays have allowed people at the periphery of cultural centres to connect with

greater cultural currents. Today, we live in an era where connecting the centre with the

periphery is a lot simpler. However, we are now witness to a wave of indifference towards

the dramatic arts, oftentimes regarded as nothingmore than a cultural activity for the elite.

With our Lantern Fest puppets, we leveraged the perception of puppetry as child’s play to

reach out to an audience that would traditionally not attend a play at a theatre.

Located in the historic West End of the city of St. John’s, Newfoundland, Victoria Park

is a neighbourhood park that gently slopes down towards the harbour and is endowed with

a natural amphitheatre. One night in 1998, the city of St. John’s filled in the much beloved

22An example of Tranter’s “bodyless” characters can be seen in “Neville Tranter and Die Freitagsakademie
‘’Acis and Galatea,’” http://goo.gl/jTHB5k.

http://goo.gl/jTHB5k
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pool with concrete and designated the area as a building lot for condominiums.23 Con-

cerned citizens successfully rallied to at least save the park as a green space. The Friends of

Victoria Park Association was formed and the old pool house became their headquarters.

In 2000, the annual Lantern Fest was established as a fund-raising event for the neigh-

bourhood association in order to finance a children’s summer camp. Since then, countless

star and and jar lanterns, as well as a large variety of lantern sculptures portraying fantasy

creatures and city landmarks, as well as lanterns that raise awareness about environmental

or political issues, have been built. For months leading up to the event each July, lantern

builders come together in workshops to teach fundamental and advanced skills for lantern

building. There is even a Lantern Builder’s Union for the serious enthusiast. Attendance at

the festival has grown to more than 7000 visitors during a typical year, and the park is now

referred to as the jewel of theWest End. Additionally, there are concession stands, musical

performances, food stalls, and art activities. A covered creek running through the park is

made visible by lantern installations that create a stream of light (Fig. 7.43). At dusk, a

lantern procession led by the Scrunchions, a local percussion band, meanders its way from

the old pool house to the ball field, where the festival concludeswith a fire showput together

by a dedicated group of fire jugglers and featuring illuminated lantern puppets24.

For some time, I had tried to convince the Victoria Park Lantern Fest lead organizer to

incorporate the fire juggling show, puppets, and other elements into a cohesive narrative

for the final show and develop the more sculptural puppets into fully articulated puppets.

We founded the Newfoundland Puppet Collective, and, with the involvement of David Lane

of the Old Trouts, whom I knew through New England Puppet Intensive, the interest of the

local organizing group, and the support of renowned storytellers Andy Jones and Mary

Fearon, the event became reality in the summer of 2015. In 2016, with a $15,000 com-

munity arts grant from the Canada Arts Council and the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts

23On the illustrious history of Victoria Park, see Bill Maddigan, “Victoria Park: Jewel of the West End,” The
Telegram, 5 Aug. 2014.
24For a photo documentation of the festival, see photographer Alick Tsui’s photos at http://goo.gl/IpCVEk.
For a video of our first rehearsals by David Lane, see http://youtu.be/evzIGINrbMY

http://goo.gl/IpCVEk
http://youtu.be/evzIGINrbMY
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Figure 7.43. Lantern installations, Victoria Park Lantern Fest.

Council, we developed this further with the goal of introducing the community to the pos-

sibilities in the collaborative process of storytelling with puppets. The art of storytelling

generally revolves around one gifted storyteller and the narration of a story that transcends

time and connects with today’s audiences. Our goal is to facilitate a group process allowing

community members to work side by side with professional artists in the telling of stories,

and create stronger urban and rural communities as an antidote to Vereinzelung, a Ger-

man term that roughly translates to isolation. This term refers to the loss of the sense of

community due to the vanishing communal work, like the fishery industry that collapsed

in the 1990s.

The Newfoundland oral storytelling tradition is rich in the tales of Jack, the youngest

of three brothers. We chose “Jack and the Bottle of World’s End Water” to be told with

the help of a visual narrative, as this story has a lot of potential for imagery and under-

water creature scenes. The script ingeniously connects the tale with contemporary life in
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Figure 7.44. Indoor rehearsal with seagull, Newfoundland Puppet Collective, Victoria Park
Lantern Fest.

Newfoundland, incorporating scenes that work especially well with puppets. We designed

and built life-size and larger than life-sized puppets (Fig. 7.44) for selected scenes of the

story out of bamboo reed spline, using the lantern building technique perfected over fif-

teen years in community lantern-building workshops, with additional techniques for joint

making. Special flame retardant glue and paper with extra long fibre, sourced in France,

was used to cover the reed bodies. The challenge with these puppets was to create fully

articulated bodies that were hollow so that they could be be fitted with lights. It was a de-

sign challenge to build joints that move smoothly enough to create contingent movement

without extraneous motion. The puppets also had to withstand the elements, like strong

wind and potential rain showers. Constant experimentation and collaborationwith the core

group of ten community members was central to our work. In our ad for the community

art workshop, we wrote:

Jack is an adventurer, son, brother, and fisherman. Deemed good for noth-

ing by his family, he redeems himself through wit, tenaciousness and kind-

ness, and in the end, always manages to save the day. In our story, he
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befriends a magic crow and outwits savage, swimming beasts that guard

a rocky palace that is home to the princess who sleeps on a pillow on top of

a bottle with the magic cure to save his father. Jack manages to retrieve the

bottle AND even steal a kiss from the princess! (“Jack” advertisement)

Through the incorporation of puppets that tell Jack’s tale, our site-specific outdoor per-

formance offered a supposedly simple experience for the spectators. This was, after all,

“only” a puppet show. Weworked from the premise that the use of puppets, still considered

a “minor” art form, has the potential to reach the nontheatre-going as well as the theatre-

going public alike. As the audience granted agency to the inanimate illuminated objects,

they were surprised to find themselves invested in this experience more actively than they

would be in a performance with human actors. We heard that the rapt audience was de-

lighted by the show and that the firefighters in attendance had their photo taken with the

Jack puppet. Shared attention and intention with the puppeteers created an intense triadic

relationship, a kind of unwritten contract even, to keep the puppet alive.

Figure 7.45. Jack puppet, Newfoundland Puppet Collective, Victoria Park Lantern Fest; photo
by Alick Tsui.
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Since puppets are not supported by a skeleton, their design, construction, and substance

of the puppet allows them to move in novel ways, suitable to the often surrealist world of

old tales in which birds talk, marblemallets transform people to stone, and electrical tape is

more efficient than a lie detector. Puppets do not obey the laws of gravity in away that keeps

human actors earthbound. Cloaked in darkness, and thus invisible, the puppeteers made

the illuminated puppets walk, fly, and swim, so that they appeared like autonomous agents.

Their scale, slow movements, and glowing appearance added to the transformation of the

neighbourhood park into a mysterious magical garden, where the unexpected was on the

verge of transpiring and the 5 ft. Jack puppet was perceived as being 10 ft. tall (Fig. 7.45).

Apart from Jack, we built a giant seagull with fully movable wings, an enormous hand that

could point, and a giant medicine bottle. All of these puppets had to be manipulated by

three puppeteers. In addition, there was an underwater scene choreographed with water

creature lantern puppets manipulated by one person, in collaboration with the group of

the fire jugglers. There also were giant eyeballs that could open and close their eyelids

(Fig. 7.46). They were supposed to evoke the savage beasts on an island and were part of a

greater attempt to build puppets that could disintegrate into different shapes and then come

together again in a different incarnation. The size of the ballfield with the ever-blowing

wind inNewfoundlandmade it challenging tomanipulate puppets of this size, but the effect

achieved was worth our best efforts. The percussion band leader of The Scruncheons came

to our rehearsal to get a sense of where we were going with the play and conducted the

musicians so that their music created a formidable sound-scape for the puppetry elements

and the intermingling with the fire jugglers.

Without a doubt, the most important aspect of working with lantern puppets was the

fact that the puppets were illuminated and glowed from within, which created an almost

“spiritual” experience, for lack of a better term. It is not for naught that the metaphor

“light is life” has endured throughout the ages and through different cultures. Indeed, the

Old Testament is full of “light is life” and its counterpart “darkness is death” metaphors.

Metaphors are generally thought of as removed from ordinary life and language, as be-

longing squarely in the realm of the language of poets. Yet, linguists George Lakoff and
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Figure 7.46. Rehearsal, Wild beast eyeballs, Newfoundland Puppet Collective, Victoria Park
Lantern Fest.

Mark Turner suggest that not only do metaphors transcend language, but that conceptual

metaphors are something we live by (Lakoff and Johnson), a view supported by subsequent

fMRI and ERP studies by Tim Rohrer (Rohrer):

Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act,

is fundamentally metaphorical in nature. The concepts that govern our

thought are not just matters of the intellect. They also govern our every-

day functioning, down to the most mundane details. Our concepts struc-

ture what we perceive, how we get around in the world, and how we relate

to other people. Our conceptual system thus plays a central role in defin-

ing our everyday realities. If we are right in suggesting that our conceptual

system is largely metaphorical, then the way we think, what we experience,

and what we do every day is very much a matter of metaphor. (Lakoff and

Johnson 13)

When we approach thinking about light from this angle, light is not only a precondition
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for life, it is also a substance that can be taken away. In an example, taken from Othello’s

monologue in Shakespeare’sOthello, Act V, scene 2, lines 6–13, Lakoff and Turner demon-

strate how a variation on the “life is light” metaphor, the ‘’life is a flame” metaphor, can be

employed (Lakoff and Turner 43):

Yet she must die, else she’ll betray more men.

Put out the light, and then put out the light:

If I quench thee, thou flaming minister,

I can again thy former light restore,

Should I repent me; but once put out thy light,

Thou cunning’st pattern of excelling nature,

I know not where is that Promethean heat

That can thy light relume.

Shakespeare also employs the stages of light/flame as metaphor for the stages of life

(44), which reflect the life knowledge of how fire consumes a wood log, how energy is re-

leased through the burning process, how the flames manifest this energy, and how embers

and ashes are all that are left in the end. A lantern then—aglow and shining brightly— is

metaphorically filled with life. Often, seeing light is also thought of as seeing the invisible.

Does this mean that focus and precise manipulation can be done away with, as the lantern

puppet already is filled with life? From our experience in the rehearsals, we noticed that

activation of the animacy category and the inference of the concept of animacy seems to

be connected but are distinct from the perception of animacy. We could see the puppet as

a potential agent, imbued with all that was needed for appearing animate, but when the

motion was without intention, the performance fell flat. It was not that no agency was in-

ferred, but it fell short of an experience of encountering a cognizant entity. In addition, the

darkness eliminated all context from outside the play and our sparse scenography did not

add any context. All processes to perceive and infer agency had to come from the design

and motion of the puppet. The experience with the lantern puppets can be interpreted as
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support for studies that show the overlap of cortical areas active in conceptual and percep-

tual processing. The dreamlike quality of the performance may partly have been created

through a combination of the conceptual metaphors. Our lantern puppets made the life

force visible, so to speak. To see the mysterious life force is a remarkable experience. Sup-

ported by the surrounding darkness that changed the scale of the objects in the park, there

was little comparison to anything else and the puppets thus appeared even larger than they

were. Liberated from their environment they became ethereal, other worldly entities and,

consequently, transformed the space with their presence.

7.10 Taming the Light Workshop (2015)

Figure 7.47. City shadow silhouette, Bamberg, August 2015.

Given the peculiar vessels for the conceptual metaphor of “light is life” in the shape of

puppets, what do we perceptually/conceptually make of shadow and light puppetry, as we
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move from the three dimensions of puppet bodies to the puppet without a body, to the

ethereal projections and shadows of the two-dimensional? If the human puppet, according

to Tranter, is the “universal human,” is the human or humanoid puppet shadow, then, the

concept of lifemade visible? Certainly, shadowpuppetry is a further abstraction. And, what

if light itself becomes a puppet?

For the Lantern Festival performance, we had been thinking about a shadow puppet

part depicting the Portuguese White Fleet, which for centuries fished for cod in the waters

of Newfoundland. With experience in shadow puppetry, I had been looking for different

techniques of lighting in an outdoor setting. Norbert Götz’s “Theatre of Light” in Bamberg

(Fig. 7.47), Germany, was recommended tome andwhen I looked up his work, I was aston-

ished to see that Götz worked very differently from what I remembered about shadow play

and what still remains the predominant technique. Götz thought about the physics of light

and applied his understanding of optics to his art. He custom-built his own light sources

that integrate a dimmer and a lens to change the size of the light. This looked intriguing, but

his work was certainly no option for the outdoors. Even so, this workshop would be useful

if we moved to an indoor venue and adapted the play to smaller puppets and took it on the

road, an option we had discussed. It did not hurt that by signing up for the workshop, I

would also be able to visit with family in this UNESCOWorld Heritage city, dating back to

the eleventh century. Norbert Götz’s play about the history of the city is the mainstay of

summer activities at the historic fifteenth century Katharinenkapelle, introducing visitors

to the city’s varied history with dazzling visuals, and full of humour and a taste of the city’s

famed Rauchbier [smoke beer].

When people think of shadow puppetry, what mostly comes to mind is a story told by

a narrator with the help of illustrations created with a light source, a two-dimensional ob-

ject, or sometimes a human figure, and a screen that the object’s shadow falls on (Fig. 7.48).

The puppeteer is usually behind the screen, as in the Indonesian wayang kulit tradition or

in the Turkish Karagöz plays or in Chinese shadow play. Local traditions gave names to

the positioning of the lights. With the Turkish technique, the source is at the bottom of the

screen, shining upwards, the shadow puppets are manipulated at mid-body height. The
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Figure 7.48. Shadow theatre puppets, Taming the Light Workshop.

Chinese technique involves a light source shining at an angle from above on the screen

and the shadow puppets are manipulated at head height. The so-called European tech-

nique uses a light source behind the puppeteer; puppets are held above the head. In the

Italian technique, each puppeteer holds an individual light source for each shadow pup-

pet (Nold 48). These traditions do not prescribe the techniques but only serve to illustrate

some of the better known ones. Artists will use whichever technique best serves their pur-

pose. Apart from the puppetry artist and the audience, we can identify seven elements that

need to come together for the creation of a shadow theatre performance: light source, the
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light itself, space, object, screen, shadow, sound (music and/or a narrative; narration is op-

tional though). These elements are also necessary for contemporary shadow theatre, but it

Figure 7.49. Light source experiments, Taming the Light.

has evolved from using only static screens and silhouette cut-outs. The evolution of light

sources has created a myriad of new artistic possibilities. Halogen light bulbs were instru-

mental in allowing for a move away from the screen, as crisp shadows could now be pro-

duced from further away (Fig. 7.49). It is now possible to create double shadows, coloured

shadows, polarization effects and even something close to three-dimensional shadows and

the puppeteer now has a choice to project from the front of the screen in plain view of the

audience. A combination of human figures, objects, and masks, together with still and film

projections, reflection (Fig. 7.50), refraction, and even “live light painting” has infused new

life into an old form.

Two things that stood out in the Taming the LightWorkshop can be subsumedunder the

terms filmic quality and illusion.The filmic aspects of shadow theatre as opposed to shadow

play are produced through the effect of the crisp shadows in combination with the movable

light. It now is possible to use the light like a camera and use three-dimensional objects
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Figure 7.50. Reflecting material and reflections, Taming the Light Workshop.

that can be turned when they are walked through a given scene. Illuminating only a small

part of the screen, one can move the light behind a figure, showing the whole scene, and—

moving the light past the character—one can show what the character is seeing, effectively

creating a point of view shot. One can take the light and explore buildings from the inside.

The language of film can be easily applied to this type of manipulation.

The second aspect that stood out was the fact that we becamemakers of visual illusions.

Not in the sense of creating the illusion of life, but in the sense of visual illusions. Götz first

treated us to the visual delights of working with polarization. We experimented with sheets

of mica, cellophane, cling film, and objects on specially selected overhead projectors to

create stunning visuals for backgrounds. After experimentingwith polarizations, wemoved

on to reflection. We used a light source and reflecting material and explored the effects.

It was astonishing to realize that the reflection of the shapes we had cut from mirror foil

were so different from thematerial shape; bending the material created figures that could

be inverted into themselves and the resulting reflection from tiny bits of material could
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Figure 7.51. Cut glass and refraction, Taming the Light Workshop.

fill an entire wall. Later, we also tried refraction with cut and patterned glass (Fig. 7.51).

Few reflections or refractions were predictable in their shapes or in the way they could be

animated. Often, the more simple ones turned out to be the more interesting ones, as soon

as we added movement. Simple pieces of glass revealed intricate patterns when we shone

a light through them; plastic bottles filled halfway with water and set into motion created

mesmerizing effects. Who would have thought that transparent green plastic cutlery could

entertain us for an hour? Two knives became the jaws of an alligator, opening and closing to

the rhythm of music. Based on the nature of light, we also worked with different setups for

coloured lights to create colour shadows. After the experimentation phase, we were given

a narrative that we divided up into scenes on which we worked in pairs. We had to practise

with reflection and refraction in order to be able to reliably produce the light effects that

we were looking for. Then, we created or selected objects that would create the shadows.

Some workshop participants also used reflections as characters instead of shadows. Those

using mainly shadows had to learn to use the light as a camera. There was a lot to unlearn.
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Figure 7.52. Left: Scene with ship shadow and reflection, right: seahorse carousel; “Jack and the Bottle
of World End’s Water,” Newfoundland Puppet Collective, RCA, St. John’s 2016; photos by Jenne
MacLean.

In 2016 the Newfoundland Puppet Collective was awarded several grants and the Re-

source Centre for the Arts in St. John’s gave over their theatre for two weeks in exchange

for a children’s puppet camp. We elaborated on what we had achieved the previous year

with dancers from a local dance group. We incorporated techniques from the “Taming the

Light” workshop 7.52 with movable circular screens measuring from 30 cm to 2m in diam-

eter. These shadow scenes expanded the visual narrative in remarkable ways. 25.

While visual illusions have always been part of traditional shadow play, increasing or

decreasing size bymoving closer or further away from the screen or pulling things out from

behind a figure andmaking it appear as if it had been pulled from the body or container, the

shadow is based on the shape of the shadow-throwing object. With reflection and refrac-

tion, light becomes a bigger player than shadow itself. Illusion is naturally part of puppetry,

but shadow theatre, or rather light theatre, takes visual illusion to a whole different level.

With live light painting, light appears capable of becoming a tangible object. As we painted

with light in space and projected it back onto a screen in real-time, the traces of light stood

as objects in the space. As light is thought to make the invisible visible, painting with light

was like seeing time simultaneously stopped and passing.

25CBC reported on the workshop here http://goo.gl/aDLFli

http://goo.gl/aDLFli
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Figure 7.53. “Light Paint Live,” Taming the Light Workshop.

Visible on the left of figure 7.53 is the thread of light that one of the participants spun

in front of herself using an altered LED flash light. The effect on the right is created with

a so-called light sabre, a toy sword based on the Star Wars film series. Here, it was used

to outline a silhouette. Light Paint Live can be used like graffiti, but as the light thread on

the left shows, with sufficient skill and exercise it can probably be animated like a puppet.

This technique also allows for the innovative creation of ephemeral and changing scenic

design.26

Sinceworkingwith the contrast of light anddarkness—themetaphors for life anddeath—

one could be excused from thinking that manipulation skills would not be as important as

with other types of puppets. However, just as with lantern puppets, we found that ma-

nipulation follows the same principles as in general puppetry: focus, breath, initiation of

movement, and contingent motion need to be respected and extraneous motion needs to

be avoided. There is obviously an added challenge, as this type of theatre is bound to pro-

jectionmaterials, but the difference does not appear to be fundamental. As we have seen in

26For an example of live light painting, see “Light Painting–Jinpei Washiro,”
http://youtu.be/yGiWw79RCKE. Although this clip features pastel artist Jinpei Washiro competing in a
talent show, I believe it is the best video to exemplify the use of this technique in scenic design. Götz showed
us something similar in a landscape created for a shadow theatre, but it is not available on the web.

http://youtu.be/yGiWw79RCKE
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the Heider and Simmel experiment as well as in Michotte’s, two dimensions pose no cog-

nitive problem when it comes to agency detection. Shadow theatre speaks to the flexibility

of the human cognitive makeup, to the ability of taking a leap into abstraction without the

loss of meaning.

From the mouse marionette carved from solid linden wood to the immaterial shadow

and light puppets, the trajectory ofmy practice-led research has been an exploration of pup-

petry arts and the cognitive processes that make it possible for such an art form to arise.

Like all art, puppetry is constant exploration and experimentation, but puppetry explores

and experiments with something very particular: the percept of animacy. The experimen-

tal condition is laid out in the theatrical space with a unique audience for each experiment

(performance). We know that the manipulation is spot on when the audience creates infer-

ences about the animate and agentive status of the puppets and performing objects, be they

made of wood, cloth, papier maché or light and shadow. As I have shown in this chapter,

the practice-led-research portion of this thesis supports and is supported by studies on an-

imacy perception in cognitive science. Taken as a whole, theory and practice achieve more

than either could on their own. Together, they allow for the appreciation of the puppet in

its unique dichotomous ontology.



Chapter 8

Towards a Cognitive Poetics of

Puppetry

A practice-led research project ought to benefit the practice and contribute to knowledge

creation. What can my foray into animacy perception contribute? Based on the first in-

sights into the cognitive poetics of puppetry laid out in the chapters above, I would like to

share some thoughts on creating successful performances with puppets. In addition to the

abundance of performances at the Festival de Casteliers in Montreal, at the International

Festival of Puppetry Schools in Białystok and during the Weekend Marionnettes J-365,

a mini-festival of puppetry arts in Charleville-Mézières, during my research residence in

2014, I analyzed countless performances from video recordings. From these analyses and

my own limited practice, I created a list of some principles of puppetry that, to me, are in-

dispensable for performances that I consider to be successful and for which I strive in my

own practice. Articulating these principles ties into the articulation of implicit knowledge

Friedman postulates for the creation of a cycle of knowledge.

While thinking about aspects that are indispensable, I came across the so-called “Anna

KareninaPrinciple,” namedafter the beginning sentence of LeoTolstoy’s novelAnnaKaren-

ina: “Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its ownway.” I believe

the “Anna Karenina Principle” is widely applicable. It means that several key aspects have

to be in place for a marriage to succeed. If only one of these aspects is lacking, the mar-

riage will result in failure. I would argue that the “Anna Karenina Principle” also applies to

259
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puppetry art performances and its various aspects. I believe that artistic decisions on mul-

tiple elements of a puppetry performance are crucial to a “happymarriage,” and encompass

more areas than acting by human actors alone. We thus arrive at an in-depth understand-

ing of what makes a performance with puppets work and what stands in the way, in other

words, what makes a performance with puppets succeed. The “Anna Karenina Principle”

reformulated for my purposes here would be, “Successful puppetry art performances are

all alike; every unsuccessful puppetry art performance fails in its own way.” The criteria

or elements below sit like notes on a violin string: there is a spectrum of approaching the

right note and reaching that sweet spot. When a performance reaches that spot and it is in

harmony with the notes on the other strings, it enables a blissful experience for the listener.

The following is, by nature, an incomplete list, but I would still venture to say, that if

these points are not taken into account (or any additional, yet to be identified elements) or

are omitted, the performance will suffer:

1. There is a good reason to include puppets in a performance;

2. Puppet design and manipulation complement, enhance, and augment the content,

tone, and evocation of the performance;

3. The performance with puppets includes exploratory moments;

4. The puppeteer commits to precise manipulation of the puppet, which means precise

focus, gaze, and intentional, purposeful motion;

5. Even when voice is used, the performance is not be language-driven;

6. The performance includes moments of stillness in puppet manipulation, as these re-

veal the internal life of a puppet;

7. Puppet design and performance strive to augment the dichotomous ontology of the

puppet.
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Keeping these elements in mind is liberating, because artistic intuition alone is not

enough to create art in any art form. Workingwith these elements systematizes the decision-

making process, from adapting a script, and conceptualizing a performance to the actual

puppet design and the manipulation of a puppet during a performance.

I ammore convinced than ever, that performers only facilitate the involuntary inference

of agency to inanimate objects like puppets. However, even performers with little perfor-

mance practice, but strong storytelling skills and focus can create powerful moments aided

by shared attention. As a result of our core ontological categorization, I suggest that per-

formances will be stronger and spectators will be more drawn in, by applying the above

points.

As far as knowledge creation goes, our understanding has to go even deeper. For too

long now, we have been repeating with Roger-Daniel Bensky that, apart from strongly sub-

jective value judgments:

nous n’avons aucune possibilité d’approcheméthodologique, quant aux lois

psychologiques de la marionnette. (66)

we do not have a single methodological approach, when it comes to the psy-

chological laws of the puppet ( my transl.)

We needlessly subscribed to the credo that bears Coleridge’s colour, namely that the

“willing suspension of disbelief” and a “poetic leap of faith” lie at the heart of the enigmatic

powers of the puppet. Indeed, there was little reason to think that we would ever overcome

the primacy of a semiotic approach that had the study of puppetry firmly in its grasp. Yet,

today we witness the advent of methodological approaches available to study, what Ben-

sky calls the “psychological laws of the puppet” in ways he may not have dreamt of. As I

have shown, we finally do have approaches at hand, but they do not lie in literary studies,

nor in theatre studies. Not surprisingly, in order to discover the “psychological laws of the

puppet,” we have to turn to psychology, to cognitive psychology to be precise.

Yet, we reflexively have away of putting ondisciplinary blinders and thus keep overlook-

ing pertinent areas that lend themselves to a productive conversation across disciplines.
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We would rather invoke “hypnosis” or “irradiation psychique” (LeGros and Visan, qtd. in

(Bensky 66) before—to use the German expression—über den Tellerrand hinauszuschauen

[looking beyond one’s own nose]. While past answers may have felt unsatisfactory, we ei-

ther kept repeating the age old adage with little conviction or uneasily stopped asking the

question altogether and retreated into the safe haven of cultural historical studies. How-

ever, to repeat Spivak’s sentiment, if “[i]t is the questions that we ask that produce the field

of inquiry,” and if we continue with the previous practice, the field atrophies before having

the slightest chance to bloom.

It is encouraging to see that “research into the potential interdisciplinary relationships

between life sciences and live performing arts (theatre, dance, circus, performance, etc.)” is

being formalized in the young researcher’s network “LivePerformingArts andEthnoscenol-

ogy.”On thewebsite of theMaisonde science de l’homme (MSH), the foundation also points

to possibly contentious issues that may arise. They write that, [a]lthough contact points ex-

ist between the fields of live performance and life sciences, misunderstandings can build on

each other.

As a result of my study, I wonder with them, how we can:8

put into place experience protocols for artists and researchers allowing them

to study the implicit knowledge of performers? What understanding do

neuroscientists have of the potential variability of the results of one study

involving actors from different acting schools?

(MSH Paris Nord)1

Given, for example, the dichotomous ontology of the puppet, I also wonder how valid

experiments using puppets are, especially when they are used as human representations,

andwhether thismay be an insufficiently reflected flaw in experiments, just like extrapolat-

ing finding from studies with mice to humans. Therefore, even if the dialogue between the

arts and sciences may not always be an easy one, if begun on equal footing, it is doubtlessly

going to be productive.
1For more information, see http://goo.gl/yB7H5N. In the U.S.A. XSEAD (Science, Engineering, Design & the
Arts), an initiative for scholars working across disciplines may be on on the same path http://goo.gl/n6PRcH.

http://goo.gl/yB7H5N
http://goo.gl/n6PRcH
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But how do we know, then, that we are asking all the possible questions, if the question

does not occur to us in he first place? I put forward the matrix of Tinbergen’s “Four Ques-

tions” to cover the ground: “How does it work?” (see below), “How did it develop during the

lifetime of the individual?” (e.g., What puppet design and technology decisions were made

for a particular production?), “What is it for?” (e.g., What is the reason for the increase of

visible puppeteers?), and “How did it evolve over the history of the species?” (e.g., From

what source did puppetry arts develop?), I suggested that we adapt these “Four Questions”

in the service of the emerging field of puppetry arts scholarship.

The “Howdoes it work?” question can become the “Howdoes an audience infer animacy

and agency to a puppet?” on several levels of inquiry, from the social context to the neuro-

logical underpinnings. As I have shown, this question has been underrepresented, as most

of the scholarship has focused on history, ethnography, design taxonomy, and the evolution

of the art within certain parameters. “How does it work?” was a question that, according to

Bensky’s lament, was unanswerable. As I have learned by attending workshops, puppetry

arts masters know precisely what it takes to trigger the inference of agency in the spectator,

even if they do not formulate it like this or even if they use the expression of “bringing the

puppet to life.” Or, as puppet maker Matthew Laird formulates, “If the puppeteer is truly

going to cast the spell of suspended disbelief, then the correct magic needs to be in place”

(Laird).2 This discourse on puppetry needs to be overcome, as we otherwise perpetuate a

false belief that weakens the art. Whatmay lack linguistic clarity, however, becomes clearer

in practice.

The shaman and the puppeteer do not confound the natural or manufactured inani-

mate objects with animate entities; instead, they respect them in their otherness, and for

reasons of ritual or performance, manipulate them in a defined context with the intent to

facilitate the inference of animacy and agency. Both the shaman and puppeteer possess the

embodied knowledge to create the emergence of powerful moments in the imagination of

2Matthew Laird uses the term “magic” five times in his 2015 article for Howlround, which defines itself as an
online “knowledge commons by and for the theatre community.” See http://goo.gl/TJSVnM.

http://goo.gl/TJSVnM.
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the audience. If we thus position the “How does it work?” question at the confluence of em-

bodied knowledge, based on—what I call—biotic experiments, and cognitive science studies

of animacy and agency perception, wemay well be weaving a tapestry of unique knowledge.

As it turns out, it is the cognitive processes triggered in the spectator that are the elusive,

yet critical ingredient to the “effect” of the puppet. These are automatic processes that we

cannot willingly control. Even more so, when the visual ambiguity between the inanimate

and animate is harnessed to the fullest—due to our evolutionary makeup—the mind can-

not but activate the disambiguation process and, as the ambiguity cannot be resolved, the

process recurs over and over again. To thus acknowledge that no “leap of faith,” poetic or

otherwise, is needed and no “willing suspension of disbelief” would change the narrative

toward a cognitive poetics of puppets.
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